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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Computer-based Multiple External Representations (MERs) have been found in some 
cases to help and in others to hinder the learning process. This thesis examines how 
varying the external representations that are presented in a computer environment 
influences the strategies that learners choose when tackling mathematics tasks. It has been 
noted (Ainsworth, 2006) that learners fail to transfer insights from one representation to 
another. Previous work analysing video data of learners' problem-solving with computer- 
based MERs emphasises the need to identify which representation is being considered by 
a learner as utterances are made, and to examine more closely learners' movement 
between representations. This research focuses on the relationship between strategy and 
representation during learners' problem solving. 
A set of analytical techniques was developed to characterise learner strategies, to identify 
how different computer-based MERs influence strategy choices, and to explore how these 
choices change over the course of task completion. Rich data were collected using a 
variety of technologies: learners' shifts in attention were recorded using an unobtrusive 
eye-tracking device and screen capture software; keyboard and mouse actions were 
logged automatically; utterances and gestures were video recorded; notes and sketches 
were recorded in real-time using a Tablet PC. This research suggests how integrated 
analysis of learners' gazes, actions, writing, sketches and utterances can better illuminate 
subtle cognitive strategies. 
The study involved completion of three tasks by eighteen participants using multiple 
mathematical representations (numbers, graphs and algebra) presented in different 
computer-based `instantiations': Static (non-moving, non-changing, non-Interactive); 
Dynamic (capable of animation following keyboard inputs); Interactive (directly 
manipulable using a mouse). 
Having computer-based MERs available to learners provides an opportunity to use 
representations with which they are comfortable. A detailed analysis showed that both 
representation and instantiation have an impact on strategy choice. It identified 
differences in expression of inferences, construction of visual images, and attention to 
representations between different types of instantiation. One of the important findings of 
the research is that learners are less likely to use imagining strategies when 
representational instantiation is Interactive. These results may provide some explanation 
of how interactivity helps or hinders learners' understanding of multiple representations. 
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1 THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Interactive digital technology may be changing the way people learn with representations, 
because it allows representations to be dynamic, linked and interactive. Given this 
potential, an agenda is needed to address how such new representations can be matched to 
learning needs. For example, new technologies have been seen as a great hope for difficult- 
to-learn subjects such as mathematics (Fey, 1989). However, there is much to learn about 
how best to deploy them. 
Learners have experienced difficulties with standard external mathematical 
representations, such as finding a pattern given a set of numbers (Zazkis and Liljedahl, 
2002), graph interpretations (Dunham and Osborne, 1991) and establishing connection 
between a graph and a number (Knuth, 2000). Without integrating new technologies into 
learning with mathematical representations, it has been a challenge to completely address 
some of these difficulties (Dunham and Osborne, 1991). 
Even when standard external representations are made computer-based, research has 
shown that dynamic, linked and interactive representations may carry their own additional 
costs (Ainsworth, 2006). For example, when standard external representations are 
animated, learners have been found to experience problems in focusing their attention on 
other kinds of external representations on the screen, thereby making them ignore those 
representations that are not animated (Lowe, 2003). Focus of attention to a specific 
standard representation on the screen due to animation could be one of the reasons why 
learners experience difficulty linking external representations (Jones and Scaife, 2000). 
Even though one of the ways to address difficulties with external representations has been 
to offer these representations on computer, the effects of alternative ways to present 
standard external representation on a computer screen have been inconsistent (Ainsworth, 
1999). For instance, while there have been claims that computerising external 
representations help (e. g. being able to produce many mathematical graphs in a certain 
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period of time can help learners visualise graphs, Elliot, 2000), there are also instances 
when computerising these external representations can hinder learning (e. g. being able to 
produce many graphs in a computer environment can lead to failure to interpreting all the 
graphs produced, Weigand and Weller, 2001). The potential changes in learning with 
mathematical representations that different technologies may bring need careful 
exploration. 
This thesis is focused on strategies that people adopt in solving problems involving 
external representations, set in the context of learners. It is primarily about learners' 
strategies for using and understanding representations rather than about meta-cognitive 
strategies. It would be interesting to discover whether there is a pattern in the use of 
different kinds of strategies when people deal with complex cognitive tasks. There is a lack 
of research that has examined how strategies vary when instantiations involving 
mathematical representations are varied. This thesis examines strategies for tackling tasks 
with computer-based MERs (i. e. Multiple External Representations - different forms of 
standard external representations) presented simultaneously on a computer in a variety of 
instantiations, including `Static', `Dynamic' and `Interactive'. The external representations 
are mathematical and include numbers, equations and graphs. 
This thesis exploits technology not only as a means of giving learners alternative 
representations, but also as a means of capturing the learners' interactions with those 
representations. Recent developments in digital data capture technologies have opened up 
new possibilities for researching the potential pedagogical benefits of computer-based 
representations. This research applies digital data capture to investigate systematically the 
effect of different computer-based representations on learning. The approaches taken to 
analysing strategy in this research have been inspired by the methodological challenges 
that the author faced in a previous study (San Diego, 2003) associated with `traditional' 
data capture technologies. The methodological innovation has included a set of techniques 
for analysing computer interactions from eye-tracking, tablet PC screen capture, digital 
voice and image record, and capture of computer actions as `logs'. The digital approach to 
analysing learner-computer interactions is illustrated in detail. The kinds of rich data 
captured and the forms of data `triangulation' are discussed. 
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This chapter begins with a definition of key terms in order to set the context of the 
research. It is important to make a distinction between standard external representations, 
computer-based representations, and instantiations because these key terms appear several 
times in this thesis. The need for examining strategies with computer-based 
representations, interactivity and instantiations are then presented. The problem statement, 
research question and hypotheses are identified form the previous literature about learning 
with representations, instantiations, strategies and cognitive load. A brief illustration and 
discussion, of a 2003 study conducted by the author that motivates this thesis to examine 
strategies in detail and to explore the opportunities offered by digital technologies in order 
to observe strategies more accurately than traditional observation or analogue technologies 
(San Diego, 2003). The chapter ends with an overview of the structure of the thesis. 
1.2 THE CONTEXT OF STRATEGY, REPRESENTATIONS AND 
INSTANTIATIONS: DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The key terms used in this research are defined in detail. Each term is introduced by an 
example, in order to help put the terms into context. 
Standard external representations 
When more than one external representation is presented to learners, they are engaging 
with MERs. To illustrate, the external representation `-5' (as a number) corresponds to 
another external representation e. g. a graphical representation, a point on a line five units 
to the left of zero (as in Figure 1-1). 
öII1tI11I! 
_TTý 
-5 0 
Figure 1-1 An example of a mathematical graph representation 
One particular concern of interest to this research is the way people deal with 
representations. Representation can be defined as "something that stands for something 
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else" (Palmer, 1977, p. 262); "a structurally equivalent presentation and an alternative 
presentation or something in place of something else" (Pape and Tchoshanov, 2001, p. 
120). This definition can be expanded: 
"a configuration of some kind that, as a whole or part by part corresponds to, is 
referentially associated with, stands for, symbolises, interacts in a special manner 
with, or otherwise represents something else. " (Goldin and Kaput, 1996, p. 398) 
The representations chosen in this research are numbers, graphs and equations - 
mathematical representations which have been found to be difficult to learn with as 
discussed later in section 1.3. These three types of representations are referred to in this 
research as `standard external mathematical representations'. 
Instantiations 
When standard external representations are presented in a computer environment, 
representations may be presented in different `instantiations'. For example, the graphical 
point `- 5' can be defined as an absolute distance of a point on a number line five units to 
the left of V. This can be presented as a `moving' graphical point from `- 1', to `- 2', to 
`- 3', to `- 4', to `- 5'. This kind of presentation is referred to by others as an external 
representation that is `animated' or as `dynamic representation' or as moving images. This 
can also be presented to learners as `freeze frames' or non-moving images based on paper 
(others refer to as `static representations') (see Figure 1-2). The question is: is the `moving 
graphical point' a variant of images of static graphical points, or is it a different 
representation altogether? However, `- 5' as a number (i. e. an external representation) can 
be represented as a graphical point on a number line (i. e. as another external 
representation). 
Rogers (1999) provides an example that illustrates why the concept of `instantiation' is 
valuable. In a commentary on interactive graphical representations, Rogers stated that 
static diagrams are effective in problem solving, but that interactive versions of the same 
diagrams are even better in problem solving. She went on to compare static and interactive 
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variants using the terms `static graphical representation' and `interactive graphical 
representation'. Different instantiations may have different effects on learning, just as 
different representations may have different effects on learning. 
1 11 1 if 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 1-2 An example of capturing an animated instantiation using static 
instantiations 
Goldin and Kaput (1996) label alternative ways to display representations as 
`instantiations'. There seems to be a need to characterise instantiation and representation. 
For example, Goldin and Kaput propose three basic distinctions of the fundamental 
features of media 1) Dynamic versus Static media - one presenting motion whilst the other 
is still; 2) Interactive versus inert media - the former changing the display and meaning of 
the display through input whilst the latter only changes in display; 3) Recording versus 
nonrecording media - one capable of recording whereby it can be retrieved whilst the other 
cannot. Lim, Bensabat and Todd (1996) categorise instantiations in a different way. They 
distinguish `direct' and `indirect' manipulation: 1) Direct manipulation allows learners to, 
for example, drag icons within the interface; whilst 2) Indirect manipulations require them 
to click a series of icons. 
An alternative way to categorise instantiations has to do with operational exchange. 
Operational exchange refers to functional activity: the entering of information through a 
keyboard and the resultant response from the system, (Luckin and Du Boulay, 2002, p. 99) 
which others refer to as `interactivity', i. e. a situation when "a user who has access to a 
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range of input devices which can activate the technology being used; the result of this 
action is some form of visual output: text, graphics, printing; and the sequence of actions 
form an interaction. " (Sims, 1997, p. 159). In Figure 1-1, for example, imagine that by 
using a computer's mouse, the graphical point can be dragged along the line. 
Degree of interactivity - of operational exchange - is one of the defining parameters of the 
three instantiations used in this research. The varying instantiation has no agreed typology 
as yet. Nonetheless, there are proposals that seem to include as elements of instantiations: 
motion of representations on screen (Goldin and Kaput, 1996); manipulability of elements 
of representations (Lim, Bensabat and Todd, 1996); different ways of manipulating 
representations on the screen depending on devices (e. g. Sims, 1997); different output of 
representations on the screen based on operations with different input devices (e. g. Luckin 
and Du Boulay, 2002). 
For the purposes of this study, three types of instantiation are used: 
i. Static: Non-moving, non-changing, non-interactive; 
ii. Dynamic: Capable of animation through alpha-numeric inputs; 
iii. Interactive: Directly manipulable graphs. 
It is worth emphasising that other types of instantiations are possible. Also, there are other 
ways of implementing the instantiations used in this research. This thesis will hope to 
demonstrate that the distinction between instantiation and representation facilitates the 
explication and attribution of effects and is likely to improve the clarity of resultant theory. 
Strategy 
Given a particular problem, involving standard external mathematical representations, 
people use a set of strategies in solving them. Some research attention has been given to 
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generic strategies that learners use in solving mathematical problems (e. g. guess-and-test, 
working backwards, or trial-and-error; see e. g. Boulton-Lewis, 1998; Tabachneck, 
Koedinger and Nathan, 1994) and to strategies that relate to specific external mathematical 
representations (e. g. adding, counting, or sketching). When a mathematical problem is set 
in the context of interaction with computers, additional strategies may apply. See, for 
example, the strategies afforded by rapid graph plotting, described by Weigand and Weller 
(2001). 
Aczel (2006) used the term `strategic theories' (introduced in Aczel, 1998) as: 
"Students' conjectured constructions of some sort of reality under the selection 
pressures provided by `concerns' (problems of special interest to the student). " (p. 
159) 
Aczel expands on strategic theories that strategies chosen to address a particular concern 
may require several attempts. Thus, according to Aczel, people subject strategies to `trial- 
and improvement'. So, for example, by attempting to address a particular problem learners 
may produce some theories and by trying each of the theories a more improved theory than 
a previous tried one is produced; learners may discontinue testing out other theories when 
the particular problem is deemed addressed. This research focuses on strategy as attempts 
people make in solving a problem, in line with the strategic theories of Aczel (2006). 
To illustrate how strategic theories apply to this research, take for example the 
representation in Figure 1-1. When learners solve a problem involving a mathematical 
representation, learners may choose a strategy to deal with the particular form of external 
mathematical representation (e. g., in this case, a line graph). Should this attempt fail, 
learners may attempt to improve this strategy by combining it with another form of 
external representation (e. g. numbers). The strategies that learners use may or may not 
differ between the two types of external representations involved. The study in this 
research involves participants engaging with a problem involving mathematical 
representations, and their strategies are studied in relation to those representations. 
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1.3 EXAMINING STRATEGIES WITH COMPUTER-BASED MERS 
This section explains why it is important to examine strategies with computer-based 
representations. It draws attention to the significance of choosing standard external 
mathematical representations, among others. It outlines how the problems with standard 
external representations can be distinguished from the problems related to instantiations. It 
presents the rationale to understand how strategies evolve when learners deal with 
computer-based and multiple external mathematical representations as to identify success 
and failure in solving problems. 
Multiple external representations presented in a computer environment are found in some 
cases to help and in others to hinder the learning process (Ainsworth, 1999). MERs include 
different `standard external representations' presented together (e. g. text and picture or 
numbers and graphs) and the types of presentation (e. g. static and dynamic). However, as 
will be seen, there are unique difficulties associated with each of the standard external 
representations and with the types of instantiations. These representations, when presented 
in a computer environment, require manipulation and interaction; and of course, different 
types of presentation can require different actions. It is a challenge to be able to examine 
and analyse what learners do with external representations and how they make sense of 
them. Learning with different types of external representation and the different forms of 
presentation of these external representations is complex and is not yet fully understood. 
One of the possible ways to look at learners making sense of representations is by 
analysing strategies. Learners' choices of strategies are still somewhat neglected. 
Standard external mathematical representations 
Mathematical representations are used in many domains like Physics, Engineering, 
Chemistry, Statistics, and so on. There are some specific cases where persistent difficulties 
with mathematical representations have been identified. For example, learners are known 
to experience some difficulty with: visualising transformation of graphs (Borba and 
Confrey, 1996); imagining some mathematical concepts in their own mind (Sierpinska, 
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1994); graphing, e. g. extracting the x and y coordinates of a graph (Dunham and Osborne, 
1991); linking multiple mathematical representations (Elliott, Hudson and O'Reilly, 2000; 
Even, 1998; Keller and Hirsch, 1998; Ruthven, 1990; San Diego, 2003; Sierpinska, 1994; 
Villarreal, 2000; Weigand, 1991; Hennessy, Fung and Scanlon, 2001; Knuth, 2000). 
Consequently, learning with three representations - numeric, algebraic and graphic - is 
worth studying. 
Technology and mathematics 
There are strong beliefs that technology is having a great impact on the learning from 
computer-based representations. The presence of technology may be able to make learning 
with mathematical representations meaningful. For example, some have stated that one of 
the main strengths of technology is that it can provide greater and easier access to multiple 
representations of concepts and processes (Goldenberg, 1988; Kaput and Thompson, 1994; 
Fey, 1989). Offering external representations in a computer environment has been explored 
with the aim of reducing some of the problems learners experience with external 
representations (Ainsworth, 1999). For example, in a computer environment, graphing 
technology can be an effective tool for enhancing learners' graphing abilities (Scanlon, 
1998) such as its capability of giving immediate feedback and providing rapid graph- 
plotting. 
Instantiating representations 
There are different kinds of instantiations (see section 1.2) and technology has numerous 
capabilities for instantiating representations. Figure 1-3 shows some examples of 
instantiations. 
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Figure 1-3 Examples of computer-based representations 
The varying ways of instantiating external representations can include: 
" Static (not moving around the computer screen) 
" Dynamic (representations move around the screen) 
" Interactive (representations that are `manipulable' e. g. using a mouse to make them 
move around the screen) 
9a combination of each of Static, Dynamic and Interactive 
9 3-D vision (e. g. using binocular stereoscopic techniques), 
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" being able to make representations move using a stylus, insofar as this is different 
from using a mouse. 
While there are difficulties related to standard external representations, the way these 
representations are instantiated adds other kinds of difficulties (e. g. Ardac and Akaygun, 
2005, Lowe, 2003). For example, learners may have problems focusing their attention with 
external representations moving around the screen (Jones and Scaife, 2000). The speed of 
animation has also been found to have different effects (Van der Meij and de Jong, 2006; 
Ardac and Akaygun, 2005; Morrison and Tversky, 2001). These are just a few of the 
reasons why it is important to examine different types of instantiations. 
Cognitive processing of computer-based representations 
Larkin and Simon (1987) wrote 
"One may be able to use the information in a verbal description to draw or image a 
diagram or use a diagram to infer verbal statements" (p. 66). 
There is a difference for learners between deriving information from one representation 
and deriving information from multiple representations according to Scaife and Rogers 
(1996). Also, there are concepts which can be learned or perhaps understood best using 
only one particular instantiation or combinations of instantiations (Ainsworth, 2006). 
Different types of external representations and different types of instantiations have been 
claimed to influence cognitive processing, because they impose different cognitive 
demands (e. g. Lewalter, 2003; Lowe, 2003; Rogers, 1999; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). 
There are theories to explain the optimal choice of representations and instantiations in 
designing learning with computers. One of the theories is related to `cognitive load' 
(Sweller and Chandler, 1991). For example, reducing extraneous cognitive load (i. e. 
mental effort imposed by the way information is presented externally (Bodemer and Faust, 
2006) such as decreasing unnecessary visual search processes (Sweller, Van Merrienboer 
and Paas, 1998) does not necessarily improve learning. Split-attention effects, where a 
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particular representation, for example, can be animated whilst other representations are 
static, may influence learners' attention (Mayer and Moreno, 1998). Previous research has 
explored the role of cognitive load in explaining the effects of giving learners' alternative 
representations and instantiations. But it has not yet been fully explained how learners' 
choice between alternative representations is affected by different instantiations of those 
representations. 
Reducing problems with computer-based representations 
Although there are problems particular to standard external representations and also 
problems particular to specific instantiations, learning in many instances is being designed, 
by teachers or educational software designers, with some assumptions of how difficulties 
with external representations can be reduced. For example, there are studies that claim that 
varying external forms of mathematical representations have different effects on learning 
mathematics concepts, either by offering graphs or numbers (Weigand, 1991). Also, 
offering only one kind of external representation (Kalyuga, Chandler and Sweller, 1999) or 
a number of external representations (Ainsworth, Bibby and Wood, 1997) can both be 
found to have positive effects. However, designs can also include decisions about varying 
instantiations. There are inconsistencies with the impact of instantiations on learning. Elliot 
et al (2000) claim that an instantiation that provides rapid graph-plotting can help in 
reducing difficulties in visualising graphs; while Weigand (1991) claim that learners have 
difficulty interpreting many graphs produced by rapid graph-plotting. There is a need to 
identify what is different about the various technologies and what those differences 
measure in terms of cognition and learning. However, the process of varied interaction 
with these representations is not yet fully understood. Therefore, what learners make sense 
of - and how they make sense of - each particular representation when instantiated 
differently is important to examine. 
It is not just the design of learning that needs to be considered in examining learners' 
interaction with computer-based representations. Learners themselves sometimes create 
their own forms of representations, different from what is given on a computer screen 
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(Borba and Confrey, 1996). For instance, when the design of computer-based 
representations does not always meet learners' own preference for representation (Weigand 
and Weller, 2001), they may dismiss working on the computer-based representations. This 
may lead to working in their head with the kinds of representations with which they are 
comfortable or they may use a different technology, e. g. pen and paper, to construct other 
external representations (Cox, 1996). Learners have their own ways of coping with the 
problems they experience with external representations. According to Cox (1996), when 
learners construct their own representations, this could signal either difficulty or 
insufficiency of information on the representations given. Further investigation is needed 
into the relationships between (i) learners' self-constructed representations; (ii) learners' 
ways of using computer-based representations; and (iii) the ways in which given 
representations are instantiated. 
Examining strategies 
Most of the previous research about computer-based representations has been pair-wise 
comparisons of representation use, or pair-wise comparison of instantiations, there is no 
known study that investigates combined presentation in a way that picks apart the 
influence of each of the representations and instantiations. One way of examining learners' 
interaction with computer-based representations is by looking at learners' strategies (as 
defined above). Learners' choice of strategies with different computer-based 
representations is under-researched. There is no known empirical study that investigates 
how, when learners are given multiple representations, their choices of strategies are 
influenced by type of instantiation. 
Learners are using a wide range of strategies for different standard external mathematical 
representations (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998; Ruthven, 1990; Even, 1998; Villarreal, 2000; 
Tabachneck et al., 1994; Novick, 1990; etc. ). The strategies learners choose may depend 
on the kind of external representations given or they may even depend on the kinds of 
representations they construct on their own. Learners have also been found to use strategies 
for constructing external representations not on the computer screen. They have been 
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found to externalise visual forms of representations using pen and paper (Cox, 1996), 
gestures (Goldin-Meadow and Wagner, 2005), and gazes (Yoon and Narayanan, 2004). 
The investigation of these kinds of strategies may elucidate why and how difficulties with 
learning from computer-based representations occur. Examining strategies may provide 
further explanations about learning with computer-based representations and the complex 
relationships of representations, interactivity, instantiations, and cognitive load. However, 
few attempts have been made to study learners' strategies with computer-based 
representations, even though clearly there is a need for investigating them. 
Some studies have examined learners' strategies with one form of mathematical 
representation. Aczel (1998) analysed algebraic concepts using strategies. Though Aczel 
used this technique to investigate algebraic abilities and did not include graphical 
representations, the task was in a computer environment. Aczel examined learners' thought 
processes with algebraic representations and identified how strategies improve during the 
course of a task. The task in Aczel's study required certain manipulations of instantiation - 
that is inputting numbers which then appeared in the computer screen as `barrels' on a 
weighing scale. Learners then improved their strategies in dealing with `equations' from 
the weighing scale representation. The kinds of improvement in learners' strategies 
through a particular instantiation of scaffolding linking the numeric representations to 
algebraic representations were found to increase learners' understanding of equations. 
This thesis investigates learners' strategies for using multiple computer-based 
representations. In particular, the focus is on how the way standard mathematical 
representations are instantiated can affect the strategies that learners' choose. 
1.4 THE PROBLEM STATEMENT, RESEARCH AIMS AND 
HYPOTHESES 
The problem statement 
Learners' choice of strategies with different computer-based representations merits further 
research. There is an absence of empirical studies that investigate how different external 
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representations presented in a computer environment influence learners' choice of 
strategies when tackling tasks using these representations. In chapter 2, it will be 
established that one explanation of the uneven results in applying computer-based MERs is 
that strategy, representation and instantiation interact. Further work is required to explicate 
this interaction; in order to understand precisely why difficulties arise and precisely what 
influences learners' choice of strategies. 
There are external representations that share the same information (and therefore are not 
believed to be mutually exclusive) but present it in a way that encourages different 
inferences (and therefore are not equivalent substitutes for each other) (Larkin and Simon, 
1987). In mathematics, it is often the case that such representations are presented together 
in order to support problem solving because they are understood to complement each other 
(Ainsworth, 1999). So, for example, equations and graphs are presented together, perhaps 
with tables of values. Thus, these external representations cannot be studied in isolation, 
because we need to understand the overall relationship between representation and 
inference. This poses some methodological challenges. In particular, it requires that the 
researcher be able to associate actions and inferences precisely with specific 
representations. Although there have been pair-wise comparisons of representation use, 
there is no known study that investigates combined presentation in a way that picks apart 
the influence of each of the representations. It is important to know which exact 
representation learners are considering when they choose a certain strategy. In this thesis, 
an innovative set of analytical techniques is developed that details strategies that learners 
choose in tackling tasks with computer-based MERs. Possible explanations are identified 
as to how different presentations of MERs influence learners' choice of strategies. The 
thesis explores further how these choices change over the course of a task. 
Aims of the thesis 
The main aim of this thesis is to examine the relationship between learners' strategies and 
various computer-based representations. The research investigates how different external 
representations presented in a computer environment influence learners' choice of 
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strategies when tackling tasks using these representations. It also examines how different 
instantiations influence learners' choice of strategies. It examines how participants' 
strategies change over the course of a given task. By examining learners' strategies with 
computer-based MERs, it is hoped that this research will inform the design and effective 
use of computer-based MERs for learning graphing and linking multiple representations. A 
contributing aim is to develop a set of techniques that are effective in researching learning 
with computer-based MERs and so might provide some explanations as to why learners 
experience difficulty with computer-based MERs. 
The main research question and hypotheses 
The main research question is: How do representations instantiated in different ways 
influence learners' cognitive processes? To answer this, a variety of hypotheses are 
formulated in this thesis. 
In chapter 2, five hypotheses are generated using the research literature about strategies, 
and computer-based representations while in this section, a hypothesis is generated about 
the value of looking at gazes, utterances and sketches: 
1) Strategies with each standard external representation can be characterised at 
different levels of granularity. 
2) Learners' choice of strategies depends not just on the standard external 
representations given but also on the instantiation. 
3) Mental constructions of images with graphical representations vary between 
instantiations. 
4) Attention paid with each standard external representation varies between 
instantiations. 
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5) Expression of inferences varies depending on the instantiation 
6) Analyses of strategies based on gazes, actions, utterances and sketches can identify 
factors contributing to strategy choice in a way that is not possible with traditional 
observation techniques. 
1.5 THE MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 
In 2003, the author conducted a two-stage study on how students make conjectures based 
on external mathematical representations (numerical tables, graphs, and equation) 
generated by two different technologies (calculator and computer) (San Diego, 2003). The 
purpose of the study was to examine the role of multiple electronic representations in 
solving problems. Mathematics problems were chosen firstly because representation has 
traditionally played an important role in mathematical reasoning, supporting both inference 
(reasoning from evidence) and conjecture (forming a conclusion from incomplete 
evidence, making an informed guess). Secondly, mathematics problems were chosen 
because the representations in mathematics are in common use in teaching, in everyday 
life, and in other disciplines such as science and engineering. The study was seen as a first 
step; further research could look at the same representations in other contexts, such as 
science or engineering problems. The study hinted that there were changes in the 
participants' inferences as they moved from one technology to another (i. e. graphical 
calculator and graphical software). 
The first stage of that study involved sixteen A-level students using a graphical calculator 
with pen and paper to tackle a number of problems. This was conducted in a classroom. 
For each set of problems, they were asked to make inferences leading to a generalised 
conjecture. Then, in the second stage, conducted in a laboratory, four students were 
identified as typical of the sixteen students in terms of the representations they used. These 
four students worked on a computer with graphical software as well as pen and paper. 
Again, for each set of problems, they were asked to make inferences leading to a 
generalised conjecture. In the laboratory setting, four video streams ('quad-image' in 
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Figure 1-4) were recorded simultaneously and combined into a single stream: two video 
streams were of the students' work on 'pen and paper', another video stream captured their 
actions with the mouse and keyboard, and the fourth stream was of the computer display. 
ýý 
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Figure 1-4 The `quad-image' using analogue technologies 
The data were analysed using a coding scheme that characterised the type of inferences the 
students were using as they made conjectures. These were identified by triangulating what 
students were seeing on the screen as they made their conjectures, and their 'think-aloud' 
descriptions of their conjectures. Table 1-1 shows some examples of the inference codes. 
A weakness of the study was that it was difficult to tell exactly which representations 
students were using as they made conjectures. Another weakness was that while the data 
included the sketches or notes that students made when tackling the problems, they could 
be analysed only as post hoc traces rather than as real-time aspects of the students' use of 
representations. It was found difficult to integrate systematically the on-screen 
representations, the utterances of the students and their actions. The coding scheme was 
also found to be limited in understanding the rich range of students' behaviours. 
Nevertheless, the study gave rise to a hypothesis that differences between kinds of 
conjectures made by given students may have been attributable to the way these external 
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representations were presented by the two technologies. The differences in conjectures 
may be due to the different manipulation required and the different external representations 
offered by the two technologies, rather than the technology themselves. The results need 
further investigation, in order to test this hypothesis. 
Table 1-1 Examples of inference codes 
Inference code Characterisation of inferences 
Purely " If the inference was based on purely algebraic representation or from 
Algebraic the activities involving algebraic manipulations. 
" If the nature of inference was purely algebraic. For example: 
If x=0, then x -+4 as x -3 oo 
Purely " If the inference was based on purely visual representation or from the 
Visual activities involving graphical representations. 
" If the nature of inference was purely graphic or visual. For example: 
It goes upward, away from the intersection point. 
Purely " If the inference was based on purely numeric representation or from 
Numeric the activities involving numeric representations 
" If the nature of inference was purely numeric. For example: The 
sequence repeats, 0, -1,0, -1... 
The procedures and coding scheme used in the 2003 study have been adopted and extended 
in the research presented in this thesis (see Chapter 3). The conclusions of that study also 
led to the focus in this thesis on the influences of how representations are presented and on 
the strategies that learners choose when using these representations. 
1.6 USING DIGITAL APPROACHES TO EXAMINING 
STRATEGIES 
Some of the questions that arose from the 2003 study described in section 1.5 above are 
taken up in this doctoral research. In particular, the methodological limitations of the 2003 
study motivated deployment of a suite of new approaches to data analysis and collection, 
in order to examine the relationship between strategy and representation more precisely, 
and in order to take more kinds of evidence (e. g. notes, gestures) into account in the 
analysis. State-of-the-art technologies were used to improve data capture and analysis. The 
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following variety of research techniques was chosen and combined in order to enable an 
investigation of what learners are seeing, in relationship to what they say, do and write. 
It is important to know which exact representation learners are considering when they 
choose a certain strategy. One of the techniques to use is `think-aloud' protocol analysis 
(Ericsson and Simon, 1984). This is a procedure to ask people to talk aloud while going 
through a task given. In computer-interaction studies, many researchers have recorded 
screen activity and voice (e. g. Aczel, 1998; Weigand and Weller, 2003; San Diego, 2003; 
Scanlon et al., 2005) but often utterances include ambiguous signifiers such as `this', 
`here', `that', etc. In examining use of multiple external representations, these ambiguous 
signifiers have to be identified and matched with the exact representation. Techniques that 
can help reduce this problem include the use of eye-tracking protocol (e. g. Hansen, 1991; 
Eger, 2005) and real-time video capture of sketches (e. g. Pinie, 1996) as there are 
representations that can be difficult to verbalise (Cox, 1996). Also, by capturing sketches, 
it can be important to be able to tell exactly at which point in time a person `erases' 
something and the `sketch' that was erased. This is not possible by post-hoc analysis of 
sketches paper alone. 
Although these techniques may help reduce some of the methodological challenges in 
using traditional video capture and analysis, the capture of simultaneous videos of screen 
activity, a person's actions, gazes and sketches also poses new methodological challenges 
such as coordination of videos and analysis of rich accounts of these videos. In this thesis, 
an innovative set of analytical techniques is developed. It provides a detailed illustration 
and discussion about the affordances of using digital approaches to capturing and analysing 
learners' computer interactions in detailing strategies that learners choose in tackling tasks 
with computer-based MERs. 
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1.7 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
An overview of each chapter is presented in this section. 
Chapter 1: The problem and its background 
Chapter 1 has outlined the rationale for researching learners' strategies with computer- 
based representations, to be discussed further in Chapter 2. It has defined key terms used in 
this thesis and has briefly described the 2003 study that motivated the development of new 
data capture and analysis techniques with digital records of gazes, actions, utterances and 
sketches. These techniques are described in detail in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 2: Representations, instantiations and strategies 
Chapter 2 takes account of associated background theories related to external cognition and 
cognitive load. It presents evidence from previous empirical studies about the influences 
of different types of instantiations on representations. It discusses the conflicting claims, 
difficulties and strategies associated with multiple representations, instantiations, 
visualisations and constructions of inferences. The review critically assesses key research 
relevant to the area being investigated in this thesis. It identifies the gap in the literature 
relating the influences of varying instantiations on representations and explores how this 
gap may be examined. 
Chapter 3: Innovative approaches to capturing video data of learners' computer 
interactions 
Chapter 3 considers how digital approaches to capturing video data of learners' computer 
interactions can minimise some of the methodological problems of recent technologies. It 
illustrates the combination of eye-tracking, Tablet PC screen capture and digital video in 
capturing learners' gazes, actions, writing, sketches and utterances. It also outlines the 
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reasons for choosing video to research learners' computer interactions, and the typical 
challenges faced. 
Chapter 4: Capturing learners' utterances and actions, with multiple representations 
Chapter 4 focuses on the data collection techniques that have been selected to help 
investigate the research hypotheses. It gives an explanation of the research design 
undertaken for the study. It presents the design of tasks, representations, materials, time 
and setting, and procedures involved in the study. 
Chapter 5: Approaches to analysing learners strategies with multiple representations 
Chapter 5 describes the software analysis tools used in the study. It describes the phases of 
analysis and illustrates some examples of analysing gazes, utterances, actions, and 
sketches. It presents the categorisation and characterisations of strategies with different 
mathematical representations, expression of inferences and imagery. It illustrates how the 
coding schemes developed are operationalised and shows an example of the kinds of 
analyses with gazes, actions, utterances and sketches. It also discusses the validation of the 
coding schemes. 
Chapter 6: Quantitative data: a preliminary analysis 
Chapter 6 presents the analysis of quantitative data such as time to completion of tasks, 
areas of interest analysis, performance of participants in each task, and frequency of 
chosen strategies. It discusses the findings in the light of the connection of time to task 
completion to choice of strategies and performance of the task. 
Chapter 7: Integrated analysis of gazes, utterances, sketches and actions 
Chapter 7 presents and discusses the integrated analysis of gazes, utterances, actions and 
sketches. It relates the results of the analyses to the research hypotheses and provides a 
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number of alternative explanations for these results. This chapter also illustrates the 
analysis of changes in strategies with multiple representations. It provides some examples 
of participants' accounts of strategies. It also presents some of the other incidental findings 
related to difficulty with mathematical representations and interactivity. 
Chapter 8: General discussion, implications and future research 
Finally, chapter 8 relates the findings of the study to previous literature about 
representations, instantiations and strategies. It also discusses the limitations and 
implications of the study. It gives some recommendations for future research. 
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2 REPRESENTATIONS, INSTANTIATIONS, 
INTERACTIVITY AND STRATEGIES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The power of the computer to allow learners to automatically produce different external 
forms of representations, to make sense of given representations, and to be able to 
manipulate them has been perceived by some as the `holy grail' for making mathematics 
learning effective. However, the evidence of the benefits of computer-based 
representations is mixed. This chapter reviews previous research with multiple computer- 
based representations. 
The key terms as defined and detailed in section 1.2 are referred to several times in this 
chapter. It is important to establish the differences between e. g. standard external 
representation, instantiation, computer-based representations, multiple external 
representations, and multiple computer-based multiple representations. Computer-based 
representations are characterised by the information presented, by the form in which this 
externalised information is presented, and by the nature and degree of interactivity of that 
presentation. This thesis refers to the form of presentation as the `standard external 
representation' and to the variations in the types and degree of interactivity and varying 
`instantiations'. This chapter makes a case that there are issues associated both with 
external representations and with the type of instantiation. The kinds of representations 
chosen to illustrate this case are set in the context of learning with mathematical 
representations. By investigating previous research about learners' experiences with 
mathematical representations and the attempts they use in solving problems with these 
representations, this thesis hopes to argue for the significance of looking at the effect on 
strategies of varying computer-based representations. 
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Table 2-1 Framework of the literature review 
Difficulties Theories Effects due to 
combination of 
external 
representations 
Reducing 
difficulties 
Characterisations of 
strategies 
Performing operations Computational External Visualisation of Preferences for graphs, 
with algebraic off-loading, re- representations graphs through numbers and equations 
symbolisations and representations offered automatically (Keller and Hirsch, 1998) 
finding a patter in a set and graphical influences 
' 
produced graphs Approaches to graphs 
of numbers (Zazkis and constraining learners choice (Elliot et at., 2000) (Ruthven, 1990) 
Liljedahl, 2002) (Scaife and of Interpreting graphs 
Establishing 
Rogers, 1996) representations through animation 
Point-wise and Global 
connections between Intrinsic and 
(Weigand, 1991) (Scanlon, 1998) approached to functions 
graphs and numbers extraneous Learners do Visualisation of 
(Even, 1998) 
(Knuth, 2000) cognitive load different actions graphs through 
Algebraic and Visual 
Inattention to scales 
(Swelter and with different drag and drop approaches 
(Villarreal, 
, 
extracting numerical 
Chandler, 
1991) 
numbers of 
representations 
(Bodemer and 
2000) 
information from and different Faust, 2006) Algebraic, numeric and 
graphs, views of Split-attention combinations of Self constructed graphic strategies 
(Senk 
transformations of effect (Mayer information that representations and 
Thompson, 2006) 
graphs (Dunham and 
1990) Osborne 
and Moreno, 
1998) these (Borba and Multiple strategy effect 
, representations Confrey, 1996, (Tabachneck et al., 1994) 
Mentally elaboration Redundancy hold (Ainsworth, Cox, 1996) Three types of solution from static display 
(Ardac and Akaygun, 
effect (Kalyuga 
et al., 1999) 
Bibby and 
Wood, 2002) Visualisation aids (Novick, 1990) 
2005) Differences in 
through dynamic 
linking (Van der Use of strategies with 
Extracting information modelling when Meij and de Jong, 
dynamic and static 
on complex animations given text and 2006) 
(Lewalter, 2003) 
(Lowe, 2003) when given 
graphics 
Ineffectiveness of 
Characterisations of 
i Focusing attention in (Lohner, van animation 
ng strategies in visualis 
representations animation (Jones and Joolingen, and (Morrison and (DeWindt-King and Scaife, 2000) Savelsbergh, Tversky, 2001) Goldin, 2003; Yoon and 
Focusing on 2003) Narayanan, 2004; Laeng 
manipulable elements and Teodorescu, 2002; 
(Otero, Rogers and du Johansson et al., 2005; 
Boulay, 2001) Goldin-Meadow et al., 
2001) 
Examining strategies 
based on utterances, 
sketches and actions 
(Weigand and Weller, 
2001) 
Strategy as a unit of 
analysis (Aczel, 1998) 
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Table 2-1 shows how the key studies reviewed in this chapter are organised. It presents a 
framework of the studies which are categorised into different themes. It gives a glimpse 
into the gaps in the literature. 
This chapter begins by identifying frequent difficulties with standard external 
representations when instantiated in the context of learning. Various studies are examined, 
typically with a focus on mathematical representations. From these studies are drawn some 
theories intended to explain the reasons for the difficulties identified about learning with 
multiple representations. The chapter goes on to examine attempts to reduce these 
difficulties, including the design of computer environments, the provision of alternative 
instantiations and representations constructed by learners' themselves. Finally, a number of 
studies are revisited with a view to exploring the extent to which using "strategy" as a unit 
of analysis might be a valuable way of examining and explaining learners' engagement and 
difficulties with multiple computer based representations. 
2.2 IDENTIFYING DIFFICULTIES IN LEARNING WITH 
MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS 
For many years, researchers have been attempting to address some of the difficulties in 
learning with multiple representations. However, difficulties related to linking multiple 
representations in the context of learning still persist. It is important to establish causes for 
these difficulties. This section makes a case that there is no one explanation that covers the 
complexities of learning with multiple representations. It describes some of the various 
difficulties that learners appear to have with multiple representations and some of the 
related theories that may help explain the difficulties people encounter in learning with 
multiple representations. 
2.2.1 DIFFICULTIES RELATED TO STANDARD EXTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS 
This section focuses on different studies about learning with standard external 
mathematical representations. 
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An important insight into learners' use of mathematical representations is provided by 
Zazkis and Liljedahl (2002) is about learners' pattern-finding with numerical 
representations. A study about learners' attempts to generalise from numerical 
representations was conducted with 36 pre-service school teachers. Learners were given a 
task to find a pattern based on an array of numbers. Zazkis and Liljedahl wanted to find 
out, for example, whether their assumption that given an array of numbers, the expression 
of patterns would have been expressed in external representations using algebraic forms. 
The participants of this study were asked to log their thinking in a journal while 
completing the task; and not just give their final answer. The journal logs were analysed 
and it was found that the expression of patterns was not always accompanied by, and did 
not depend on, algebraic notation alone. Zazkis and Liljedahl associated this with the 
difficulty that the participants' experienced in performing operations involving algebraic 
symbolisation. This study also found that the participants perceived their final answer as 
inaccurate whenever it is not accompanied by algebraic symbolisation. The study shows 
that learners can experience difficulty related to operations of standard external 
representations and that this difficulty can be related to the way they represent and express 
the process of operation in tackling these representations. 
Another study (Knuth, 2000) relates to a mathematical problem involving algebraic 
representations and corresponding graphical representations. Knuth conducted a study with 
178 high school students taking college preparatory mathematics courses. His assumption 
was drawn from that of Schoenfeld et al. (1993) that 
"Understanding both the equation-to-graph and graph-to-equation connections is 
considered fundamental in developing the flexibility to move fluently among 
representations, and the connections are often taken as mathematically 
straightforward " (p. 501) 
The problems used in this study are about linear functions (e. g. Figure 2-1 where the 
graphical representation is a line corresponding to an equation written in algebraic 
notation). The representations are said to be not computationally equivalent because 
although they hold equivalent information, the computational requirements to manipulating 
them are different with each (see definition in section 1.2 from Larkin and Simon, 1987). 
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The problem task given can be answered either by scrutinising the line graph or by 
operating with the equations. The learners are asked to give their solutions and 
explanations to their answers to the problems. Knuth explains that even when a graphical 
solution method is more suitable, students tended to choose an algebraic method and use 
the former to support the latter method. In the analysis of solutions, according to Knuth, 
students find difficulty in establishing the connection between a point on the line graph and 
the name of that point given in numbers (known as `numerical coordinates'). In fact, Knuth 
identifies that students normally assume that an exact solution is required, thus leading 
students towards an algebraic solution. He argues that 
"students' reliance on algebraic solution is due to their failure to recognise the 
points used in calculating a `slope' as solutions to an equation-recognition of 
which should make a graphical-solution method a viable option-rather than to a 
perceived need for precision. " (p. 505) 
The choice of algebraic representation, some may argue, may be attributed to didactic 
teaching of mathematics (c. f. Bloch, 2003) that is typically focused on algebraic 
symbolisation. However, the point being made here is that learning with multiple external 
mathematical representations can be problematic. Zazkis and Liljedalh's study shows that 
difficulty related to operations of one standard external representation (i. e. algebraic) can 
be related to the expression of this representation. The second study suggests that learners 
also experience difficulty relating numbers with graphs thus leading learners to choose, for 
example, algebraic representations. Other studies have confirmed these findings (e. g. 
Dunham and Osborne, 1991 below). 
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The graph below represents the equation ? x+ 3y=-6. (We do not know the value of 
the coefficient of z) 
(a) Is it possible to find a solution to the equation without the missing value? Explain 
your answer. 
(b) How could we find the missing value? Explain your answer. 
i 
i 
_ _ 
Figure 2-1 An example of a linear function problem (Knuth, 2000, p. 503) 
These findings are corroborated by Dunham and Osborne (1991), who attempted to 
categorise some of the difficulties with mathematical graphs. Four hundred university 
students took an exam in mathematics at Ohio State University. The exam items consisted 
of questions about graphing algebraic inequalities e. g.: 
"Solve the inequality 4-x is greater than or equal to (3x - 1)12. Use the graphs to 
solvef(x) < g(x). " 
Students' responses to the questions were analysed. Although the exam items (like the 
example above) included graphical and algebraic representations students' responses also 
included numeric representations. By analysing students' answers, five different types of 
difficulties associated with graphs were identified: 
1) Extraction of numerical information based on graphical representation: learners 
have difficulty naming a graphical point with its corresponding numerical 
equivalent. This is similar to Knuth's finding above. 
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2) Failing to see mathematical graphs, for example a line, as an infinite collection of 
points. 
3) Mathematical graphs have distinct points (i. e. points that are definite, e. g. a point 
which is an intersection of two graphs). The learners' tendency is to focus on 
distinct points and to ignore other points that are not distinct. 
4) Mathematical graphs can be presented in different sizes depending on how they are 
scaled. Learners can be inattentive to the importance of scales. 
5) Graphs can be transformed (i. e. a new created graph based on an existing graph) or 
re-scaled (i. e. zoomed-in and zoomed-out views of a graph). Learners can 
sometimes confuse transformation and resealed views of a graph. 
Considering the difficulties identified by the studies presented in this section, it is possible 
to group the problems learners experience with standard external mathematical 
representations (Table 2-2). The categories depend on the type of external mathematical 
representations learners are tackling. 
Table 2-2 Difficulties with standard external representations 
Numeric Algebraic Graphical Combination of two 
or three types 
" Pattern finding " Expression of " Distinguishing: " Establishing 
" Operations with algebraic notation one graph to connection between 
numbers " Operation with another, and one them 
algebraic notations scaled graph to " Translation of 
another rescaled one representation 
graph to another 
" Inattention to " Emphasis of the 
importance of use of one 
scales representation over 
" Over focusing in the other 
distinct points 
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The difficulties in learning with standard external mathematical representations given in 
Table 2-2 show that the difficulties are distinguishable from each other according to the 
type of mathematical representation. There are many recent studies reporting learners' 
difficulties with these three mathematical representations (e. g. Duval, 2006; Warren and 
Cooper, 2008). 
2.2.2 DIFFICULTIES RELATING TO COMPUTER-BASED REPRESENTATIONS 
In the previous section, some of the difficulties in learning with external mathematical 
representations were categorised. Standard external representations can be presented in 
using different technologies. When external representations are computer-based, they can 
be presented differently. For example (as outlined is section 1.2 above) a graph can be 
given to learners in different designs such as i) graphs are non-moving - display is non- 
changing; or ii) elements of the graph can `move' - display automatically changes e. g. 
imagine a point along a line graph moving up and down iii) elements of the graph can be 
manipulated - display changes by directly moving elements of a graph e. g. using a mouse 
to move elements around the screen. Each of these instantiations may introduce its own 
inherent difficulties. This section investigates the kinds of learner difficulties associated 
with each of these types of instantiation. 
One study investigated learners tackling external representations about `Chemical change': 
this involved graphs, pictures and symbols of chemical notations (Ardac and Akaygun, 
2005). A piece of software about chemical change was designed. One group of learners 
was assigned to use this software which it allows them to view moving external 
presentations as a video clip. Screen shots of the same materials are reproduced and were 
given to another group of learners. The second group viewed the representations using an 
`Overhead Projector'. One of the analyses Ardac and Akaygun conducted was on the 
learners' sketches of `molecular change' before and after viewing the displays. In 
comparing learners' performance between the two conditions given, those given dynamic 
instantiation performed better than those given static representations. The reduced 
performance of those learners who used static instantiation was attributed by Ardac and 
Akaygun to a particular difficulty with processing information from a static display. They 
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suggest that learners find it difficult to construct an image based on a static representation. 
This difficulty can therefore be characterised as relating to instantiation. Ardac and 
Akaygun explained that when learners are presented with static pictures showing the 
motion of particles, learners may attempt to make a mental image of moving particles. It is 
likely that learners cannot accurately make a mental image of this `motion'. This gives a 
dynamic instantiation an advantage over a static one in this context, as the information 
processing required in constructing mental images may have been supported by the type of 
instantiation. 
The next example of difficulty relates to manipulation of computer-based representations 
in terms of how elements of representations move about the computer screen (Lowe, 
2003). 24 undergraduates were given a weather map and asked to predict the pattern of 
meteorological markings that would occur in 24 hours time. Half the participants (the 
`animation group') were given a computer-based interactive animated weather-map 
sequence to help them; the other half control group were not. The animation group could 
control the speed of animation. Both groups were asked to draw their predictions on a 
blank map. The researcher analysed video-records together with the drawings and written 
descriptions of how various patterns of weather change over time. According to Lowe 
learners in the animation group seemed to extract information on the less important 
concepts due to the manipulation involved in animating representations. Lowe further 
concluded that there are some learners that are having difficulty in extracting information 
in complex animations because the learners focus on one part of a display at a time. Lowe 
believed that full attention to one part of the display would result in disregard of other parts 
of the display. While this study shows that animating external representations can 
introduce difficulty due to the demands of manipulation, it also provides an account that 
this difficulty is linked with focus of attention. 
While Ardac and Akaygun found no difficulty concerning the use of dynamic instantiation, 
Lowe on the other hand found that learners have difficulty with moving displays. These 
two studies therefore show that dynamic instantiation may have different effects on 
learning seemingly dependent on the levels of control over speed of animation. 
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Another study, Jones and Scaife (2000), corroborates this difficulty in focusing attention 
when using animation. They investigated two groups of students learning about the heart. 
One group was given an animation; the other was given three printed diagrams. 112 
learners, aged 13 and 14, participated in this study. Two different task types were used in 
the study: i) open task - e. g. finding out how the blood flows though the heart ii) structured 
task - e. g. investigating certain aspects of the heart using a worksheet provided. A post 
test was given to both groups which asked learners to draw arrows to complete the `human 
heart blood-flow' diagram (Figure 2-2). Learners' utterances elicited during the 
engagement with the task were also analysed. In terms of comparing performance between 
the two groups, Jones and Scaife reported no significant differences in test performance in 
completing the blood flow diagram between the animation and static groups. However, 
they found that their participants performed better using a structured worksheet than using 
an open task regardless of the instantiation. Jones and Scaife argue that the difference may 
be due to the organisation of information presented in the worksheet used; and believe that 
the order in which the information is presented facilitates certain aspects of the 
representations to which learners pay attention. They suggest that if the animation group 
were able to control which part of the screen animates, this group might perform better 
than the static group. 
Otero, Rogers and du Boulay (2000), however, show that when learners manipulate 
elements of the screen in order to control how these elements move about, other kinds of 
difficulty are introduced. 
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Figure 2-2 The test diagram in the study of Jones and Scaife (2000, p. 237) 
This study relates to moving certain parts of the display by using a computer mouse. 
Eighty university undergraduates consisting of mathematics and non-mathematics students 
were randomly assigned to four different conditions (Otero, Rogers and du Boulay, 2001). 
Two kinds of external representations were used 2D and 3D graphs. The four conditions 
were made up of two systems on 2D representations and two other systems on 3D 
representations. The systems varied in the degree of manipulability of the elements of the 
graphs, one having fewer manipulable elements than the other one. . The task given was a 
geometry problem about stereographic projection involving the processing of angular 
relationships between objects. Otero, Rogers and du Boulay hypothesised that the more 
learners can manipulate elements of the graphical representations the more they can grasp 
geometry concepts involved in the task. The participants' computer screens during the task 
completion were video recorded. The participants were pre and post tested on their spatial 
abilities and geometry knowledge. In testing the effect of the degree of interactivity based 
on the geometry test, the results showed no difference in all four conditions. The 
researchers also concluded that adding manipulability does not assure learning gains for all 
the participants. One of the suggestions of Otero et al. was that the manipulability of 
graphical representations could introduce complexity such as learners focusing too much 
on the graphical representations and paying less attention to other important information 
offered on the screen. However, Otero et al. pointed out that the design of instantiation, for 
example, revealing important information relevant to an element being manipulated may 
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help direct learners' attention to other parts of the screen and help in translation of external 
representations. It is getting clearer that the difficulty relating to manipulation of computer- 
based representations can also be associated with the representations to which people pay 
attention. 
In Table 2.2, difficulties were grouped according to the type of representation. In this 
section, the studies give some account of difficulties that can be grouped according to the 
type of instantiation (Table 2-3). 
Table 2-3 Difficulties relating to instantiations 
Static display `Animated' Draggable objects Combination of two 
or three types 
. Construction of " Extracting " Focusing on " Handling 
multiple images to information manipulable attentional 
create a moving " Focusing elements resources 
image mentally attention to certain 
parts of a display 
Sections, 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 have suggested that learners encounter difficulties with external 
representations and instantiations, respectively. The next section looks into possible 
theories that may help provide some of the reasons for these difficulties. 
2.2.3 THEORIES RELATING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS 
There are theories that may help explain why learners have the particular difficulties, 
identified in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, with external representations and instantiations. This 
section distinguishes some of the theoretical explanations for these difficulties, depending 
on whether the causes of difficulties of learning with computer-based representations are 
attributed to cognitive load or interactivity. The issues related to these theories are 
presented in this section in order to provide a rationale for examining learners' strategies 
with multiple computer-based representations. 
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The framework proposed by Rogers and Scaife (1996) is widely recognised in the research 
about graphical representations. The framework is based on literature relating to computer- 
based representations that emerged before 1996. The following aspects are relevant to why 
different external representations and instantiations in some cases may help but in other 
cases may hinder learning with multiple computer-based representations 
1. Computational offloading: the extent to which different external representations 
reduce processing required to solve informationally equivalent problems. 
2. Re-representation: the way different external representations having similar 
structure make problem solving easier or difficult. 
3. Graphical constraining: the influence of graphical representations constraining 
the kind of inference that can be made about the underlying represented world. 
In relation to the task of explaining why difficulties occur with external representations and 
instantiations, cognitive load theory appears to hold out the potential of a more precise 
model of how different factors interact to influence outcomes in a particular context. 
Cognitive load theory is about the capacity of an individual to hold information in his or 
her working memory, for example during problem solving (Sweller and Chandler, 1991). 
Working memory is the limit of information that can be stored and introspectively 
processed by an individual within a give amount of duration (Chandler and Sweller, 1996). 
This theory provides some explanations as to how single between external representations 
and interacting with these external representations occur when solving a problem in the 
context of learning (Chandler and Sweller, 1991). Chandler and Sweller differentiated 
three types of cognitive load, and two of which are relevant to the difficulties identified in 
sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The first is `intrinsic cognitive load' which, according to Chandler 
and Sweller, is associated with the inherent difficulties relating to the external 
representations. For example, difficulty calculating numbers can be different from 
difficulty performing operations on algebraic symbolisations. The second type of cognitive 
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load is `extraneous cognitive load', also referred to as the `unnecessary cognitive load' - 
the processing required when e. g. interacting with the representations and the way 
representations are presented. For example, in comparing many graphs, there are different 
difficulties in comparing graphs when one sketches a number of graphs than when one uses 
a graphing technology to automatically produce many graphs. 
To further illustrate cognitive load theory and its relation to difficulties with different 
external representations and difficulties with different kinds of instantiations, two kinds of 
effects associated with cognitive load are given in the two studies below (Mayer and 
Moreno, 1998; and Kalyuga, Chandler and Sweller, 1999). These effects are: 
Split-attention effect - when attention paid to different representations presented 
simultaneously increases cognitive processing (see Chandler and Sweller for a 
detailed definition). 
Redundancy effect - when different representations presents the same information, 
additional cognitive load is not due to split-attention but due to the presence of 
multiple sources of similar information (see Kalyuga, Chandler and Sweller for 
more explanations). 
Mayer and Moreno (1998) draw attention to split-attention effects, "in which attention to 
one type of presentation component may result in information being missed in a different 
accompanying presentation component" (p. 158). This is similar to the claim by Mayer and 
Anderson (1992), focused on pictures, that such limited attention may hinder the 
connection of one part of a display to the rest. One of the experiments that Mayer and 
Moreno conducted included watching an animation of lightning formation. Seventy-eight 
students were divided into two groups, and assigned to either condition: animation with 
concurrent audio narration and animation with concurrent text. Two of the tests given were 
recalling relevant steps in lightning formation and correctly labelling elements in an 
illustration of lightning formation. Mayer and Moreno hypothesised that no difference in 
test results should exist between the two groups, because participants receive the same 
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information. However, they contended that the cognitive processing required to watch 
animation while at the same time reading text may be different from the cognitive 
processing of watching animation whilst listening to audio. This difference according to 
Mayer and Moreno can be considered a split-attention effect. The results show that 
students who received animation with narration performed better than the text group in 
recalling information. Also, in labelling elements in an illustration, the narration group 
outperformed the text group. Mayer and Moreno suggested that the text group performed 
less well because of the cognitive demand in visual working-memory load in processing 
both the pictures and the text together; and that the audio group used two different 
cognitive resources, i. e. visual for processing the animation and auditory for processing the 
narration. Mayer and Moreno give an example of a change in modality of a certain 
representation changing learning performance. 
Some studies have investigated redundancy effect according to the number of 
representations given. Kalyuga et al. (1999), reporting two different studies, suggest that 
when a learner is able to do a task with a single representation (e. g. visual such as text), 
adding another representation (e. g. auditory) increases cognitive load. They designed 
interactive self-paced computer-based material consisting of diagrams and text. They 
varied the design of the material by various means giving learners only text; or text with 
audio (like text as `subtitles' to audio - what is said out loud is also presented as text at the 
same time); or audio alone. They found differences between groups of learners' 
understanding of `fusion diagrams'. They tested learners by giving them a faulty fusion 
diagram and learners were asked to identify the faults. 
The results show 
"Auditory presentation of text proved superior to visual-only presentation but not 
when the text was presented in both auditory and visual forms. In that case, the 
visual form was redundant and imposed a cognitive load that interfered with 
learning. " (p. 351) 
Kalyuga et al. suggest that multiple external representations can impede learning, 
especially when a single representation is sufficient for understanding a certain concept. 
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However, in this study, it was impossible to detect which representation is being 
considered by those learners given audio and text. It may be possible that learners are 
considering just audio while ignoring the text or possibly considering just text while 
ignoring the audio. 
Although the two studies presented above are in the context of different representations 
available either as auditory and visual, it presented some evidence of how processing two 
types of information requiring different cognitive effort can lead to difficulty in handling 
information processing. When the design of the environment includes different external 
representations, a redundancy effect may occur. However, a split attention effect can also 
occur in the same instance. Examining effects based on tests can be complicated when 
instantiation can also introduce split-attention effects. 
Table 2-4 Relationship of theories to difficulties 
Difficulties With external representations 
Pattern finding xvitI1 lllllllbei ca1C111at111_ llllllll)tl s" 
Peifollllllig operation., with Ah, ebraic notation "} -- __ I)t? t1111RI1 111112 olle graph to allotl1C1 " . 
I1111.111 SIC 
I)iNti11gI11sI1111g olle scaled Sa äf111 to anothei 1 escaled u'apll 0 Extraneous 
Inattention to Illlt)oit: lllie ofsc: 1les" 
(. 1vt'l toc11s111Y 111 di tit1Ct lolllts " 
E"tablislllll colnlectloll between trulslation Uet % eels reps e elltahou " 
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Extracting ulfolulatioll on complex animation " 
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Table 2-4 is provided to show the relationship between cognitive load theory and 
difficulties with multiple representations. It shows that there are difficulties related to 
external representations or to instantiations that can correspond to both intrinsic and 
extraneous cognitive load; or to split-attention, redundancy. It demonstrates the 
complexities of explaining the reasons for difficulties of learning with multiple 
representations. For example, the difficulty "distinguishing one resealed graph to another 
resealed graph" can be identified as either an intrinsic cognitive load or an extraneous 
cognitive load. It could also be an effect due to split-attention or redundancy effect. 
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So, although the specific associations between multiple representations and learning have 
not been established empirically, researchers appear to be in broad agreement that the 
influence of representations on learning is a complex mix of form, function, interaction - 
and context. In order to inform educational design, we need a more precise model of how 
different factors interact to influence outcomes in a particular context. This requires a more 
precise understanding of the role each of the factors (i. e. representation, instantiation, 
strategy as discussed in this thesis) plays. It is suggested that the extent to which these 
explanations are interconnected should not be overlooked. 
2.3 REDUCING DIFFICULTIES IN LEARNING WITH MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS 
There are some ways to address difficulties when learning with computer-based 
representations. Some learning resources, for example, may carry with them some 
assumptions of ways to reduce these difficulties. Those who design learning with 
mathematical representations attempt to `mix and match' the kinds and number of external 
representations offered to learners, or to change the types of instantiations. In section 2.3, 
effects due to combinations of external representations and difficulties using alternative 
instantiations are examined. This section also reviews some studies demonstrating that 
learners themselves may have their own mechanisms to reduce the difficulties they 
experience with multiple representations. This thesis argues that design of multiple 
representations has an impact on difficulties with multiple representations. The studies in 
this section are examined in order to find out whether the findings can be related to 
influences on strategies. 
2.3.1 REDUCING DIFFICULTIES USING COMBINATIONS OF REPRESENTATIONS 
Three empirical studies are presented in this section about the effects of external 
representations given to learners. The studies illustrated how learners use the 
representations offered to them on the screen. This section emphasises the significance of 
the choices of combinations of representations when learners use them. 
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In a mathematical task, `Properties of Mathematical Iteration Sequences', Weigand (1991) 
investigated how computer-based representations may reduce learning difficulties with this 
topic. Weigand designed a piece of computer-based software in order to investigate which 
representation can best help learners describe the properties of iterations. There have been 
some claims (e. g. Sierpinska, 1994) that learners find iteration sequences difficult to tackle. 
The assumption was that different choices of external representation can have different 
influences on students' attempts to describe iterations' properties. There were seventy-nine 
learner-participants (11th graders) who were asked to explain the behaviour of an iteration 
sequence based on their choices from representations given by the software used in the 
study. The software generates an output representation that learners choose from: numbers, 
graphs, or equations. To illustrate the software, learners were given an initial equation. So, 
in Figure 2-3 for example, the equation is y=0.5x + 1. Then they were expected to input a 
starting numerical value for the iteration sequence. So in Figure 2-3 the learner's initial 
numerical input was -4.5. Then the learner was expected to try out each of the different 
choices of representations. The left side of Figure 2-3 shows the output if choice `6 Graph' 
is selected. The learners were asked to complete a 10-item test about the properties of 
iteration and the use of representations in completing the task. The analysis of data show 
that when learners choose graphical representations (i. e. choices: `graph', `arrow-diagram' 
or `cobweb-diagram'), they generally gave pictorial descriptions. The data also showed 
that when learners choose numerical representations (i. e. choices `4' `table' and 
`1"beginning of the sequence'), their explanations were related to numbers and not graphs. 
Examples taken from Weigand's study are given below. 
Choice 1 `beginning of the sequence': "Because k increases by 1, ak by 1.5 and k 
begins with a higher value than ak, the k values will be overtaken by the ak values 
after 11 terms. " 
Choice 6 `Graph': "After a while, the graph becomes parallel to the x axis" 
Weigand found that the kinds of external representations that learners choose influence the 
kinds of interpretations they make. It also shows that talk data can be linked to a particular 
kind of external mathematical representation and can be related to the kinds of 
representations that learners considered. While this study shows that the extent to which 
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the choice of standard external representations, as an output representation, influences the 
description of the properties of iteration, this study did not explain how the different 
representations that can be generated by the software in a given time influences the kinds 
of interpretations that learners make. Since the software can generate many different 
representations in a short time, the many representations produced demand cognitive effort 
which learners have difficulty grasping. The attempt to make graphical representations 
computer-based in order to help learners describe properties of iteration may fail because 
according to Weigand learners may develop incorrect concepts with the many visual 
representations generated automatically by computers. 
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Figure 2-3 Example of external representations in Weigand's study (1991) 
Ainsworth (2006) points out a difference between a study she and her colleagues 
conducted in 2002, and a study by Kalyuga and others in 1999 (see section 2.2.3 above). 
She suggests that while providing more than one representation may have a negative effect 
on learning when both representations provide exactly the same information, multiple 
representations can be beneficial when information that each representation provides is 
different to each other. Ainsworth, Bibby and Wood looked at learners' performance on 
computational estimation tasks. The task was about estimation. Ainsworth, Bibby and 
Wood designed three programs. The number of external representations was made 
constant. That is, each program used two kinds of external representations (see e. g. Figure 
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2-4). Figure 2-4 shows the three programs used in the study. The first program used 
pictorial representation (top-figure). The second program used mathematical 
representations (middle-figure), and the third program used a combination of pictorial and 
mathematical representations (bottom-figure). The designs of the software were varied in 
terms of the combination of the representation and the dimension of information this 
representation contains. For example, the left of the middle-figure of Figure 2-4 displays 
two dimensions of information, i. e. magnitude of the number and the direction (e. g. the 
negative sign meaning a downward direction). In one of the experiments conducted, forty- 
eight Year 5 students (age range 9 to 11 years old) took part. A pen and paper test about 
estimation was given to measure performance of students before and after the use of a 
computer program. The students were divided into four groups. Three groups were 
assigned to each program. The fourth group did not use a computer program and only took 
the pre and post tests. The participants' scores on the pre-test did not differ between the 
four groups but scores in the post tests differed between groups. The post-test scores of 
those who used programs 1 (pictorial) and 2 (mathematical) improved compared with the 
pre-tests scores but there was no improvement in the scores of the control group and those 
who used program 3 (mixed of pictorial and mathematical). It seemed that all children 
learned estimating through the program. 
The study of Ainsworth, Bibby and Wood and that of Kalyuga et al. show that the 
combinations of representations can affect learning. It seems that learners do different 
actions with different numbers of representations and different combinations of 
information that these representations hold. Although these studies did not attempt to 
reduce difficulties that learners experience with external representations, they show how 
design in terms of the number and choice of external representations can influence 
learning. So if learners tackle only one particular standard form of representation, their 
experience of learning may be different when they are tackling more than one form. This is 
confirmed by the next study by Lohner, van Joolingen and Savelsbergh (2003). 
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Figure 2-4 Example of representations used in Ainsworth, Bibby and Wood (2002) 
Lohner, van Joolingen and Savelsbergh (2003) studied pairs of learners (forty-two 
secondary school students. with an average age of 17) divided into two groups: one 
working with text-based representations (the 'Text Group') and the other with graphical 
representations (the 'Graphic Group'). Lohner et al. investigated how learners construct 
computer models based on the representations offered -a model that fits data on either a 
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text modelling tool or a graphical simulation tool (Figure 2-5). The learners were expected 
to provide a model in the domain of physics, specifically, of the temperature inside a 
house. The learners need to make decisions about several variables e. g. the number of 
windows of a house, the temperature outside, and power emitted by radiators, before an 
output simulation of the temperature inside a house can be displayed in a graph. Lohner et 
al. administered pre-tests to the learners measuring each group's scientific reasoning skills 
(between text group and graphic group). Computer operations were logged and 
conversation between students was recorded. The students constructed models were scored 
using a rubric designed for the purpose. The researchers used verbal protocols to 
triangulate with their quantitative data. Examples of conversations taken from this study 
are given below. 
A and B participants from Text Group: 
B: Let's start with P heating, because ... if that is higher then ... 
A: Huh? But that's not possible 
B: So you write for instance ... if the heating is turned up, the temperature inside 
increases ... if it's low then the temperature decreases 
The utterances from this pair such as "higher", "Increases", "Decreases", indicated 
numerical interpretations. 
C and D participants from Graphic Group: 
C. And ... Let me see, I can see that in any case P total and P loss are ... together 
... they are 
P heating 
D: Yes but how do you want to? we can only make two-links cant we? Positive or 
negative influence? 
(Ten minutes later) 
C. No ... yes ... I 
don't know. Anyways I know that P total and P loss are together 
equal to P heating 
(Four minutes later) 
D: Err, there is something else I just saw. Oh yeah, I think that P total I is equal to 
P heating minus P loss 
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The data above showed that the pair of students in the Graphic group came up with precise 
equations. 
Evidence from the computer logs suggests that the two groups engaged in different kinds 
of modelling between the two groups and based on utterances that students' scientific 
reasoning was different between different representations. In this study, the effect on 
computer models varied between text and graphics. For example. those learners involved 
with graphics made more use of a graph as a representation that extends information they 
hold in their head, than those of the text group, as evident from the conversations between 
pairs of learners. 
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Figure 2-5 Examples of representations in the study of Lohner et at. (2003) 
The studies examined in this section show that there are certain differences in learning with 
different combinations of representations. It also shows that the combination and 
representations given appear to influence learners' choice of representations and the way 
they use representations. However studies to date have not looked systematically at how 
learners respond to different ways of instantiating multiple mathematical representations 
(numeric, graphical, algebraic). 
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2.3.2 REDUCING DIFFICULTIES USING ALTERNATIVE INSTANTIATIONS 
The studies here attributed their successes and failures of attempts in reducing learning 
difficulties to the kinds of instantiations. 
Elliot et al. (2000) explain how some difficulties with visualisation of graphs are reduced 
through the instantiations offered by graphic calculators. The researchers reported the 
perceptions of six Year 12 students (age 17) on the role of visualisation in their 
understanding of `functions'. They used questionnaires regarding visualisation; interviews 
about how the participants of the study would solve problems involving functions; 
learners' worked examples; and questionnaires concerning the role of technology. 
Graphical calculators can automatically produce graphs for students when they type 
equations and use simple key press commands, faster than manually sketching graphs by 
hand. They attempted to get a view of how the use of graphing technology influences 
learners' visualisation difficulty. They gave carefully phrased questions that would not 
prompt students to approach functions algebraically. 
For example (taken from Elliot et al. ), instead of phrasing a question: solve: 
3x2 + 9x -12 <0 or for which x values is the expression 3x2 + 9x -12 less than 0, 
the questions was phrased: for which value of x is the graph of y= 3x2 +9x-12 
below the x axis? 
The questions included were about graphing functions, exploring the effects of 
transformations of functions, finding inverse functions, solving equations, and 
investigating trigonometric and logarithmic functions. One of the results they found was 
that five out of six students would initially visualise a graph mentally which students found 
difficult (see e. g. extract below). 
Student X found visualisation particularly difficult. "When I am not used to the type 
of problem, it is not easy to relate it to the graph or system, so I would use 
algebra. " 
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The extract suggested that these students would typically dismiss using a graphic approach. 
The use of graphing technology helped students with this kind of situation. Elliot et al. 
reported that their interviews with the students showed that the use of graphing technology 
helped students to formulate ideas about functions which in turn helped the learners 
developed insights about the problems given. Elliot and her colleagues claimed that the 
ease of accessing automatically-generated graphical representations via graphical 
calculators has a positive impact on learners' visualisation difficulties. They suggest that 
because automatically-generating graphs reduce difficulties, learners are more likely to 
choose to work with graphs. Elliot et al. also reported that learners favoured working with 
symbolic representations rather than visual when generating graphs using calculators 
because learners view visual forms as error-prone and inefficient (c. f. Weigand, 1991; 
Knuth 2000). According to Elliot and others, when the students made use of graphing 
technology, learners tended to combine algebraic and graphic representations often rather 
than concentrating on one representation. This study suggests that there is an interaction 
between the choice of representations and how these representations are presented to the 
learners. However, as with Weigand (1991), this study is not successful in picking out the 
influences of choice of representations and the features of graphing technology that helped 
the learners. In fact, while Elliot et al. claim that speed of automatically generating an 
output representation can help learners, Weigand suggests that this may depend on how 
many representations are being generated in a short time. If this assumption is true, it may 
be important to investigate what learners do with each of the many output representations 
that can be generated. 
The different claims above pertain to one of the perceived affordances of automatically 
generating representations: immediate variation of the representation in accordance with 
learners' inputs. The studies by Weigand (1991) and Elliot et al. (2000) present two 
opposing views. Weigand suggests that automatically-generated graphical representations 
hinder mathematical thinking because learners tend to view graphs as a picture. As others 
suggest (see e. g. Even, (1998), discussed later in section 2.4.1) it can be helpful for 
learners to translate between graphs and equations to have a better understanding of the 
abstract mathematical concepts learners are tackling. Viewing graphs only as a picture 
means these links between graphs and algebra are lost. Elliot et al., on the other hand, 
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believe that automatic generation of graphs can help with visualisation. These two points 
are difficult to bring together. It is not clear from the above studies whether the claims are 
related to the nature of the standard external representation (and to the particular choice of 
representations juxtaposed), or to the type of instantiation. 
Another study that attempted to reduce difficulty with interpreting graphs is by making 
graphical representations animated. Scanlon (1998) examined students' use of algebraic 
and graphical representations in physics (specifically, some `kinematics' and `dynamics' 
problems). Data were taken from: a main study of individuals' and pairs' of students 
transcribed utterances and paper and pencil worksheets; an instructional case study of 
video-based observations and self-reports; and a classroom-based study of interviews, 
video and audio records of observation, students' written homework and worksheets, and 
observers' notes. Thirty-five students participated in the main study; a teacher and twelve 
students the case study; and a teacher and twenty-nine children in the third study, 
respectively. Further data based on a questionnaire were collected in the second study. In 
the main study, the task prompted students to use algebraic and graphic representations and 
to express on paper the relationship between the two representations. Scanlon identified 
that students experience difficulties in interpreting graphs. She stated that making 
representations dynamic using simulations, for example, as a feature could help students 
interpret graphs better. Scanlon suggests that instructional designers should carefully 
consider incorporating features of computer-based representations. 
Scanlon, Weigand, Elliot and others aim to show how different instantiations can reduce 
difficulties with external representations. However, the examination of these studies 
suggests that the combinations of varying external graph-representations and the different 
ways of presenting graphs, either by animating or non-animating or by automatic 
generation of graph or not, may impact on the way learners solve problems with 
mathematical representations. The complexities of examining these kinds of learning 
interactions must be considered. 
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Scaife and Rogers (1996) and Ainsworth (2006) suggest that dynamic-linking between 
representations may provide further benefits to learners, for example by helping reduce 
visualisation difficulties. Dynamic-linking is the process of linking and manipulating 
representations at the interface which helps learners to visualise. Dynamic-linking happens 
when "learners act on one representation and see the effect on another one" (Ainsworth, 
2006, p. 194). A study compared learning outcomes by changing the way representations 
are integrated and linked (Van der Meij and de Jong, 2006). For example, a `line graph' 
has a `graphical point' that is `draggable' along it, and the position of this graphical point 
on the `line graph' corresponds to some numerical values. Representations are linked, for 
example, when a person moved the graphical point and the corresponding numeric display 
changes. The numeric display can be positioned separately away from the linked graph. 
Representations are integrated, when, for example, the graph and the numbers are 
physically displayed together and not separately far apart. Van der Meij and de Jong 
(2006) investigated the differences of three learning environments (Figure 2-6): 
1) with separate, non-linked representations 
2) with separate, dynamically linked representations 
3) with integrated, dynamically-linked representations 
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Figure 2-7 Examples of test items of Van der Meij and de. long (2006) 
Their expectation was that integrating and dynamically linking representations (i. e. 
learning environments 2 and 3) has an effect on learning. Seventy-two students (between 
16 and 18 years old) were divided into three groups and were randomly assigned to 
conditions 1), 2) or 3) above. They analysed work with a computer-based simulation model 
about a Physics topic, 'Moments'. Their computer-based material engaged their 
participants to interact directly and manipulate some 'concrete' and diagrammatic 
representations using 'draggable sliders' (see Figure 2-6). The participants could also 
interact with numerical representations using `arrow keys'. The changes in values occur in 
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real-time whenever participants manipulate the representations mentioned. Test items 
about subject matter content, transfer problems and about translations between 
representations (items 1,2 and 3, respectively of Figure 2-7) were given to the participants. 
A significant difference on the test scores between the integrated, dynamically linked and 
the separate. non-linked was found, but not between the separate, dynamically-linked and 
the separate non-linked. This result challenges existing belief that dynamically-linked is 
better than non-linked representations in reducing visualisation difficulties. They assumed 
that dynamically linking representations would help learners to mentally relate the 
representations. However, due to the results they found, they considered that the colour 
coding of the representations might had been sufficient for the participants to relate the 
representations. They recommended that future research may need to consider colour 
coding as a factor that could influence cognitive load (c. f. Sweller and Chandler, 1991). 
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Figure 2-8 Examples of representations in the studs' of Bodemer and Faust (2006) 
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Van der Meij and de Jong's study is another example of an attempt to reduce difficulties 
related to visualisations of graphs. However, the value of adding interactivity to support 
the integration and linking of representations is not yet clear. For instance, Bodemer and 
Faust (2006) claim that differently presented representations can demand a considerable 
part of a learner's working memory; and a form of integrating representations may reduce 
difficulties with cognitive load. Bodemer and Faust (2006) investigated the impact of 
integration of representations and external activity (i. e. actions in the external 
environment) in two experimental studies. Bodemer and Faust were interested in the 
effects of adding interactivity in relating different kinds of representations. Learners 
integrate representations (similar to the definition given above by Van der Meij and de 
Jong) mentally or externally. Making representations computer based and adding 
interactivity features may help support integration of representations. This design could be 
operations which help them to link different representations e. g. by `drag and drop'. 
Bodemer and Faust designed a computer interface which included representations such as 
pictorial and instructional text (see e. g. Figure 2-8). The design was varied in terms of the 
presentation of the components of the geometric pump within the interface (i. e. in the text 
part and the pictorial part of the interface). In each condition, participants were (1) in 
spontaneous referencing - required to mentally relate components without having been 
explicitly told to. The text components were highlighted and numbered sequentially and 
the numbers appeared next to the components in the pictorial part of the interface. (2) in 
prompted mental referencing - the same as number (1) but explicitly prompted to relate 
representations mentally. (3) in interactive referencing - required to relate representations 
externally and mentally by drag and drop operations but numerical labels of components 
appear only in the beginning and only in the text components and (4) in interactive 
integration - the same as (3) but with no numerical indications. 
Sixty students participated in Bodemer and Faust's first experiment, about how a 
`geothermic heat pump' works. A test was given to measure learners' understanding of the 
subject before and after using the software. The items in the test consisted of statements. 
Participants were asked whether each statement was correct or not. On the basis of the 
tests scores in this experiment, Bodemer and Faust found that those who relate 
representations only mentally have a better understanding than those who related 
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representations mentally with `interactivity', and those externally with interactivity. 
Bodemer and Faust (2006) suggest that learners are more likely to relate representations to 
another representation when they are familiar with the visualization required for the 
representations given. Bodemer and Faust also analysed talk. This analysis revealed that 
some of the participants in the interactive conditions were not able to relate the numbers or 
text components accurately to the components of the picture and thus were never provided 
with a correctly labelled illustration of the heat pump. 
The researchers then conducted a second experiment, this time, about `uniform and 
accelerated motion'. They only considered conditions (2), (3) and (4) above. This time they 
tested the learners for their prior knowledge. A test about uniform accelerated motion was 
given. Statistical tests in the mean scores between conditions 2,3 and 4 showed that those 
in the interactive integration group performed better than those in the other two groups 
(Figure 2-9). This study shows that there are different effects on cognitive processing when 
representations vary in interactivity. However, Bodemer and Faust's suggest that tests may 
not be enough to examine the effects of varying instantiations because cognitive load 
during learning may need careful investigation. 
Prompted Intcractine tntcr+ctivc (heull 
rcfcrencing referencing integration 
Overall M $2.6 50.3 74.2 $9.1 
SD 171 19.2 14.6 20.0 
Figure 2-9 Overall mean scores between three conditions in the study of Bodemer and 
Faust (2006, p. 37) 
Learners may be having difficulty visualising graphs due to `motion change'. Learners find 
the concept of `motion change' difficult to grasp because they often make inaccurate 
mental models of moving images (Ardac and Akaygun, 2005) and integration of animation 
in designing computer-based representations may help in conveying change of external 
representation in time. It is hypothesised that animation is better than static representations 
(e. g. Park and Gittelman, 1992) but this hypothesis is challenged by Morrison and Tversky 
(2001). One-hundred and forty-four university students participated in the study of 
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Morrison and Tversky. The participants were divided into three groups and each group was 
given an instantiation in learning `seven rules of movement'. The three display conditions 
were: text only, text with static graphics, and text with animated graphics. Morrison and 
Tversky conducted three experiments: experiment 1) text with the causal rationale for the 
rules of movement with movement explained as social rules or as navigation rules; 
experiment 2) the rationale was omitted and only the rules were described; and experiment 
3) the same materials as experiment 2 but limited participants' study time. They used a 
`standardised' spatial ability test (the Vandenberg mental rotation test) before and after the 
experiments and used the results to compare students with low spatial and high spatial 
ability on performance in a problem solving test about applications of the rules of 
movement. In experiment 1, based on the scores in the problem solving test, the group 
given text with animated graphics did not perform better than the text group with static 
graphics. In the second experiment, where participants needed to develop their 
understanding of the rules of movement solely from descriptions, the same result was 
obtained as experiment 1. The scores between text with static and text with animated 
graphics were not significantly different. However, in the third experiment, where time 
was limited, the scores revealed that text with either static or animated graphics performed 
better than those with text alone. The results suggest that addition of a graphic 
representation is better than text alone but the addition of animation as a feature did not 
add any value to learning. This was because there was no significant difference found in 
the test scores between static graphics and animated graphics in the third experiment. 
Morrison and Tversky suggest that dynamic instantiation, in the case of animating objects, 
can sometimes be ineffective. 
The studies above make assumptions that there can be possibilities of addressing or 
reducing some of the difficulties associated with multiple representations by varying the 
kinds of instantiations. The studies show that different instantiations influence learning and 
that the effect can be due to the design and presentation of external representation, 
particularly animation and interactive features. There are many studies which show 
positive effects of varying instantiations in tackling standard, external representations. 
However, as has been seen in the discussion of automatically generated graphs above, 
there are also some so far unresolved questions about effectiveness. The two sub-sections 
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above show how changing numbers and forms of external representations may influence 
learning with them but the generality of findings are inconclusive. Also, many of the 
studies include different kinds of instantiations such as animation and manipulable objects 
but none of the studies identified in this section investigated animation and interactivity of 
multiple representations in a single study. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above show how design 
of learning environments may carry with them some attempts at reducing learning 
difficulties with multiple representations by varying external representations and by 
varying instantiations. However, there may be other factors that need to be examined when 
learners tackle multiple computer-based representations. The next section explains that 
there are other factors that can be considered in attempting to reduce difficulties with 
multiple computer-based representations. 
2.3.3 LEARNERS' SELF-CONSTRUCTED REPRESENTATIONS 
Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above show how the designs of some learning environments differ 
in terms of the combinations of external representations and instantiations. It also shows 
that some difficulties can be addressed by using alternative instantiations. The studies here 
show that learners construct their own representations even if they are offered 
representations. 
One study investigates one learner dealing with multiple external mathematical 
representations in a computer environment. Borba and Confrey (1996) report a case study 
of a 16-year old male student working on `transformation of functions' using software 
called Function ProbeTM. Typically, the didactic approach to understanding function, 
according to this study, involves an interpretation of an equation with its original graph, 
and the change in this original graph by modifying the numbers in the equation. For 
example, an original equation y= x2 +6 is modified toy = 3x2 + 6, learners are asked to 
make a comparison between the graphs of the original and the modified equation; and then 
they are asked to establish a rule about transformation of functions. Borba and Confrey 
took a different approach by starting with graphs as the initial point of observation to see 
whether learners are able to make the same understanding of functions. A learner was 
interviewed and video recorded over a five-week period for eight times (average of two- 
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hour each session). The learner could graph functions in different ways, such as inputting 
equations, plotting points, sketching using the mouse, using a calculator function, and 
tabulating numbers. Borba and Confrey presented situations in which the learner was 
visualising using the tools offered by the software and situations in which the learner 
visualised on paper. Borba and Confrey claimed that multiple mathematical representations 
in a computer environment helped the learner to come up with his own way of tackling a 
problem. For example, the software was designed to tackle only a certain notational form 
of equation. The learner experienced a problem dealing with this form offered and worked 
with an alternative notational format. However, this approach was not supported by the 
design of the software. The learner opted to work on paper and attempted to check his 
solution. Borba and Confrey suggest that learners may come with strategies not supported 
by the design of the computer environment; these may be effective strategies but learners 
need to successfully link their own representations to those generated by the computer to 
generate a better understanding of mathematics. This suggests that examining the 
relationship between learners' attempts to tackle representations offered on the screen, and 
self-generated representations may provide richer information than just considering only 
the former. This study also showed that by using an alternative instantiation in helping a 
student to learn mathematics (i. e. in this study, functions) in a different may not always be 
enough. It was seen that the student preferred to use an approach not supported by the 
computer. 
When learners experience difficulties with representations, they sometimes construct their 
own representations to try to cope with these difficulties (e. g. Mayer, 2003; Schwartz, 
1995; Van Meter, 2001). Cox (1996) looked at the relationship between problem solving 
performance and the type of external representations that learners use. He suggests that 
learners' construction of their own representations could provide an indication of situations 
in which the given representations have been found insufficient to complete the task, or of 
moments at which working memory is overloaded. He also argues (Cox, 1999) that there 
are differences between learners' reasoning ý with self-constructed representations and 
reasoning with given representations. He emphasises the need to distinguish situations in 
which learners interpret representations given to them and situations in which learners 
construct their own representations. 
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According to Cox (1999), 
"External representations (ERs) can be produced for exclusively private use or for 
communication with others. Learners sometimes produce and use ERs purely 
privately (e. g. `workscratchings' produced on scrap paper whilst problem solving 
under exam conditions). Mostly, however, a person's ERs are also seen by others, 
and may be commented upon, as in classroom settings. ER use often represents 
socially shared cognition-the social embedding of the representation in an 
interchange between participants. A reasoner's belief about whom a representation 
is intended for (private versus an `audience) will affect his or her choice of 
representation. Private representations are, amongst other things, less fully 
labelled, sparser and may be only partially externalised-whereas those intended 
for sharing with others will tend to be more richly labelled, better formed and more 
conventional. " (p. 347) 
Cox outlines several factors why there are differences in reasoning with ERs between 
presented and self-constructed representations. Effective reasoning with ERs is a three-way 
interaction between: 
i. The cognitive and semantic properties of the representation. 
ii. The match between the demands of the task and the type of information read- 
off afforded by the representation. 
iii. The effects of within-subject factors (e. g. prior knowledge, cognitive style). 
Why do learners construct their own representations? Cox lists a number of purposes that 
perhaps the given representations are not fulfilling: 
" reducing working memory load 
. focusing attention to aspects that are particularly important to the specific task 
. aiding information handling 
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" facilitating the inference of motion from moving displays 
" facilitating shift of reasoning mode 
" expressing inferences difficult to express verbally 
. re-ordering information within a representation 
" identifying missing information 
" representing implicit information explicitly. 
While Cox acknowledges the value of utterances learners make during task completion, in 
understanding learners' interaction with multiple representations, he also suggests that 
utterances may not be enough because they delimit some concepts that learners cannot 
express verbally. Learners construct different representations for similar problems, for 
example by externalising them on paper, and learners' interaction and operation with these 
representations differs from each other. He notes that externalisation of representations can 
take similar or multi-representational form. For example, representation presented in 
linguistic form (e. g. natural language, notation) can be `re-represented' (or recreated by 
learners) in the same form or can be graphical (e. g. set diagrams, tables, maps, plans, 
graphs) or a combination of both. 
The suggestions of Borba, Confrey and Cox above highlight the importance of examining 
not only learners' interaction with standard external representations but also the 
representations they create. These latter representations provide information that can be 
vital in understanding which representation helps reduce learning difficulties. 
It is clear that varying instantiations through alpha-numeric input and manipulability can 
influence learning with external representations. But studies have not been successful in 
determining which can be attributed to successful attempts as some of the studies have 
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been found to have inconsistent conclusions about which particular combinations of 
representations and which kinds of instantiation help or hinder learning. It is not clear 
whether the success is attributable to the external representations or to the instantiation. 
This section has shown that varying computer-based representations can be a way to 
address difficulties learners experience when tackling standard external representations; 
however, it is clear in section 2.2.2 that computerising representations can also introduce 
difficulties. It is important to analyse learning with these representations by distinguishing 
which attempts address which difficulties. When representations are combined and 
presented altogether, this can be complex to study. Since strategies are actually `attempts 
to tackle problems', the next section makes a case that using strategy as a unit to analyse 
learning with varying computer-based representations can be a viable alternative to 
explicate the relationship between attempts and difficulties with varying standard external 
representations or with varying instantiations. 
2.4 EXAMINING LEARNERS' STRATEGIES WITH MERS 
Section 2.3 shows how the design and choice of external representations and types of 
instantiations are used to reduce difficulties. Furthermore, the above section provides 
information that as learners interact with this design, learners also construct their own 
representations which could provide some indications of when difficulty is experienced by 
them. In this section, some studies are examined in terms of the influences of varying 
external representations and types of instantiations on strategy choice and use, set in the 
context of learning. It also illustrates how strategies may be influenced by the different 
combinations of standard external representations and the kinds of computer operations 
through alpha-numeric input, animating and manipulating objects on the screen. This 
section makes a case that using strategies as a unit of analysis can be an effective way to 
understand learners' experiences with computer-based representations. 
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2.4.1 EXAMPLES OF INFLUENCES OF VARYING REPRESENTATIONS AND 
INSTANTIATIONS ON STRATEGY USE, AND EXAMPLES OF 
CHARACTERISATIONS OF STRATEGIES 
This section shows some of the ways others have characterised strategies relating to 
standard external representations. The kinds of strategies elicited by the nature of external 
mathematical representations are given, and the kinds of findings previous studies came up 
with by characterising these strategies are reported. 
The first study is introduced in this section to show that learners' choice of standard 
external representations may vary when asked to solve problems about linear functions. 
Keller and Hirsch (1998) administered a pre- and post-test that required seventy-nine 
learners to choose an external representation in approaching mathematical problems. 
Learners were not asked to solve the problem. They wanted to find out how learners would 
attempt to solve a given mathematical problem choosing from three types of external 
representations (i. e. graphs, numbers, and equations). The problems were paper-based, 
thus, instantiation is constant and static. Learners are grouped according to users and non- 
users of graphing technology (i. e. those learners using graphing calculator in their course 
and those who are not allowed to use graphing calculators). Keller and Hirsch conclude 
that those using a graphing technology preferred graphical representations for some 
problems compared with the other group. This study is based on learners' perception of the 
representation they would attempt to use given a certain problem. Participants were not 
actually asked to solve the problems. It can be argued that the representation they chose to 
solve a problem may not be the actual representation they choose when they actually solve 
a problem. They might have given a post-hoc choice of their preferred representation 
which they deemed could solve problems asked of them. Nevertheless, Keller and Hirsch's 
study seem to suggest that the intervention of technology may influence learners' choice 
for representations. This needs further investigation as to how learners arrive at their 
choice of representation when solving problems. 
The next study looked at how learners construct symbolisation from graphic 
representations. This study characterised strategies in terms of the intervention of a 
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computing technology -a graphing calculator. Ruthven (1990) administered a 
questionnaire to two groups of learners (age 11 to 19 years old; n= 80). Ruthven asked the 
learners to find the solutions for different mathematical graphs; and then they were asked 
to provide explanations for their answers. In examining learners' solutions and 
explanations, Ruthven discerned three different approaches in constructing algebraic 
symbolisations from graphs with the aid of graphical calculators. These are: 1) the analytic 
construction approach, where students construct symbolisation from the information 
available from the given graph; 2) the graphic-trial approach, where students use a 
graphical calculator to modify symbolic expressions by comparing successive trial graphs 
with the given graph; and, 3) the numeric-trial approach, where students formulate the 
symbolic expression from the numeric patterns of coordinates of the given graph. These 
approaches have clearly shown that students are approaching a problem in a procedural 
analytic way. The vital point to note in this study is on strategy 2). This strategy can only 
be elicited because of the instantiation that the technology can offer to learners. Without 
the possibility to modify graphs easily by changing a symbolic expression through alpha- 
numeric input, it may not be possible for learners to compare successive graphs, thus not 
possible to use this particular strategy. 
Even conducted a study in (1998). This study involved 152 college students who were 
asked to answer open-ended questions. Out of the 152 students, ten were selected to be 
interviewed in depth. Even asked the learners to explain the number of `solutions' to a 
mathematical problem (i. e. explaining the number of solutions of a certain quadratic 
function). After analysing their responses, two kinds of strategies were identified that relate 
to the use of graphs. These are referred to as a "Point-wise" and a "Global" approach to 
functions. A Point-wise approach is a strategy of learners focusing on specific elements 
found in the graph whilst a Global approach is a strategy on interpreting and describing 
properties of a graph. Even re-analysed learners' solutions from the ten interviews. She 
reported that many students deal with functions point-wise, but those learners using a 
Global strategy have a better understanding in relating graphs and equations, than those 
using a Point-wise strategy. To illustrate this, an excerpt taken from this study is given 
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below where the students were asked to graph the following function: 
_ 
x, if xis a rational number 
g(x) 0, if xis an irrational number 
Student A: (used a point-wise approach. She sketched the graph point by point) 1 is 
going to be 1, ;r is going to be 0, e is going to 0,2 is going to be 2 
(Then she added) 
Student A: The curve is going up 
In the excerpt above, the data showed how this student relates the graph to the behaviour of 
the points. This kind of understanding is different to Student B who used a global 
approach. 
Student B: (used a Global approach. He conceived irrational numbers as a discrete 
set, then he described the graph) A straight line, a diagonal line with holes in it... 
the rational number block should go diagonally, horizontally a series of dots. 
As illustrated above, student B described the graphs in relation to the set of rational and 
irrational numbers. This was an example of a student relating graphs to equations. This 
particular study illustrates how the identified strategies were used to explain how the use of 
one strategy can have a different influence in the learners' understanding of mathematical 
representations than another strategy. 
These three studies provide ways of characterising learners' attempts to solve 
mathematical problems. While Keller and Hirsch's characterisation of strategies is derived 
according to the type of standard external representations, Even characterised two types of 
strategies with just one particular type of standard external representation while Ruthven 
characterised three types of strategies when learners link graphs with another standard 
external representation (i. e. algebraic representations). This shows how strategies can be 
characterised according to different granularities particular to standard external 
representations. 
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Two studies looked at strategy usage in greater detail than the three studies above. One of 
the ways in which learners attempt to solve problems with standard mathematical 
representations can be categorised is into either an "algebraic approach", in which learners' 
preference geared towards algebraic symbolisation, or a "visual approach", in which the 
learners prefer to focus on graphical representations (Villarreal, 2000). An investigation of 
three pairs of learners' task completions about `Differentiation of Functions' in a computer 
environment (DeriveTM) is given here as an illustration of how one can analyse transcripts 
based on video-records. The characterisation of strategies were mainly identified in terms 
of whether learners are using either algebraic notations - algebraic approach in solving a 
problem; or using graphs - visual approach. Villarreal provided some evidence that 
learners' strategies may change from choosing algebraic or visual strategy when tackling 
mathematical representations. In the analysis of transcripts and videos, Villarreal noticed 
that when learners are using an algebraic approach, use of computers can lead to 
discomfort in manipulating algebraic symbolisations and result in a shift to a visual 
approach. Villarreal suggests that strategies can be used to find out what made learners 
shift from an algebraic approach to a visual approach in terms of the presence of 
technology. She claims that technology can influence learners' choice for _ using 
representations and believes that learners who prefer algebraic approaches could 
experience discomfort in a technological environment. This can be further examined to 
unpick the differences in the kinds of instantiations that may influence the change in 
strategy choices. 
To present another characterisation of strategies, this study explores the issues of strategies 
in investigating how learners solve mathematical problems (Senk and Thompson, 2006). 
Written solutions of 306 secondary students were analysed in terms of the strategies they 
used. The test items were about four different problems on `Non-linear Functions'. 
According to Senk and Thompson, students use strategies differently from each other 
between problems. In certain problems, some students were using strategies tackling 
algebraic representations whilst some were tackling numeric or graphic strategies. The 
results of their study indicate that learners try out different strategies and that learners can 
decide the viable strategy for specific problems. The researchers categorised the type of 
strategies into Algebraic, Numeric and Graphic. They related the strategies that students 
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used to their test performance. Senk and Thompson acknowledge the need for studies in 
explaining how learners' strategies are influenced by the format of learning materials given 
to learners. 
Villarreal points out that learners can change strategies within a task while Senk and 
Thompson say that learners try our different strategies before deciding which of the 
strategies to pursue. However, there are also some claims that learners using multiple 
strategies are better than using a single strategy (Tabachneck, Koedinger and Nathan, 
1994). Tabachneck and her colleagues asked 12 university undergraduates to solve 
mathematical problems on linear function (e. g. `money problem': a man has three times as 
many quarters as he has dimes etc. ). They identified four different strategies namely 
algebra, guess and test, verbal math and diagram using verbal protocols. These strategies 
are based on the external representations given to their participants. Tabachneck et al. 
propose a `multiple strategy effect'; students using more than one strategy were more 
effective in solving the problem given. They suggest that multiple strategy effect is only 
applicable for non-routine or complex tasks. Learners use strategies that convert verbal 
representations into an alternative form either in algebraic, or verbal or visual (i. e. 
diagrams) (Tabachneck, Koedinger and Nathan, 1994). 
This section, so far, provides a case that strategies can be categorised into different 
standard external representations (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998) but also point out that 
within each standard type, strategies can be further categorised at a finer level (Even, 
1998). While there are studies that show learners can choose one strategy to solve a 
problem, there have been some claims that learners can combine different strategies 
(Ruthven, 1990; Tabachneck et al., 1994) which may be more advantageous than using 
only one strategy. This section thus supports the examination of strategies with different 
standard external representations. However, there are factors about the type of technology 
and instantiations which could be causes of change in learners' choice of strategies. 
Novick (1990) investigated how learners relate new problems to specific example 
problems that they previously encountered using representations. She mentioned that 
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typically the application of learners' acquired strategy to a new problem is related to a 
specific solution to a familiar problem. That is, if two problems are similar, the strategy 
used in one problem may be carried over to the next problem. She distinguished three types 
of solution aids: 
i) general solutions strategy - e. g. a strategy chosen by working out how an answer 
was derived 
ii) solution procedures - e. g. application of a mathematical formula or sketching a 
graph 
iii) problem representations - e. g. particular representation adopted placing 
constraints on a solution procedure. 
She wanted to find out whether learners can also transfer strategies with graphical 
representations from a previous problem to new `non-similar' problems. Thirty learners 
participated. Three non-similar problems were given. One group was exposed to the use of 
`matrix' (a type of graphical representation) which could be used in their strategy to solve 
the problem while the other group was not exposed. The target problem (the problem 
which was analysed whether transfer of representations occurred) was about `probability'. 
Novick found that those who received the matrix were much more likely to use the 
representation than those who did not. The study suggests that learners can apply a strategy 
with representation and that a particular strategy can be applied to non-similar problems. 
The categorisation of strategies provides a helpful distinction. However, the categorisation 
between solution procedures (strategy category 2) and problem representations (strategy 
category 3) do not seem to be too distinct as the latter categorisation impacts on the former. 
In the examination of strategies with multiple external representations, Novick's 
categorisation can be further extended in the light of whether instantiations can influence 
strategy choice with different representations. The next study presents a case with which 
instantiations influences strategy choice. 
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In an experimental study by Lewalter (2003) with 60 students, she investigated the effects 
of static and dynamic visuals in an expository text. The topic is related to `astrophysics' 
and the focus of the analysis was on students' strategies and thought processes. Two 
groups were exposed to text followed by static visual for the first group and dynamic 
visual for the second group. The dynamic visual consisted of animated phenomenon about 
astrophysics whereas the static visuals are a series of `frame-by-frame' pictures of the 
animated ones. In the analysis of talk, she found no indication of significant difference on 
learning outcomes between dynamic and static visuals. The results show that both 
instantiations are equally effective in supporting the learning process. However, the use 
and choice of strategies varied between the groups. The kinds of strategies examined in 
this study were not about external representations but about metacognitive strategies. One 
example of metacognitive strategies she characterised was `rehearsal strategy' when an 
utterance is a repetition of a previous `think- aloud' data (a kind of verbal data which will 
be further explained in chapter 4). With just this particular strategy, Lewalter suggests that 
learners use varied between instantiations. However, Lewalter suggests that further work 
needs to be done on the influences of dynamic instantiations in relation to graphical 
representations because the topic `astrophysics' instantiates text into visuals of a graphical 
nature. Whether graphical representations, as static or animated, make a difference in 
strategy choice remains a question in her study. According to Lewalter, what particular 
components on the visual display led students to use different strategies may also be 
crucial to the understanding of the concept. 
None of the studies mentioned above characterised strategies with three different standard 
external representations into finer level of granularities and how the use of these strategies 
are influenced by the type of instantiation of these external representations. This section 
supports the possibility of using strategy to analyse learning with multiple computer-based 
representations. 
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2.4.2 OTHER CHARACTERISATIONS EXEMPLIFYING INFLUENCES ON 
STRATEGIES 
There are other characterisations of strategies that may help understand the effect of 
varying computer-based representations. The studies given below may help aid the 
understanding of what other possible range of strategies can help explicate the relationship 
between standard external representations and instantiations and the difficulties related to 
them in terms of cognitive load, and interactivity. 
One of the standard external representations being dealt with in this research is the graph. 
Learners use different strategies related to graphs by visual imagery. DeWindt-King and 
Goldin (2003) observed two children solving problems about fractions. They reported the 
strategies used by these two children in a longitudinal study related to `visual imagery'. 
They identified the following imagery strategies and defined them based on other studies 
(i. e. Owens, 1993, Presmeg, 1985). 
1) Concrete/pictorial imagery - learners externalise internal imagery through 
utterances and gestures as if it was a physical object or picture. 
2) Pattern imagery -learners present aspects of a problem in a visually schematic way 
3) Memory images of symbolic notation - learners visualise formal mathematical 
expressions, e. g. a mental picture of a formula and reading the image. 
4) Dynamic imagery - learners report of active movement of a part of an image 
5) Mental operations or transformations - learners modify image as a result of 
visualising a succession of static images. 
DeWindt-King and Goldin speculates that these strategies are not mutually exclusive. 
Among the strategies they looked at, their results show that the children's use of the 
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`memory images of symbolic notation' strategy develop over time. They expected this 
result as children's experience with symbolic notation matures in school. The strategies 
identified by DeWindt-King and Goldin above illustrate the kinds of strategies that can 
have impact on different forms of instantiations. For example, dynamic imagery strategy 
(4) can be a strategy when learners visualise a moving part of a mathematical graph is 
different from a visualisation strategy to do with static images i. e. mental operations or 
transformation strategy (5 above). This supports the investigation of these kinds of 
strategies in this research. However, another form of visualisation not identified above is 
the visualisation that happens when learners visualise movement of a graph in their minds. 
A possible way to externalise this is by looking at strategies related to learners' gazes. 
Gaze can now be captured using infra-red cameras (e. g. Tobii, 2003). The infra-red 
cameras track the pupil of the eyes and relatively map it on an accurate location on the 
computer screen. Gaze can be externalised as a video record which shows the parts of the 
screen looked at by a person. An eye-tracking study showed that learners' use mental 
imagery during problem solving (Yoon and Narayanan, 2004). Yoon and Narayanan 
presented two problems: the first consisted of a graphical representation (a picture of a 
mechanical device) and the problem described in text; whilst the second contained only the 
question (Figure 2-10). Amongst the 90 learners they eye-tracked, they identified two 
groups, the imagery group (n = 31) and the non-imagery group (n = 57). The former group 
used what they called an `imagery strategy. ' Imagery strategy, as categorised by Yoon and 
Narayanan, is when learners' eye-movements systematically scan the empty area of the 
screen where they previously had seen the picture of the mechanical device. Yoon and 
Narayanan suggest that systematically scanning relevant elements of a visual display is an 
indication of a good strategist. The data of Yoon and Narayanan illustrate that the `gazes' 
on the blank screen of those in the imagery group lie directly on or close to the relevant 
elements of the display. This is similar to the data of Johansson et al., (2005), Laeng and 
Teodorescu (2002). Although Yoon and Narayanan did not find any difference between 
the two groups in terms of accuracy in answering the problem, they found that the imagery 
group took longer time in solving the problem than the other group that did not use an 
imagery strategy. Yoon and Narayanan highlight the fact that those successful problem 
solvers of the imagery group paid more attention to significant parts of the representation 
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shown than the unsuccessful ones. Some of the limitations they acknowledged in their 
study were: the simplicity of the task given; and the possibility of the experience with the 
first problem being carried over to the second problem. Yoon and Narayanan believe that 
in problem-solving, learners can be categorised as those preferring to use an imagery 
strategy and those that do not. The characterisation of this strategy together with that of 
DeWindt-King and Goldin may provide a different form of evidence in looking at learners' 
choice of strategy with mathematical graphs. It could be a case that learners may use 
different imagery strategy when different instantiations are involved. A similar study 
substantiated this is presented below. 
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Figure 2-10 Example of a scanpath in the study of Yoon and Narayanan 
According to Laeng and Teodorescu (2002), eye-movements during mental imagery assist 
the process of image generation. They conducted two experiments where students viewed 
pictorial representations, an irregular checkerboard in the first experiment, and colour 
pictures of tropical fish in the second experiment. They tracked participants' eye 
movement during and after viewing. Participants were divided into three groups: two of the 
groups during viewing were asked to maintain fixation onto the centre of the screen, 
participants in the other group were free to move their eyes. After viewing, they tracked 
participants' eyes and asked to recall precisely what participants saw. For those who were 
free to move their eyes, Laeng and Teodorescu found an association between the 
percentage of time spent on fixations on specific locations during viewing and time spent 
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on the same `empty' location during recall. Those who were asked to fixate at the centre of 
the screen remembered less than those who were free to move their eyes. Figure 2-1 1 
below shows examples of scanpath during viewing (upper-left - free eye movement, 
lower-left central fixation) and during recall (upper-right - free eye movement, lower-right 
central fixation). Laeng and Teodorescu showed that eye scanpaths during visual imagery 
re-enact those of perception of the same visual scene. This finding is important to note. 
Representations such as mathematical graphs may require learners to remember certain 
locations of a part of a graph. When learners compare a previously seen graph with a 
currently displayed graph, eye scanpaths can provide some information about the cognitive 
processing learners are attempting in relating parts of certain graphs. 
"Commands to the eyes fnr each . 
fixation are stored along with the visual 
representation and are used as spatial index in a motor-hused coordinate system 
fhr the proper arrangement of parts of an image. " (Lueng and Teodorescu, 2002, 
p. 207) 
Figure 2-11 Examples of scanpaths from the study of Laeng and Teodorescu (2002) 
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Figure 2-12 The picture stimulus and the scanpath when recalling objects previously 
seen or heard from the study of Johansson, Holsanova and Holmqvist (2005) 
Johansson, Holsanova and Holmqvist (2005) confirm findings of Laeng and Teodorescu 
(2002). They both provide evidence of eye-movements reflecting the positions of objects 
during the description of previously seen picture or previously heard pictorial descriptions. 
In two experiments, 12 students were presented with a complex picture and then they were 
asked to verbally describe the picture that was shown to them; and another 12 listened to a 
complex verbal description and were later asked to retell what that had heard. In the 
second, the position of objects in the picture was described. The participants were not 
informed about their eyes being tracked but rather they were told to keep their eyes open 
because their pupils were being measured. They examined participants' eye-movements 
while recalling objects previously seen or mentioned. Figure 2-12 shows an example of 
scanpath during recall. In both experiments, eye movements recorded show the spatial 
locations of objects that appear in the description and in the picture. These results revealed 
that eye movements generated by experiment I were similar to the eye movements in 
experiment 2. This study shows that eye movement can give indications of visual 
representations learners hold in their working memory. 
Dewindt-King and Goldin did not have the opportunity to look at strategies with gazes. 
However, they have identified a 'Concrete/pictorial imagery' strategy through utterances 
and gestures. Gestures, such as hand movements, are used as aids in cognitive processing 
(Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly and Wagner, 2001). Gesture is viewed as a form of 
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externalisation which can be used to emphasise particular relationships, such as spatial 
relationships and grouping. As such, gesture may provide information about mental 
representations which learners create, as well as insight into cognitive load. In this sense, 
the role of gesture in problem-solving bears some relation to that of re-representation, 
because each has a role in focussing attention on important aspects of a problem. Goldin- 
Meadow and Wagner (2005) review evidence showing that gesture reduces cognitive load. 
They deduce from other studies (e. g. Hadar and Butterworth, 1997) that gesture potentially 
influences learning because the externalisation of ideas lessens cognitive effort. According 
to Goldin-Meadow and Wagner, some forms of gesture characterise spatial relationships 
particularly when a task is spatial in nature. In (2001), Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly 
and Wagner analysed gestures of twenty-six children on `addition' problems (4 +3+2= 
?) and thirty-two adults on `factoring' problems (x^2 - 5x +6= ? ). They asked participants 
to solve the problems on the blackboard. After solving each problem given, participants 
were asked to remember a list of words. The words were read out loud for children; a set of 
letters were shown on card for adults. They measured the demands on cognitive load 
imposed when explaining each problem whilst at the same time remembering the list of 
word/letters. Participants gave explanation under 1) gesture permitted and 2) gesture 
restricted conditions. They revealed that participants remembered more items when they 
gesture than when they did not. Goldin-Meadow et al. assert that gesturing helps reduce 
cognitive load because it appeared to save cognitive effort needed when explaining. In 
learning situations, learners may self-explain as they process information mentally. This 
highlights the importance of being able to characterise different types of imagery strategy 
relating to gazes and gesture as these strategies may help in processing different 
representations. So, gesture and eye movements can be viewed as externalisations of 
mental activity and hence can reveal things about cognitive load and task performance. 
Importantly, they can reveal where attention is paid, and where learner difficulties arise. 
The studies identified in this section have established that strategies through gazes, 
sketches, utterances and actions can provide ways of characterising imagery strategies. 
However, the relationship of these strategies with standard external representations needs 
to be examined as learners do not use these strategies in isolation from each other. 
Different types of instantiations may have an impact on the kinds of imagery strategies that 
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learners use. The inclusion of these strategies in examining the influences of varying 
instantiations with these strategies should not be overlooked. 
2.4.3 ANALYSING LEARNERS' STRATEGIES WITH COMPUTER-BASED 
REPRESENTATIONS 
The preceding sections suggest the relevance and value of examining strategies with 
multiple computer-based representations. Examples of the kinds of analyses, using strategy 
as a unit, are given below. 
Weigand and Weller (2001) used strategy to look at learners working with computer-based 
mathematical representations with 11ý' grade students. The study focuses on the changes of 
learning strategies during problem solving, and in the possibilities of developing a 
technique based on `computer protocols' to evidence changes in learners' strategies. The 
technique they used consisted of video-recording during the activity, a `screen capture' in 
real-time and logging of computer operations. The activities and Computer-Algebra 
Systems (CAS) software used were: DeriveTM - for `quadratic function' (application of 
maxima and minima); and for `applied problems' (e. g. the motion of a twine handle of a 
sewing machine); and MathplusTM - for `trigonometric function' (application of sine 
function). They offered the learners the freedom to decide when to use the software. The 
study compared static representations generated by learners using `pencil and paper' versus 
computer-based representations via keyboard input and mouse operations. 
By looking at learners' strategies with standard external representations and with 
representations learners generate on paper, and relating this to the influence of making 
representations computer based, they provide a rich account of learning interaction with 
multiple representations. For example, Weigand and Weller provide evidence that learners 
tend to use more representations with the computer than with pen and paper. Their 
investigation also shows that learners switch between different representations more when 
they are using computers than when they are using pen and paper. They also identify that 
learners often start with graphs and view graphs as a pictorial representation. Weigand and 
Weller claim that learners do not necessarily have a better understanding of the 
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mathematics concept with computer-based representations; but their understanding is 
different from that of learners using `pencil and paper'. Weigand and Weller also highlight 
the usefulness of the technique they used (i. e. video-recording, computer screen capture 
and computer logs) in analysing and categorising strategies. Weigand and Weller make a 
case that representations that learners choose are different when representations are 
computer-based or paper-based. In relating this study to the study that Weigand (1991) 
conducted earlier, Weigand and Weller manage to provide an alternative explanation as to 
why the ease and speed of computers to show different representations fail. According to 
them, the many representations generated in a small time possibly overwhelm learners and 
make them interpret and read representations in a less reflective way. Weigand and Weller 
conclude that 
"empirical investigation showed repeatedly that learners sitting in front of a 
computer seldom have the patience to read representations on the screen, and then 
to interpret and reflect on them" (p. 109). 
Also, in terms of the findings of Van der Meij and de Jong (2006), claiming that 
dynamically linked representations are better than non-linked ones, examination of 
strategies provide additional explanation that when learners actively integrate the 
representations themselves, a difference is found. Weigand and Weller looked at learners' 
strategies with standard mathematical external representations and with representations 
they create on paper. 
Aczel (1998) presents a case that examining strategies is one of the possible ways to 
explain the difference in the effect of representations in learning. Aczel's research on 
examining learners' strategies is a key study related to this research. 100 learners aged 10 
to 15 joined this study. A typical task involved finding the numeric value of an `unknown', 
an algebraic variable. Aczel developed computer-based software that trained students to 
learn equations using a `balance model' (use of a `weighing scale' metaphor as game-like 
balance model). The students engaged with the software by balancing the weighing scale 
by removing and adding `weights' and `barrels' at either side of the scale (see e. g. Figure 
2-13 below). The weights had corresponding numerical values whereas the barrels have an 
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`unknown' numerical value. By engaging learners with these kinds of representation, it is 
intended to shift their thinking to algebraic and numerical notations as they progress 
through using the software at different levels of difficulties. For example, the first level 
requires learners to deal with weights and barrels and then further on to the upper level the 
weights and barrels are replaced by numbers and letters (i. e. representing algebraic 
expressions). It is intended to encourage learners to come up with algebraic related 
strategies. The learner has to type in the values for each barrel and check how the display 
on the screen changes. Although mathematically the representations involve equations, the 
program requires the learners to shift their thinking with one form of representations e. g. 
from that of barrels with values to an algebraic form of representation. 
4+ 2b =70 -b 
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Figure 2-13 Examples of representations in the study of Aczcl (1998) 
One of the techniques used to gather data was observation of learners as they use the 
software. The software was also designed to record logs of students' actions. Based on 
these logs and on interview recordings, responses to written tests and questionnaires, 
recordings of conversations of students working at the computer, the development of 
algebraic strategies from using the software was analysed. For example, data from a pair of 
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learners in the study showed that the kinds of strategies that learners choose when tackling 
barrels and weights to the kinds of strategies that learners choose when tackling numbers 
and variables were transferable. The kind of instantiation was not varied but the kinds of 
standard external representation changed. The same kind of manipulation may help 
learners to apply the same strategy even though the external representations have changed. 
This study illustrates how it is possible to be able to examine the influence of one 
particular instantiation by looking at strategies on the kinds of external representation 
learners are tackling. Aczel argues that learners use strategies in order to address a 
particular concern. This can be extended when learners are not only concerned with 
algebraic representations. Aczel suggests that learners subject strategies to `trial-and 
improvement' in dealing with a particular concern. It would be interesting to examine how 
strategies change and how learners improve their strategies when multiple standard 
external representations with varying instantiations are given to them. 
2.5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
It is challenging to categorise the studies reviewed related to instantiation and external 
representations because the studies show that the representations and instantiations have a 
range of findings, and the findings do not clearly show whether the effect is due to the 
change in external representation or the learners' manipulation of the external 
representation (as represented in Figure 2-1). 
This review has presented some evidence based on empirical studies on the different 
cognitive demands when instantiations of representations are varied. The aim was to 
provide enough justification for researching the effect on strategies of varying computer- 
based representations. It critically assesses key research relevant to how learners visualise, 
manipulate, and use multiple representations that are differently presented and instantiated. 
It identifies the gap in the literature related to the influences of varying instantiations on 
representations. The review demonstrates that the use of strategies with multiple 
representations is under researched and that strategies themselves have been very little 
used to study the effect on learning with computer based representations. 
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Key findings related to difficulties with standard external representations and to the kinds 
of instantiations are identified. There are studies claiming that learners can benefit from 
MERs. However, the literature suggests that a careless combination of design and external 
representation in a computer environment can take this benefit away. External 
mathematical representations have been made available via computer and are widely 
studied. Until now, educators and researchers alike are still faced with the challenge of 
understanding how learners process mathematical representations in a computer 
environment. The conflicting claims about external representation and instantiations 
present a challenge. There is a need to study representations and instantiation together; and 
measuring learning outcomes and performance may not provide enough information about 
the complex interaction between representations and instantiations. What is not clear from 
the literature is which difficulties are due to the nature of external representations or to 
how these representations are instantiated. 
The possibility to address the difficulties relating to the nature of external representation 
and linking multiple representations with the aid of computers has not been achieved yet. 
Moreover, it seems that computers are also introducing a different form of difficulty 
relating to manipulation and operation depending on the type of instantiation. In the ways 
that difficulties can be grouped according to the standard representations, the strategies 
learners use with them is also distinguishable. The studies show how strategies may vary 
depending on the standard external representation and the characterisation of strategies can 
be defined into different levels of granularities. The possibility of getting evidence for 
describing how instantiations might be able to influence learners' strategies in solving 
problems needs further investigation. 
There is a gap in the literature that incorporates the investigation of Static, Dynamic, and 
Interactive instantiations of all three commonplace external mathematical representations 
into one study. Moreover, not many studies were found to use strategy in researching 
learning effects with multiple representations. There is a lack of research involving 
strategies with multiple representations and on how instantiation influences learners' use of 
strategies. Examples of the characterisations of strategies with standard external 
representations in different levels of granularity are identified in this chapter. Aczel (1998) 
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provides a guiding framework to examine strategies with multiple representations (i. e. to 
examine how strategies change and how learners improve their strategies when multiple 
standard external representations with varying instantiations are involved). 
Chapter 2 has provided five different hypotheses about strategies and computer-based 
representations. These are: 
1) Strategies with each standard external representation can be characterised at 
different levels of granularity 
2) Learners' choice of strategies depends not just on the standard external 
representations given but also on the instantiation 
3) Mental constructions of images with graphical representations vary between 
instantiations. 
4) Attention paid with each standard external representation varies between 
instantiations. 
5) Expression of inferences varies depending on the instantiation 
San Diego (2003) (discussed in section 1.4) investigated the kinds of strategies learners use 
with different graphing technologies. However, methodological insights are suggested by 
this study. It is hypothesised that analyses of strategies based on gazes, actions, utterances 
and sketches can identify factors contributing to strategy choice in a way that is not 
possible with traditional observation techniques 
The external representations involved in this research are multiple external representations 
and it is vital to tell exactly which representation is being tackled. In the next chapters 3,4 
and 5, this methodological challenge of exactly telling which representations and which 
instantiations influence strategies when learning with mathematics are dealt with in detail. 
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This research aims to provide evidence based on multiple sources of digital `data' (i. e. 
gazes, utterances, actions and sketches). The next chapters examine how the kinds of 
strategies related to gazes, actions and sketches may help provide evidence. It is important 
to take on the suggestions of some of the studies in this chapter to research strategies 
related to imagery, interactivity, re-representation and external representations. 
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3 INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO CAPTURING 
LEARNERS' COMPUTER INTERACTIONS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In some learner-computer interaction situations, learners look at the screen, write, type, 
use the mouse, and may even talk and show gestures of joy and frustration. When 
multiple computer-based representations are involved, to be able to understand the 
dynamic of such situations, one has to capture what the learners say, do, see, and write. 
However, it can often be extremely difficult for a researcher to observe and systematically 
code multiple forms of simultaneous research data. 
The approaches to data capture developed in this research attempt to minimise such 
problems by means of recent technologies. This chapter considers how digital approaches 
to capturing video data of learners' computer interactions can offer some benefits. It 
illustrates how a Tablet PC can enable real-time writing and sketching to be captured. It 
also illustrates how the latest technologies facilitate eye-movement recordings to identify 
objects of attention (Hansen, Hauland and Andersen, 2001) without the need for 
cumbersome head-mounted devices. By capturing what learners say, do, see and write, 
the approaches to data capture may help identify the subtle differences of the strategies 
learners use when tackling computer-based mathematical representations. 
The chapter begins by outlining the reasons why video is used to research learners' 
computer interactions, and the typical challenges faced. Digital approaches to capturing 
video data are then described in detail. 
3.2 THE USE OF VIDEO TO RESEARCH LEARNERS' 
COMPUTER INTERACTIONS 
This study identified use of video to research learners' interaction because videos can 
capture simultaneous forms of data. However, it is important to be aware of the 
advantages and the challenges of using videos to research learners' computer interaction. 
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3.2.1 ADVANTAGES OF COLLECTING VIDEO DATA IN RESEARCH 
There are numerous reasons why researchers collect video data. In particular, it has been 
regarded as an effective way of recording people's interaction with technology (Neal, 
1989). Though video may not provide a complete record of behaviour because of its 
restricted visual range, it offers for some researchers the potential of a more complete and 
consistent record than observation notes (Foster, 1996). Unless the phenomena under 
scrutiny are particularly slow-moving, the quality of notes depends crucially on the note- 
taker's instantaneous ability to detect the significant phenomena as they happen, decide 
what are the key aspects that should be recorded, and record them quickly, without 
missing further events, and all perhaps while conducting the fieldwork and identifying 
follow-up questions. 
Video can also capture events that would otherwise be difficult to record (Mackay, 1988) 
such as gestures, speech patterns, and glances. In addition, multiple cameras allow the 
capture of simultaneous behaviour or multiple perspectives that would be impossible for 
one researcher to see (Powell, Francisco and Maher, 2003). Moreover, video helps ensure 
some consistency of recording, compared with the use of multiple observers. 
An important advantage of video over observation notes is that it allows the researcher to 
delay until analysis some of the selectivity and interpretation that would otherwise be 
concurrent with the phenomena under observation (Powell et al., 2003). Moreover, the 
choice of video means that data can be repeatedly replayed (Jacobs, Kawanaka and 
Stigler, 1999; Plowman, 1999; Roschelle, 2000), at leisure, and at different speeds. Video 
data can be time-sliced (Jacobs et al., 1999), used to generate specific quantifiable 
behavioural data (McLarty and Gibson, 2000), and micro-analysed frame-by-frame 
(Ratcliff, 2003). 
Video and observation notes can both be subjected to inter-rating; that is, different people 
coding the same behavioural data, to check codings and to enable multiple perspectives to 
be brought to bear on the data (Powell et al., 2003). However, just coding observation 
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notes without seeing the actual event is arguably less accurate than coding notes with a 
video of what is being coded. 
Other uses of video data include triangulation with other sources (Plowman, 1999), 
validation of interpretations (Foster, 1996), and a stimulus for discussion (McLarty and 
Gibson, 2000). 
3.2.2 CHALLENGES IN TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO USING VIDEO IN 
RESEARCH 
Although there are numerous reasons why researchers are using video data, there are also 
disadvantages. There are technical, methodological, practical and ethical challenges that 
arise from the use of video in research; and also some technical and practical challenges 
depending on whether the type of video format is either analog or digital video. 
Technical challenges: Technical challenges to the use of video have been a disincentive 
for some researchers. Selecting, setting up, and operating video equipment demands new 
skills (Bigum and Gilding, 1985; Knoll and Stigler, 1999; Mackay, 1989; Roschelle, 
2000; Spiers, 2004). When the format is analog, without careful adjustments, there can be 
mismatches between monitor refresh rates and camera frequencies, resulting in flickering 
video playback of a recorded computer activity. In digital format, there can be 
mismatches between video codecs. This means that a video stream encoded with a 
specific codec can only be watched when the exact codec is present and properly installed 
in the machine; otherwise, the video playback is not possible. 
Practical challenges: Transporting, positioning, testing and looking after equipment can 
take time and effort. The data storage media need to be managed appropriately, with the 
need for a good labelling and indexing system, backups, storage space, care to avoid 
degradation in quality, and the like. Analysis of video data also presents challenges. 
Analogue recordings on VHS tape, for example, can be difficult to search and compare. 
Hardware to allow accurate indexing, frequent pauses and rewinds, and the simultaneous 
display of multiple images can be expensive. Transcription and coding can be time- 
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consuming (Knoll and Stigler, 1999; Plowman, 1999); some have estimated that this can 
take 10 times the length of the video (Roschelle, 2000). Finally, presenting and reporting 
results from video analysis in written form can be challenging (Bigum and Gilding, 1985; 
Mackay, 1989; Powell et al., 2003). In digital recording, when a person wants to convert 
one video file to another format, video conversion may also require time processing. 
Methodological challenges: It is well-known that people can behave differently when they 
know they are being observed, perhaps even more so when they are on camera (Bowman, 
1994; Foster, 1996). The size and positioning of video equipment, and changes needed to 
light and sound conditions can exacerbate the unreality of the situation (Ross and 
Morrison, 1989), although such artificiality can sometimes lessen in impact once 
participants become immersed in a task (Foster, 1996; Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995). 
Even when technical challenges have been overcome, researchers have many choices to 
make about what to video, whether naturalistic or experimental settings; individuals, pairs 
or groups; whether to focus on computer screen, facial expressions or hand gestures; and 
the like. There are also methodological challenges in relation to analysis. Coding the 
transcript can sometimes produce very different results to coding the video (Pinie, 1996), 
and different coders can sometimes code the same video data in quite different ways 
(Powell et al., 2003). 
Ethical challenges: It is vital that researchers protect the rights and privacy of their 
participants (Hall, 2000; Mackay, 1988). In video-based research, anonymity is almost 
impossible to attain (Pirie, 1997) for studies in which, for example, participants' gestures 
and facial expressions are central. In presenting research findings by showing examples of 
data, changing the names of participants is not enough to assure them of their privacy. 
Alteration of voice and image may be required by participants. Pixilation and voice 
distortion are techniques easily employable for ensuring anonymity. 
3.3 DIGITAL APPROACHES TO COLLECTING VIDEO DATA 
This research is using learners' inferences (further discussion in section 4.3. ) as a way of 
collecting externalised thought processing. Participants in this study think aloud and write 
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information they extract when making inferences based on external mathematical 
representations shown to them on a computer screen. Recent developments in video 
technology are now offering opportunities to capture learners' interaction with computer- 
based representations. 
3.3.1 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 
New developments in video technology have provided additional justifications, not just to 
use video in this study, but also to devise a new approach to capture learners' computer 
interactions. For example, portable digital video cameras have become widespread in 
developed countries. There is now also a variety of media available, such as digital video 
disk (DVD), external hard disks, memory cards and mini digital video tape. Meanwhile, 
the processing power of affordable desktop computers has increased to the extent that the 
manipulation of digital video is a viable option. Video is becoming more and more 
portable and affordable (PC WORLD, 2005). There are also new developments in video 
search technologies. For example, the beta version of Google Video has recently become 
available (http: //video. google. com), which allows users to search closed captioning, text 
descriptions, and transcripts, and so jump straight to particular points in video clips. 
While automatic recognition of images in video clips is still fairly primitive in consumer 
systems, software to convert ordinary speech into text (i. e. automatic transcription), while 
not yet at the quality suitable for discourse analysis, is developing rapidly. 
There are further notable developments that impact directly on this study: the typical 
desktop computer now has the power and capacity to log in video form, how users 
interact with it. A period of computer use - including all the screen activity, mouse 
movements and clicks, and key presses - can be recorded for later replay and analysis, 
without additional equipment. Moreover, the recent availability of unobtrusive eye- 
tracking and face-tracking devices allows the video capture of screen attention. 
Even handwriting and sketching can now be recorded as live video through Tablet PCs, 
electronic whiteboards and small overhead mini-cameras. 
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3.3.2 NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCHING LEARNERS' COMPUTER 
INTERACTIONS WITH MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS 
It can be argued that what learners see, what learners do with what they see, what they 
say, what they write down, and when they do all of this may provide some insight into 
their interactions with computers. However, traditional approaches to capturing these 
actions, particularly when multiple representations are involved, have been found to have 
some methodological constraints. 
The 2003 study (also discussed in section 1.5) analysing video data of students problem- 
solving with multiple mathematical representations emphasises the need to identify which 
representation is being considered by a learner as utterances are made and to examine 
more closely students' movement between representations. However, when researchers 
study learners' sense-making of mathematical representations, verbal utterances are often 
not enough in isolation. For example, Ainley, Bills and Wilson (2004) recorded students' 
computer screen activity: 
Student: You need times 'cause you need to that (points to 15 minutes) times 
twenty. (p. 6) 
Identifying exactly what the student is signifying by "that" is important for the analysis. 
Instances such as this occurred many times in the data that Ainley and her colleagues 
presented. 
In principle, were researchers to recognize ambiguous signifiers at the time, they could 
clarify ambiguity by asking participants what they meant. This, however, can violate one 
of Ericsson and Simon's (1984) suggested guidelines which are intended to minimise 
disrupting participants' concentration whilst at the same time obtaining verbal data. 
Ericson and Simon suggest researchers should only intervene when participants stop 
talking and can only say "please keep on talking. " 
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There are consequently numerous empirical studies using videos of learners' gestures 
such as pointing. However, participants do not always point to what they are referring. It 
is also typically difficult from these videos to pinpoint where learners are making 
inferences: numerical information for example might be extracted from displayed 
coordinates, from a graph, or from an algebraic expression. 
Another example of where verbal utterances are not necessarily enough is when learners 
may prefer to think on paper (Villarreal, 2000). Pinie (1996) suggests complementing a 
think-aloud protocol with paper-based worksheets. However, when writing is analysed 
after the event, the temporal order of writing and the role of scratch work have to be 
guessed. Real-time records of learners' writing may provide important evidence such as 
erasure of previous inferences made. There are also mathematical terms that students may 
not express verbally, and writing or sketching may help them to describe what they want 
to say. However, without the opportunity to do this in real time, participants may not be 
able to provide crucial insights into their thinking. 
The 2003 study that looked at learners' engagement with multiple representations, 
attempted to use video along these lines. In the study, four analogue video cameras were 
used to record a pair of students' interactions with a computer and a paper-based 
worksheet. The aim was to gain an understanding of participants' learning from multiple 
representations, particularly mathematical representations. The data collected were sent to 
be professionally edited to combine all four videos in a "quad image" (i. e. showing all 
videos simultaneously in one screen). This was then transcribed using a word processor. 
Although this approach allowed what students do, say, see and write to be captured, the 
disadvantages described earlier were evident. Due to the limitation of visual range and 
learners' movement, it was difficult to see the totality of the process. In particular, the 
reduced size of each video stream made it difficult to see what was going on; the writing 
and screen could occasionally become obscured by the student's body; it was typically 
not possible to tell exactly where on the screen the student's attention was focused; the 
task of coding the data in detail was laborious; and transcripts of talk, gestures and 
writing could not be easily combined. 
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In Gluck's study (1999), the worksheet was made available in the computer screen. 
Participants of Gluck's study were asked to type their answers. He investigated students' 
eye-movement during problem solving. This type of study, however, constrained students 
to sketch. Also, students used a `chin rest' to minimise head movement during problem 
solving. Such an approach could be argued as `unnatural' and intrusive. 
Over a number of years, others have developed an approach to the study of users' 
interactions with computer systems for the purpose of learning. Until now, no study has 
attempted to coordinate video recording of action and utterances, eye movement 
recording to track the focus of the user's attention on the screen, and handwriting 
recording to look at what users are writing. 
3.3.3 INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO CAPTURING WHAT LEARNERS SEE, SAY, 
WRITE AND DO 
Using the latest digital technologies, a set of techniques has been developed to capture, 
coordinate and analyse learners' gazes, real-time writing, utterances and actions (further 
discussion on the coordination and analysis of such data is in chapter 5). This section 
illustrates the analytical advantages of using this technique. 
People's perceptions of visual information are important factors in studying computer 
interaction (Hansen, 1991). To identify something what a person is seeing is possible 
using eye-tracking cameras. Moreover, eye tracking records can clarify * ambiguous 
subjects that can be found within participants' verbal data such as "this... " and "it... " 
(Hansen et al., 2001). However, computer interaction cannot solely be judged on the basis 
of eye-tracking data because, for example, some information can be picked up by 
peripheral vision (Hansen, 1991). Participants' attention can also drift, or participants can 
happen to be staring at a computer screen whilst organising their thoughts. Eye tracking 
therefore complements but does not replace the recording of utterances and gestures. 
As mentioned in the previous section 3.3.2, some learners prefer to think on paper 
(Villarreal, 2000), and so written work can sometimes provide insights when combined 
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with video (Pinie, 1996). A protocol that allows learners to write or sketch while they 
work can feel both more natural to the participants and provide greater insight into their 
thinking. 
Building on this experience, and on the suggestions of Ericsson and Simon (1984), Pirie 
(1996) and Hansen et al. (2001), a set of techniques amalgamating eye-tracking, screen 
capture, Tablet PC and digital video technology to capture what people see, say, do and 
write when interacting with computers has been developed and refined. 
To gain insight into what a person is looking at is possible using an eye-tracking device 
(Hansen et al., 2001). This can also be coupled with real-time writing using Tablet PC 
screen capture. Figure 3-1 provides an example of what can be collected using these 
technologies. The two figures on the right are both `screen activity'. The upper-right is 
what the observer sees during the study. The lower-right figure is an image generated by 
the analysis software showing where the eye dwelled on an element of the screen. Further 
discussion of this is done in the next section. By superimposing eye gazes on the screen, 
the researcher can clearly see shifts in attention. 
The next section describes this data capture setup. 
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3.4 DATA CAPTURE SETUP 
The key parts of the data capture hardware setup (Figure 3-2) are a digital video camera 
to record participants' actions and utterances, a non-intrusive eye-tracking device (the 
particular device chosen was the Tobii ET-1750TH) with screen capture to record gaze 
and software event logs; and a Tablet PC with screen capture to record handwriting. The 
setup is designed to capture what participants are seeing on the screen, what they are 
saying about what they are seeing, where in particular they are looking on the screen, 
what they are doing (e. g. pointing at the screen, gestures, mouse movements, off-screen 
attention), and what they are writing. 
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A mini DV-camcorder with a directional shotgun microphone is mounted on a tripod 
positioned at the side of the participant. The camera is connected to a DVD recorder 
which automatically records what the camera captured directly onto a DVD instead of a 
videotape. This helps in organising data since memory capacity means it would not be 
possible to store all episodes on the computer, given the high screen resolutions needed to 
identify precisely at what symbols or parts of a curve, participants might be pointing. 
Moreover, backup copies are easier to make. This digital video can then be processed 
directly into an MPEG file playable using a wide range of analysis software. 
Portability of this setup would be improved by using a camera that can record directly to 
DVD instead of a separate DVD recorder; however available models were limited in the 
length of recordings they supported. 
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The Tobii ET-1750 eye-tracking device consists of a computer monitor with embedded 
infra-red cameras, by means of which it is able to capture a person's gaze. In front of the 
eye-tracking monitor are a keyboard and a mouse for interacting with the computer. The 
device uses a screen recording software utility to record a movie of the events taking 
place on the screen along with key-strokes and mouse clicks, and this movie can be 
synchronised with the gaze data to allow later replay. The screen recording is compressed 
in real-time into an AVI format. Video is typically captured at 15 frames per second at a 
screen resolution of 1024x768 with 16-bit colour depth. 
The device needs to be calibrated for each participant, a process which typically takes two 
minutes. After calibration, the participant can move his or her head freely as long as he or 
she is within two feet of the device. If the participant looks elsewhere, no eye mark is 
recorded, but once the participant looks back at the screen, the device automatically 
detects the eye using the saved calibration. The eye-tracking device is capable of tracking 
both eyes. This means that as long as one eye is within the field of view, eye movements 
are detected. Although the latest Tobii eye-tracking device is able to track most people's 
eyes, difficulties were observed in tracking people who need to wear glasses when 
working with a computer'. At present, attempts to improve eye detection are being 
undertaken. The device also cannot tell if the eyes are unfocused. The previous version of 
the Tobii eye-tracking device is not advisable because it is unable to track the pupils of 
people with dark brown eyes. 
On the desk is a Tablet PC, positioned according to whether a participant is left handed or 
right handed, where the participant can make notes. A Tablet PC is essentially a flat-panel 
portable PC that allows the use of a stylus to input data by tapping and directly writing on 
the screen. One can sketch, draw, and erase in a similar way to using pen and paper, 
although clearly the sensation is somewhat different, and can therefore feel artificial. In 
trial studies, participants unfamiliar with Tablet PCs became comfortable with the device 
after practising for a few minutes. CamtasiaTM screen capture software is used to capture 
events on the Tablet PC. 
1 At the time of writing, an update in the software, designed to overcome this particular problem, has just 
become available. 
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The researcher sits behind the participant where another computer is setup to control the 
eye-tracking device and a monitor shows the camcorder output. This computer is also 
showing a live stream of what the participant sees and does on his or her machine with the 
participant's eye-gaze superimposed on the screen (this is called a 'LiveViewer' in 
ClearViewTM). Watching this live screen record and the camcorder monitor helps the 
researcher to formulate questions for any subsequent interview, and to act if the 
participant's eyes move out of the field of the eye-tracking camera's view. This can 
happen when participants immersed in the task cover their eyes or lean on their hands. 
It is recognised that in conducting qualitative studies of realistic educational behaviour, 
the phenomena being investigated should, as far as possible, be observed in their natural 
setting (e. g. Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995). The setup described here, though, requires 
a contrived setting, primarily to ensure accurate eye-tracking. For example, the laboratory 
has controlled lighting to minimise effects that might affect the collection of eye gaze; 
and the participant's chair has no wheels, in order to minimise movement that would take 
the participant more than the two foot maximum limit allowed by the eye-tracking device. 
There are three types of video data captured: the 'gaze video', the `action video', and the 
`writing video'. Each of these types is now described. 
3.4.1 THE GAZE VIDEO CAPTURE 
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Figure 3-3 Example snapshots of gaze video 
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The 'Gaze video' shows the screen contents of participants' interaction with the software, 
with the gaze replay superimposed. In Figure 3-3, the blue lines indicating the path that 
the eyes took across the screen are called 'saccades'; the blue circles show where the eye 
dwelled on an element of the screen for a length of time above a specified threshold, and 
are called `fixations'. A variation in fixation threshold can result in qualitatively different 
fixation patterns. A typical threshold is 100 milliseconds as used in other studies about 
representations (see e. g. Corte. Verschaffel and Pauwels, 1990, Knoblich, Ohlsson and 
Raney, 2001). It is also possible for the length of a fixation to be indicated by the size of 
the circle. Another advantage is that this video can be used for retrospective interview. 
3.4.2 THE ACTION VIDEO CAPTURE 
'Action video' (Figure 3-4) a playback of the video and audio record captured by the 
digital camcorder. Some of the actions that can be captured are gestures, head movement 
from the eye-tracking screen to the Tablet PC or to somewhere else, typing, use of mouse, 
and utterances. A single camera can only focus at a certain angle and the camera's 
position determines what can be captured. However, the researcher can decide what is 
vital to the investigation at hand. For example, camera angle of the figure below cannot 
capture participants' facial expression. 
Figure 3-4 Snapshot from an action video 
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3.4.3 THE WRITING VIDEO CAPTURE 
`Writing video' (Figure 3-5) -a recording of Tablet PC operation such as handwriting, 
sketching, drawing, erasing and flipping from one page to another. There are situations 
where learners use a pen to sketch something without actually marking anything on paper. 
Use of the Tablet PC captures this 'virtual sketching' because the 'pen-pointer' 
movement represented by a black dot is recorded. 
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Figure 3-5 Snapshot of a writing video 
3.4.4 TESTING THE DATA CAPTURE SETUP 
A test-run was conducted with two pilot participants. During the time of the testing, the 
only eye-tracking device available was the first model of the Tobii eye-tracking device 
(ET-17). Tobii ET-17 had been found to have difficulty tracking people with dark brown 
eyes. In this test run, the following practical challenges were addressed. Equipment was 
positioned in a way that it ensured that 1) the camera records the best visual range of 
recording 'action video' possible 2) the position of the Tablet PC can be comfortable for 
participants to write on, without screen glare (i. e. an improvised docking device was 
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used) 3) the eye-tracking device sits steadily to avoid loss of calibration and eye-tracking 
capture 4) appropriate lighting for the ET infra-red cameras to avoid refractions and also 
avoiding natural infra-red light from the sun 5) there is enough space on the table for 
accommodating left or right-handed participants 6) the height and position of table and 
chair can be adjusted easily (i. e. both the table and the chair used have a lever to adjust 
height and enough room to move the chair backward or forward) 7) the recording follows 
a certain sequence which is the digital video camera followed by the Tablet PC capture 
then the eye-tracking for later synchronisation purposes 8) the position of the researcher's 
computer can allow the researcher to take observation notes without the participant being 
aware. The eye-tracking device was upgraded to ET 1750, an ET device capable of 
tracking people with dark brown eyes. Additionally, an adjustable table was used for 
easier handling. 
3.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided a description of a novel data capture system developed to 
investigate learners' computer interaction. It has also outlined the reasons for the use of 
video and the challenges associated with it. With the aid of an eye-tracking device, Tablet 
PC screen capture and digital video cameras, it is now possible to capture and observe 
simultaneous video data in learner computer interaction situations. These techniques offer 
potentially interesting developments in understanding learners' computer interaction 
particularly in the context of learners' engagement with computer-based representations. 
The next chapter discusses the application of this approach to a particular study of 
learning from multiple representations. 
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4 CAPTURING LEARNERS' UTTERANCES AND 
ACTIONS WITH MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides a rationale for the representations selected and for the quasi- 
experimental design adopted to investigate learners' completion of three comparable tasks 
about computer-based mathematical representations which represent the main study of the 
thesis. It shows how the data capture system described in the previous chapter was used to 
collect learners' interaction with multiple representations. This chapter explains the 
design of the experiment conducted. 
4.2 ADOPTING A ROTATIONAL DESIGN IN A QUALITATIVE 
STUDY 
As discussed in section 2.2, learners have often found it difficult to learn from multiple 
representations. In the case of mathematical representations, for example, learners have 
difficulty relating equivalent representations such as graphs, numbers and equations. Such 
mathematical representations can now be easily accessed and manipulated via computers. 
Yet the effects of having representations instantiated differently (Static, Dynamic or 
Interactive) are unclear. Although there are some studies that have attempted to research 
the differences of a combination of either Static versus Dynamic (e. g. Lowe, 2003), or 
Dynamic versus Interactive (e. g. Bodemer et al., 2004), or Static versus Interactive (e. g. 
Evans and Gibbons, 2006, in press), no study has been identified that investigated these 
three types of instantiations in one study. 
The integrated capture of learners' gesture, speech, object of attention, and handwriting 
can offer the opportunity of identifying a range of strategies for using multiple 
representations. Since representations are one of the bases for making inferences (Larkin 
and Simon, 1987), this research used learners' inferences as a way of collecting 
externalised thought processing. Learners' inferences can be a combination of verbal, 
graphical and mathematical forms (see e. g. San Diego, 2003). The author decided that a 
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qualitative approach is deemed apposite for investigating how learners use multiple 
representations. In order to identify learners' strategies, it is valuable to observe the 
processes during a problem solving task (Aczel, 1998). However, there are situations in 
which qualitative data can yield quantitative data (e. g. Chi, 1997; Powell et al., 2003; 
Savenye and Robinson, 1996). Frequencies of learners using the same strategies can be 
counted and presented using descriptive statistics. 
Investigating the effects of varying representational instantiations on learners' strategies 
can be complex, particularly if it is to involve three types of representations and three 
types of instantiations. For example. the instantiations of a preceding task or the nature of 
the task itself may influence the way a learner approaches a subsequent task (e. g. 
Ainsworth, 2006). An appropriate way to reduce this complexity is by using a quasi- 
experimental design. 
Table 4-1 The rotational design adopted for assigning instantiations 
Single-instantiation S--'S->S Varying-instantiations S---*D-ºI 
S-ºI-D 
D->D--ºD D-ºS-ºI 
D- I-S 
I--ºD-ºS 
(Where: S- Static, D- Dynamic, I- Interactive) 
A rotational design was adopted in assigning the order of the instantiations. This was 
done to reduce 'carry over effects' caused by the order of the instantiations given to the 
participants. There are six possible ways of rotating the sequence of three types of 
instantiations. There are also three ways to pair three tasks for each form of instantiation. 
To minimise the effect of a subsequent task, the pairing of a task with an instantiation was 
varied randomly. The rotational design is given in Table 4-1 above. By comparing the 
data derived from participants involved in tasks having only one form of instantiation to 
those from participants receiving different types of instantiations, this design hopes to 
lessen the possibility of the results being attributable to the sequence of the task and the 
sequence of the instantiation. 
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Apart from the assignment of tasks and sequence of instantiations, specific details of the 
tasks that were used and the design of the instantiations, were also considered. These are 
discussed in the next section. 
4.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TASKS 
Section 2.2 shows that learners' difficulties linking multiple representations have included 
mathematical functions (i. e. graphic, numeric and algebraic representations). Examples of 
mathematical representations presented to learners in varied instantiations (Static, 
Dynamic and Interactive) have been widely available via the internet and commercially 
(Figure 4-1 below). The designs of mathematical computer-based representations were 
evaluated and considered in this study. The conflicting claims as presented in chapter 2 
related to how mathematical representations are instantiated needs further research. The 
design of the representations, the task learners undertake, and learners' prior knowledge 
interact and provide complexity in researching learners' interaction with computer-based 
representations (Ainsworth, 2006; Cox, 1999). 
Multiple representations can be helpful when people are dealing with complex 
information. Ainsworth (2006) proposes a framework for identifying factors influencing 
the effectiveness of multiple representations. The framework for learning with multiple 
representations suggests considering three fundamental aspects of learning: the design of 
multiple representations, the functions of multiple representations, and the tasks. The 
DeFT (Design, Functions, Tasks) framework for learning with multiple representations 
proposes that the following need to be considered: 
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Figure 4-1 Examples of mathematical representations presented in various 
instantiations 
1) The dimensions of designs: number of representations; information that each 
representation conveys; combination of external representations and its 
instantiation; sequence of presentation or construction of representations; 
translation as indicated by the nature of instantiation. 
2) The functions that multiple representations serve (see Figure 4-2 Functions of 
MERs taken from Ainsworth, 1999, p. 134): representations differ in the processes 
each supports or in the information each contains, and these may complement 
each other: certain representations constrain interpretation of another 
Fokum of Doscai. s 
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representations: integration of different representations leads to construction of 
deeper understanding. 
3) The cognitive task which impacts the characteristic of representations and 
learners. 
Ainsworth (2006) provides a substantial report of important aspects that should he taken 
into account when researching with multiple representations. Ilowever. dil hrent 
techniques to identify differences between the effect of the design, task. and function in 
learning with multiple representations can he very complex. The functional taxonomy 
which Ainsworth (1999) proposes, puts strategy under complementary roles that multiple 
representations serve. However, strategy can occur across the different functions of 
multiple representations. Others confirm that successful use of representations can he 
attributed to the interaction between the properties of the representation. the demands of 
the task, learners' prior knowledge and cognitive style (Alexander. Graham, and I larris. 
1998; Cox, 1996; Cox. 1999). 
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Figure 4-2 Functions of MFRS 
Ainsworth suggestions of a framework for analysing the effectiveness of multiple 
representations were taken into account. However, the gap identified in the literature in 
relation to learners" use of strategy with varying instantiation seems to suggest that 
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strategy in Ainsworth's framework is understated. This study sets out a case that an 
alternative appropriate unit in studying the effect of varying instantiations is strategy use. 
Mathematical representations were chosen as the domain to study the effect on learners' 
strategy of varying instantiations because of the persistent difficulties identified in the 
literature. 
4.3.1 TASKS ABOUT MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The task in the study should not be familiar to the participants but achievable to a person 
with A-level Maths qualification. The tasks 1) were only about cubic functions to control 
for the inclusion of more representations. 2) can be completed either using one form of 
external mathematical representation or a combination of two or three - table of values, 
graphs, and equations 3) were to make inferences on external mathematical 
representations of cubic functions. The tasks and their corresponding expected 
generalised conjectures are presented below (Table 4-2). The generalised conjectures that 
participants may give can be different to the ones given below or may even be expressed 
not as text but by sketches. As long as the generalised conjecture given by participants is 
equivalent to the meaning of the ones below, their answers will be considered correct. 
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Table 4-2 The tasks 
Task Name Task Expected generalised conjecture 
Root An original function f(x) is rotated 180 The new roots are reflections of the 
degrees about a point (a, 0) generating roots of the original. The same 
a new function g(x). What can you distance from point (a, 0). 
infer about the roots of the two 
functions? 
Chord A chord can be drawn on the curve of a It is a set of all points bounded by the 
cubic function. What can you infer axis and the cubic itself. 
about the midpoints of the chords 
drawn between two points on any cubic 
function? 
Tangent Any smooth function curve has regions The regions are bounded by the curve 
(set of points) that can be determined itself and the inflection tangents 
according to the number of tangents to (tangents through point of inflection) 
the function curve that can be drawn where the tangents change direction as 
through a point in that region. What the point of tangency moves along the 
can you infer about the boundaries of curve. 
the regions? 
These tasks2 were developed in three different instantiations (Static, Dynamic and 
Interactive). 
4.3.2 THE REPRESENTATIONS AND INSTANTIATIONS 
The specific multiple external mathematical representations used in each task were 
carefully considered and expert advice was sought on decisions made regarding the 
representations to include, and the way they were visually presented on the interface. For 
example, the graphic representations are all 2-D Cartesian graphs (drawn on a XY plane); 
the numeric representations were coordinates of relevant points; and the algebraic 
representations are equations of graphs specific to the tasks. Moreover, the mathematical 
representations used for each of the tasks were more or less the same in number. Also, as 
shown in Table 4-3, each of the graphical representation has a corresponding numerical or 
algebraic equivalent. 
2 The author especially acknowledges Prof. John Mason of the Centre of Maths Education, The 
Open University for allowing the use of these tasks in this PhD project and for his helpful advice. 
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Table 4-3 The mathematical representations involved in each task 
Representations 
Task Algebraic Graphic Numeric 
Root task " Equation of f(x) " Graph of f(x) " Solutions of f(x) 
" Equation of g(x) " Graph of g(x) " Solutions of g(x) 
" Solutions of f(x) " Coordinate of (a, 0) 
" Solutions of g(x) 
" Point (a, 0) 
Chord Task " Equation of f(x) " Graph of f(x) " Coordinates of the 
" Equation of the " Midpoint endpoints of a chord 
axis of symmetry " Chord on f(x) 
" Axis of symmetry " Coordinate of the 
midpoint of a chord 
Tangent task " Equation of f(x) " Graph of f(x) " Coordinate of the 
" Equations of the " Tangent lines point not on f(x) 
tangent lines " Point not on f(x) " Point/s of 
" Point/softangency tangency 
4.3.3 THE SOFTWARE 
The types of instantiations are defined in this thesis as follows: "Static" (non-moving, 
non-changing, non-Interactive), "Dynamic" (capable of animation through alphanumeric 
inputs), and "Interactive" (directly manipulable graphs). These definitions served as the 
first guideline in designing the interfaces of the learning software. The author designed 
the Static interface interfaces first. Then, the Dynamic and Interactive versions were 
designed based on the interfaces of the Static versions. To some extent, the interface 
design is orthogonal between instantiations. 
Suggestions to reduce difficulties associated with cognitive overload (see e. g. Sweller and 
Chandler, 1991) and attention (see e. g. Mayer and Moreno, 1998) was considered in 
designing the interfaces of the software. The design elements that were made consistent 
across the different types of software developed were the colours, position and size of the 
mathematical representations, `input text boxes', buttons and slider. Also, the visual 
appearances of external mathematical representations were created similar to existing 
graphing software available via internet or commercial (e. g. Graphmatica, Autograph, 
GeoGebra, Cabri Geometry, Geometer's Sketchpad, Calc 3D, etc. ). 
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Figure 4-3 Instantiation of the Root task 
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The Static versions were developed by the author using Microsoft PowerPointTM. The 
Dynamic and Interactive versions were coded in C++ by the Learning and Teaching 
Solutions (LTS) department of the OU3. Constant meetings were held in order to ensure 
that the Dynamic and Interactive versions are consistent with the design of the Static 
version. The slight variation is due to the required external representations and buttons 
specific to a task. 
Screenshots of the different versions of instantiation of the root task are presented in a, b, 
c. For the Static version of the root task, twenty pairs of cubic functions were made 
available in PowerPoint slides. Slide l. a and Slide1. b of the Static versions represent a 
pair of cubic functions, Slide 2. a and Slide 2. b are another pair, and so on. Users can 
choose to view the slides in any order that they want. For the Dynamic version, users can 
enter the cubic function and a coordinate of a point called (a, 0). This action allows the 
users to automatically see the corresponding graph by clicking an `animate' button. For 
the Interactive version of the root task, users can change the mathematical representations 
by dragging certain graphical points. These actions automatically change the 
corresponding algebraic and numeric equivalent. Users can then click on "animate" to see 
the corresponding rotated graph. 
3 Thanks to Mr. Collin Thomas and Mr. Geoff Austin for implementing the software in C++. 
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Different versions of the chord task interface are shown in Figure 4-4 a, b, c. The Static 
version of the chord task was made similar to the Static version of the root task. Twenty 
pairs of slides labelled as Slide 1. a, Slide 1. b; Slide 2. a, Slide 2. b; Slide 3. a, Slide 3. b; and 
so on, were made available to participants. The equation for every pair remains constant, 
thus the cubic graph remains the same. However, for the participants to make a 
comparison between each pair, certain representations are different, e. g. the chord or the 
equation of the vertical line. For the Dynamic version of the chord task, users can enter a 
cubic equation and coordinates of the endpoints of a preferred chord. A midpoint is 
automatically computed by pressing `enter'. The `chord' and the `vertical line' in the 
interface can then be animated along the cubic curve, to move left to right by clicking on 
`animate' buttons. For the Interactive version, users can change the appearance of the 
graph by moving certain points of the graph. Users can also move the chord by dragging 
its endpoints along the cubic curve. 
The different versions of the tangent task are shown in Figure 4-5 a, b, c. The Static 
version of the tangent task is similar to that of the chord task. Twenty pairs of cubic 
functions with tangential line/s were made available to users. For the Dynamic version, 
users can enter a cubic function and the coordinate of any point before he or she can click 
on `animate' to see the tangent lines and corresponding points of tangency. By moving 
certain points, in the Interactive version, users can change the graph and see the changes 
of tangent line/s to the cubic. 
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Table 4-4 Operations for using each software package 
Instantiation Root task Chord task Tangent task 
see Figure 4-3 see Figure 4-4 see Figure 4-5 
Static Participants view a series of Static pictures showin : 
a cubic function f(x) a cubic function f(x) a cubic function f(x) and 
and the rotated function having a chord and its the tangent line/s 
g(x) 180 degrees about midpoint and a vertical through point P. 
a point (a, 0). line through f(x). 
Dynamic Participants input a cubic function 
and the x-coordinate of and they coordinates of and the coordinates of P; 
(a, 0). Then click on point 1 (P1) and point 2 Click animate and 
animate button to show (P2) (automatically returns the tangent line/s 
the rotated function compute the midpoint of and the point/s of 
g(x) 180 degrees about the chord); Then, input tangency. 
a point (a, 0). the equation of a vertical 
line through f(x); click on 
animation buttons to 
animate the chord and the 
vertical line. 
Interactive Participants modify the graph of the function by moving certain points on the 
graph of f(x) which simultaneously changes the equation of f(x) 
and its corresponding They are able to drag drag the point P not on 
solution/s. They are Point 1 and Point 2 f(x) automatically 
able to drag point (a, 0) changing the showing the tangent 
along the x- axis. Then corresponding line/s and the point/s of 
click on animate button coordinates; drag the tangency. 
to show the rotated intersection point of the 
function g(x) 180 vertical line on f(x) 
degrees about a point changing its equation. 
a, 0. 
The nine pieces of software shown here have comparable interfaces. The size of the 
`graph area', `text area' and `number area' in the interface are all the same. The colours 
used to represent the curves, line, numbers, equations are consistent within each 
corresponding representation. 
The instantiations and operations required for using the different versions of the tasks are 
summarised in Table 4-4. 
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4.4 SETTING THE EXPERIMENT 
This section describes the criteria upon which participants were chosen. It also includes 
the time and the setting and the materials used in the experiment. 
4.4.1 THE PARTICIPANTS 
Table 4-5 Number of participants assigned for tasks with single-instantiation and for 
tasks with varying-instantiations 
Code REP Task Code REP Task 
Single - P1 S R P2 S C 
instantiation S T S R 
S C S T 
P3 D C P4 D T 
D R D R 
D T D C 
P5 I R P6 I T 
I T I R 
I C I C 
Varying - P11 S C P16 S T 
instantiations D T D R 
I R I C 
P10 S T P12 S R 
I C I C 
D R D T 
P13 D C P15 D C 
S T S R 
I R I T 
P8 D R P18 D T 
I C I R 
S T S C 
P7 I C P14 I R 
S R S C 
D T D T 
P17 1 T P9 1 T 
D R D C 
S C S R 
(Eighteen participants, n= 18) 
(Where: S- Static, D- Dynamic, I- Interactive, 
R- root task, C- chord task, T- tangent task) 
In accordance with the criteria relating to the design of the materials in section 4.3, the 
participants in this study are required to have knowledge of functions. Particularly, 
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participants are required to have mastered graphing, identifying equation types and 
recognising points on the Cartesian plane. All the participants confirmed they were 
familiar with the prerequisite knowledge. Eighteen participants with A-level maths 
qualification or higher participated in the study (male = 12; female = 6; average age = 
28). Two participants were assigned for each order of instantiation of the rotational design 
(Table 4-5). From the start of the data collection, each of the participants was assigned a 
code name to ensure anonymity (P1 for participant 1, P2 for participant 2, and so on). 
4.4.2 MATERIALS 
The materials used in the study were trialled and tested, as discussed in the next section 
4.5. 
Profile log. This is a record of relevant details about the participant (e. g. Name, 
qualifications, age, gender, date and time of experiment). 
Consent forms. A form given and signed by the participants that briefly explains the 
experiment and its purpose, and asks for their permission to be recorded. 
Checklist of materials and technical procedures. A list of the materials such as compact 
disc, battery, remote controller, with the sequence and order of technical operations. 
Instructions notes. Nine different instructions sheets (corresponding to the task and 
instantiation) were created to be read to the participants. 
Electronic worksheet. An electronic paper created using the Tablet PC Windows Journal 
which the participants were encouraged to use if they wished to write anything in order to 
complete the tasks. 
Observation sheets. A record of the researcher's observations, used for the retrospective 
interview with each participant. 
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Technical equipment. The devices that were discussed in the previous chapter such as the 
DVD player, DV camcorder, TV monitor, etc. 
4.4.3 TIME AND SETTING 
It is recognised that in conducting qualitative studies of typical behaviour, the phenomena 
being investigated should, as far as possible, be observed in their natural state (e. g. 
Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995; Lincoln and Guba, 1985). The study, however, required 
a specific computer to capture what students are manipulating on the screen and what 
they are saying and writing whilst doing the tasks at hand. Therefore, the experiments 
were conducted in a `contrived setting' (i. e. an ideal environment for special equipments 
(Ross and Morrison, 1996), p. 1159). The data capture set-up, as illustrated in the 
previous chapter, is located at the OU Institute of Educational Technology Data Capture 
Suite (OU IET DCS). 
The experiments were first planned to be conducted in three days (one day for every task 
for every participant). Problems were anticipated to transpire, however, if participants are 
asked to come to the OU IET DCS three times. Also, since the three tasks are similar, the 
possibility of participants' pre-planning to complete a subsequent task could be a 
potential bias. It was decided to request the participant to complete all the tasks within a 
half day-session; in either a morning (09: 00 - 13: 00) or an afternoon session (12: 00 - 
16: 00). On the average the participants of the study completed one task with the 
retrospective interview in 80 minutes. Time breaks were given in between sessions. 
participants were given a small payment to cover expenses and time for participating. 
4.5 THE RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
The study was carried out according to the research plan (Figure 4-6). It describes the 
iterative trialling and testing of the data capture setup and the analysis system setup. It 
also gives the details of the pilot experiment which is a simulation of the actual 
experiment. It then shows the conduct of the experiment. This plan also includes the 
process with which participants' strategies were analysed. 
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Figure 4-6 Research plan 
4.5.1 CHECKING THE PROCEDURES 
First, a pre-pilot study was done to double check that the data capture was working 
properly (this time using an upgraded latest model of the "l'obii eye-tracking device ET- 
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1750). In this pre-pilot study, two postgraduate students were asked to do the trial task. 
During this time, the actual tasks were not yet available. A simple trial task was used 
instead. The task was to make inferences about the vertices of each pair of quadratic 
functions. Figure 4-7 is an example of the electronic worksheet for the trial task. 
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Figure 4-7 A sample page of the electronic worksheet 
The task is in Static instantiation developed using Microsoft PowerPointTM. The task 
shown on a computer screen consisted of five pairs of quadratic functions. Each function 
was presented in a slide showing the corresponding equations, graph, and numbers. The 
matching pair was shown in another slide. Figure 4-8 shows a pair of quadratic functions. 
After the trial task completion, the retrospective interview was conducted. The pre-pilot 
participants were given 5 minutes maximum time to complete the task. 
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Figure 4-8 The trial task interface 
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This pre-pilot session ensured that the data capture was working fine. 
4.5.2 TESTING THE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
A system, designed to coordinate and help with the analysis of simultaneous videos of 
gazes, actions, and writings (detailed discussion in the next chapter), was tested. The 
`action videos' were first converted into the desired format (either MPEG or AVI) 
suitable for the analysis system. This was done in order to make sure that the videos could 
be synchronised and played easily. The researcher had the opportunity to suggest changes 
to the developers of the analysis software tool because it was discovered that the software 
had a problem syncing videos of different frame rates speeds. 
4.5.3 SIMULATING THE ACTUAL EXPERIMENT 
The three electronic worksheets tasks were trialled and tested with a researcher-friend. 
She was asked to complete the tasks without recording. The researcher asked questions 
when the participant was observed to be getting confused and when the participant had 
difficulty with the instructions given. This enabled the procedure and materials to be 
refined. Afterwards, six mathematics students and three mathematics teachers from 
University of Santo Tomas, Manila, Philippines answered the task using `pencil and 
paper. ' The inferences given by the students and teachers from the University of Santo 
Tomas were the inferences expected to come up when conducted in the United Kingdom. 
This assured that the tasks were phrased appropriately to facilitate collection of inferences 
based on the external mathematical representations given. 
The Dynamic and Interactive versions of the software were made downloadable via the 
OU internal server. On-campus fulltime post-graduate students were requested to help 
detect `bugs' with the pieces of software. There was an overwhelming response from the 
postgraduate students. Afterwards, the LTS programmer fixed the bugs identified4. 
° There was still a minimal bug found during the conduct of the experiment related to the `scale zoom 
function'. This did not affect the data that were collected 
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After having tested and trialled the software and the worksheets, a pilot session 
simulating the real experiment was conducted. This involved 3 tasks plus a trial task with 
retrospective interviews. Four postgraduate students with A-level Maths qualifications or 
higher participated in the pilot study. Improvements were made after each participant. 
The final materials were used for the actual experiment. 
The data from this pilot experiment were manipulated and pre-analysed to further 
improve the procedure for the actual experiment. The next section describes the resulting 
procedure based on these iterative tests. 
4.6 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
After conducting all the pre-experimental studies, a detailed procedure was, as much as 
possible, strictly and consistently followed in the actual experiments. The data collection 
consisted of three phases (Figure 4-9). 
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Figure 4-9 Data collection procedure 
4.6.1 PHASE 1 OF DATA COLLECTION 
The first phase involved preliminaries such as the obtaining of informed consent; practice 
in using the Tablet PC; eye calibration; a pre-task interview to elicit background 
information relevant to the study; and a five-minute trial task to help make participants 
comfortable with the setup and procedures. All this was recorded, partly to check all 
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aspects of the data capture were operational, and partly to aid later synchronisation of the 
various data streams. 
Obtaining of informed consent. The participants were briefly informed about the research 
and its purpose. They were informed, specifically, about the presence of the recording 
equipment. Permission to use the videos of their activity for research presentations was 
sought. 
Practice in using the Tablet PC. Instructions on how to use the Tablet PC were read to the 
participants. They were instructed to use the Tablet PC as a normal `pencil and paper' by 
using only the `pen-button' function to write; the `eraser-button' function to erase and the 
`page-tab' function to move from one page to another. 
Eye calibration. A 16-point calibration was used to ensure that the camera was detecting 
the pupils of the eye. The participants were asked to relax and to focus their eyes on a 
series of calibration points on the screen. 
Pre-task interview. The participants were interviewed about their personal details relevant 
to the study. They were particularly asked questions regarding their knowledge and 
preparedness to answer the task to have a formal record. 
Five-minute trial task. The instructions and procedures for completing the trial task were 
the same as that of the actual task discussed next in Phase 2. 
4.6.2 PHASE 2 OF DATA COLLECTION 
The second phase of data collection consisted of the task. Participants were asked to think 
aloud (Ericsson and Simon, 1984), to help clarify what thought processes might be 
occurring during gazes. Scanlon (1993) has noted that asking an individual person to 
think aloud is not always the best way to collect talk data. Participants deeply involved in 
a task can sometimes fail to talk. Researchers can capture more utterances from 
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discussions made between a pair of participants than a single participant. Although pairs 
can be more effective, the particular data capture setup allowed only one person's eyes to 
be tracked, and it was decided for this study to focus on individuals' responses to multiple 
representations. Once this data capture setup has proved itself, further research could 
examine the benefits of participant pairs. It was therefore important for the researcher to 
remind participants to keep talking out loud, as suggested by van Someren (1994) and 
Erickson and Simon (1984). 
Task procedures. The procedures followed in order were 1) reading of the instructions 2) 
reading of the task 3) reminding of the time limit 4) asking non-prompting questions such 
as "What are you doing now? " or "Please talk aloud. " The detailed procedure and 
instructions given to participants are presented in Appendix A. 
4.6.3 PHASE 3 OF DATA COLLECTION 
Although lack of talk is not completely disastrous here because the researcher still has the 
evidence of gazes and written notes, immediately after the task participants were shown a 
video replay of what they did, with their eye gazes superimposed on the screen, and asked 
about their reasons for focusing on particular representations. While recognising that 
there are questions about the extent to which participants' engage in post hoc 
rationalisations on the basis of such gaze records, the kind of retrospective interview used 
in this third phase of data collection was intended to help participants recall their action 
and thought processing (Eger, 2005; Hansen, 1991; Hansen et al., 2001), not just to elicit 
talk data that the participant may have failed to say but also to validate interpretations of 
what the participant had said during the activity. Doing retrospective reporting may help 
to verify pre and post interviews as suggested by Lewalter (2003) recognising that 
retrospective interviews can get a closer insight on the cognitive process. 
One participant chose not to work on the task by looking at the computer screen, but 
preferred to work almost exclusively on the Tablet PC. In such cases, the recording of the 
writing and sketching on the Tablet PC - instead of the eye-tracking recording - can serve 
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as the context for the retrospective interview. This flexibility is clearly a strength of the 
date capture setup. 
Retrospective interview procedure. The `gaze video' of a particular task was shown to the 
participants. The `gaze plots' have been found to serve as visual cues that can aid 
participants in recalling what they did when interacting with computers (see e. g. Eger, 
2005). They were asked to talk the researcher through what they did, what representations 
they were considering and why, the sort of inferences they were deriving from start to 
finish, the reasons for these inferences, and the reasons for changing inferences, if any, 
and why. They were then asked about their experience with the task, particularly in 
relation to the task, instantiation, interface, and representations, and if they had felt any 
discomfort whilst doing it. Examples of questions asked were: what were you doing here? 
Could you tell me why you were looking at these...? In instances where a participant 
mostly used the Tablet PC, the `writing video' was shown instead of the `gaze video. ' 
4.7 SUMMARY 
This chapter has presented the details of the use of the data capture system to collect 
learners' interaction with mathematical representations instantiated in Static, Dynamic 
and Interactive forms. It also has given the justifications for the rotational design adopted, 
the development of the tasks and the software, the procedures followed, and the set-up of 
the experiment. This chapter has, moreover, established some of the strengths of 
capturing learners' gazes, utterances, writings and actions with multiple mathematical 
representations and has described the measures undertaken to reduce possible problems 
arising in data collection. 
Approaches to data analysis are considered in detail in the next chapter. 
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5 APPROACHES TO ANALYSING LEARNERS' 
STRATEGIES WITH MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this thesis is to identify how representations instantiated in different ways 
influence learners' cognitive processes. The investigation of strategies that learners use in 
terms of the representations offered to them has hinted at some explanations as to why 
learners change their strategies (San Diego, 2003). Approaches to analysing video data of 
learners' computer interaction with multiple representations in terms of strategies are 
discussed in this chapter. 
When learners are asked to verbalise their thoughts about multiple mathematical 
representations, some researchers can be left in the situation of analysing utterances based 
on video records of activity which may have ambiguous signifiers. They are also faced 
with post hoc analysis of paper-based worksheets, in which temporal order has to be 
guessed. Researchers have also faced profound difficulties in coordinating video data of 
learners and screens with the paper-based data of what learners write, with the field-notes 
that indicate where learners' attention might be directed, and with the transcriptions of 
what learners say. Previous studies have tried different ways to face these challenges. 
Some research has used a variety of analysis tools such as Timelines (see e. g. Issroff, 
Scanlon, and Jones, 1997) and TransanaTM (Blake and Scanlon, 2002; Scanlon, Blake, 
Joiner, and O'Shea, 2005). Many software packages are available to help researchers 
manage and coordinate video recordings; from video editing technologies down to 
qualitative analysis tools. For example, there is low cost software for combining video 
streams and editing (Spiers, 2004), and freeware analysis tools such as the one developed 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (Woods, 2005). In using video analysis tools, 
Knoll and Stigler (1999) emphasise the value of features such as category indexing, 
annotation for every event, and support for processing of data such as graphical 
representations of coding hierarchies. 
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This chapter begins with a description of how the latest analysis software enables multiple 
video feeds, eye gazes, handwriting, and verbal transcripts to be synchronised and coded. 
It explains how these techniques are being used to help identify the strategies more 
accurately than has been possible with previous data collection technology. It then 
discusses the different forms of analysis that can be derived from the data. The phases of 
analysis are described in detail. 
5.2 COORDINATING VIDEOS, ANNOTATIONS, CODINGS AND 
TRANSCRIPTIONS 
As discussed earlier in section 3.2.2, analysing videos can be time consuming. Although 
there are now analysis tools that can search for a code and link it to a particular event in a 
video, only a few tools are capable of coordinating multiple video streams. Moreover, the 
majority of video analysis tools that are commercially available are for analysing action 
patterns (e. g. SportscodeTM for detecting patterns across athletes' performance); and do 
not allow for coordinating detailed transcription. After thorough investigation of available 
software tools, the tool that was identified as most suitable for help in coordinating 
simultaneous videos streams, codings, and transcriptions was identified. In addition, the 
software company agreed to tailor the tool to allow coordination of gaze video and eye- 
tracking data. This feature takes the burden of coding a `gaze video'. 
The software tool responsible for generating eye-tracking data is first discussed. This is 
followed by an outline of the video analysis software tool that can import this eye- 
tracking data. 
5.2.1 EYE-TRACKING SOFTWARE 
The software used for capturing eye gazes, ClearViewTM (Tobii, 2003), also allows for 
quantifying gaze data by defining Areas Of Interest (AOI) within the interface. The 
software generates log time stamps and fixation durations on those AOI as the activity 
progresses. The resulting log file can provide statistical information on participants' 
attention on those AOI. The log file can be imported as a text file that can be fed to a 
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compatible software tool for qualitatively analysing gaze data. ClearView also generates 
an "Event data" file, consisting of timestamps of participants' mouse clicks and keyboard 
operations. 
ClearView generates the gaze video in a readily analysable format (i. e. AVI file) that can 
be played using state-of-the-art video analysis software compatible with the eye-tracking 
software. The challenge of coordinating and analysing the multiple streams of data - 
gaze, actions, event log, transcript, writing, and retrospective utterances is considered 
next. 
5.2.2 VIDEO ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 
Following Candy, Bilda, Maher and Gero (2004), and after careful evaluation of available 
tools, the software package INTERACTTM (Mangold Software and Consulting GmbH, 
2005) was selected. The software can import the eye-tracking and software data text files 
generated by ClearView, which makes it easy to watch eye gazes and software event logs. 
Moreover, INTERACT can help coordinate transcription, annotation and coding of video 
data with the eye-tracking data. Unlike many other video analysis software packages, 
INTERACT is capable of analysing multiple video streams simultaneously. There is no 
need for an editing system because the software can save an offset time for syncing 
multiple video streams. Transcription and detailed description of a coded event can be 
synchronised using INTERACT. Video streams are played in separate floating windows. 
This is advantageous because a researcher can manipulate the size of the screens. 
Moreover, if working with a double monitor setup, one can drag all the video windows 
across a second monitor (see Figure 5-1). This allows researchers to see synchronised 
video episodes by a simple mouse click. 
INTERACT's interface is similar to that of a spreadsheet (see Figure 5-1). A defined 
category (e. g. action, writing, AOI, software event, and so on) appears as a column name. 
The rows then consist of events. Codes go in the intersections between a category and an 
event and can include a detailed description. Events can be organised into an "Episode" - 
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a small collection of sequential coded events - and they can also be sorted and searched 
by means of the codes and categories. 
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Figure 5-1 Use of INTERACT to coordinate multiple video streams 
5.3 INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF GAZES, ACTIONS, WRITING 
AND UTTERANCES 
The study of learners' dynamic computer interaction entails examining the gaze video of 
participants' activities directly in combination with utterances, notes, and sketches. 
Analysing these sets of behaviours can provide a more complete picture of learners' 
engagement with computer based representations. 
5.3.1 RELATING THE GAZE VIDEO AND THE ACTION VIDEO 
There are several advantages to being able to watch gaze with action simultaneously. One 
important one allows for analysing `unseen events. ' such as when learners imagine 
something using their eyes. For example, in an episode taken from the study (see Figure 
5-2), the gesture, spoken words and gaze video, combine to create a strong sense that the 
participant is visually imagining a moving point. 
Act IolI \ I4Iet, 
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Participant's talk: This is going fi-omii mini two.. 
Figure 5-2 Looking at what isn't there 
Another way to relate gazes and concurrent utterances is to use "Gazeplot" of a 
Series 1: 
-S - Is. - We. 
participant's attention. Gazeplot is a screenshot of gaze video for a specific amount of 
time. Using ClearView, screenshots of what participants are seeing as utterances are 
made. By analysing Gazeplot, for example, Figure 5-3 shows a situation in which the 
participant appears to be imagining a line with their eyes. There is much evidence in the 
data collected of participants visually tracing graph lines, and predicting the behaviour of 
representations on empty regions of the screen. 
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Figure 5-3 Gazeplot showing imagining of a line 
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In Figure 5-4, meanwhile, the participant's concurrent talk does not make it clear whether 
he or she is making a deduction from numbers or graphs, but the Gazeplot makes it clear 
that numbers were the focus of attention. 
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head... Alha! They are the same 
distance away. 
Figure 5-4 Gazeplot revealing the basis for a deduction 
Table 5-1 Episode showing integrated gaze, actions and transcript 
Time code See Do Utterance/Description of action 
Entry Exit Reps Event Annotation 
00: 01: 00: 08 00: 01: 00: 13 Graphs ((Interacting with slide 3)) 
00: 01: 02: 11 00: 01: 04: 12 Numbers 
00: 01: 06: 03 00: 01: 06: 09 Numbers 
00: 01: 07: 12 00: 01: 09: 05 Numbers 
00: 0112: 03 00: 01: 14: 15 Talk Err... I'll go back. Just because it is 
easier ((laughed)) 
00: 01: 13: 05 00: 01: 13: 05 LClick < Goes back to slide 2 
00: 01: 14: 00 00: 01: 14: 14 Graphs 
00: 0114: 06 00: 01: 14: 06 LClick <Goes back to slide I 
00: 01: 15: 00 00: 01: 15: 07 graph 
00: 01: 16: 12 00: 01: 17: 01 graph 
00: 01: 18: 09 00: 01: 20: 02 graph 
00: 01: 19: 08 00: 01: 19: 08 LClick >Goes forward slide 3 
00: 01: 20: 10 00: 01: 21: 00 graph 
00: 01: 21: 10 00: 01: 22: 00 graph 
Using INTERACT's tabular display, researchers can see critical shifts of attention. What 
a learner is looking at can be generated automatically using ClearView and can then be 
imported onto INTERACT. Table 5-1, an episode taken from this study, shows how 
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integrating gaze, actions and transcript can provide the context for a shift in attention 
from numbers to graphs that utterances in isolation would fail to illuminate. 
It might be desirable in some studies to enhance this augmented transcript with details of 
where the participant was looking outside the pre-defined Areas Of Interest (e. g. at other 
parts of the screen; into space; at notes and sketches; at the keyboard; at a fellow 
participant; with retrospective comments by participants; with the researcher's fieldnotes; 
or with visual representations of the time spent on different actions, gazes or utterances. 
5.3.2 RELATING THE WRITING VIDEO AND THE ACTION VIDEO 
Recording exactly what the participants write and sketch in real time provides some 
insight into participants' sense-making; such as when they return to look at something 
they have written previously, change what they have written or employ representations 
not presented to them. Figure 5-5 shows two different ways in which participants 
recorded information. 
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Figure 5-5 Two written responses 
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Some participants abandon working on the screen and think by sketching (Villarreal, 
2000). Combining a Tablet PC with analysis software such as INTERACT can highlight 
instances in which participants make sketches (Figure 5-6) to help them imagine, instead 
of imagining using their eyes (compare with Figure 5-2). 
Participant's talk: Fill t}, 1112 to 
inia, iiie... thi line as it 2(--)e` to the 
extreme. what «'ill happen' 
Figure 5-6 Sketch showing imagining of a line 
When participants are asked to talk aloud, they may sometimes find it difficult to describe 
abstract things or may find it difficult to recall an appropriate term. Allowing participants 
to sketch to explain what they want to say overcomes this difficulty. Figure 5-7 shows an 
example of this. 
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Figure 5-7 Using a sketch to explain 
5.3.3 RELATING THE GAZE VIDEO AND THE WRITING VIDEO 
When people can no longer hold information in their working memory, they may resort to 
recording information on paper. The moments when they record something might 
therefore provide insights into where information overload may be happening (see Figure 
5-8). 
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Figure 5-8 Relating gaze video and writing video 
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5.3.4 OTHER FORMS OF ANALYSIS 
Relating gaze, action and writing video might be illuminated by further forms of 
quantitative analysis. The most relevant form of analysis used in the study is the Timeline 
visualisation. The Timeline Visualization (Figure 5-9) facility in INTERACT (the 
analysis software package discussed above) is a linear way of presenting a series of coded 
events over time in a column chart. A sample Timeline Visualisation is presented in 
Figure 5-9. The Timeline Visualisation compared the attention of two participants (e. g. 
P2's attention to numbers being evenly distributed over the course of the task whilst P1's 
attention to the numbers was heavy near the start). 
Pi iiI i111, ii 
Numeric 
Figure 5-9 Timeline Visualization 
There are also other forms of analysis that can be used using this technique. These other 
forms, presented below, were attempted but eventually dismissed because they are less 
relevant to the research questions of the thesis at hand. For example, Sequence 
Visualization (Figure 5-10), also facilitated by INTERACT, highlights shifts in attention. 
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Figure 5-10 Sequence Visualization 
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Hotspot Visualization (e. g. Figure) is useful for relatively stable screen images, as it 
summarises where participants' attention appears to be focused. In this study of learning 
from multiple representations, for example, the Hotspot Visualization suggests that in 
solving the particular problem, one participant (PI) focused mostly on the graphs, with 
some attention to the numbers, but very little on the algebraic equations. 
Figure 5-11 Hotspot visualization 
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5.4 THE PHASES OF ANALYSIS 
Refinement of codes 
Operationalisation 
(Coding/recoding) 
Quantitative' I 
analysis 
Linking the results to Interpreting the 
the video results 
Figure 5-12 Phases of analysis 
The analysis phases were based on two analytical models for video data, Jacobs et al. 
(1999) and Powell et al. (2003). Each recommended a model to analyse video data in non- 
linear phases. Based on these two models, and the nature of the data collected and the 
new capabilities of state-of-the-art software tools, the analysis involved iterative 
analytical phases (Figure 5-12). 
5.4.1 REFINEMENT OF CODING SCHEME 
The first phase of the analysis involved is the `refinement of the coding scheme. ' 
Learners' strategies for understanding and utilising representations are identified in 
relation to the research questions. The aim of the research is to investigate learners' use of 
strategies with multiple representations and to provide explanation as to why learners 
change their strategy. The classification of representation-specific strategies, imagining 
strategies and re-representing strategies was a convenient way of categorising the 
strategies identified to address these research questions. The strategies were refined by 
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repetitive re/watching of the data. Utterances were not transcribed word for word; rather, 
the gaze, action, and writing videos were watched simultaneously using INTERACT. The 
classification of strategies was inspired by the literature (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998; 
Ruthven, 1990; Even, 1998; Villarreal, 2000; Tabachneck, Koedinger and Nathan 1994; 
Aczel, 1998; Cox, 1996; Petre and Blackwell, 1999; etc. ) and the author's study on 
multiple representations (San Diego, 2003). 
A range of representation-specific strategies (how the learners viewed and manipulated 
the representation) were identified. Examples and characterisation of the different 
representations identified are presented in Table 5-2. 
Due to the availability of learners sketches and notes, with their utterances, three types of 
re-representing strategies (how the learners present their inferences using representations 
not made available to them) were also identified (Table 5-3). 
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Table 5-2 Representation-specific strategies scheme 
Strategies Characterisation Examples 
Point-wise Utilises discrete points of a "As you move across this maxima... you get 
function one going in the opposite direction " (P1 ST, 
lottin 
, reading, projecting, etc. 
00: 11: 44: 15) 
Graph-wise describes and relates function's "As the function goes vertical it follows it" 
property and or behaviour (P5 IC, 00: 04: 45: 21 
Comparing shapes or contours "Ah ok... I see what the rotation means 
looking at a number of graphs now... Your point not moves to three... " 
several times (P15 SR, 00: 00: 32: 17) 
Algebraic- interprets and relates part(s) of (Whilst changing the coefcient) "It is 
chunking (an) algebraic expression (s) or gonna be the same no matter what the 
equation(s) coefficient is" (P16 DR, 00: 10: 32: 13) 
Comparing coefficients or 
algebraic terms 
Algebraic- Works or operates on algebraic "Let us be formal about this... let g one of x 
manipulation expressions or equations is equals... err... " (P8 DR, 00: 15: 44: 15) 
Translates a problem statement 
to algebraic assignments and 
equations 
Graphic- Links graphic and symbolic (Whilst looking at the equation and the 
algebraic-trial forms to construct a precise graph) "It has given me three equations 
symbolisation for the even though there are only two tangents... I 
information available in the guess there is a line that does that... " (P7 
given a ph DT, 00: 01: 27: 10 
Algebraic- modifies a symbolic expression (Whilst entering some equations and looking 
graphic-trial in the light of information at the graph) "It doesn't matter which cubic 
gained by comparing successive function I put in... i (I rotate it by (0,0) one 
expression graphs of the roots will always be the same... " (P10 
DR, 00: 02: 52: 09) 
Numeric-trial Operates on numerical (Looking at the numbers written on his 
representations Tablet) "I've got these roots written down... 
Compares value of sets of they have been increased by two... minus 
numbers three has turned into five" (P18 IR, 
00: 14: 48: 01) 
Numeric- Finds pattern on numbers to "The roots have shifted by two times a... two 
algebraic trial construct a symbolic rule a plus one... Uhmm! " (P16 DR, 
00: 11: 56: 00) 
Graphic- Links the graph with the "... the coordinates and the midpoint and 
numeric-trial numbers relates it to the screen (looking at the 
graph)... to understand what they all 
mean... " P2 DT, 00: 00: 59: 12 
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Table 5-3 Re-representing strategies scheme 
Strategies Characterisation Examples 
Visual Presents conjectures into (Drew some lines on the Tablet PC 
alternative visual forms representing some chords extending to 
infinity) "The highest and lowest it can go 
depends on the minima and the maxima... 
but if it tends to infinity... that's gonna keep 
stretching the midpoint up and up... " (P1 SR, 
00: 12: 40: 12) 
Symbolic Presents conjectures into (Whilst writing on the Tablet PC) "a not 
alternative algebraic forms plus... so these are the roots x, y, z... " (P6 
IR, 00: 22: 11: 00) 
Textual Presents conjectures into (Writing numbers on the Tablet PCfrom the 
textual/numeric forms graph) "They are all on the x axis... one at 
minus three... one at minus one and one at 
zero... " PS IT, 00: 05: 47: 06 
Table 5-4 Imagining strategies scheme 
Strategies Characterisation Examples 
pen Imagines a behaviour of a graph (Sketching on the Tablet and using the pen to 
by sketching showing how the point moves) ".. As the 
midpoint moves this point goes... " (P10 IC, 
00: 11: 40: 00) 
Mouse Imagines a behaviour of the (moving the mouse pointer) "The vertex of 
graph by moving the mouse the graph and... I suppose it goes on to 
infinity... although would I get one there... I 
suppose I'm imagining if I will get a 
midpoint in here... " (P12 IC, 00: 02: 40: 17 
Gaze imagines a behaviour of a "I continue to check visually where 
certain graph by moving their midpoint could lie... " (P14 SC, 
eyes 00: 12: 48: 07) 
Gesture Uses hands to imagine a (Whilst moving the hands says) "Err... the 
behaviour of a certain graph midpoint lies... ok so we got the midpoint... at 
this particular case at the turning point 
there... but you can draw anywhere P11 
(saying his own name) " (PI1 SC, 
00: 06: 35: 01) 
Mental Constructs a mental (373 is cannot be found on the screen) "I'm 
representation and verbalises trying to imagine how high the graph could 
them be to reach 373 " (P9 IT, 00: 01: 33: 01 
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Table 5-5 Generic strategies scheme 
Strategies Characterisation Examples 
Guess-and- Makes a reasonable guess; tests "Actually it might not work... hmm... I'm 
test it and revises it if necessary. going to investigate them... " (P12 DT, 
00: 08: 19: 09) 
Trial-and- Performs testing of random (Inputting coordinates of x) "I'm trying to 
error action vary x... I'm trying to find the other 
boundary... " P11 DT, 00: 21: 48: 17) 
Working- Works with a certain result then "Coordinate of zero adds on 2... coordinate 
backward operates on them of two adds on 4 so three it adds on six it 
seem to be doing double... " (P3 DR, 
00: 06: 01: 10 
Working- Uses a familiar representation "I'll start with something simple x^3 " (P4 
with- such as a simple equation or DR, 00: 00: 12: 05) 
preferred- smaller values, or a simple 
cases graph 
Sketching Constructs a diagram (Drawing a graph) "So the point is always 
inside... ok" P5 IC, 00: 08: 26: 22) 
Recording Performs an action to support (wrote (a, 0) equals zero) "shift equals 
memory two... " P619 00: 06: 16: 07) 
Table 5-6 Interface-supported strategies scheme 
Straw ies Characterisation Examples 
Random- views/animates/interact several "Now I'm gonna try completely random 
interaction graphs randomly roots and see what it does... " (P18 IR, 
00: 04: 12: 23) 
Systematic- Views/animates/interacts graphs "IfI choose a point one zero... we have two 
interaction at a specific sequence point of tangency... at zero one... shows the 
same thing... " P4 DT, 00: 02: 10: 13) 
Shared- Compares an identified figure "I'm gonna try this out again by doping 
characteristic- with other figures another function... to see if it holds for the 
interaction next one... " (P3 DC, 00: 08: 3 7: 13 
Further qualitative analysis of gazes with actions and writing allowed identification of 
five imagining strategies (how the learners used mental visualisations as far as can be 
detected from the data). Examples are given in Table 5-4. 
Other strategies that were also identified are generic strategies (how the learners carry out 
the task completion) and interface-supported strategies (how the learners interact with the 
interface of the software used in the study). These strategies are shown in Table 5-5 and, 
Table 5-6 respectively. 
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5.4.2 OPERATIONALISATION (CODING/RECODING) 
Representation-specific, imagining, re-representing, generic, and interface-supported 
strategies, as characterised in the previous section, can be operationally defined by 
relating what learners say, do, see and write as they complete a task with multiple 
representations. 
Figure 5-13 Participant 4's `action video' snapshot 
A verbatim transcription of one participant's task with video snapshots is presented 
below. This is an illustration of how the synchronous replay of talk, screen, writing and 
gaze data was coded. This detailed account shows the richness of the data recorded, the 
kinds of coding decisions taken, and the reasons for them (The data from this account are 
later used in the analysis chapter 7 section 7). The start and end time of each strategy was 
determined by means of going through each of the coded events iteratively, changing 
each start and end time to match the start and end of an utterance for a particular strategy. 
Figure 5-13 is a snapshot of Participant 4 (P4). 
The task involved in this illustrative coding is the Chord task instantiated in Dynamic 
form. In this type of software, the participants can input equations and numbers. As a 
reminder of the Chord tusk, the participant is asked to make inferences about the 
boundary of the set of midpoints that can be drawn on any cubic function. The experiment 
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took place in 17 October, 2005. It took the participant twenty-one minutes (21 min. ) to 
complete the task. The chord task was the third of the tasks that the participant did at that 
time. The participant also did the other two tasks in Dynamic form. 
For Dynamic instantiation, any participant can enter any equation that comes into her 
mind. They can choose to consider the contour of the graph; the shape of the graph that 
the equation represents (e. g. a cubic can have two turning points or one). They can also 
consider the nature of the cubic equation (e. g. `simple equation' or `complex equation'). 
4 ..... ý, 
ýo 
' Y, 
Code. 11'01* ihrg-sritli-yrc'f 'r-red-east' 
(Qe;? er'ic strateQI') 
(P4 starred to talk, gazed at the 
equation text box and typed in x, ^3) 
00: 00: 05: 1: 1 
'Again I alit n-s like to Flo simple 
sr, it so 1 goimiia go t''? rrlUUl sei, 
, rh(ir itnhy('irs tlrý>r, ý... 
cc, 
TOO 
1ý rl . 4k 
Figure 5-14 P4's working-with-preferred-case strategy 
00: 00: 08: 12 
P4 entered an equation. She chose to enter a `simple' equation ("x^3"). That it was a 
deliberate decision to enter a simple cubic is supported by her utterance (Figure 5-14). 
This event was therefore coded as a working-with preferred-case strateý, ry. 
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.. ya 60 
-60 60 
00: 00: 20: 02 
Code: guess-and-test (generics 
(P4 raped in numbers, Slit, ga: ed rar 
the graph and the numbers back 
and fort/rl 
(00 00: '0: 0 
"`ý -- ''I'm going to rest 011d see Is'llat 
4 happens if I 'flake a lisle _ero... 
ý5 just the . r-axis 
I freed to psis in 
right' And lets sm": ero: ero 
(00 00: 3 : '-I) 
..,., ýºýº ''I 
don't think I'm gonna have 
-' - __ _.... -. 41, ani thing happening... alright let's 
set' olle two... olle oll(' 
ul, nr(r(ý... 
Figure 5-15 A guess-and-test strategy of P4 
The participant chose to input a point (0,0). See Figure 5-15. 
00: 00: 37: 24 
P4's eye gazes showed that she spent time looking at the line she made and the 
corresponding numbers she entered. The `eye-marks' (i. e. the fixations and saccades 
superimposed) on the screen, with her talk, signified that the line through (0,0) was being 
tested. This event in Figure 5-15 was also coded as a guess-and-test s"trutefry because her 
utterances present an obvious testing of a guess. 
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-6 G 
-6 6 
Cock': random-interaction t inte! "%-! ce- 
s lippa'redr 
(Pl clicked the animation buttons 
She animated the graph up-dowu. 
left-tight, i'7QIit-left. do't n-up, amid 
so on. Site concenrr ate[l oll 
looking at the g! 'nph) 
(00: 01:: 4: 06) 
"OK... So I ivant to !! lore.. This is 
correct what I'm doing... OK 
that's something... If I move.. 
This goes mrmi to fast. How Flo 
vol! stop it., 
Figure 5-16 A random-interaction strategy of P4 
4 
  
At! 
ýý+ eo 
-0 9 
.... -6C . -.. 60 
-v 
Code tr li /-c/H 1-error Igc'ue'ric-r: 
rcrrr(lorrr-irrte'r-crctiorr lirrterfncc- 
s upported) 
(P-I read task. Then, she (winrnted 
the graph up-dou u. left-right, 
doii n-rrp and so on) 
(00: 01.31: 05) 
"Ok. I lost focus of what I was 
doing .. 
t00: 02.09: 11) 
"Ir . this goes... Ir gown . 
/irre! (, 
tn, rge'rrts srn"elh - 
Figure 5-17 A random-interaction and trial-and-error strategy of P4 
00: 01: 24: 06 
The time spent in between mouse click operations was short. The direction of the graph's 
animation was `unorderly'. Figure 5-16 shows the location of the mouse click operations, 
the `red x marks' superimposed on top of the animation buttons (lower-right part of the 
interface). This was coded as a random-interaction strategy. 
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00: 01: 31: 05 
This set of actions, similar to the previous event above, continued in the same manner in 
Figure 5-17. That is why the next event was still coded as a random-interaction strategy. 
00: 02: 09: 11 
The participant's eye fixations concentrated on the movement of the midpoint. P4's gaze 
in relation to her talk (Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17), shows that the movement of the 
midpoint of the graph was under test. This event was also coded as a trial-and-error 
strategy because of the randomness of the computer operations in relation to the testing 
being done. 
00: 02: 37: 24 
In Figure 5-18, P4's eye-marks originated from the graphical point (-1, -1) that was 
mentioned in her talk. This event was coded as a gaze-drawing strategy because the eye- 
marks were depicting some lines being drawn from the point (-l, -1). 
Code. g(r_t'-rlrcn%irrg Iirrragilrirr, Ql 
(P4 looked at the groplli 
(00: 02: 3': _-J) 
''Im Not certain (chat this 111j, j1pis, 
(00.. 02. -5"7.00) 
-- 
Y .. 
"nriºrrrs 1... 1'111 just clrecý-iug to see oý 00 
which is the next point I should 
04 . 05 look at .. , rlrichr is rrrnms one... 
-0C 60 .... « ,. _0 4/ .... 
-64 60 
r.. .. 
4.. ., 
Figure 5-18 A gaze-drawing and trial-and-error strategy of P4 
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Code. rcrrrclorrº-irrte"r(rction. Trial-crircl- 
eºror 
(P4 animated two graphs irr ººp-do, nr 
directio)i, h fr-right, right-ltfi. 
.0 -10 down-rrp" and so on. She 
-X" corrceutrntc'd looking or the 
graph) 
+' °4 (00: 03: 14: 02) 
''Err... Let ººre see , that lurppors 
when I use... a tangent line'., a 
eo _.. so 
vertical line... v equals --cro is the 
ýo _.. 60 easiest... llºrnrrdiblet 
(00: 03: 2 ": 19I 
''Oh that's a tangent line. ok... 
. >. e"errr(, rinrº of 
tile, , errical lint' 
Figure 5-19 Another random-interaction and trial-and-error strategy of P4 
00: 02: 57: 00 
P4 again performed some mouse click operations (see Figure 5-19). 
-60 " -.. 6.0 
-46 . -.. 60 
('orte: ºnorlse-drast"iºig tirrrcrgining) 
(P-I pointed at minus zero then at 
point six using the mouse There she 
kept moving the mouse pointer) 
(00 03: 40: 1 ") 
''That's o tangent litt'... oli... 
equation ofthe vertical line. 
Figure 5-20 A mouse-drawing strategy of P4 
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00: 03: 14: 02 
This time she animated not just the chord but also the vertical line on the interface. The 
direction of the graphs' animation was again unorderly; thus, a random-interaction 
strategy. This was also coded as a trial-and-error strategy because the testing was done 
with Mouse clicks operations in different orders, animating the graph in every direction. 
00: 03: 40: 17 
The movement of the mouse pointer depicted some lines from the point mentioned in the 
description of P4's action in Figure 5-20, minus zero point six (-0.6). That is why this 
event was coded as a mouse-drawing strategy. 
-8 C 
60 
Code: trial-and-error ! generic): 
in idotu-ilm'ractiorr titrter-lrrce- 
srnpporteth 
IP-I changed orrc> of tire' rrrnuericnl 
inputs then again ntritrrnte'd the 
graphs in e>ve'n- direction. Their 
slie, fi"ttsFrote>dl gasped. !! )rd rend 
tilt, problem) 
(00.04: 34: 00, l 
"1 don't have o chic 1% liar's going 
on... Fill getting lost frith this 
gtlcstiorr... . 
Figure 5-21 Another trial-and-error and random interaction strategy of P4 
00: 04: 34: 00 
P4 showed a sign of frustration (Figure 5-21). This event was coded as a random- 
interaction strategy because she animated the graphs in an `unsystematic' manner. Also, 
this was coded as a trial-and-error strategy because she kept on trying and testing 
different numerical inputs. 
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00: 05: 04: 05 
P4 clicked the animation button and watched the graph (Figure 5-22). 
00: 05: 17: 23 
Then, she stopped the animation and described what was going on with the graph. This 
was coded as a graph-wise strategy because the fixations generally dwelled on the graph 
which was supported by the participant's description of the graph's behaviour. 
COI/c. r ph-wrise (l'e p e'seiIh7tiotl- 
specific) 
tP4 continued anitrrnting the groplr. 
She concentrated looking at rlie 
06 . 0. graph? ) 
.,. , (00: 
05.04: 051 
. ft. .. 3 e olr... 1 knoll II/of thing.. bilt... '' 
(00: 05: 1': '3) 
The midpoint goes rrp.. it goes 
rtp.. .. 
-6c 60 ... - 
.... ... ýy, 
..... -60 ,.... 60 -. . ... ýý 
Figure 5-22 A graph-wise strategy of P4 
r 
.. 
,ý -- 
_Y 
. ýý 
\ 
-.. M. _ ... 
1 
60 ýuký 
Code. trial-arid-error (goner icl. 
random-internctiotr lirtteT, rnc. '- 
tiirppo'ttd. l ! )f01l. se-dt'Q1i ing 
(imagining) 
IP-I irlprrtted dif"ere'rrt numbers. Then, 
she animated the graph. She used 
rite nTOTrse and point('(/ at (0,01 
Nile moved the mouse pointer 
, loirrnrnrds and Irpit ands I 
r00 05: 
Let tile just tr-" something e'mi 
rinaudibIt' ... 
1 can stop that... 
Zero : ero that's the casks ... 
It's 
rile region tir(lt rno ees it itir tills 
Figure 5-23 A trial-and-error, random-interaction and mouse-drawing strategy of 
P4 
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00: 05: 19: 17 
In Figure 5-23, she tried another set of numerical inputs and animated the chord in a 
`haphazard' manner (similar to the ones discussed above). This provided the basis for 
coding this event as a random-interaction strategy. This event received multiple codes 
(Figure 5-23). P4's talk mentioned the trying of "something easy" and checked this by 
animating randomly. That is why this event was also coded as a trial-and-error strategy. 
In addition, this event also received a mouse-drawing strategy code, because of the 
following actions. P4 used the mouse to point at (0,0), mentioned in her talk. She moved 
the mouse pointer from the point (0,0) to some part of the cubic graph. This showed 
some lines being drawn with the mouse pointer. 
Code: guess-and-test (generic) 
iP4 snatched the graph as it 
animates. 
(00.06.45.09) 
iro ýc Jr goes from : ero... it goes to the 
-- "", 
-ý 2 
rangeln.. : ero --c o. (110 
decreases 
r U0: 06: 8: ] 8l 
Tin just testing to set' if the midpoint 
ever crosse's... if ever crosses lilt' 
here 
ec ao ý_. ".. ýý .ý 
60 ", 60 
Figure 5-24 Another guess-and-test strategy of P4 
00: 06: 45: 09 
Figure 5-24, P4 tried to test an inference made. 
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00: 06: 58: 18 
She was checking whether the midpoint will cross the Y-axis. This was a guess-und-les! 
strategy. 
00: 07: 50: 19 
When P4 animated the chord, she gazed continuously at the graph and numbers (Figure 
5-25). Her talk showed that she tried to make a connection between the graph and the 
numbers. This was coded as a graphic-numeric strategy. 
no 00 
r- -- aj 
."`V. 
Code: graphic-rrrnrrc'ric 
(represe, rrotion-specific), 
(00: 0": 50: 19) 
(P4 animated the graph agairn. The 
graph? moved don rºsrnrds. She 
looked at the graph? and the 
nnn, bers back and foah as she 
U ircJIe(/ flit, '1111111011011 
'It' I increase rive seed 711(libc Pill 
know... I don't know it look. s... .4 bit likes... asymptotic to it.. 
llnandible) ... whether 
it's gonna 
be asymptotic to it... it i. s not 
moV"i? IQ Out... i"iQlit... 
Figure 5-25 A graphic-numeric strategy of P4 
00: 08: 26: 16 
P4 guessed that on the bottom part of the cubic (Figure 5-25 shows this eye-marks) and 
the upper part of the cubic (Figure 5-26) would be the same (guess-and-lest). 
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_.. 60 ....,.. .. . 
ýý .. 
.... ..... 
.... ýý 60 60 
Code: gyres s-and-test tgc'ueric) 
(P-i inputted sonn' nrrrrrber. s t/re'n 
mºirrlated the graph ) 
(00: 08: 26: 16) 
"'Tlrrrt's pos. sib/v somethitio there 
let its tn, orre.. I expect the some 
thing should happen. It's real/i 
Ursi rrrptotic bare... that's alright... 
crr... . 
So that's the point _ero 
: ero... if I have it Oil... _ero : cro 
(md... and tilt'rl one'. 
(Inaudible) .. 
If I (lo it fron, animas 
one... ,. 
Figure 5-26 Another guess-and-test strategy of P4 
10 
00 
,.... ..... I/º . -.. ,,. -6 G.... 60 
(P4 looked at the Tablet P('. T1u'rr. 
she glanced back at the inter%ncet 
00: 08: 32: 20) 
"Let's assume something... If I hm'c 
line fron, Tiere to here and moving 
this wm' it goes asymptotic... 
asymptotic... If I lime it this ,rn, ' 
: t't-o : ero to here it goes this , ran 
jr i% also ns, rrrpuoric- 
Figure 5-27 A representation of P4's glanced at the interface of P4 
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------- --- -------- ý, ý, vM rte., "ýý^, -,,, ., e -- - C'orJtý: ý, sr, nl rrr-r"<ýl, rýýýcýr, ringJ 
(P4 sketched or, the Tablet PO 
Task ?: rx^-anx--b'l ri`ta. n', r3; _DIt`. r ter N' . -acra. x. "mrt 
(00: 08: 32: 20) 
t1Prr parr of the 1t07'A'S{u'er) .4 cubic cfee set SIT Kants itt 'a"ý! rac :1 a^., ": acs h, n, ý, o" 
graph With an arrow( poirrti, io 
towards the left. ü'rore ' asi"ruptotic 
L 
(Right parr) .4 cubic with mi arrow 
(Irawruu going to the right Wrote 
"ass rrJPtotic " 
-O 
Figure 5-28 A visual re-representing strategy of P4 
!o 
_-60 . -« 60 
.. _.. 6 0. -.. 60 
Code. mouse-draining (imagining) 
(P4 looked bock at the interface. She' 
pointed at 10. OI and proved the 
111ONSe poissiel' dowrfir'ard ) 
_ 
Apr 'OO: OS: 5 5: 10) 
#'w 
"let nice IST soll, eilrirra =e°ro -t'ro 
M. ý and... it move /51st this srm" iet's 
bsr 04 more down ". 
ý.., ... M1.... , ýºý 
.., 
Figure 5-29 Another mouse-drawing strategy of P4 
00: 08: 32: 20 
P4 recorded her guess drawing on the Tablet PC (Figure 5-28). Whilst sketching, she also 
glanced back at the interface and talked (Figure 5-27). She used some arrow diagrams in 
her sketches. The diagrams are representations not found in the interface. For this reason, 
the event was coded as a visual re-representing strategy. 
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00: 08: 55: 10 
P4 pointed at the graphical point (0,0). Point (0,0) was mentioned in her talk (Figure 
5-29). She moved the mouse pointer upward depicting some lines being drawn from point 
(0,0). This was coded as a mouse-drawing strategy. 
00 00 
-0 ) 
-6 c TA 
so co 4 
... ll: ý- 
Code. graph-srisc, Ircýýl('sý', ltntiorl- 
v e'cºrc rP-I intimated tit(, graph 011(1 watched 
ii) 
(00.09: 10: 05) 
SO all it does... So all it does... 
comes- down comes dot171... until it 
/becomes tangent line : ero and it 
changes dir('e loll eall 
Figure 5-30 Another graph-wise strategy of P4 
00: 09: 10: 05 
Then, in Figure 5-30, P4 focused on the graph and described the graph's behaviour. Thus, 
the code is a graph-wise strategy. 
Based on Figure 5-30 above, P4 tried to represent her talk on the Tablet PC. She wrote the 
word "tangent" (Figure 5-31 below). This was coded as textual re-representing strategy. 
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e« -b 
Y- 
- J, 
Q"': 
Code textual (re-re prt'se°rntirrg) 
(P4 looked at the Tablet PC'. She 
Took. n rnorc can ýe o ari tie : u'v. Ol a :. ac "uaror . '. nat : jr ". r Mer aZxJ"LDX, J,. 
wrote on the Tablet PC. 
(00: 09: 10: 05) 
Drei) ' an a rosr pointing ! ('t nr1E1 
wrote 'taugen! 0 "I 
Alright... Ok... and their i/' I used 
O77c" to tui1Itrs Olle... (177nr(rlibi('i 
ISO it j77st r77ove5 alorng) . 
4h' 
o 
... N. shig mimic one 
to olle... It 
goes down that way,.. So it 
Crosses the 17uue, . 
But 
. it cuts 
one 
Figure 5-31 A textual re-representing strategy of P4 
00: 9: 37: 00 
Here in Figure 5-32, the mouse and zoom function operations were in unsystematic 
manner. This was coded as a random-interaction strategy. However, the eye-marks 
direction was alternating from the graph and the numbers. Her talk also showed that she 
was trying to relate the graph with the numbers. Also coded as a graphic-numeric 
strategy. 
ý. .. 
ý .ý 
sw 
rýa. 
.. 'ý 
. a' ý 
''ý 
.., 
r 
do 
"j::., 
Code graphic-; ººnººeric; rcnxloººº- 
iººtPlY7ctiol7 
She animated the graph in diffi'renr 
directions. She looked at the 
graph and numbers back and 
forth as she watched the graph. 
Site changed the: oour scale 
(00: 04.3': 00) 
"So that's down right... and it still 
keeps going... How long call this 
go to'... I'm still rn. ing ro 
. 
figure 
out what's going Opt... That keeps 
going... that just never... WT? ºerº 
clot's t1u' uºiclpoiºir ('ucl... " 
Figure 5-32 A graphic-numeric and random-interaction strategy of P4 
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Code: trial-nrrd-er"r"or: r"r7rrdoru- 
Ir interaction: gr"apilic-nrnrrc'ric 
P4 gasped. Site animated the graph 
in every direction. She changed! 
the speed of anniinatioN. She 
looked at the graph and rrrnrrbe'rs 
. r` whilst watching the aninrnnorr o1 
the graph. 
(00: 13: 14: 00) 
-If gets to... who care... mir, rrs six 
-0c' 60 .. 
back to that... tmrgerrt is here... it 
... .6-.. r0 
r. w 
..... -. .' goes rtp... so oGs"iorrsh"... its doing 
that... let's stop there... The 
inidpoiut is minus --el"o Point rrinc' 
ý, ., 
rllilills tell point the... -. 
Figure 5-33 Another graphic-numeric, trial-and-error and random-interaction 
strategy 
00: 13: 14: 00 
The same mouse operations, as in Figure 5-29, were employed here (Figure 5-33). 
However, the talk made it apparent that random actions were being tested. This event was 
coded as trial-and-error and random-interaction strategies. Also, the talk with the eye- 
marks (similar to the explanation for Figure 5-32) provided the same reason to code this 
event as a graphic-numeric strategy. 
00: 14: 137: 22 
Here (Figure 5-34), the participant was observed using the mouse pointer moving along 
the region formed between the bottom part of the cubic graph and the chord. She was 
moving the mouse as she made her utterances. This was coded as a mouse-drawing 
strategy. 
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Code: mouse-(Ir-anrirrg liniagirririg) 
j (P-J then stopped tile animation the)l 
pointed the mouse at the region 
irr side the crln"e and the graphical 
! irre. Site moved the rlºolne 
pointer) 
(00.14: 13: 22) 
vas If will never ever conies cross.. 
Somerhing'' il never comes 
.. M ! cros5_. 
.. ý. -6C -.. 
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... 
........... Njp .. 
.. 
.. _. -6 _.. 60 -, _ ..,... 
Figure 5-34 Another mouse-drawing strategy of P4 
00: 14: 27: 18 
P4 used a different random-interaction strategy is this particular event. She inputted 
different numeric entry at random without animating them. The numbers entered did not 
follow any order as shown in the talk (Figure 5-35). 
c odds' rnrrdorrr-iliteroctiotr 
rP-I iuprrtted dir/E>r<>rrt rtrr»tbc>ts. site did 
Prot mrimntc> the graph rather slic' Irrst 
watched the graph) 
" t00.14: ': ISI 
"'Ok let Ns in Something c/se>... tlii et' 
_e'ro... Irr fact, tiro... It is doirrc it 
.-. _ notirr oºre> polirr 
fie 
-40 
.... -11 -. 10 
Figure 5-35 Another random-interaction strategy of P4 
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00: 15: 01: 03 
After entering another numeric entry, P4 then used the mouse. P4 pointed at the number 
mentioned in her talk below (Figure 5-36). She moved the mouse pointer left to right 
depicting some lines being drawn. This was coded as a mouse-drawing strategy. 
00: 15: 47: 10 
In Figure 5-37, P4 attempted to generalise her conjecture based on what she had written. 
This was not part of the strategy scheme; therefore, no code was given to this action. 
(ode. nsouse'-droii hig 
(P4 used the moiise aml moved rhe 
mojae poiuter, h onr 1.? going left 
md right) 
,s 34 (00: 15: 01: 03) 
ýý.. ý:. 
00 
One Point five mId 
öä_ ýý 
e cc iº 
Figure 5-36 Another mouse-drawing strategy of P4 
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Figure 5-39 Another guess-and-test and graph-wise strategy of P4 
00: 15: 49: 00 
After failing to generalise her conjectures, P4 looked at the screen again (Figure 5-38 of 
the previous page). Her gazes looked like lines are being drawn. This was coded as a 
gaze- drawing strategy. 
00: 16: 03: 17 
Then in Figure 5-39 above, P4 watched the animation of the graph. The utterance made 
was about the graph's behaviour; thus, a graph-wise strategy. Then she arrived at another 
guess as shown in her talk. This was also coded as a guess-and-test strategy. 
P4 used the Tablet PC. She drew some lines to test her guess (in Figure 5-39). 
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Figure 5-40 A pen-drawing strategy of P4 
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In Figure 5-40 (bottom part of the Tablet), the 'pen pointer' (similar to that of the mouse 
pointer for desktop) was seen making lines along a blank XY plane. This was coded as a 
pen-drawing strategy. 
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Figure 5-41 Another gaze-drawing strategy of P4 
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00: 17: 11: 01 
Whilst P4 was writing her conjecture, she glanced back on the Tablet PC. The gazes were 
moving as if lines are being drawn along the cubic (Figure 5-41). This is the reason why 
this event was coded as gaze-drawing strategy. 
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Figure 5-43 P4's final conjecture 
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She tried to make her conclusion, speaking aloud what she was writing on the Tablet PC. 
She then erased what she had written (Figure 5-42). P4 then decided to generalise her 
conjecture as shown in Figure 5-43. 
5.4.3 `QUANTITATIVE' ANALYSIS 
A total of 54 sets of videos (each set consisted of the gaze, action and writing videos) 
were fully coded, as described for the single case study in section 5.4.2 above. Timeline 
visualisation was used to produce a summary of data in which observation can be 
represented graphically. An example is shown below representing P4's strategies (Figure 
5-44). 
Repe: eMab pe S Gtdphic rain tn. ý rrygrvey 
ýiüe d ewrq 
Repeuwehon-specfr. Graph-ne mayrrrq Mane oowrg 
eR e'f epeserrng Textual 
iR Ra" 
Re"rep osencnq"Vosual 
Figure 5-44 Strategy used by P4 in Timeline visualisation 
The Timelines across participants were compared by strategy categories (i. e. 
representations-specific, re-representing and imagining). The characterisations of these 
three categories, as defined in the previous section 5.4.1, are directly related to the 
strategies that learners use with multiple representations. The comparison of these 
strategies is deemed important in understanding what learners do with multiple 
representations. Comparisons were made by analysing the Timelines for the participants 
who did the tasks without varying instantiations to those who did the task with varying 
instantiations. 
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A summary of the occurrence of each strategy employed by each of the participants was 
generated automatically using INTERACT. Table 5-7 show the number of times a certain 
strategy was used by P4. This data provide the kinds of representations a learner focus 
onto in completing a task. 
Table 5-7 Number of occurrence of strategies used 
Code Strategies 
Representation-specific Imagining Re- 
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The number of occurrences was then converted into a categorical value. Table 5-8 P4's 
shows the strategies that were chosen by P4 for the Dynamic-Chord task (DC). This was 
done to come up with a list of strategies that learners used in a given task or a given 
instantiation. 
Table 5-8 Table representation of the strategies used by P4 
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The list of strategies (Table 5-8) can then be transformed into a panelled column chart 
using SPSSTM. The number of participants who chose the same strategies can be easily 
shown, by task or by instantiation. In Figure 5-45, for example, representation-specific 
strategies chosen by 18 participants of this study for the chord task are shown. By 
inspection, one can see that the graph-wise strategy was used by all the participants. 
However, no algebraic-related representation-specific strategies were used under this 
task. 
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Figure 5-45 Representation-specific strategies used in chord task 
5.4.4 LINKING RESULTS TO VIDEOS 
The quantitative data have allowed for investigating obvious patterns as can be detected 
from the Timeline and the panelled column chart. For example, the strategies that were 
used and not used can be easily seen. The results of the quantitative analysis were then 
linked back with the videos. Taking P4's data, similarities between the graph-wise 
strategies used across all the tasks were re-watched and interpreted. The strategies that 
occurred only in one task and not in other tasks were also re-watched looking for possible 
reasons that could explain the differences in the strategy used. 
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5.4.5 INTERPRETING RESULTS 
The interpretations were drawn from the typicality or atypicality of the strategies 
employed; and its relation to the nature of the task or the instantiation. Other possible 
explanations that can be related to the results were also considered, such as the 
researcher's presence, set-up, and the like. Furthermore, reflections were made on the 
results with pertinent previous claims identified in the literature review chapter. 
5.5 INTER-RATER CODING 
Another `rater' was asked to code two randomly chosen videos. The rater is female and 
has a background in Statistics and Mathematics. It was important that the rater has enough 
background in the mathematical representations being considered. The rater has no 
experience in teaching functions, but she has a grasp of the concepts of the 
representations used in the study. She agreed to code at most 10 minutes each of two 
videos. The average length of the video data of a task is 16 minutes. Typically, the 
participants spent the last three minutes of the video writing down their final answers. It is 
reasonable to accept that ten minutes is enough to illustrate the consistency between 
codings of two different raters. The rater was asked to code three types of strategies (i. e. 
representation-specific, imagining and re-representing strategies). The other types of 
strategies (i. e. generic and interface-supported strategies) were also given to the rater and 
were explained. The rater only agreed to spend two hours each session. Therefore, she 
was not asked to code the generic and interface-supported strategies. There were three 
sessions which entailed about six and a half hours of the rater's time. 
5.5.1 PROCEDURE 
Preliminary session. First, each strategy in the coding scheme was explained one by one. 
The rater asked questions about each of the strategies. For example, there was a question 
asked about the distinction between a graphic-algebraic and an algebraic-graphic strategy; 
and this was illustrated. After all the questions about each of the strategies were made 
clear, the rater was taught the basic operations of coding with INTERACT. The author 
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showed a coded trial task video to the rater which was played event by event. An "event" 
as defined in section 5.2.2 is a part of the video that is given a specific code. Then, 
another video was shown, this time replaying the event without the rater seeing the 
assigned code. After replaying each event, the rater was asked what code she would 
assign to the event being shown. For every code given by the rater that matched the 
author's coding, the rater was asked to explain why. When the explanation did not fit the 
characterisation of the strategy code, the author again clarified the description of that 
particular strategy. When the rater's code did not match the author's code, an agreement 
was reached. In those instances, the rater was found to get confused with coding the 
strategies and the possible main reason for this was that the video was only seen for the 
first time. This was taken as an opportunity to emphasise to the rater about the importance 
of the phases of analysis considered in section 5.4. A video was given to the rater to 
familiarise herself with. She agreed to code the video after three days from the first 
preliminary session. She also agreed to code another video on another date. Therefore 
there were two videos that this rater coded. The videos were coded first, and then 
followed by an interview. 
Coding session. The first video coded was an 8-minute video of `the tangent task in an 
`Interactive instantiation' by P15. It took the rater 30 minutes coding the video category 
by category (representation-specific, imagining and re-representing strategies). Questions 
about the reason for coding the video were asked immediately after coding. The author 
took note of reasons given that he thought did not match the strategy characterisation. 
After coding, the author showed his coding and again an agreement was reach for non- 
matching codes. 
The rater agreed to code a 10-minute excerpt of a 25-minute video. The task was `chord 
task in Static instantiation' by P l. This session took place week after coding the first 
video. The video was also given at this session due to some irregularities with schedule 
and technical constraints. Therefore the rater had to first start familiarising herself with 
the video. The coding took almost two hours. The coding was discussed immediately 
afterwards, similar to the procedures above. 
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5.5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE INTER-RATER CODING 
The results presented here are about the two videos coded. In the two videos coded, the 
start and end time (timecodes) of some of the events coded did not match exactly (see 
Table 5-9 for the coded events with timecodes). Getting the timecodes to exactly match is 
impossible to achieve because difference of timecodes in coding could range from 1 
frame per second to a minute. For example, the rater was not expected to go through each 
of the coded events to change each start and end time to match the start and end of an 
utterance for a particular strategy. However, the difference between the timecodes is 
within the utterance where a strategy was identifiably changing. 
First video. Figure 5-46 below, shows three pairs of Timelines where the first pair refers 
to representation-specific strategies coded, followed by the imagining, then by the re- 
representing strategies. 
Some of the events coded did not match and some matched (Figure 5-46). There were 
some events coded by the rater that did not appear in the author's coding. And also, some 
events coded by the author did not appear in the rater's coding. 
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Table 5-9 Inter-rater coding: examples of non-matching time codes 
Entry Exit Representation- 
specific 
Imagining Re-representing 
P1 SC author's rating) 
00: 00: 30: 04 00: 00: 50: 08 Graphic-numeric 
00: 00: 50: 08 00: 01: 50: 16 
00: 01: 50: 16 00: 03: 09: 07 
00: 03: 09: 07 00: 04: 27: 02 
00: 04: 27: 02 00: 04: 34: 14 
00: 04: 34: 14 00: 05: 07: 22 
00: 05: 07: 22 00: 05: 26: 20 
00: 05: 26: 20 00: 06: 04: 11 Mouse-drawing 
00: 06: 04: 12 00: 07: 14: 24 Gaze-drawing 
00: 07: 15: 01 00: 08: 44: 13 Gaze-drawing 
00: 08: 44: 13 00: 09: 12: 23 Point-wise 
00: 09: 12: 23 00: 09: 14: 10 Gaze-drawing 
00: 09: 14: 11 00: 10: 02: 06 Point-wise Gaze-drawing 
00: 10: 02: 06 00: 11: 25: 13 Numeric-trial Mouse-drawing 
00: 11: 25: 14 00: 12: 00: 17 Gra h-wise Gaze-drawing 
P1 SC (Researcher's rating) 
00: 00: 33: 02 00: 00: 45: 20 Graphic-numeric 
00: 03: 05: 04 00: 03: 50: 04 Graph-wise 
00: 04: 42: 12 00: 05: 22: 15 Graph-wise 
00: 05: 36: 20 00: 06: 05: 06 Mouse-drawing 
00: 06: 55: 07 00: 07: 43: 03 Mouse-drawing 
00: 08: 12: 05 00: 08: 25: 21 Gaze-drawing 
00: 08: 32: 08 00: 09: 30: 24 Graph-wise 
00: 10: 09: 21 00: 11: 00: 03 Graph-wise 
00: 09: 36: 16 00: 09: 43: 24 Gaze-drawing 
00: 11: 02: 20 00: 11: 24: 22 Graph-wise 
00: 11: 22: 04 00: 11: 51: 15 Gaze-drawing 
00: 11: 34: 07 00: 11: 51: 15 Gra h-wise Gaze-drawing 
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Figure 5-46 Comparison of codings between the author and the rater of the first 
video 
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Figure 5-47 Comparison of codings between the author and the rater of the second 
video 
Second video. For each code the author and the other rater disagreed on, they watched the 
event together (i. e. the part of the video coded). Figure 5-47 shows four Timelines, the 
first two timelines are the representation-specific strategies coded by the author and the 
rater, respectively; the other two timelines are for the imagining strategies. Both raters 
agreed that there were no re-representing strategies used within the video coded. 
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Between the two ratings for representation-specific strategies (refer to the first two 
timelines in Figure 5-47), there were two codes that matched each other's rating; two 
codes did not match; and one event given a code by the rater did not appear in the 
author's coding. Between the two ratings for imagining strategies (refer to the last two 
timelines in Figure 5-47), four codes matched whilst two other codes did not match. 
Discussions. An agreement was reached among the non-matching codes in favour of the 
author's coding. The rater accepted an error made in coding the non-matching codes. An 
example is given below on a non-matching code given to an event (Figure 5-48). In this 
example, it was clear that in this event, the participant in the video was utilising a distinct 
point of the graph that is why the author coded this as a Point-wise. The participant in the 
video being coded did not really describe a graphic behaviour, thus, this event is not a 
graph-wise strategy. The researcher agreed with the author's coding. She said "I can see 
why you coded it as a Point-wise strategy, I kind of missed what she said (referring to the 
participant in the video) and I really did not watch it (the video) again. " This kind of 
situation is typical of all the non-matching codes. 
One of the explanations for the non-matching ratings is due to the familiarity effect with 
the video. Researchers have to iteratively watch the video first and to listen to it 
attentively. Also, the author went through the refinement process of the codes. Therefore 
the author can relate the utterances and the gaze video more easily and more accurately 
than the other rater. It can be argued that the differences in rating is not due to the 
unreliability of the coding scheme but rather due to the lack of experience in dealing with 
the video being coded. In the preliminary session mentioned above, the raters may need to 
be trained by asking them to watch some videos. For example, with the kinds of videos in 
this research, probably watching three 15-minute videos could be enough to increase 
accuracy of coding. 
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Figure 5-48 An example of non-matching codings of the two raters 
5.6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The new approach illustrated in this chapter is an attempt to show how the set of 
techniques of combining gazes, utterances, actions, and writings can be used to 
investigate learners' interaction with multiple representations. The techniques provide a 
more accurate way of analysing learners' strategies with multiple representations than 
using previous data collection techniques. This was done with the aid of state-of-the-art 
analysis tools for coordinating and analysing utterances, actions, sketches and gazes. The 
selection of the categories of strategies aims to address what strategies learners use with 
representations offered to them; and why learners change their strategies in completing a 
task. 
Five different categories of strategies have been considered namely representation - 
specific, imagining, re-representing, generic, and interface-supported. The classification 
of representation-specific strategies, imagining strategies and re-representing strategies 
was a convenient way of categorising the strategies identified to address the hypotheses. 
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The first hypothesis in this research is that strategies with each standard external 
representation can be characterised into different levels of granularities. The 
representation-specific strategies confirm that this is the case. The nine codes of 
representation-specific strategies identified relate with three kinds of standard external 
mathematical representations included in the design of the interface. Learners use each of 
the standard external representations in different ways. As far as can be detected from the 
data, the nine strategies are distinctive. It is possible that more codes than the ones 
identified may emerge if the number of participants is increased. However, to some 
extent, the range of representation-specific strategies match the strategies identified by 
others in their previous research (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998; Ruthven, 1990; Even, 
1998; Villarreal, 2000; Senk and Thompson; 2006, Tabachneck et al., 1994). Also, the 
characterisation of these strategies suggests that there is a relationship between strategies 
with standard external representations and difficulties with them. This corroborates Cox's 
(1996) suggestion that strategies with external representations can provide indications of 
difficulties. 
These innovative ways of analysing and capturing digital videos makes it possible to 
identify other ranges of strategies in finer granularities than can be identified by 
traditional observation. Strategies related to imagery and expression of inferences by 
others (e. g. DeWindt-King and Goldin, 2003; Yoon and Narayanan, 2004; Laeng and 
Teodorescu, 2002; Goldin-Meadow et al., 2001; Cox, 1996) contribute to the range of 
imagery and re-representing strategies identified in this research. 
This chapter provides evidence for significantly comparing representation-specific, 
imagining and re-representing strategies. It provides explanation for the hypothesis that 
strategies with standard external representations can be characterised into different levels 
of granularities. The next two chapters present the results of comparing these three sets of 
strategies between tasks and instantiations. Chapters 6 and 7 present quantitative and 
qualitative analyses of gazes, utterances, actions and sketches. The next chapter examines 
learners' use of strategies in terms of time to task completion, frequency of occurrences of 
each strategy, and average of frequency and duration of fixations of attention on AOIs. 
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6 QUANTITATIVE DATA: A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
After presenting the innovative technique of capturing and the approaches to analysing 
learners' strategies with multiple computer-based representations, this chapter first 
applies the approach to analysis on quantitative data. This chapter examines the number 
of participants using certain strategies, the time spent to task completion and the time 
spent in looking at specific Areas Of Interest. This chapter presents initial quantitative 
analysis before delving into the qualitative analysis. By doing this quantitative analysis, 
this chapter gives some details on identified extraneous strategies that can be excluded in 
the subsequent analysis. 
Many researchers have pointed out the `task effect' on studies about multiple 
representations (e. g. Cox, 1996; Leinhardt et al., 1990; Kozma, 2003; Ainsworth, 2006). 
The aims of this form of analysis are: to compare the time spent in completing tasks and 
see if an association exists in varying instantiations - Static, Dynamic and Interactive; to 
compare the frequency of participants who answer the task correctly and relate this to 
time spent with the task between instantiations; to compare the amount of fixation on 
each type of representation for each task between instantiations; to come up with a list of 
strategies that the participants of the study used; and to identify extraneous strategies that 
can be excluded in the analysis that is discussed in chapter 7. The findings are then 
discussed in the light of other claims relating to the effect on time to task completion and 
performance in varying instantiations. 
6.2 TASK COMPLETION 
The summary of findings related to time to task completion and number of participants 
with correct answers is presented first. Some possible explanations about the findings, the 
time to task completion and frequency of correct answers are given, and are related to 
some of the studies identified in the literature. 
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Main findings 
There are three main results relating to task completion. First, there appears to be no 
overall relation between the type of instantiation and the average time spent on a task, 
although for any given task there are differences in time spent on different instantiations. 
For example, in one particular task, participants in Static spent less time than participants 
in non-Static, however this was not true for the other two tasks. In another task, the 
participants in Interactive spent less time than participants in non-Interactive. It is found 
that one task generally takes less time than the other two tasks; and almost all of the 
participants managed to answer this task correctly. Second, for each task, whilst the 
average time spent varies between instantiations, the total number of participants with 
correct answers does not vary much between instantiations. For example in one of the 
tasks, the average time it takes participants to finish the task in Static is about 10 minutes 
whilst in non-Static it takes about 15 minutes. However, the number of participants with 
correct answers on that task is almost equal in each instantiation. Third, the tasks are not 
equally difficult. 
Time to completion of tasks 
The time that participants spent in the tasks are presented in Appendix B. Table 6-1 
shows the averages of time spent in completing each task between instantiations. The 
overall average time varies between tasks (Root task - 00: 13: 34: 02, Chord task - 
00: 17: 54: 11; Tangent task - 00: 17: 24: 02). The Root task has the least average time spent 
in completing the task than the other two tasks. The table also shows that the average time 
spent within each task varies between instantiations. In the Root task, the participants 
spent longer time in Static than in non-Static; in the Chord task, the participants took 
longer time in Static than the non-Static; and in the Tangent task, it seems that the 
participants took lesser time in Interactive than in non-Interactive. The average of time 
taken in the Root task is less than the time taken with the other two tasks. This suggests 
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that the analysis between tasks should be considered in terms of the levels of difficulty 
among them. The time and the correct responses (discussed below) between tasks suggest 
that the Root task can be referred to as a `simple' task whiles the other two tasks are 
`complex'. 
Table 6-1 Averages of time spent to task completion 
Root task Chord task Tangent task 
Static 00: 09: 22: 22 00: 20: 04: 18 00: 17: 10: 06 
Dynamic 00: 16: 36: 14 00: 16: 03: 12 00: 21: 50: 12 
Interactive 00: 14: 52: 22 00: 17: 35: 05 00: 13: 11: 14 
Overall Average 00: 13: 34: 02 00: 17: 54: 11 00: 17: 24: 02 
Frequency of correct answers 
T) wl, ýý = Coos 
f( 
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Figure 6-1 An example of a `correct' generalised conjecture 
The expected generalised conjectures for each of the task are given in Table 4-2 (the 
tasks). The participants' answers are considered `correct' when the answers are similar to 
the meaning of the expected generalised conjectures. The answers do not necessarily 
come exactly the same as the expected generalised conjecture. For example in the Root 
task the expected answer is "the new roots are reflections of the roots of the original. The 
same distance from point (a, 0)". An answer, similar to the one in Figure 6-1, is in 
algebraic notation. This answer is equivalent to the expected generalised conjecture. All 
the answers marked as correct are given in Appendix E. 
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Table 6-2 shows the number of participants with correct answers in each task between 
instantiations. It shows that correct answers vary between tasks. 15 out of 18 answered 
the Root task correctly, 0 out of 18 in the Chord task, and 7 out of 18 in the Tangent task. 
Also, in the Tangent task, more participants correctly answered the task in non-Static than 
in Static. This result seems to suggest that the Root task appear to be the easiest among 
the three tasks. It also seems that the Tangent task tends to be easier when the 
instantiation is non-Static. 
Table 6-2 Frequency of participants who answered the task correctly 
Root task Chord task Tangent task 
Static 5/6 0/6 1/6 
Dynamic 4/6 0/6 3/6 
Interactive 6/6 0/6 3/6 
15/18 
(83%) 
0/18 
6% 
7/18 
39% 
6.3 FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPANTS FOR EACH STRATEGY 
The aim of the analysis in this section is to identify strategies associated with each task. It 
is valuable to understand the kinds of strategies that participants use in each task as 
suggested by Cox (1996,1999). The data were coded for task, instantiation, and for each 
category of strategy (i. e. representation-specific, imagining, and re-representing strategy), 
in order to identify associations between strategy, instantiation and task. The numbers of 
participants using certain strategies are arranged in a `panelled' column chart as described 
earlier in chapter 5 section 4. By inspecting the panelled chart, it is possible to distinguish 
which strategies appear within each task. It also helps differentiate the strategies 
appearing across instantiations. The main finding is presented first followed by the 
evidence in a panelled chart for each category of strategy. All of the strategies chosen by 
the participants are shown in Appendix C. 
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Main finding 
The participants' choices of strategies vary between simple and complex tasks. For 
example, in the two complex tasks (Chord and Tangent), when participants use only 
graphic-related strategies there is no evidence of symbolic re-representing strategies; but 
there is evidence of imagining strategies. Meanwhile in the simple task, the Root task, 
when participants use algebraic-related strategies there is evidence of symbolic re- 
representing but less evidence of imagining strategies. 
Representation-specific strategies 
Figure 6-2 shows that the Root task, the simple task, elicited all of the representation- 
specific strategies. The `arrows', in Figure 6-2, points to the strategies being compared 
between instantiations. The participants in Dynamic Root task used more algebraic- 
related strategies than participants in non-Dynamic instantiations. More participants used 
algebraic-related strategies in Dynamic than in Static or Interactive. Further analysis on 
the occurrences of algebraic-related strategies is presented in the next chapter. The 
column chart also shows that graphic-related strategies are dominant in the Chord and the 
Tangent tasks. One graphic-related strategy, the point-wise strategy, was not apparent in 
Dynamic-Chord task. Many participants used the point-wise strategy in Static and in 
Interactive. The small number of participants does not provide sufficient evidence to 
claim that a particular instantiation encourages certain strategies (specific to a particular 
external representation) no matter what the task is. However, the numbers of participants 
using a certain strategy vary between instantiation when the task is the same. 
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Figure 6-2 Frequency of participants using certain representation-specific strategies 
Imagining strategies 
The combination of eye-tracking, tablet PC screen capture, think-aloud, and video 
recording made it possible to identify imagining strategies that related to how learners 
externalised mental images, because it allowed the analyst to relate actions and utterances 
accurately to precise gaze in any given moment. In this section, participants' imagining 
strategies are compared similarly to the way representation-specific strategies are 
analysed above. The aim is to find out whether some imagining strategies are associated 
only with certain types of instantiation regardless of the task and to verify whether 
participants use different imagining strategies between instantiations of the same task. 
Tasks Represertation-specific 
Root-task Chord-task Tangent-task 
" Algebraic-chunking 
Algebraic-graphic 
Q Algebraic-ma nipu ation 
Graphic-algebraic 
Q Graphic-numeric 
Graph-wise 
Numeric-algebraic 
Q Numeric 
0 Point-wise 
a- points to the 
strategies being 
3 
LX 
ö compaiad between 
F' instantiations for 
each task. 
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Figure 6-3 Frequency of participants using certain imagining strategies 
Figure 6-3 shows that varying the instantiation does seem to make a difference in 
imagining strategies. Imagining strategies seem to be less common in Interactive 
instantiation. In particular, gaze drawing did not appear to be used at all in Interactive 
instantiation. It is obvious from the column chart that there are more participants who 
used gaze-drawing strategy in the Static and the Dynamic instantiation than in Interactive. 
Gaze imagining strategy was decreasing from Static (15 out of 18), to Dynamic (10 out of 
18), to Interactive (I out of 18). Possible explanations as to why gaze-drawing strategies 
were less in Interactive are presented in the next chapter. 
Re-representing strategies 
The third category of strategy analysed here is learners' use of re-representing strategies. 
The analysis above shows that there are differences in the number of participants using 
some representation-specific strategies and imagining strategies by task and by 
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instantiation. The three re-representing strategies identified were visual, textual and 
symbolic. Since the three types of identified re-representing strategies are also related to 
external representations offered to the participants; and there are differences found in the 
use of representation-specific strategies; differences in the use of re-representing 
strategies can be expected. 
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Figure 6-4 Frequency of participants using certain re-representing strategies 
Figure 6-4 shows the number of participants who used re-representing strategies by task. 
The symbolic-re-representing strategy was only found in the Root task. The visual re- 
representing is more prominent in the Chord and Tangent tasks than in the Root task. 
There were more participants using the visual-re-representing strategy in the Chord task 
(11 out of 18,61%) and the Tangent task (14 out of 18,78%) than the Root task (3 out of 
18,17%). The analysis of the number of participants who used re-representing strategies 
by instantiation also shows that there is a marginal difference in the frequency of 
Tasks Rerepresenting 
Root-task Chordal-task Tangent-task 
Q symbolic 
Te)Qual 
U Visual 
F. 
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participants who used visual re-representing strategies in the three instantiations. 
Although no one used a symbolic re-representing strategy in Static the difference is very 
small and clearly insignificant. Also, it was already identified above (Figure 6-4) that the 
symbolic appeared only under the Root task. On the other hand, only 11% (2 out of 18) of 
the participants used textual re-representing strategy. This is small compared to Dynamic 
(8 out of 18,44%) and in Interactive (6 out of 18,33%). The result confirms the 
expectation that certain types of instantiation elicit less re-representing strategies than 
other types of instantiation. In this case, there were fewer participants using re- 
representing strategies in Static than in Dynamic or Interactive. Across all tasks and 
instantiations, visual re-representing is typically most popular, textual re-representing less 
popular (except the Root task), and symbolic re-representing is rare. 
6.4 AREA OF INTEREST (AOI) ANALYSIS OF GAZES 
The aim of this analysis is to quantify the gaze data with external representations. Three 
Areas Of Interests (AOI) are defined corresponding to the external representations, 
namely graphics, equations and numbers (e. g. Figure 6-5). Whenever participants dwell at 
a certain AOI at least 100 milliseconds, a fixation is recorded. The average of frequency 
and duration of fixations of participants' attention on those AOIs are presented on a 
column chart. 
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Figure 6-5 Areas Of Interest 
Main finding 
An instantiation can direct participants' gazes to certain representations. There is a 
difference between instantiations in how long is spent looking at each type of external 
representation. The AOI analysis shows that attention to external representations varies 
between instantiations within each task. 
Root task 
Figure 6-6 shows the column chart of the AOI analysis for the Root task. The participants 
focused mostly on the graphic representations across instantiations. The participants spent 
at least 50% of their time looking at the graphs in all three instantiations. Participants in 
non-Dynamic seemed to pay more attention to the numbers than the equations. The 
frequency and durations of fixations showed at least 10% were on equations whilst at 
least 30% were on numbers. On the other hand, participants paid attention to numbers and 
equations in Dynamic within the range of 23% to 29%. 
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Figure 6-6 AOI analysis for the Root task 
Chord task 
For the Chord task, the AOl analysis shows participants' fixations seemed to concentrate 
on the graphic representations in all three instantiations (Figure 6-7). More than 70% of 
the fixations were recorded on graphic representations. The fixations on numbers and 
equations seemed to vary between Dynamic and non-Dynamic instantiations. In non- 
Dynamic, the difference among the fixations on equations and numbers was marginal, 
ranging from 3.5% to 7% in Static, whereas Interactive ranged from 1.9% to 4.1%. In 
Dynamic, the difference in fixation was about 7% on equations whilst at least 
approximately 19% on numbers. 
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Figure 6-7 AOI analysis for the Chord task 
Tangent task 
The frequency and durations of fixations for the Tangent task (Figure 6-8) seemed to a 
show similar results to Chord task. The attention mostly focused on the graphic and a 
marginal difference was found in frequency and durations of fixations on equations and 
numbers in non-Dynamic whilst a variation was found in Dynamic. 
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Figure 6-8 AOI analysis for the Tangent task 
Hotspot Visualisation 
The Hotspot Visualization summarises participants' attention. Under the Root task, the 
Notspot Visualisation (Figure 6-9) shows that in Static and Interactive, participants did 
not seem to pay attention to one of the equations. For the Chord and the Tangent tasks, 
the Hotspot seemed to appear darker in the number areas than in the equation areas. 
Across instantiations, the Hotspot mark on the graphical representation appeared to cover 
the same area. 
Figure 6-9 Hotspot Visualisation for the Root task 
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6.5 EXCLUSION OF EXTRANEOUS STRATEGIES 
This section gives some details on identified extraneous strategies that can be excluded in 
the subsequent analysis in the next chapter. By looking at the frequency of participants' 
use of strategy, it was possible to focus the qualitative analyses (next chapter) to pertinent 
strategies that participants use. An extraneous strategy is identified if a strategy, for 
example, was used by only 1 of the 18 participants (this can be seen clearly from the 
column chart) and if this strategy appeared no more than twice (this can be seen clearly 
from the Timeline Visualisation). To illustrate, consider the strategies used by only one 
participant in each task: point-wise in the Root task, numeric-trial in the chord task, 
numeric-algebraic in the Tangent task. It was decided to look at the occurrences of these 
strategies in the Timeline Visualisations; then the video was played back. In watching the 
video, the strategies that were used before and after the strategy under scrutiny were also 
looked at in order to see whether there is a connection between the previous or the 
subsequent strategy. This is the basis for deciding whether the strategy was likely being 
seen by the participant as not useful in the task being tackled. 
An example is given in Figure 6-10. A point-wise strategy was used by only one 
participant and occurred in the Timeline once. It was therefore presumed that this strategy 
was considered by the participant as irrelevant. In Figure 6-10, the point used in this 
instance is the point on the y-axis. This strategy used a representation that is not helpful to 
answer the task. The representations that may help are: to compare either the graphical 
points found on the x-axis, or to use the numerical coordinates or to use the two equations 
and the point of rotation. By looking at the strategies before and after this strategy, it was 
possible to tell that this strategy was dismissed at once. This particular extraneous 
strategy occurred only in Dynamic. The instantiation, wherein participants can enter 
equation and see the resulting graph, is only possible in the Dynamic instantiation. By 
using a point-wise strategy through alpha-numeric input, the participant manages to check 
inferences (see Figure 6-10). The participant (P4) read the problem again and 
immediately changed her strategy. 
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Figure 6-10 An excluded strategy in the analysis 
There were only a few extraneous strategies identified by this analysis: the point-wise 
strategy illustrated above, and algebraic-graphic and numeric-algebraic strategies in the 
Tangent task. However, these strategies are not excluded in analysing changes in 
strategies chosen by each and every participant. This strategy may give indications of 
difficulty in the course of answering the tasks. 
6.6 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter examined time spent on tasks, successful completion of tasks by counting 
the number of participants who gave correct answers, and the number of participants' 
choice of each strategy on three tasks between three types of instantiations. The analyses 
suggest that the three tasks have different levels of difficulties. The Root task is a `simple' 
task because more participants were successful in this task than in the other two tasks, and 
participants took less time on this task than on the other two tasks. Thus, the other two 
tasks, Chord and Tangent tasks are complex because participants took a long time and 
only a few of the participants successfully completed the tasks. The participants' choices 
of strategies varied between simple and complex tasks. In complex tasks, participants 
used graphic-related representation-specific strategies and imagining strategies but did not 
use a symbolic re-representing strategy. In the simple task. participants used algebraic- 
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related representation-specific strategies and symbolic re-representing but there was less 
evidence of imagining strategies. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, some researchers have suggested that certain types of 
instantiation can affect the time learners spend in completing a certain task. In particular, 
adding interactivity that controls the pace of a learning task is reported to reduce the time 
that people spend in completing a task (Evans and Gibbons, 2006). However, the research 
reported in this chapter suggests that whether or not users can move representations about 
the screen, and whether or not the representations are manipulable are not good predictors 
of time to task completion. The analyses of time for each task over three instantiations 
shows mixed results. For a simple task, when the task is in Dynamic and Interactive, 
participants spent more time than in Static. For one of the complex tasks (the Chord task), 
participants took longer when an Interactive feature was present than without. However, 
in the other complex task (the Tangent task), the longest time participants took was in 
Dynamic (i. e. animated graphs/graphs moving about the screen), followed by the time 
taken in Static; and lowest time in Interactive (manipulable graphs). One interpretation 
of these results is that interactivity can influence the time learners spend in completing a 
task depending on whether interaction reduces or adds some cognitive load. Increased 
time to task completion may result when learners interact with an external representation 
which they have difficulty processing mentally. However, adding interactivity may 
sometimes reduce the cognitive demand and counterbalance that effect. Further evidence 
and discussion about this are presented in the next chapter. 
This chapter also analysed performance of participants. For each task, the evidence shows 
that learners' performance did not vary much between instantiations. The findings are in 
line with other findings of Evans and Gibbons (2006) that learners' performance in a task 
is not related to the time that learners spend in doing the task. In the three tasks used in 
this study, the number of participants with correct answers varies between tasks but does 
not vary much for each task with different instantiations. 
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Making representations move, manipulable, or requiring alpha-numeric input may lead to 
learners using a strategy related to the said representation. Learners may have been using 
a strategy that may be easier to use with a certain instantiation. Thus learners may have 
arrived at either a correct or wrong answer by applying strategies differently. Further 
examination is needed in comparing learners' strategies. Comparing the frequency of 
participants' use of strategies related to external representations and strategies related to 
imagining and re-representing, provides some insights into this. In the complex tasks, 
where participants are required to manipulate graphical representations, they also use 
imagining strategies and re-representing strategies related to graphical representations. 
The results also suggest that when an instantiation helps them manipulate graphical 
representations some imagining strategies are not used. For example, the results show 
that, for a task that requires manipulation of graphical representations, participants use 
imagining strategies; but when an Interactive feature is present, thus allowing them to 
manipulate representations instantly, participants do not use such imagining strategies. 
Interestingly, one imagining strategy, gaze-drawing, was not apparent when the 
instantiation was Interactive but was found in Dynamic and Static. Learners were found 
to spend more time in doing a task when they were using visual imagery (c. f. Yoon and 
Narayanan, 2004). The findings in this thesis seem to corroborate this claim. However, 
this research suggests that when participants must manipulate the external representation, 
interactivity affects whether or not they use imagining. When interactivity reduces visual 
imagining, time to task completion is reduced. However, there is not enough evidence to 
suggest whether this positively influences successful task completion - or indeed whether 
it affects learning. 
The analyses of gazes suggest that an instantiation can direct participants' gazes to certain 
representations. There are claims that learners may have difficulty managing attentional 
resources in a multi-representational environment (e. g. Lowe, 2003; Mayer and Moreno, 
1998). Dynamic instantiation in particular can lead to learners paying too much attention 
to graphical representations and less attention to other representations (c. f. Otero et al., 
2001). It is important to clarify whether this difficulty relates to standard external 
representations or to a particular type of instantiation. The analyses of AOI seem to show 
a more specific finding than that of Otero et al. This research shows that there is a 
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difference between instantiations in how long is spent looking at each type of external 
representation. In all three tasks, participants in this research paid more attention to 
graphic representations than to numeric or algebraic representations. However, 
comparison of AOI between instantiation shows that participants spent more time looking 
at graphic representations in Static and Interactive than in Dynamic. The amount of time 
participants in this study spent looking at each of the different representations (i. e. 
numerical, graphical and algebraic) were examined. The results show that participants' 
attention to different representations varies between instantiations. This suggests that 
instantiation can influence attention. It seems that a particular interactive feature, possibly 
manipulabilty of graphical representations can direct learners' attention to an external 
representation. However, AOI analysis also suggest that introducing interactivity such as 
requiring participants' alpha-numeric input can also direct learners' attention to other 
non-graphical representations. Chapter 7 offers further evidence about this. 
There is much to be said about the multiple strategy effect suggestions of Tabachneck et 
al. According to these researchers, using multiple strategies is more effective in 
completing task successfully than using only a few. In certain respects, the findings in this 
chapter corroborate this. More of the participants of the study answered the Root task 
correctly than the Chord and Tangent tasks. The analysis of frequency of strategy use 
suggests that more strategies were used in the Root task than in the other two complex 
tasks. The tasks are distinguished into simple and complex because of the level of 
difficulties between the three tasks. Since not many participants completed the Chord and 
Tangent tasks successfully, these tasks are identified as complex; while the other task as 
simple. The comparison of representation-specific strategy use and re-representing vary 
between the simple and complex tasks. This corroborates Cox's (1996) suggestion that re- 
representing strategies can provide indications of difficulty. The occurrences of re- 
representing strategies with the two complex tasks are more than those with the simple 
task. Further qualitative analyses, in the next chapter, can shed light onto this. 
In examining occurrences of strategies, this chapter also assists in identifying extraneous 
strategies. These extraneous strategies have also been qualitatively analysed. In line with 
Aczel's (1998) suggestion, learning may occur possibly because learners try to improve 
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strategies. The analysis of extraneous strategies in section 6.5 has offered evidence that 
instantiation plays a role in improving a strategy. This is further examined in the next 
chapter. 
This initial quantitative analysis has helped in identifying the strategies that vary between 
instantiations when the task is the same. The following chapter reports qualitative analysis 
undertaken to address the other research hypotheses more fully: 
" Learners' choice of strategies depends not just on the standard external 
representations given but also on the instantiation. 
" Mental constructions of images with graphical representations vary between 
instantiations. 
9 Attention paid with each standard external representation varies between 
instantiations. 
" Expression of inferences varies depending on the instantiation. 
Possible answers to these questions are presented in the next chapter. 
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7 INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF GAZES, ACTIONS, 
UTTERANCES AND SKETCHES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter presented evidence that there were certain differences in time spent 
to task completion, numbers of participants with correct answers, frequencies with which 
participants used certain strategies, and durations of time spent looking at each external 
representation. This chapter presents qualitative analysis in order to examine the 
relationships between instantiations and strategies further. It examines the strategies used 
by the participants as evidenced by their gazes, actions, utterances and sketches. In 
particular, this chapter attempts to explain why learners choose and change their 
strategies. 
Five main explanations of differences in strategies are presented. These are consistent 
with the quantitative claims made in the previous chapter. Results concerning the 
differences in representation-specific strategies, variations of strategies for expressing 
inferences, the connection between interactivity and imagery, the differences in attention 
paid to parts of external representations, and some difficulties related to external 
representation and interactivity are presented. This chapter also illustrates how 
participants change strategies in solving a given task. The chapter concludes by relating 
the findings and evidence from the quantitative and qualitative analyses. 
7.2 DIFFERENCES IN REPRESENTATION-SPECIFIC 
STRATEGIES IN THE ROOT TASK BETWEEN 
INSTANTIATIONS 
This section explores differences in strategy use which are related to external 
representations in the simple task (the Root task). The earlier analysis (section 6.3) 
showed a difference in the strategies, particularly the algebraic-related ones, used for 
different instantiations for this task. Therefore, the qualitative analysis was used to 
address the hypothesis that learners' choice of strategies depend not just on the standard 
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external representations given but also on the instantiation. The analysis of 
representation-specific strategies presented in this section does reveal that there are some 
strategies associated only with certain types of representations; and that there are 
differences in the application of some of these strategies. 
7.2.1 MAIN FINDING 
It is evident in the simple task that more participants apparently use algebraic-related 
strategies in Dynamic than in the other two instantiations. This suggests that although 
participants may use algebraic strategies in one type of instantiation, they do not use the 
same strategy in another type of instantiation. The application of algebraic-related 
strategies is different between instantiations. Instantiation also appears to influence which 
aspects of representations participants focus on. There is also evidence that the capability 
to input equations to generate many external representations quickly overwhelms 
participants. 
7.2.2 EVIDENCE 
First, all the apparent representation-specific strategies identified are presented in the 
Timeline Visualisations shown in Figure 7-1 to show that algebraic-related strategies 
were used more in Dynamic than in Static and in Interactive. There is a difference in the 
number of participants using algebraic-related strategies between instantiations. Also, the 
Timeline analysis shows that graphic-related strategies are apparent in all the three types 
of instantiations. Roughly the same number of participants used graphic-related strategies 
across instantiations. 
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Figure 7-1 Representation-specific strategies under Root task grouped by 
instantiation 
Table 7-1 shows the representation-specific strategies chosen by each of the participants 
in the Root task between instantiations. This easily shows that all of the participants in 
Dynamic used at least one algebraic-related strategy. The number of participants who 
used algebraic-related strategies varies between instantiations, although the numbers of 
participants are too small to establish statistical significance. 
Then, the integrated video data show that algebraic-related strategies were applied 
differently depending on the type of instantiation. The data also show that there is no 
apparent difference in the integrated analysis of gazes, actions, utterances and sketches in 
using graphic-related strategies across instantiations (see Appendix D). In contrast, there 
is a difference in the actions performed in using numeric-related strategies apparent 
across instantiations. 
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Table 7-1 Strategies chosen by each participant in the Root task 
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TOTAL- 1 1 2 5 6 1 4 
Dynamic P3     
(DR) P4    
P8      
P17      
P16       
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TOTAL- 2 2 3 4 3 5 4 3 
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SR - Static Root task 
DR - Dynamic Root task 
IR - Interactive Root task 
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Numeric-trial (appeared in all instantiations) 
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(P2 copied the mimben down on the 
Tablet PC and operates on them) 
Figure 7-2 A Numeric-trial strategy in Static 
The numeric-trial strategy is characterised by participants' application of some arithmetic 
operations on the numbers or by their comparison of numeric values. The participants 
operated on and compared numbers differently between Dynamic and non-Dynamic 
instantiations. In non-Dynamic, two observations were apparent: the participants just 
copied the numbers down, then directly applied numerical computations (Figure 7-2) or 
copied the numbers in a tabular form before operating on them. (Note that the participants 
who copied the numbers in a tabular form are the participants mentioned in the numeric- 
algebraic strategy below). These similarities in the use of numeric-trial strategy between 
Static and Interactive were not apparent in Dynamic. 
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Figure 7-3 Numeric-trial strategy 
In Dynamic (the example given in Figure 7-3b), the participants were observed entering 
numeric values one-at-a-time and then looking at the corresponding resulting values. 
Then, they made inferences after looking at each numerical value they entered. 
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Figure 7-4 Numeric-algebraic strategy 
Numeric-algebraic (appeared in all instantiations) 
Chapter 6 reported a noticeable difference in the number of participants using the 
numeric-algebraic strategy between instantiations. Four participants used this strategy in 
Dynamic. There are also two participants who used this strategy (numeric-algebraic 
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strategy) in `non-Dynamic' (i. e. Static and Interactive) but were observed using the 
strategy on the Tablet PC. The participants used this strategy similarly between 
instantiations. They wrote the numbers on the Tablet PC in a `table-like' manner (see 
Figure 7-4a and Figure 7-4c, Participants P15 and P18) and then created an algebraic rule. 
However, these two participants, in non-Dynamic, used the other numeric-related strategy 
(numeric trial presented above) differently from others receiving the same instantiation as 
theirs in non-Dynamic instantiations. 
Almost all of the participants in Dynamic use at least one of the two numeric-related 
strategies, whereas only one participant each in Static and Interactive did so. These two 
numeric-related strategies are used similarly between instantiations. However, the two 
participants in non-Dynamic who used these two strategies are observed using the 
strategies with the aid of the Tablet PC. Those two participants did not work with the 
software alone, unlike the other participants in non-Dynamic. 
In addition to support the difference in strategy use between instantiations, the analysis of 
one algebraic-related strategy (i. e. algebraic-graphic) that only appeared in Dynamic, 
suggests that the strategy can be difficult to use in non-Dynamic instantiations. The 
results show that some algebraic-related strategies (i. e. algebraic-chunking and graphic- 
algebraic) are used similarly to each other when the instantiation is the same but 
differently between instantiations. The participants tend to relate the different external 
mathematical representations in the same way within each instantiation. When the ways 
they related external mathematical representations are compared between instantiations, a 
variation is found. This is supported by the use of another two algebraic-related strategies 
(i. e. algebraic-manipulation and numeric-algebraic strategies). 
Further detailed evidence is presented below. 
The participants who used the algebraic-chunking and the graphic-algebraic strategies 
within each instantiation were found to be consistent in terms of. how they related 
equations to a graph, and the part of the algebraic representations they focused at. The 
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data show that participants seem to link the graph to the overall form of equations (in 
Static: the change from `simple' to `complex' equation was linked to the graph); to the 
numerical parts of equations (in Dynamic: the movement of the two graphs was related to 
the change in the coefficients); and to the `signs' of the parts of equations (in Interactive: 
the change in the `signs' of the terms of two equations was also related to the change in 
the graph). 
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Figure 7-5 A comparison of the way an Algebraic-chunking strategy was used 
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Figure 7-6 A comparison of the way a Graphic- algebraic strategy was used 
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Algebraic-chunking and graphic-algebraic strategies (appeared in all instantiations) 
The results show a difference in the application of the algebraic-chunking and the 
graphic-algebraic strategies. The algebraic-chunking strategy is characterised as an event 
when participants interpret and relate parts of an algebraic representation. Figure 7-5 
shows the participants' use of this strategy. The graphic-algebraic strategy is identified as 
an event when participants link graphic and algebraic representations to construct a 
symbolisation for the information available in a graph (Figure 7-6). 
The participants who used this strategy in Dynamic focused on one thing (the numeric 
value of the coefficients), whereas both the participants who used this strategy in 
Interactive instantiation focused on something else (the signs of the coefficients). In Static 
(Figure 7-5a), the only participant who used this strategy described how the original 
equation changed from one form to another. It was apparent that the equation was viewed 
as `simple' when it is taking a `short form' (e. g. y= x^3) and viewed as `complex' when 
the equation is taking a `long form' (e. g. y= 3x^3 - 2x^2 + 3x - 7). The terms, `simple 
equation' and `complex equation', were referred to in similar ways by other participants. 
In Dynamic (Figure 7-5b), the algebraic-chunking strategy was used by changing some 
alpha-numeric inputs. It was observed that the participants who used the algebraic- 
chunking strategy in Dynamic, expressed inferences after changing a coefficient of a term 
of a `cubic equation'. For example, if they entered `y = 4x^3', they changed `4' with 
another number several times before they uttered an inference. In Interactive (Figure 7- 
5c), the two participants who used this strategy both described the change in the signs of 
the coefficients of two equations. The description was given after changing one of the 
graphs by dragging some points along the `horizontal-axis'. In all events coded as 
graphic-algebraic in Interactive (also in algebraic-chunking in Interactive), there was one 
specific graphical representation that no participant changed (i. e. the graphical point of 
rotation, which is at the point of origin (0,0)). 
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Algebraic graphic and algebraic-manipulation (mostly appeared in Dynamic) 
The results also indicate that some strategies can be difficult to carry out in non-Dynamic 
instantiations. The algebraic-graphic strategy, for example, is a strategy identified as an 
event when participants modify equations in the light of the information gained by 
comparing successive graphs. In all the occurrences of this strategy, the participants used 
the strategy by changing the equations several times before they made an inference (e. g. 
Figure 7-7). In their inferences, they related whatever change they noticed in the equation 
to the graph of the function. Another algebraic-related strategy that did not appear across 
instantiations was the algebraic-manipulation strategy. This strategy is identified when 
participants work or operate on equations or algebraic expressions; or when they translate 
a problem statement to algebraic assignments and equations. Three participants used 
algebraic-manipulation in Dynamic whilst only one participant used this strategy in 
Static. In all the events coded, the participants were observed using the strategy by 
manipulating algebraic equations/expressions on the Tablet PC. In the examples given, 
one was operating on symbols (Figure 7-8a) whilst in the other example, manipulations of 
algebra consisted of text (Figure 7-8b). It appears that the algebraic-manipulation strategy 
is used in similar ways by the three participants in Dynamic and the participant in Static. 
The strategy was used with the aid of the Tablet PC. Also, it is important to note that the 
participant who used this strategy spent more time working with the Tablet PC than using 
the software in Static. 
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7.2.3 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
The difference in the number of participants using certain strategies and the difference in 
the application of the strategies found between instantiations can be explained in various 
ways. 
One interpretation of the finding that some of the algebraic-related strategies (e. g. 
algebraic-graphic) that were used only in Dynamic are that such strategies are easier to 
use in Dynamic than in non-Dynamic instantiations. For example, the algebraic-graphic 
strategy can be used in non-Dynamic instantiations. However, to do so requires 
participants to ignore the representation provided and construct their own. Participants 
could work on the Tablet PC to modify an equation and then graph it manually. In order 
to be able to make a comparison, participants would need to construct at least two graphs 
manually, and that requires algebraic manipulation. As presented above, the data show 
that only one participant attempted to use this strategy in Static. Manual construction of 
graphs demands time, as suggested by Elliot et al. (2000), and this overhead can put 
learners off using such a strategy. 
P1 (Static): I'm trying to think why you get that solution when you rotated it but 
that might take me one day (laughed) (00: 05: 51: 00) 
Weigand (1991) and Weigand and Weller (2001) claim that learners view graphs like 
pictures when the instantiation quickly generate many graphs in a short time because the 
number of graphs learners need to process cognitively is overwhelming them. An 
example of viewing a graph as picture is describing it as a shape like `rounded' as 
opposed to interpreting the mathematical properties of a graph. There are more equations 
used in this research than that of Weigand and Weller's studies where only one equation 
were shown at a time. In this research, in Dynamic instantiation, participants can quickly 
change the graphs through simple alpha-numeric input. The external representations 
included changes in two equations and also numerical representations. Watching the 
videos revealed that participants also experienced difficulty in interpreting the equations. 
Since it is easy to change and generate graphs and equations in this type of instantiation, 
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participants tended to use algebraic-related strategies. However, the findings above 
suggest that participants also seemed to view equations in a pictorial way. Their 
utterances suggest that when the equation is short (in terms of the amount of text 
displayed in relation to the width of the rectangular text field in which an equation can be 
typed) many referred to the equation as being `simple'; and when the equation is long, 
they referred to it as `complex'. In other words, each equation was interpreted in terms of 
how long it looked, as opposed to in terms of its mathematical properties. 
In Dynamic, participants focused on the numerical coefficients of the equations and 
linked them to the graph. This is perhaps related to the actions required in Dynamic 
instantiation. This sequence of actions involved inputting equations and the numbers, and 
then seeing the graphical representations generated. The instantiation can therefore show 
the effect of the change of one numerical input on the graph. So for example, in Figure 
7-6 in Dynamic, P4 entered an equation xA3 +2 and a point of rotation (0,0). The 
software shows both the resulting rotated graph and the corresponding equation x^3-2. 
P4 then related the change in the graph to the change in the numbers in the equations. 
P4 (Dynamic): x^3 +2 and if I rotate around (0,0)... it goes down this way and 
that becomes x^3 -2... That's interesting... (00: 04: 00: 05) 
This is also supported by the participants' actions in using a numeric-trial strategy. 
Because the software can return resulting numerical representations based on an input, 
participants used the software as an aid in doing their mental calculations. 
P3: I will try different values for the coordinates... that gives me similar... similar 
effect but the solutions are bigger... it seems to be doubled... adding on... seems 
to double the x coordinate (00: 07: 18: 06) 
A particular cognitive benefit of the Dynamic instantiation compared to the Static 
instantiation, according to Rogers and Scaife (1996), is its capability of `dyna-linking' the 
process of linking and manipulating representations at the interface, which helps learners 
to visualise at different levels of abstraction. What seems to be happening is that 
participants relate their alphanumeric input to the other representations. However, a 
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different effect of dyna-linking was found when participants can manipulate the graphs 
and relate it to algebraic representations. This was observed in the Interactive 
instantiation. 
In Interactive, the results show that the participants noted changes in the signs of the 
coefficients in two equations and related these changes to a graphical representation. In 
this particular software, the required action is different from Static and Dynamic. The 
software has initial representations to start with: an equation, a numerical coordinate and 
an equivalent graph of this equation. They can change the graph and the numerical 
coordinate, however, the participants were found to pay particular attention to the default 
display. 
P6 (Interactive): Err... Looking at the old function and now looking at the actual 
equation I mean the new function it's the same aside from the fact that the sign has 
changed from the actual value... (00: 01: 36: 02) 
Because the initial rotation point was set to be the origin, the effect of the rotation is to 
change the sign. Rather than focusing on the absolute distances of the graphical 
coordinates, which was found happening in Static, participants focused on the numerical 
coefficients in Interactive. Had the default rotation point been elsewhere, the effect of the 
rotation would have been other than the change in sign. This indicates that the position of 
graphical points, in this particular case a distinct point location and as an initial location 
of a `draggable' representation, can influence learners' strategy. This corroborates the 
findings of Dunham and Osborne (1991) that learners have a tendency to focus on distinct 
points. Also, instead of looking at the representations in a pictorial way (Weigand, 1991, 
Weigand and Weller, 2001), having to manipulate graphs and to notice simultaneous 
change to other forms of representation can draw their attention to other representations. 
This is somewhat similar to a split-attention effect (Mayer and Moreno, 1998). 
There were some participants who used algebraic-related strategies in Static and in 
Interactive instantiations. However, these participants dismissed working on the computer 
and used algebraic-related strategies with the aid of the Tablet PC. The facility of 
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manipulating equations is difficult to do in Static and Interactive instantiations. This lends 
support the finding of Weigand (1991) and Weigand and Weller (2001) that learners with 
preference for algebraic representations may not feel comfortable working with a 
computer. Thus, they preferred to work on the Tablet PC (Pirie, 1996) rather than using 
the software alone. 
The results above support the hypothesis that learners' choice of strategies depend not just 
on the standard external representations given but also on the instantiation. 
7.3 IMAGERY AND INTERACTIVITY 
The hypothesis related to imagery is that externalised mental construction of images 
varies between instantiations. With the digital approach, it was possible to identify a 
range of imagining strategies which externalised learners' construction of mental images. 
The results presented in this section are about the use of imagining strategies based on the 
complex tasks, Chord and Tangent tasks that predominantly elicited graphic-related 
strategies since there are only few imagining strategies that occurred in the simple task 
(the Root task). However, it also illustrates how imagining strategies are used in the 
simple task. 
7.3.1 MAIN FINDING 
The analysis shows that the type of instantiation can influence learners' use of imagining 
strategies. The results presented in the previous chapter suggest that the time participants 
spend with the task when they are using imagining strategies varies between 
instantiations. In this chapter, it is found that the time spent, the number of occurrences, 
and the choice of strategies related to imagining vary between Interactive and non- 
Interactive instantiations. It is also found that participants appear to apply imagining 
strategies differently depending on the number of external representations being 
manipulated. Participants tend to use their eyes or mouse in manipulating one external 
representation at a time; their hands in manipulating or comparing manipulations of two 
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representations at the same time; and use pen and paper in comparing more than two 
manipulated representations. 
7.3.2 EVIDENCE 
The Timeline analysis of imagining strategies of particular participants to show example 
of their choices between Static and Interactive. This is followed by the presentation of 
imagining strategies related to gestures, gazes, and sketches. 
Occurrences of imagining strategies chosen Chord task 
In inspecting the Timeline Visualisation of imagining strategies for every participant, in 
the Chord and Tangent tasks, the analysis revealed that: the time spent, as indicated by the 
length of occurrence of the strategy, the number of occurrence; and the use of different 
types of imagining appear to vary between Interactive and non-Interactive instantiations. 
For example, Figure 7-9 shows that P16 used three different kinds of imagining strategies 
in Static whereas only two in Interactive. In addition, there were more imagining 
strategies that occurred in Static than in Interactive. Also, the length of time, as indicated 
by the length of the Timelines, seemed shorter in Static than in Interactive. A similar kind 
of situation can be seen for P8 and P 10 (see other Timelines in Appendix F). 
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P8° 
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P13 Im 
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P6    
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Figure 7-9 A comparison of participants imagining strategies in the complex tasks 
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Imagining strategies for `drawing and moving' graphical representations 
Using the analysis technique, it was possible to capture some situations when participants 
visualise. These situations below are examples of participants' use of imagining 
strategies. The participants were identified using the strategies to draw' and `to move' 
graphical representations. The graphical representations that they were `drawing and 
moving' in Static, also sometimes in Dynamic, are the external representations that they 
cannot manipulate. 
When they move or draw a representation one at a time, they were observed using either 
gaze-drawing strategy or mouse-drawing strategy. In the two tasks, for non-Interactive 
instantiations (i. e. Static and Dynamic), participants were found using the gaze-drawing 
strategy as if drawing lines using their eyes. In watching the gaze video, it was observed 
that P 1's gazes were moving within the contour of the cubic graph. The gaze movement is 
depicted like lines being drawn from a point along the curve to another point, one by one. 
As this kind of gaze imagining occurred, participants uttered lines like the ones in the 
examples (e. g. Figure 7-10). The same situation was found happening in visualising 
images using the mouse. The mouse pointer was observed being used like lines being 
drawn (e. g. Figure 7-11). 
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2. A lB 100.1 ': '0: 1 
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4A 4B 
SA e. e PI: The isi hest and lowest it can go 
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bill if it tends to 117r! )]lll'... 
t. A IB that's 801111[1 
keep stretching the midpoint 
a. A 96 111) 0111(1 UI). 
lOA 108 
Choos. 1M n. ot'Igor. by rIrcking my of tM tMtor" o dw agh side Mor. ti. 
(1110 
Figure 7-10 A Gaze-drawing strategy 
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i ".. -. P12: So there must be a point 
C 03 0" ber eon there and there... 
-e. o -o0 
Figure 7-11 A Mouse-drawing strategy 
There were situations when they had to move an object and compare it with another 
object. Some participants were observed using their hand like a `place-holder', hence, a 
gesture-drawing strategy. In all the events identified as a gesture-drawing, the participants 
were observed using the strategy in a similar way. Figure 7-12 shows some typical 
examples where participants use their hand to gesture a drawing of a line, comparing it 
with a line or some lines on the screen. 
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Figure 7-12 Typical gesture-drawing strategy 
In situations when participants had to relate many objects or the picture of the results of 
moving different objects, some were observed using a pen-drawing strategy (Figure 
7-13). A pen-drawing strategy is an event when participants imagine the behaviour of a 
graph by sketching. Nobody began imagining using the pen-drawing strategy. What 
usually happened is that they use other imagining strategies first and then at some point, 
they would dismiss looking at the screen on work on the Tablet PC. The participants were 
observed using this strategy to draw some lines. In the examples presented below, one 
participant (P1) drew lines after a series of gaze-drawing and mouse-drawing strategies. 
Also, P12 did the same in another task. 
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Figure 7-13 A pen-drawing strategy 
The mental-drawing is characterised as an event when participants construct a mental 
representation and verbalises them. In the example given (Figure 7-14), it was difficult to 
tell whether the participant (P18) was doing a gaze-drawing strategy because the 
participant quickly looked at another figure. There were also some situations where there 
were indications when some participants can manipulate the graph in their head. In the 
other example below (Figure 7-15), the participant (P1) was able to tell what would 
happen to an object when it moves towards another object. There was neither any 
indication of indication of gaze-drawing nor a mouse-drawing that depicted what was 
being said. There is not enough evidence to compare this strategy with the other 
strategies. 
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Figure 7-14 A mental-drawing strategy in the Chord task 
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Figure 7-15 A mental-drawing strategy in the Tangent task 
Imagining strategies in the simple task, the Root task 
There were only a few imagining strategies that appeared in the Root task. The imagining 
strategies were applied differently. They used the imagining strategies to picture a 
perceived new location' of a graphical representation that appeared on the screen relative 
to its current location. The participants using this strategy in the Root task were found 
looking at something that is not there. They used this strategy in predicting where a 
graphical point will appear. A typical example is shown in Figure 7-16 below. In the 
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example, three fixations were seen exactly superimposed on the parts of the screen which 
the participant referred to as "getting the same three". 
mgu to 
Choose the n. +t Ilqur. by c IIctrp Ony 04 th. oultom 01 he rigu . M. 
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Figure 7-16 A sample of the gaze-drawing strategy in the Root task 
Some used the mouse-drawing similar to the gaze-drawing above. Aside from the said 
usage, the participants were also identified observed using the mouse-drawing to depict 
moments of counting 'units' on the graphical representations (Figure 7-17). 
(00 10.14.111 
P6: Taken ? 11'olu Mai orte.. o/lc' No 
.,., three 
four... oh rro that 's =cro 
three... one tiro three... 
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umber of distance rnvrn, 1troni a 
-4"b-wI pol pit) 
Figure 7-17 A sample mouse-drawing strategy in the Root task 
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Some participants were observed using their hands to illustrate how the graph moved 
about the rotation point (Figure 7-18) and how a graphical point moved along the 
horizontal axis. The data show that the gesture-drawing was used to describe the 
movement of a graph. In this example below, P4 was observed placing her hands on the 
contour of one graph. She moved her hand in a circular manner as if rotating the entire 
graph, manipulating the graph in 'space' and moved the graph to its `new location'. 
I)rniamnic 
ßi0.00.55. i 
T'4 moved her hands in a circular 
i1nUPrl 
' 1. It is going to go... If it rotort's I 
i;, dred eight degrees it i. s nºovi), g 
is 1rmv . moving this wm"... 
I r/ii))k it 
; 101 '! )11! 0 70 t177. IýIc e to 11111(11 
Figure 7-18 A typical gesture-drawing strategy used in the Root task 
7.3.3 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
The results above show that participants choose imagining strategies differently between 
instantiations. Having been presented with a Static instantiation initially, the participants 
then chose different imagining strategies when they were presented with a Dynamic or 
Interactive instantiation. The time spent also varied. In Static, the evidence shows that 
participants use imagining strategies to draw objects. It seemed that the kind of drawing 
that they were doing, in Static, was being done by the animation features in Dynamic and 
the dragging feature in Interactive. For example, in the Chord task in Static, participants 
were observed using their eyes to depict the movement of a fixed graphical point. The 
participants do not need to do this in Dynamic or in Interactive because they can animate 
or manipulate objects. This suggests that the animation feature in Dynamic and the 
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draggable objects feature in Interactive take the place of some of the imagining strategies 
used in the instantiation. Learners have been found to experience difficulty in 
constructing multiple images to create a moving image mentally (Ardac and Akaygun, 
2005). Thus, visualisation difficulty may have been lessened when the instantiation is 
Interactive. 
There seems to be a progression in using imagining strategies. Participants typically begin 
using either a gaze-drawing or mouse-drawing strategy. They attempt to stick with the 
two strategies first but when these strategies fail they shift to the other imagining 
strategies, such as gesture or pen-drawing. When a participant starts with an immediate 
inference about visual images using mental-drawing or without any indication of using 
the other imagining strategies, it seems that they have experienced this drawing situation 
before and may have gained expertise in manipulating visuals in their head. The evidence 
shows that participants use their eyes or the mouse to draw objects one by one; and then, 
they try to make an inference after several gaze or mouse drawing attempts. When they 
want to compare the objects on the screen with another object, they seem to use gesture to 
create an object as a basis for doing the comparison. It seems that when participants used 
a pen-drawing strategy, they were comparing or trying to make sense of many objects. 
This is difficult to do with gesture, eyes or mouse. This situation arose when participants 
decided to stop looking at the screen and work on the Tablet PC for some time. On the 
Tablet PC, they sketched and concretised what they had been imagining using their eyes, 
their hands, or the mouse. 
The sequence of using imagining strategy from eye or mouse to gesture or pen may be 
related to increasing cognitive offloading. It could be speculated that the use of different 
imagining strategies to move objects either visually, mentally, or by external action is an 
indication where difficulty with visualisation is happening because learners have been 
found to experience difficulty in constructing images mentally and that certain interactive 
features can reduce this difficulty (Ardac and Akaygun, 2005). Learners have been found 
to experience difficulty in visualising movements of graphical representations (Lowe, 
2003). So, in tackling computer-based representations, before learners use gesture and 
pen to address their difficulty in visualising movement of graphical representations, they 
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have the option to use the mouse or their mind. In the videos of gazes and screen capture, 
it was possible to tell that this was the case. Godin-Meadow et al. (2001) suggest that 
gesture reduces cognitive load and also Cox (1999) suggest that the construction of 
representation in paper is a kind of offloading mental animation difficulty. The evidence 
presented above shows that some of the gesture was used to create a visual image of a 
graphical representation and pen-drawing used to capture movement, of graphs viewed on 
the screen, on paper. 
Nevertheless it could be argued that some gestures may have been constructed by the 
participants as a form of communicative device to explain what they mean to the 
researcher. However, when participants made their gesture-drawing, the data record 
appears to suggest that they were involved with the task and using the gesture to explain 
something to themselves rather than explaining themselves to the researcher. On 
occasions participants did not show any use of strategies like gaze-drawing, mouse- 
drawing, or gesture and pen-drawing: one interpretation of this is that the participants 
have experienced the kind of representations before and they could probably easily create 
a mental picture in their head. This would be an indication of `expertise'. 
7.4 ATTENTION PAID TO REPRESENTATIONS 
In section 7.2, the use of representation-specific strategies was seen to vary between 
instantiation in the simple task. The qualitative analyses in section 7.2 also show that 
participants' gazes to numeric, algebraic and graphic representations vary between 
instantiations. This section further addresses these findings and also provides more 
evidence that can support the hypothesis that attention paid with each standard external 
representation varies between instantiations. It seems that the different kinds of 
interactions in different instantiations encouraged participants to focus their attention on 
different aspects of the given representations. This section shows participants paid 
different attention to graphs and numbers. The comparisons are on the two prominent 
strategies that are mostly used: graph-wise and graphic-numeric in the two given tasks 
that apparently elicited only graphic-related strategies. 
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7.4.1 MAIN FINDING 
In the previous chapter, it was noted that attention to external representations varies 
between instantiations within the complex tasks and that participants tend to pay much 
attention to graphical representations. Further qualitative analysis, as evidenced by 
scanpaths (see below), shows that the majority of attention is given to the graph but 
varying the instantiation given, can direct attention to important aspects of a graph, and 
can also direct attention to other representations. 
In Static, participants tended to focus their attention on representations that they perceived 
would change and the corresponding areas where a perceived movement of that change is 
going to happen. For example, if they expect a point to move towards the right, their 
gazes will occupy that right-side area. In Dynamic, participants' attention focused on 
entry and output. Whilst in Interactive, the focus of attention is on what is being 
manipulated (e. g. a point being dragged about). 
7.4.2 EVIDENCE 
First, examples of the analysis in illustrating gazes to representations in Static is 
presented; and then followed by the analysis in Dynamic instantiation. The evidence gives 
indication on how attention paid to representations relates to how participants tackle 
graph representations and strategy use. 
Attention paid to representations in Static 
In Static, the participants paid attention to the overall appearance of the graph. They 
tended to describe the graph in terms of how the graph appears as in the example given in 
Figure 7-19. As the participant looked at the graph, P18 used the graph-wise strategy by 
giving his perception of how the graph would appear. 
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Figure 7-19 A description of a graph based on the attention given to its appearance 
At times when participants pay attention a particular element of the graph, in Static, the 
participants used the graph-wise strategy to describe a perceived movement of a graphical 
element. In the particular example (Figure 7-20), the participant described the movement 
of a graphical point either left to right or going up to going down. 
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Figure 7-20 A description of movement of a graphical representation 
The participants also paid attention to the graph and numbers when they use a graphic- 
numeric strategy. The participants, in Static, matched the numbers with the corresponding 
graphical equivalent (Figure 7-21). In the example, when the participant looked at an 
ordered number pair (-2,3), she also looked at the corresponding graphical point. P1 did 
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this for each of the numerical representations and tried to come up with an inference 
about the two representations. 
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Figure 7-21 Attention paid to the graph and number 
The participants also used the graphic-numeric in Static, by inspecting the number in the 
ordered pair and relating it to a perceived location on the graph when the number was 
changed. This number corresponds to the number that can be entered in Dynamic and also 
the number that changes, in Interactive, when a graphical point is dragged about the 
screen. In the example below (Figure 7-22), P13 was observed making sense of how the 
graph would change if the number (1,0) changes. 
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Figure 7-22 Attention paid to two corresponding representations 
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Attention paid to representations in Dynamic 
In Dynamic, the participants paid attention to the details of the graph in relation to its 
scale, axis, and appearance. They tended to inspect the details of the graph as the graph is 
being animated or when they change the zoom-scale. In the example below (Figure 7-23), 
the participant zoomed in the graph. P3 was observed changing the numerical inputs 
several times, and then he looked at the graphical counterpart before an inference was 
made. P3 entered numbers that changes the graph as it gets closer and closer to a certain 
position on the screen. 
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Figure 7-23 Attention paid to change in scale 
Sometimes participants do not play the animation, rather, they input numbers 
successively. The participants pay attention to the graph after a numerical entry. The 
description of a graphical point was given every after numerical input. In the example 
below (Figure 7-24), P4 entered a number then looked at the graph, and then she entered 
another number and then looked at the graph again. She described what happened to the 
graph as the numbers changed. 
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Figure 7-24 Sequence of attention given to graphs and numbers 
Also, in Dynamic. participants paid attention to representations when they were making a 
connection between the numerical inputs and the movement that graph makes (Figure 
7-25). Their gazes revealed that as a graphical point is moving, they also gazed at the 
corresponding numerical representation of that point. P4's eye-marks observed following 
a moving graphical point. She looked at the numbers once in a while whilst watching the 
animation. She described what she perceived was happening. 
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Figure 7-25 Attention given to a graph and an automatically changing display 
There were events when participants in Dynamic recorded the numbed entered using the 
software, on the Tablet PC. The participant compared the numbers they recorded on the 
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Tablet PC with what was entered on the screen, similar to the example given below 
(Figure 7-26). 
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Figure 7-26 Attention given to recorded representations 
Attention paid to representations in Interactive 
In Interactive, the participants inspected the graph by manipulating points that they can 
drag. It was observed that participant heavily paid attention on the graph alone. Then, 
they described the graphs' appearance. Below typical examples when participants use a 
graph-wise strategy (Figure 7-27). They get too involved dragging objects about the 
screen as represented by the mouse clicks. They tended to ignore the changes happening 
in the other representations as they interact with the graph. The description of the graph is 
given as the participants moved a graphical point. 
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Figure 7-27 Attention on graphs whilst ignoring other representations 
When participants use a graphic-numeric strategy, in Interactive, they tended to focus on 
the movement that a graphical point first and then they looked at the numbers as they drag 
the graphical point. The comparison between the numbers and the graphs were made as 
they move the graphical point. Similar to Figure 7-28 below, P6 shifted his attention to 
the numbers from the graph. P6 initially looked at a point on the graph, and then dragged 
it around. Then, his gaze concentrated on the numbers ignoring what was happening on 
the graph as indicated by the eye-marks. The same kind of situation was observed with 
P15 (below of Figure 7-28). P15 was observed tracing a shape by dragging a point 
vertically. Whilst doing it, she tried to keep the number constant as she moved the point. 
P15 failed in establishing a pattern based on the actions she did. 
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Figure 7-2H Attention given to a graph and numbers one at a time 
7.4.3 INTERl RF: T: ATION AND DISCI SSIUVN 
In section 6 . 2. the quantitative evidence shows that participants used graphic-related 
strategies prominently in completing the complex tasks. The evidence above shows that 
although participants did not use algebraic-related strategies or numeric-related strategies, 
their gazes, in using graphic-related strategies, vary between instantiations. Other 
empirical studies have shown that learners prefer graphical representations over algebraic 
or numeric (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998; Villarreal, 2000). It seems that in Static, 
participants typically paid attention to the graph first and described its overall appearance. 
This may mean that when MERs are shown to participants, participants start attending to 
representations that they prefer. Participants then tend to use the other representations 
(numbers or equations) to supplement what they are seeing on the graph. 
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When different representations are presented in different forms, according to Mayer and 
Moreno (1998), split-attention might occur. A split-attention effect was seen happening in 
Dynamic and in Interactive; when participants either animate or drag certain objects. 
Otero, Rogers and du Boulay claim that manipulability can influence the attention 
learners pay to representations. However, two different kinds of findings can be 
associated with attention to representations being affected by the type of instantiation. 
The first was in Dynamic: participants paid attention to input and then to the output and 
also to the moving part of the graph and gazed at the other representations (depending on 
which ones were changing). It seemed that depending on the interactivity, there was a 
sequence of attending to representations (c. f. Jones and Scaife, 2000). The other kind of 
split-attention was in Interactive: participants paid attention to the graph first and then 
after dragging they tended to look at the other representations that had changed. 
7.5 VARIATION OF STRATEGIES FOR EXPRESSING 
INFERENCES 
The hypothesis considered in this section is that expression of inferences varies 
depending on the instantiation. The sequence of operation required due to the design of 
the computer-based MERs may also impact on the strategy that learners may apply. The 
three re-representing strategies identified were visual, textual and symbolic. These 
strategies are also related to external representations offered to the participants and since 
there are differences found in the use of representation-specific strategies as presented 
above (chapter 6 section 3), differences in the use of re-representing strategies can also 
therefore be expected to appear. Participants' recorded inferences are compared between 
instantiations. The main finding is presented first followed by some examples of 
inferences that provide evidence for the finding. The rest of the participants' written 
conjectures are given in Appendix E. 
7.5.1 MAIN FINDING 
Instantiation influences the way participants express their inferences. For example, in the 
Root task, if the instantiation is Static or Interactive, participants tend to make inferences 
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that refer to graphs; however, in Dynamic, the inferences tend to be algebraic. In the other 
two tasks, if the instantiation is Dynamic or Interactive, participants tend to re-represent 
the `movement' that a graphical representation makes; however, in Static, the inferences 
tend to represent the final perceived picture. 
7.5.2 EVIDENCE 
Screen capture of participants' recorded inferences is presented by task. The writing and 
sketching of the inferences in figures below are seen happening in real-time by watching 
the Tablet PC screen capture replay. The analysis of the writing video was also related to 
the action and gaze video. 
Variation of inferences in the Root task between instantiations 
In one of the tasks, the Root task, there is no evidence of visual re-representing strategies 
in Static. The constructed inferences were all in text. As reported earlier in section 6.2, 
participants' final conjectures were all correct in Static. Ilowever, their inferences were 
about descriptions of the graphical appearances. Five out of the six participants described 
either the graphical distances between two graphical points or stated that the points are 
reflections of each other. Two examples of these kinds of inferences are presented in 
Figure 7-29. 
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Figure 7-29 Written inferences for the Root task in Static 
There was one participant atypical to the other five above. The atypical participant, in 
Static, arrived at an algebraic rule in the final conjecture (Figure 7-31). Unlike the 
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participants who concentrated working with the software, this participant dismissed 
looking at the screen and worked closely on the Tablet PC. 
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Figure 7-30 Written inferences of an atypical participant in the Root task in Static 
In Dynamic, the participants' constructed representations were a mixture of symbols, text 
and graphs/arrow diagrams. Similar to the atypical participants above, all six participants 
in the Dynamic condition ended up with algebraic conjectures. Four out of six came up 
with a correct conjecture. Some expressed their conjectures in words whilst others in 
algebraic symbolisations (Figure 7-30). Nobody seemed to express their written 
inferences using visual strategy. The participants in Dynamic, however, did not totally 
dismissed working with the software rather, they were observed using the software to try 
out some numbers and worked out the calculation based on their numerical inputs. 
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Figure 7-31 Written inferences for the Root task in Dynamic 
In Interactive, the participants' constructed inferences were a combination of text and 
symbols but did not include graphs (Figure 7-32). Despite of this, most of the participants 
(4 out of 6), in the Interactive condition, came up with conjectures in graphic descriptions 
whilst others (2 out of 6) came up with conjectures based on algebraic rule. The two 
participants who arrived with an algebraic conjecture were also considered as atypical to 
others in Interactive because they came up with an algebraic rule by working with the 
Tablet PC. 
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Figure 7-32 Written inferences for the Root task in Interactive 
Variation of inferences in the Chord task between instantiations 
For the chord task, the difference found between instantiations is in the use of point-wise 
in making inferences. Many participants in Static and Interactive related their inferences 
to certain discrete points of a graph but not in Dynamic. The details of the analysis are 
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presented below. In the Chord task, no symbolic re-representing strategy was apparent. 
The textual and visual re-representing strategies appeared across instantiations. In the 
Chord task, the results show that there is a difference in the written inferences between 
instantiations. Although nobody answered the task correctly, the ways participants used 
the strategies differ in terms of whether they are relating their inferences to the discrete 
points of the graph or not. 
For the Chord task, nobody answered the task correctly. All the inferences were based on 
text and graphic construction (e. g. Figure 7-33). The participants' conjectures were all 
found to relate their answers to discrete points of the graph. All of them were using the 
strategies to describe their inferences by drawing chords and relating their answers to the 
discrete points of the graph. In the figure, the particular discrete points were the minima 
and the maxima. 
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Figure 7-33 Written inferences for the Chord task in Static 
In Dynamic, the written inferences show that nobody related their inferences to the 
discrete points of the graph. Instead, the participants sketched on the 't'ablet by tracing the 
path that a graphical point made on the screen. In the examples below, the participants' 
gazes fixated on a moving point and then drew the movement that a graph made whilst 
watching the animation. The arrow indicating the traced 'figure' as if participants" 
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sketched were based on 'freeze frames' of an animating graph (similar to that of the 
Figure 7-34). 
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Figure 7-34 Written inferences for the Chord task in Dynamic 
Two of the participants. in Dynamic. partially answered the task correctly. These two 
participants tried to work out a 'simple' graph (Figure 7-35). They copied what was on 
the screen and added some diagrams. They were able to identify the correct answer 
applicable to what they referred to as 'simple' graph but failed to relate this answer to a 
`complex' graph. 
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Figure 7-35 Written inferences for the Chord task in Dynamic 
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In Intýractiýc. the an; ýýcrs vverc all incorrect. I 'mir ol' the participant; rclat«I their 
inferences to the discrete points of the graph, similar to the participants in Static; wherea, 
two did not, similar to the participants in Dynamic. Examples of inferences in Interact[\ c 
are shown in Figure 7-36 below. Those who did not relate their inferences to the discrete 
point were also observed tracing the `figure' that a certain graph made as it was bein' 
draL, ggcd about the screen. 
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Figure 7-36 Written inferences for Chord task in Interactive 
Variation of inferences in the Tangent task between instantiations 
For the Tangent task, in Static and in Interactive, the inferences were based on texts and 
graphs. Only one participant answered the task correctly (Left of Figure 7-37). Similar to 
the Chord task, the participants related their answer to certain discrete points. 
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Figure 7-37 Written inferences for the Tangent task in Static 
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Figure 7-38 Written inferences for Tangent task in Interactive 
The written inferences in Dynamic (Figure 7-39) were different compared to non- 
Dynamic above (Figure 7-38). The inferences were a combination of text, numbers and 
graphs. Those who got it correct are those who related it to the numbers. Moreover, the 
participants were able to express their answers textually coupled with graphs. They 
complemented their diagrams with written explanations. In the example below, the left 
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figure shows participant's written inferences consisting of diagrams, numbers and texts. 
On the right side of the Figure is a participant's final answer represented in text. 
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Figure 7-39 Written inferences for the Tangent task in Dynamic 
7.5.3 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
Instantiation influences the way participants express their inferences. The expressions of 
inferences were different in terms of the kinds of representations being expressed. In 
Dynamic, participants arrived at algebraic expressions in the simple task, compared with 
graphical descriptions in Static, and combination of both in Interactive. Algebraic 
inferences may be due to the kind of interactions that participants can have in Dynamic: 
the interaction in Dynamic requires participants to enter equations and numbers. This can 
be supported by the algebraic-related strategy found when the instantiation is in Dynamic. 
This is similar to the point made by Borba and Confrey (1996) that certain instantiations 
in a computer environment can help learners, for example, to tackle algebraic problems: 
and when the software does not produce the representation that can test their inferences, 
learners may construct their own representations. 
Another difference found in the expression of inferences between instantiations was in the 
complex task. Previous research suggests that learners' construction of representations, 
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for example with the use of pencil and paper, can help reduce cognitive load (Cox, 1996). 
An interpretation of the evidence above is that re-representing strategies reflect the 
participants' needs to note down the representation that they were trying to tackle because 
they were having difficulty, for example, visualising motion of graphs. An example of 
evidence that supports this is the moment when participants sketched on the Tablet the 
movement of a graph based on `freeze frames' of an animating graph (similar to that of 
the Figure 7-34). Also, whenever relevant, participants can express inferences that depict 
animation such as the direction of certain moving graphical representations. This shows 
the value of having pen and paper available to learners in engaging with computer-based 
representations. When the Dynamic or Interactive instantiation was on the screen, some 
of the participants capture 'the movement of representations, as if freezing frames of an 
animated video, in their sketches. This does not appear to be happening in Static. If 
learners want to compare a certain representation to another form of representation, then 
doing this in Static could be easier than doing it in Dynamic because they can revisit 
Static figures by a simple mouse click. In other instantiations, it is not so easy to flick 
between different displays. In Dynamic, inputs have to be recalled and made quickly. In 
Interactive, what to drag and where to drag it need to be recalled. The evidence showed 
that there were fewer occasions when participants noted down their inferences in Static 
than in Dynamic and in Interactive, (as presented in the Timelines for re-representing 
strategies in Appendix D). Also fewer participants used re-representing strategies in Static 
than in the Dynamic and Interactive instantiations, as shown in section 6.3. 
Cox (1999) has argued that the construction of graphical representations can help learners 
to articulate concepts that are difficult to express. The research presented in this thesis 
supports this view: Participants used a combination of diagrams and words to express 
ideas that they found difficult to express. Although the conjecture given by P4 does not 
exactly match one of the expected generalised conjecture stated in section 4.3, her 
combination of text and diagram provided enough information to suggest that P4 
answered the task successfully. 
P4: I don't know what you call that but I think it is inflection (drawing in Figure 
7-39 above) (00: 09: 45: 13) 
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Externalisation of representations can take similar or multi-representational form (Cox, 
1996). It seems that instantiation can influence the form in which inferences are 
expressed. In this research, in the simple task, re-representations were in algebraic form 
or graphical form or a combination of both. The suggestions of Borba, Confrey and Cox 
above highlight the importance of examining not only learners' interaction with standard 
external representations but also the representations they create as these latter 
representations provide information that can be vital in understanding which 
representation is helping reduce learning problems. This research seems to suggest that 
difference in interactivity has an effect on the expression of written inferences 
participants made. In the situations and the evidence presented above, the results suggest 
either that the participants are actively engaged in processing the information or that 
cognitive overload is happening (Cox, 1999). 
7.6 FINDINGS RELATING TO DIFFICULTIES WITH MULTIPLE 
REPRESENTATIONS 
This section outlines the specific difficulties participants experience in relation to 
instantiations and external representations. 
7.6.1 MAIN FINDINGS 
The findings related to difficulties are as follows: the participants had difficulty finding 
horizontal limits of a function; instantiation could either constrain difficulties related to 
external representation or could introduce difficulties related to linking representations; in 
Static, the participants were observed having difficulty searching for comparable 
representations; in Dynamic, the participants sometimes had difficulty maintaining 
consistent interpretations of differently scaled graphs; in Interactive, the participants 
seemed to have difficulty tracing objects diagonally. 
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7.6.2 EVIDENCE 
Analysis in relation to difficulties with external mathematical representations and 
interactivity is presented below. 
Difficulty related to external mathematical representations 
The participants were able to recognise that a certain graph has a vertical limit. The 
participants were observed having difficulty finding the horizontal boundary of a certain 
representation. This meant that given the values (x, y), where x gives the horizontal 
location of a graphical point and y the vertical location, participants can seem to identify 
the values that relate to the limit along the vertical axis of the graph but not the limit 
along the horizontal axis. In the given example below, the participant (P10) was able to 
tell that the graph has no vertical limit (Figure 7-40). He also managed to identify that a 
graph will follow a certain shape, i. e. stating that a certain graphical point will follow the 
contour of another graph. This was supported by the gazes tracing the graph (Figure 
7-41). However, he also noticed that the graph is bounded horizontally on another side, 
the left-side of the upper-part of the graph which is symmetric to the right-side of the 
lower-part of the graph. Figure 7-42 shows that the participant was not successful in 
finding the horizontal boundary. 
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Figure 7-40 Finding a graphical boundary 
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Figure 7-42 Another example of difficulty in finding a graphical boundary 
Another example shows the difficulty in finding the horizontal limit of a graph (Figure 
7-43). P4 tried to figure out the horizontal limit by looking at the numbers as the 
animation was playing. This participant was not able to find the limit. However, she had a 
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hint that as the graph vas mov in, infinitely in a vertical direction the horizontal limit vvas 
approaching a certain number. She was not able to relate the graph to the numerical limit. 
Figure 7-43 l)ifficulth relating different representations in finding a graphical 
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The participants' eye-marks in Static typically depict drawing lines whilst in Interactive 
eye-marks follow the movements that a point makes. There is a difference in the use of' 
the point-wise strategy between Static and Interactive, in terms of the movement of the 
eye-marks. before participants make an utterance. 
Nobody seemed to use a point-wise strategy in Dynamic. On the other hand, this strategy 
was used by many participants in Static and Interactive (Figure 7-44). In Static and in 
Interactive, the participants assumed that 'discrete points' (e. g. the highest point, lowest 
point, turning point, point of intersection of the horizontal or vertical axes) had something 
to do with the task. There is a difference found in the use of the point-wise strategy 
between the Static and Interactive shown by the movement of eye-marks. In Static, the 
participants' gazes depicted some lines being drawn on the graph whilst in Interactive the 
eye-marks followed the movement that the graph made as the participants dragged it. 
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Figure 7-44 A typical Point-wise strategy in Static 
Difficulty with Static instantiations 
In Static, participants were observed having difficulty searching for comparable 
representations in a series of Static pictures. Participants can search for graphs in the 
series of figures offered in the software. As a result of their search, they can relate the 
equations and graphs that they found comparable (Figure 7-45). 
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Figure 7-45 Unnecessary visual search in Static 
Difficulty with Dynamic instantiations 
For Dynamic. when participants zoom out or zoom in they seemed to fail to relate two 
similar graphic representations of different scale (Figure 7-46). 
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Figure 7-47 An example of difficulty in making sense of the change in 
representations 
Difficulty with Interactive instantiations 
In Interactive, participants were found to drag objects horizontally and vertically but have 
difficulty tracing objects in an inclined manner. Tracing along the curve where the 
variable that changes is the x-axis affects the way they interact with the software (Figure 
7-48). 
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Figure 7-48 Typical directions of dragging objects 
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7.6.3 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 
In two of the tasks, where participants were asked to find a certain boundary, they were 
observed having difficulty finding the horizontal boundary. This could be related to 
learners having difficulty visualising graphs. As presented in the evidence above, the 
participants were not able to tell whether a graph has a horizontal limit or not. There were 
instances when Interactive or Dynamic may have helped the participants identify the 
limits. As described in some of the examples above, some of the participants attempted to 
focus on the number representations as the graph animated approaching a certain location. 
However, it seems that participants were not able to tell that the numbers were 
approaching a particular value in the x-axis. This is consistent with the findings of 
Dunham and Osborne (1991) that learners have difficulty projecting points on the axis. 
Also, this relates to learners' difficulty linking different representations (e. g. Ainsworth et 
al., 1998; Borba and Confrey, 1996; Cox, 1996; Cox, 1999; Elliott et al., 2000; Goldin, 
1998). It seems that the participants were not aware of what was really happening with 
the other representations that were changing as a certain part of a graph was animating. 
As mentioned in section 7.3, Dunham and Osborne (1991) identified that learners have a 
tendency to focus on discrete points, thereby experiencing difficulty relating discrete 
points with a task. Participants in Dynamic did not seem to use a point-wise strategy (also 
mentioned in section 7.3). No written inference related to discrete points. A possible 
explanation might be that in Dynamic, since they can enter exactly which location they 
want some graphical points to appear, they can easily test the relevance of discrete points 
to the task. Participants may have attempted to examine discrete points in Dynamic but 
dismissed this strategy at once after just a single numerical entry. This was not possible in 
Interactive nor in Static. This supports Ainsworth's (2006) observation that certain forms 
of representation can constrain the interpretation of another form of representation. 
In Static, participants seemed to have difficulty searching for representations to compare. 
The search for comparable representations increased cognitive load by being what 
Sweller and Chandler (1991) referred to as an `unnecessary search process', since the two 
representations are not found in the same `slide'. There were indications in the data that 
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participants are attempting to search for representations to compare but it seems that 
searching and remembering comparable representations from two different slides over- 
burdened them. They tended not to continue using such a strategy. 
In Dynamic, the participants were observed to pay more attention to graphs in detail. This 
led them to use the zoom functions in Dynamic. However, it was observed that 
participants were experiencing difficulty relating two differently scaled representations. 
This is similar to Dunham and Osborne's findings (reported in section 2.2.1 above) that 
some learners have difficulty in attending to the importance of scales and experience 
confusion between `transformation' and 'resealed' views of graphs. 
In Interactive, participants seemed to drag objects in certain horizontal or vertical 
directions and may fail to drag diagonally. It might be speculated that this is connected 
with the way people are thought to read graphs and to project points on a Cartesian plane. 
The difficulties presented in this section clearly show two types: one relating to the type 
standard external representation and the other relating to the type of instantiation. 
7.7 CHANGES IN STRATEGIES 
Some illustrative examples of changes in strategies are given in this section. First, a 
detailed chronological account of a participant's chosen strategies is presented. This is 
followed by a comparison of the changes in strategies of two participants undertaking 
another task. Finally, an example is given of a participant's different strategies in two 
similar tasks of varying instantiation. 
7.7.1 A PARTICIPANT'S CHOSEN STRATEGIES 
A complete verbatim transcription with screenshots that details the coding of strategies is 
presented in section 5.4.2. This example is that of P4's completion of the Chord task in 
Dynamic instantiation. The Timeline below (Figure 7-49) shows P4's chosen strategies. It 
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also shows the representations that P4 looked at during the course of the task. The 
completion of the task is divided into nine interesting episodes (marked as i, ii, iii..., ix). 
Each of the episodes represents illustrative situations with which P4 changes strategies 
related to the findings presented above. A description of what actually transpired in each 
of the episodes is given and is accompanied by the utterances. Each episode is interpreted 
to illustrate possible explanations on the changes in P4's strategies. 
1+1 t4 
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Figure 7-49 Strategy used by P4 in Timeline visualisation 
The Chord task is: "A chord can be drawn on the curve of a cubic function. What can you 
infer about the midpoints of the chords drawn between two points on any cubic 
function? " The expected answer is "a set of all points bounded by the axis and the cubic 
itself. " 
N's final conjecture is given in Figure 7-39. The conjecture is 'correct'. This conjecture 
does not exactly match the expected generalised conjecture as expressed in 4.3 but the 
sketch given by P4 with description has the same meaning as the stated expected 
generalised conjecture. 
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Getting familiar with the software 
P4 starts figuring out what the software can do. She enters an initial equation to start 
with, which she refers as 'simple'. She enters other numerical inputs and plays the 
animation. 
"Again I always like to do simple stuff so I gonna go x^3 and see what happens there... " 
(00: 00: 08: 12) 
"I'm going to test and see what happens if I make a line zero... just the x axis I need to put in 
right? And let's say zero zero... " (00: 00: 20: 02) 
"I don't think I'm gonna have anything happening... alright let's see one two... one one 
whatever... " (00: 00: 37., 24). 
"OK.. So I want to move... This is correct what I'm doing... OK that's something... If I move... 
This goes away toast... How do you stop it? " (00: 01: 24: 06 
"Ok I lost focus of what I was doing" (00: 01: 31: 05) 
`I... this goes.. It gonna find a tangents surely 00: 02: 09: 11) 
In this particular situation, P4 is familiarising herself with the operations needed to run 
the software. P4 is keeping track of the changes with the representations given on the 
interface. She is observing the feedback that the software does as she inputs equations and 
numbers and as she plays the animation of the software. 
Indications of difficulty 
P4 gazes show that some lines are being drawn. P4 tries to make sense of the graph 
as she draws some lines using her eyes. She uses the mouse to draw more lines by 
moving the pointer from a point on the graph to another point along the graph. \ 
gaze-drawing "I'm not certain what this means... " 00: 02: 37: 24 
"minus 1... I'm just checking to see... which is the next point I should look at... 
which is minus one... " (00: 02: 57: 00) 
"Err... Let me see what happens when I use... a tangent line... a vertical line... 
x equals zero is the easiest... (Inaudible) " (00: 03: 14: 02) 
"Oh that's a tangent line... ok... equation of the vertical line... " 00: 03: 2 7: 19. 
mouse-drawing "That's a tangent line... ok... equation of the vertical line... " (00: 03: 40: 17). 
"I don't have a clue what's going on... I'm getting lost with this question... " 
(00: 04: 34: 00 
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P4 seems to plan what number or equations she is going to input. P4's talk seems to 
suggest that she is experiencing difficulty. She is trying to recognise the location of the 
`midpoints' by drawing some `invisible lines' using her eyes (as shown by the scanpaths) 
and using the mouse. 
Graphical description 
P4 describes the movement that the graph makes. She keeps on drawing invisible lines 
using the mouse. 
graph-wise "Yeah... I know that thing... but... " (00: 05: 04: 05) 
"The midpoint goes up.. it goes up... " (00: 05: 17: 23 
mouse-drawing "Let me just try something easy... (inaudible)... I can stop that... Zero zero 
that's the easiest... It's the region that moves with this" 00: 05: 19: 17 
After several attempts in drawing some lines using the eyes and mouse, P4 is able to 
describe the behaviour that the midpoint makes. After describing the behaviour that the 
graph makes and more attempts of drawing using the mouse, it appears that P4 is going to 
try a different approach. 
Attention shifts 
P4 decides to play and watch the graph's animation. P4's gazes show that she is 
paying attention to the numbers based on scanpaths. She is also looking at the graph. 
P4 makes an inference about the half part of the graph as the animation is playing. P4 
then tests this inference with the other half part of the graph. 
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"It goes from zero... it goes to the tangent... zero zero... and decreases" 
(00: 06., 45: 09) 
"I'm just testing to see if the midpoint ever crosses... if ever crosses line here" 
(00: 06.58: 18) 
graphic-numeric "If I increase the speed maybe I'll know... I don't know it looks... A bit likes... 
asymptotic to it... (Inaudible) ... whether it's gonna be asymptotic to it... it is 
not moving out... right... " 00: 07: 50: 19 
"That's possibly something there... let us try one... I expect the same thing 
should happen. It's really asymptotic here... that's alright... err... So that's the 
point zero zero... if I have it on... zero zero and... and then one... 
(Inaudible)... II do it from minus one... " 00: 08: 26: 16 
P4's decision to watch the animation shows that P4 pays attention to numerical 
representations. P4's scanpaths show that she spends more time looking at the numbers 
than the graph (see the Timeline above). P4's attention seems to shift from the graph to 
the numbers. It appears that P4 manages to come up with an inference based on numbers 
and graphs by changing the focus of attention. 
Captured movement on paper 
P4 starts sketching on the Tablet PC. She draws a cubic graph and indicates some 
arrow diagrams and text denoting "asymptotic". She uses the mouse to draw some 
lines. Whilst P4 is sketching, she also gazes back a few times on the screen. P4 then 
describes the movement that the graph makes. Then she writes some text on the Tablet 
PC denoting "tangent 0 ". 
visual "Let's assume something... If I have a line from here to here and moving this 
way it goes asymptotic... asymptotic... If 1 have it this way zero zero to here it 
goes this way it is also asymptotic... " (00: 08: 32: 20) 
(left part of the worksheet) A cubic graph with an arrow pointing towards the 
left. Wrote "asymptotic" 
(Right part) A cubic with an arrow drawn going to the right. Wrote 
"asymptotic " 
mouse-drawing "let me try something... zero zero and.. it move just this way... let's move 
down" (00: 08: 55: 10) 
graph-wise "So all it does... So all it does... comes down comes down... until it becomes 
tangent line zero and it changes direction... yeah... " (00: 09: 10: 05) 
textual Drew an arrow pointing left and wrote "tangent 0" 
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In this episode, P4 expresses an inference using a combination of visual representations 
and text. P4 seems to capture the movement that a graph makes by using some diagrams. 
It seems that P4 keeps an actual record of the behaviour of the graph. This description 
depicts the movement of the graph during animation. P4's sketches seem to emulate her 
observations in (iv). During sketching, it seems that P4 tries to re-enact the animation by 
looking at the graph on the screen. P4's scanpaths are found on the same area where the 
animation of the sketched graph was. 
Shifted attention 
Again, P4 enters another numerical input and plays the animation. P4's gazes are 
observed following the midpoint as it animates. P4 gazes on the numbers 
corresponding to the midpoint. P4 then tries to make another inference. 
graphic-numeric/ "Wright.. . Ok.. and then if I used one to minus one... (Inaudible) (So it just 
moves along) Ah! Ok... using minus one to one... It goes down that way... So 
it crosses the line... But... it cuts one zero... " 
"So that's down right... and it still keeps going... How long can this go to?... 
I'm still trying to figure out what's going on... That keeps going... that just 
never... When does the midpoint end... " 00: 09: 37: 00 
graphic-numeric "It gets to... who cares... minus six let's go back to that... This is 
minus... Tangent is here... it goes up... so obviously... it's doing that... I 
understand that one... zero... it would draw a line there... It is going to fast... 
It reaches the tangency... It goes down... it goes down... it reaches zero and 
then... let's stop there... The midpoint is minus zero point nine minus ten point 
five... " (00: 13: 14: 00) 
P4's scanpath, in this episode, suggests that P4's attention is focused on a particular part 
of the graph and the corresponding numbers. P4's gazes also suggest that she is ignoring 
some of the other representations that are changing during animation. It seems that by 
focusing her attention to a particular movement of a part of the graph, P4 is having 
difficulty trying to come up with an inference. 
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Visualising movement 
P4 stops the animation. She then draws some lines using her eyes and the mouse. P4 
is trying to make another inference. She restates her previous inference expressed in 
(v)" 
mouse-drawing "It will never ever comes cross... Something... it never comes across... " 
(00: 14: 13: 22) 
"Ok let us try something else... three zero... In fact, two... It is doing it again... 
one oint ive... " (00: 14: 27. -18) 
mouse-drawing "One point ive and... " (00: 15: 01: 03) 
"OK.. What conclusion can I make from this... I know what's happening when 
the tangent is zero... when the tangent is zero... All you have is that the 
midpoint keeps going this way until it's asymptotic to that axis... And then we 
have the next one... it is asymptotic to that axis... when we do... but then it 
passes through that point... and then the same thing happens here... " 
0015: 47: 10) 
gaze-drawing What will happen is that... it goes through... " 00: 15: 49: 00 
P4's scanpath and mouse-movement seems to depict the same movement that graph 
makes. P4 manages to make an inference related to the lower-part and the upper-part of a 
cubic graph. P4 seems trying to make a final conclusion. 
Indication of difficulty 
P4 is trying to make a final conjecture. She describes the behaviour of the graph. 
graph-wise "It goes to zero zero... It then goes through... It becomes a tangent to it... It 
shifted .. it shifts... and then it becomes asymptotic to something which I can't figure... but it is... Is it the point itself one zero... It could be the point itself one 
zero... because it never ever comes across" (00: 16: 03: 17) 
P4 seems to be experiencing difficulty. She cannot figure out the `boundary' related to 
what is being asked in the task. 
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Making the final conjecture 
pen-drawing (Right-most part of the Tablet PC) Drawing line from (0,0) going upwards. 
(Bottom part of the Tablet PC) 
Drew an XYplane. Mouse pointer making some lines. (00: 16: 48: 05) 
gaze-drawing 00: 17: 11: 01 
"Uhm... I'll make a conclusion I know it's wrong but I'll make it... because I 
really don't know what is going on now... Alright... let's see what's the inference 
from this... The chords... the midpoints... of the chord... are bounded... No. wait I 
need to check something... I did zero one... I did one not... It goes... blah blah 
blah blab... Ok yeah it seems... are bounded by the bounded by the points... what 
will Is... b the... No. " 00: 18: 50: 05 
P4 sketches on the Tablet PC. The stylus pointer shows invisible lines being drawn 
before actually making the mark on the Tablet PC. P4 also gazes back at the screen 
here gazes also show that lines are being drawn. 
Before P4 makes her final conjecture, she attempts to draw using the pen and her eyes. It 
seems that during the time P4 said "she needs to check something", P4 is using the screen 
to recall the movement of the graph based on a particular input made. 
7.7.2 COMPARING CHANGES IN THE STRATEGIES CHOSEN BY TWO 
PARTICIPANTS 
This section illustrates differences in the choice of strategies of two participants in a given 
task. The task is: 
Root task: "An original cubic function f(x) is rotated 180 degrees about a point (a, 
0). What can you infer about the solutions of the new function? " 
The expected generalised conjecture is: 
"The new roots are reflections of the roots of the original. The same distance from 
point (a, 0). " 
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P15's answer was expressed in algebraic form (i. e. y= 2a - x) which is considered 
`correct'. P2's answer was also correct expressed in text form (i. e. the solutions of g(x) 
are reflections around x=a of the function f(x)). 
The participants are P15 and P2. The task is completed in Static. The strategies and shifts 
of attention are presented in the Timelines below (Figure 7-50 and Figure 7-51). Only a 
summary describing the actual events are given in this section and followed by the 
interpretation. Examples of detailed transcriptions are given in appendix G. 
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Figure 7-50 Strategy used by another participant (P15) in the Root task 
Below is a summary of P15's approach: 
(i) Browses the Static figures given: P15 starts browsing two of the Static figures 
given. She looks at the cubic graph on that . 
first figure; and then she looks at the 
numbers on that second figure (codes as "graphic-numeric "). Afterwards, she 
makes an inference that she "knows what the rotation means "; and describes the 
location of the graphs (coded as "graph-wise'). At this point, not many eyemarks 
are found on the equations. 
(ii) Attempts to work on paper: She then starts writing in the Tablet P('. She 
operates on the numbers and makes some approximations. She comes up with an 
algebraic expression "2a" denoting that the numbers are being rounded (coded 
as "numeric-algebraic "). 
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(iii) Compares what is written with what is on the screen: P15 then looks back at 
the graph on the screen and compares what she has written on paper and what is 
on the screen. P4 makes an inference about the distance of the two graphical 
points she can see on the screen (coded as graph-wise) 
(iv) Dismisses working on the screen: P15 then works with the Tablet PC. She did 
not gaze at the screen for quite a time. She operates on the number (numeric-trial) 
and comes up with an algebraic expression (numeric-algebraic). She then looks at 
the screen for a short time and relates the graph with the algebraic expression she 
has written (graphic-algebraic). She continues to do some operations with other 
numbers (numeric-trial) and again comes up with another algebraic expression 
(numeric-algebraic). She then works with the algebraic expression trying to 
simplify them. P15 arrives at an algebraic rule (algebraic-manipulation). 
(v) Uses the software to verify conjecture: P1.5 then tests the algebraic rule by 
choosing a figure on the screen. P15 generalises her conjecture. 
P15 was identified in the previous sections 7.2 of this chapter to be atypical in the way 
she completed the Root task in Static because she focussed attention on developing an 
algebraic rule on the Tablet PC. It would be that this participant has a strong preference 
for algebraic representations. 
When looking at the screen, P 15's attention is centred more on the numbers than on the 
graph. The first set of strategies chosen is graphic-related (graphic-numeric and graph- 
wise). Then, there is an attempt to make sense of the numbers and the graph separately. 
She is able to establish the connection between the distance of the graphs and how it is 
reflected in the corresponding numbers given. P 15 then continues using strategies related 
to numbers and algebra. It seems that she is able to arrive at an algebraic rule after having 
successfully linked the three representations. The software is used as if it were a 
blackboard. However, the software is also used in checking the final answer. 
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Figure 7-51 Strategy used by a participant (P2) in the Root task 
Here is another example of a participants completion of the Root task in Static. "I'his 
participant (P2) also dismisses working on the screen. A summary of P2's chosen strategy 
is presented. This is also given in the Timeline above (Figure 7-51). A full verbatim 
transcription is in Appendix G. 
P2 starts_familiarising himself with the software. He looks at the graph, equations 
and numbers on the screen. He notes some numbers down and decides to work 
mathematically. He attempts to make a connection between the graph on the 
screen and the numbers he has noted down (graphic-numeric). He then decides to 
browse more Static figures. Afterwards, he mentions that he has misunderstood 
the task. He then has tried to stop himself looking at the screen; but immediately 
looks back on the screen. Ile describes the position of the points (graph-wise) and 
mentions his plans on how, he is going to approach the problem mathematically. 
He then chooses a coordinate of a point on the screen. Ile compares the numbers 
with its corresponding graphical equivalent (graphic-numeric). He then makes an 
inference about the graph (graph-wise) stating that the "solutions are reflected 
around a point. " He then operates on the numbers he has written on the Tablet 
PC. He spends a long time operating on the numbers. He ends up making an 
inference about the distance and the numerical coordinates (graphic-numeric). 
In P2's situation. he explicitly states his preference to work with algebraically. P2 even 
attempts to ignore the screen. However, unlike P15. it seems that P2 
is not successful in 
linking the representations given in the task. P2 answers the task correctly using graphical 
representations. P2 seems to perceive a graphical approach as 
inaccurate. It is presented in 
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the evidence that P2 arrives at a correct answer by managing to describe that the 
"solutions are reflections around a point". Yet, P2 insists on doing the task 
mathematically. He is not able to pursue an algebraic strategy because he fails to find a 
pattern in using a numeric strategy. 
There are differences in the strategies chosen by P2 and P15. P2 chooses strategies related 
to graphs and numbers. Although he attempts to use an algebraic strategy, he fails to do 
so. It seems that P2 tries to mentally find a pattern. This is due to the absence of the 
computations on the Tablet PC. Unlike P15, she makes the computation on the Tablet PC; 
and is able to compare the different computations. It seems that both P2 and PIS have a 
preference for algebraic representations. The times they spend looking at each of the 
representations are different. P15 spend more time looking at the numbers than P2; and 
P2 spends more time looking at the graph than P 15. Further research could usefully look 
at whether such differences results in different kinds of inferences. 
7.7.3 CHANGES IN STRATEGIES OF PARTICIPANTS IN TWO TASKS 
The Chord and the Tangent tasks are similar in some ways: they are similar in that the 
average time participants spend with the task are similar; the fact that participants use 
mostly graphic-related strategies; and the similar use of imagining and visual re- 
representing strategies. 
Table 7-2 shows the representation-specific and representing strategies chosen by single- 
instantiation participants in the Chord and the Tangent tasks. When the instantiation is the 
same, the strategies chosen in one task are not that different to the strategies chosen in the 
other similar task for each participant. 
Table 7-3, on the other hand, shows the representation-specific and re-representing 
strategies chosen by varying instantiation participants. The strategies chosen by each 
participant between the two similar tasks of different instantiation appear to differ. 
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Table 7-2 Strategies chosen by single-instantiation participants in the Chord and 
Tangent tasks 
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P5 IC     
P5 IT     
P6 IC    
P6IT     
To further illustrate this finding, a participant's chosen strategies in the two tasks is 
presented. P 17's chosen strategies in the Chord task in Static is shown in Figure 7-52 and 
in the Tangent task in Interactive is shown in Figure 7-53. P17's strategies in the two 
tasks vary. A summary of the use of the strategies in each task is presented. 
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Table 7-3 Strategies chosen by varying-instantiation participants in the Chord and 
Tangent tasks 
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Figure 7-52 P17's chosen strategies in the Chord task in Static 
P17 uses three representation-specific strategies in the Chord task in Static. He 
uses the point-wise strategy to relate the answer to the discrete points of the graph 
(i. e. the minimum and the maximum points). He attempts to use a graphic- 
algebraic strategy by looking at the graph and its corresponding equations. He 
typically uses the graph-wise strategy to describe what he perceives to he 
happening with the changes between one graphical representation in a particular 
figure, and to another graphical representation in another figure. He also uses 
three different kinds of imagining strategies. He uses the imagining strategies 
before and during describing a movement that a graphical representation makes. 
There is no apparent re-representing strategy identified. 
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Figure 7-53 P17's chosen strategies in the Tangent task in Interactive 
PI - uses two representation-specific strategies in the Tangent task in Inteructive. 
He uses the strategy in the same way as in the Chord task. The occurrence of' 
imagining strategies in the Tangent task is less than the imagining strategies 
apparent in the Chord task. There is an apparent use of're-representing strategy. 
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It seems that there are strategies that are apparent to the task in Static that are not apparent 
in the task in Interactive. It is evident that more imagining strategies appear in Static than 
in Interactive. Also, there is a re-representing strategy in Interactive that is not apparent in 
Static. Previously in section 7.4, it was identified that imagining strategies seem to 
disappear in Interactive. In section 7.3, it was shown that participants tend to use re- 
representing in Interactive. 
7.8 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has provided detailed evidence based on the integrated analysis of 
utterances, actions, gazes and sketches. The results support the findings of the quantitative 
data analysis. The following are speculations for some of the possible reasons for 
participants' changes in strategies. First, when participants experience difficulty in using a 
strategy related to the external mathematical representations (e. g. manipulation of 
equations) they change strategy. Second, when a participant experiences difficulty in 
visualising mental images, a graphic-related strategy may change to a different 
representation-specific strategy. Third, a participant may change strategy when a strategy 
is either difficult or easy to perform in relation to the interactivity feature of an 
instantiation. Fourth, a strategy related to a representation that has captured attention may 
change when attention shifts to a different representation. Fifth, when a strategy imposes 
excessive cognitive load related to the instantiation they may resort to a re-representing 
strategy (e. g. using pen and paper). Finally, when participants fail to link representations, 
they may not be able to come up with a useful strategy and may end up using extraneous 
strategies (i. e. by trying strategies that may not be related to the task at hand). 
The examination of strategies with computer-based representations as evidenced by 
gazes, utterances, actions and sketches is providing richer explanations on how strategies 
change and how learners improve their strategies when multiple standard external 
representations with varying instantiations are involved. 
The findings from Chapters 6 and 7 are reflected in the final chapter. 
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8 GENERAL DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, 
IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
8.1 INTRODUCTION: FOCUS ON STRATEGIES AND 
INSTANTIATION 
The literature (as discussed in chapter 2) provides evidence that learners using computer- 
based MERs experience difficulty related to standard external representations and to 
instantiations. Cognitive load theory has a potential to explain why learners have these 
particular difficulties (section 2.2.3). These difficulties appear to be due to intrinsic (i. e. 
inherent difficulties related to the external representation) or extraneous cognitive load 
(i. e. processing required due to the presentations of external representations) or can be a 
combination of both intrinsic and extraneous. Some examples of these difficulties are 
about the cognitive processing required in performing operations with standard external 
mathematical representations, viewing and manipulating computer-based representations, 
handling attentional resources when focusing on different elements of certain 
representations (see detailed lists in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Previous studies on 
computer-based representations suggest that the external representations given to learners 
are crucial to the decisions that learners take in choosing representations to tackle and in 
interpreting chosen representations (section 2.3.1). It is identified that different 
combinations of external representations in the design of a computer environment have an 
effect on learners' actions, conversations, (section 2.3.1) and self-constructed 
representations (section 2.3.3). The literature also gives an account of the capability of 
alternative instantiations such as animation, dynamic-linking, directly manipulable 
elements of graphs, for reducing difficulties in visualising graphical representations 
(section 2.3.2). 
However, chapter 2 also notes that the claims in the literature about the effect on learning 
of varying external representations and varying instantiations are problematic because of 
inconsistent results from research into learning with computer-based representations. It is 
likely that the differences arise because the empirical evidence is not yet sufficiently 
precise; this may be due to the empirical approach taken in examining learning effects. 
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Ainsworth (2006) proposes an alternative way to examine learning effects of multiple 
representations, that the design of the external representations, the functions of the 
representations given and the task are all possible factors in these apparent conflicts. This 
thesis proposes that differences in instantiation, particularly the nature and degree of 
interactivity, are important; and the characterisation of strategies and the strategies 
learners use in choosing and interpreting representations are crucial to the successful 
completion of tasks. However, the literature on strategies and their association with 
specific representations is still sparse (sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2). The research presented in 
this thesis takes strategy as its unit of analysis, which extends Aczel's (1998) research on 
examining learners' strategies. This thesis demonstrates that this approach can provide 
insight into the difficulties with the use of standard external mathematical representations 
to solve problems. 
As described in chapter 0, this research included three types of mathematical 
representations (numeric, algebraic, graphic) in three instantiations (Static, Dynamic, 
Interactive). The choice of representations was based on standard practice, both paper- 
and computer-based, in mathematics and related disciplines. Mathematical 
representations were chosen because learners experience persistent difficulties with these 
representations. The choice of instantiations was based on an analysis of instantiations 
used in studies reported in the literature (e. g. Ardac and Akaygun, 2005; Lowe, 2003; 
Jones and Scaife, 2000; Otero, Rogers and du Boulay, 2001) and was informed by 
suggested guidelines for reducing cognitive load and assisting attention (Sweller and 
Chandler, 1994; Mayer and Moreno, 1998). Hence, key results based on existing 
literature about representations, interactivity, imagery, re-representation and strategies 
were considered in the identification of the research hypotheses and the design of the 
research. 
This final chapter is organised as follows. First, there is discussion of the methodological 
contributions of this research, in terms of both data capture and analysis. The status of the 
research hypotheses in the light of the research is then examined. The subsequent section 
discusses the limitations of the methods and assesses their likely impact on the research 
findings. Then, some of the implications of this research for learning with computer- 
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based MERs and for analysing computer interactions are suggested; and 
recommendations for future research are identified. The last section encapsulates the 
position of this research in examining strategies with varying computer-based 
representations. 
8.2 INNOVATIONS IN METHODOLOGY: EVIDENCE BASED ON 
GAZES, ACTIONS, UTTERANCES AND SKETCHES 
This research demonstrates a combination of techniques that afford a more precise view 
of what learners are doing when tackling representations in the context of learning using 
computer-based MERs. 
8.2.1 CHARACTERISATION OF STRATEGIES WITH COMPUTER-BASED 
REPRESENTATIONS 
The literature (section 2.4) provides justification for hypothesising that strategies with 
each standard external representation can be characterised at different levels of 
granularity. Furthermore, this research made additional observations about how learners 
associate strategies with representations, as reflected in the coding scheme in section 
5.4.1. This research identified five classes of strategies used with computer-based MERs: 
representation-specific, imagining, re-representing, generic, and interface-supported. The 
evidence based on gazes, utterances, actions and sketches helped in identifying examples 
of the first three classes. The two latter classes of strategies were noted but not reported in 
this thesis because the former three classes of strategies offer the convenient way of 
examining strategies identified to address the hypotheses (as discussed in section 5.4). 
The three classes of strategies of particular interest identified were representation-specific 
strategies (for viewing and manipulating particular representations); imagining strategies 
(in which participants appear to be engaged in mental visualisation); and re-representing 
strategies (how the learners present their inferences using representations not made 
available to them). The range of representation-specific strategies match the strategies 
identified by previous research (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998; Ruthven, 1990; Even, 1998; 
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Villarreal, 2000; Senk and Thompson, 2006; Tabachneck et al., 1994); and also relates to 
the difficulties learners experience in tackling these specific representations (section 
2.2.1). 
Due to the availability of digital videos of gazes, actions, utterances and sketches, sub- 
classes of strategies within each class emerged from iterative refinement of 
characterisations of strategy choices (section 5.4.1). Examples of these are: graph-wise 
strategy (a representation-specific strategy characterised as descriptions of graphs' 
properties or behaviour), gaze-drawing strategy (an imagining strategy characterised as 
eye movements over the path of an invisible curve), visual re-representing strategy (a re- 
representing strategy characterised as a presentation of inferences in visual forms). 
8.2.2 DIGITAL APPROACHES BASED ON GAZES, ACTIONS, UTTERANCES AND 
SKETCHES 
The literature (chapter 2) offered indications that making multiple representations 
available encouraged learners to use other forms of representations when they had 
difficulties using their preferred representation. However traditional research techniques 
were inadequate to identify exactly which representations learners were using at any point 
in time. This research introduced a new combination of techniques including both video 
and eye tracking to address this deficiency. 
Chapter 3 sections 2,3 and 4 and the methodological challenges identified in the 2003 
study (section 1.4) contributed to the hypothesis that analyses of strategies based on 
gazes, actions, utterances and sketches can provide factors contributing to strategy choice 
not possible with traditional observation techniques. In previous work (San Diego, 2003, 
as discussed in section 1.4), traditional video-based observation and analysis techniques 
were used. A variety of limitations were associated with that approach: it was typically 
not possible to tell exactly where on the screen the participant's attention was focused; the 
task of coding the data in detail, was laborious; and transcript of talk, gesture and writing 
could not be easily combined simultaneously. These limitations are typical of research 
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relying on video and traditional data capture, as described by Bigum and Gilding (1985) 
and reviewed in section 3.2.2. 
Therefore, in this research, digital video was combined with state-of-the-art technologies 
such as eye-tracking and screen capture to provide a comprehensive record of 
participants' behaviours, including shifts in attention, utterances, and notes (section 3.4). 
The combination of eye-tracking, Tablet PC, screen capture, think-aloud, and video 
provided detailed data on what participants see, and what they do and say about what they 
see. These multiple video data with other forms of data such as event logs, AOI, 
Timelines, and transcripts (section 5.2.1,5.2.2, and 5.3.4) were coordinated in cutting- 
edge analysis software (section 5.2). A set of analytical techniques was developed to 
analyse this integrated data, building on San Diego (2003), to identify learners' strategies 
with computer-based MERs (sections 5.3 and 5.4). 
The analysis approach gave rise to a framework to deal with basic quantitative analysis. 
The preliminary results of analysing the number of participants with correct answers, time 
to task completion, number of participants using certain strategies, and AOI analysis were 
reported in chapter 6. The results in chapter 6 helped in organising the qualitative analysis 
of the differences in strategy use and strategy application. The findings of the qualitative 
analysis were presented in chapter 7. The main findings were related to differences in the 
use of strategy specific to external representations, variation of strategies for expressing 
inferences, the relationship of imagery and interactivity, the attention paid to 
representation, the other difficulties relating with mathematical representations and 
instantiations, and possible explanations for why and how changes in strategy occurred. 
The particular combination of data collection techniques and integrated analysis provided 
unique evidence of visual imagery. For example, as illustrated in section 5.3.1, it was 
possible to see participants tracing graphs with their eyes to predict graph behaviour. 
Only the combination of eye-tracking and think-aloud could have so clearly revealed that 
they were trying to make sense of particular representations that appeared on the screen 
(indicated for example by the concentration of gaze on the displayed graph) and were 
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predicting future behaviour (indicated by scan paths which moved from the displayed 
graph to `the invisible curve': empty regions which would be occupied if the graph were 
manipulated according to the participant's predictions. ) 
Another example of the value of the methodological approach is in the combination of 
real-time records of think-aloud utterances, sketches, and gazes to provide insight into the 
moments at which participants feel the need to supplement the given representations with 
their own (section 5.3.2). Just as the relationship between utterances and gaze can provide 
evidence of what participants pay attention to (e. g. Eger, 2005; Hansen, 1991), relating 
what participants record on a Tablet PC to what they looked at on the screen can also 
indicate the subject of attention. Hence, even when participants do not speak, the 
combination of other data (i. e. gaze, gesture, writing, sketching) can reveal their cognitive 
activity. 
Some participants abandon working on the screen and tend to think by sketching (Pine, 
1996). Recording exactly what the participants write in real time has provided a more 
comprehensive real-time capture of participants' activity; such as when they change or 
revisit what they had written or when they record something that is not presented to them. 
Direct capture of sketching on the Tablet PC afforded a clear, complete record which can 
be difficult to achieve using a video camera focused on pen and paper. 
The use of both eye tracking and Tablet PC enabled more precise analysis of what 
participants were looking at and attending to than video and screen capture alone could 
do. For example, participants sketch as they describe their problem solving, such as: "this 
point on the graph... " Pointing gestures using the stylus were captured precisely and 
linked accurately to utterances and gazes. Hence the combination of eye tracking data and 
sketching data can provide clarification of vague descriptions and pronouns, so reactions 
such as "Whoa! That's interesting" (P15) can be interpreted accurately. Relating the 
signifier "That", with the position of gaze on an external representation on the screen, for 
example, can help identify which among the external representations "That" referred to. 
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In summary then, the innovative combination of digital research techniques developed in 
this study have addressed some of the practical and technical limitations of traditional 
video-based analyses of learners' computer interactions, as identified in the 2003 study 
and by Bigum and Gilding. It has also reproduced the advantages of video data identified 
in chapter 3. Some new technical and practical challenges do of course arise: these are 
discussed in section 8.4 below. But this research has demonstrated how integrated 
analysis of learners' gazes, actions, writing, sketches and utterances can better illuminate 
subtle cognitive strategies, and so increase the precision and scope of analysis. These 
innovations apply more generally to the study of work with computers, and are not 
restricted to the study of mathematical representations. 
8.3 EXAMINING STRATEGIES WITH COMPUTER-BASED 
REPRESENTATIONS 
Chapter 1 presented the main research question: How do representations instantiated in 
different ways influence learners' cognitive processes? In order to tackle the research 
question, the thesis articulated a set of hypotheses about learners' use of strategies, in the 
context of learning with mathematical computer-based representations. Each of these 
hypotheses is examined below in the light of the findings of the research. This thesis 
argues that understanding and explaining why difficulties with computer based 
representations occur is complex. The thesis proposed an alternative way of analysing 
learning effects from interactions with computer-based presentations by looking at 
strategies at different levels of characterisations. This section aims to highlight the 
potential of examining learners' strategies to precisely identify the reasons for the 
difficulties in learning with multiple representations. The attempts made in addressing the 
main aim of the thesis, to identify the effects on learners' strategies of varying computer- 
based representations, are outlined. 
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8.3.1 LEARNERS' CHOICE OF STRATEGIES WITH COMPUTER-BASED 
REPRESENTATIONS 
It was hypothesised that learners' choice of strategies depends not just on the standard 
external representations given but also on the instantiation. 
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 grouped difficulties according to standard external 
representations (Table 2-2) and to the type of instantiation (Table 2-3). Particular 
difficulties with standard external representations and with the type of instantiation were 
identified in section 7.6. In examining strategies, it was possible to relate the specific 
difficulty with standard external representation to a particular instantiation. An example 
given in section 7.6, about a difficulty related to visualising mathematical graphs (i. e. 
finding horizontal limits of a function) is similar to a difficulty in extracting numerical 
information from graphs (Dunham and Osborne, 1991). One type of instantiation suggests 
that the feature to generate a graph automatically (in Dynamic) could constrain the 
difficulty related to visualising graphs. This supports Elliot et al. 's (2000) finding that 
visualisation difficulty can be reduced by automatically produced graphs. However, 
quick and automatic generation of differently scaled graphs through manipulable 
elements of graphs by dragging (in Interactive) introduced problems in distinguishing, 
visualising and interpreting different graphs. This also confirms Weigand's (1991) 
finding. This suggests that different kinds of instantiations introduce different kinds of 
problems with one particular form of representation. In this research, participants were 
also observed having difficulty searching for comparable representations from a series of 
static images which sometimes lead to failure in visualising a graph's behaviour. 
Task effect is an important factor to consider, as suggested by Cox (1996) and Ainsworth 
(2006). The original intention of this research was to offer three mathematical tasks of 
similar difficulty. Post-hoc analysis showed, however, that one of the tasks was easier 
than the other two (section 6.3). There is some evidence in this research that participants' 
choices of strategies vary between simple and complex tasks. For example in section 
2.4.3, it was reported that learners have a tendency to perceive mathematical graphs as 
pictures (Weigand, 1991; Weigand and Weller 2001) when instantiation allows for quick 
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generation of many graphs in a short time. In this research, participants could quickly 
generate mathematical graphs on the screen in two ways: through simple alpha-numeric 
input (in Dynamic) and by dragging manipulable elements of graphs about the screen 
using the mouse (in Interactive). Similar to previous research, it was found (section 7.2) 
that in the simple task participants seemed to view equations in a pictorial way, perhaps 
because the number of graphs learners need to process cognitively is overwhelming them. 
At the same time, there was evidence that equations were viewed in a pictorial form (i. e. 
describing the equation not in terms of its mathematical meaning but rather in terms of 
whether the equation is long or short). This occurred in all three instantiations, but less so 
in Dynamic than Static or Interactive. 
It was also found that the feature to generate graphs through alpha-numeric input, in 
Dynamic, may have encouraged participants to use algebraic-related strategies. 
Algebraic-related strategies in the simple task were only prominent in Dynamic and not in 
Static and Interactive (section 7.2). 
Some researchers have reported that adding interactivity that controls the pace of a 
learning task reduces the time that people spend in completing a task (Evan and Gibbons, 
2006). In section 7.4, in the complex task, participants spent more time using imagining 
strategies in Static than in Dynamic or Interactive. Yoon and Narayanan (2005) found that 
the use of an imagery strategy could increase time to task completion. The results of the 
research reported here to some extent corroborate this finding. However, it was found that 
there is no relation between instantiations and time spent to task completion (section 6.2). 
Nevertheless, the evidence presented in section 6.4 (based on AOI analysis) showed that 
there is a relation between instantiation and time spent on looking at each representation. 
Therefore, these findings can provide a strong speculation suggesting that the nature of 
the task, the degree of interactivity, the use of imagining strategies and the time to task 
completion are interrelated. 
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The evidence also showed that a choice of only graphic-related strategies did not elicit 
symbolic re-representing strategies; but elicited imagining strategies; in the simple task, a 
choice of algebraic-related strategies elicited symbolic re-representing but less imagining 
strategies. Furthermore, participants used imagining strategies less when they worked 
with instantiations that showed changes in the graphical representation. One of the 
possible reasons for this is their involvement in manipulating the graphical 
representations. Participants tend to use gaze-drawing with Static instantiations, whereas 
they tend not to use gaze-drawing with Interactive. More is said about this point in section 
8.3.3 below. 
8.3.2 MENTAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF IMAGES WITH GRAPHICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS 
It was hypothesised that mental constructions of images with graphical representations 
vary between instantiations. 
In section 7.3, evidence showed that in Dynamic and in Interactive, participants expressed 
inferences to compare different moments (or states) in a Dynamic or Interactive 
instantiation: they drew `freeze frames' of the representation in order to compare it with 
other `freeze frames'. This might be related to the progression of imagining strategies that 
participants choose, possibly experiencing difficulty storing changes in their working 
memory. There was some evidence that learners captured changes in gesture, for example 
following the movement of a point on a graph with a sweep of the hand (e. g. Figure 7-12 
and 7-18). It might be that the more interactivity changes external representations, the 
more difficult it is for learners to store these external representations in their working 
memory. When the instantiation was Static, participants drew pictures that did not 
represent `motion', rather their inferences were drawings of a final picture of graphs. 
Section 7.4 provided some evidence of a `progression' in using imagining strategies: it 
can be speculated that participants tend to use their eyes or mouse (or combination of 
both) in manipulating one representation; they then use their hands in comparing 
manipulations of two representations; and they use sketches or notes in comparing many 
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representations. The change in imagining strategy during a task completion can be an 
indication that different imagining strategies apply for different kinds of representations. 
Whether a combination of imagining strategies is more effective than using one 
imagining strategy (c. f. Tabachneck, Koedinger and Nathan, 1994) needs further research. 
However, Cox (1996) pinpoints that externalising representations, among other things, 
can: reduce working-memory load; direct attention to certain parts of representations; aid 
information handling and retrieval; facilitate the inference of motion; facilitate shift of 
reasoning mode; and help express inferences. Cox suggests that externalisation can also 
be used to provide an indication of cognitive overload. The sequence of using imagining 
strategy from eye or mouse to gesture or pen may be related to increasing cognitive 
offloading. Gesturing to depict a picture of a moving image (Godin-Meadow et al., 2001) 
and visualising movements on paper (Cox, 1999) can reduce load in working memory. 
So, in tackling computer-based representations, before learners use gesture and pen to 
address their difficulty in visualising movement of graphical representations, they have 
the option to use the mouse or their mind (gazes and screen capture was used in this 
research to identify drawing happening). 
The analysis of learners' strategies in Static highlighted another kind of difficulty which 
confirms Ardac and Akaygun's (2005) finding that learners have difficulty constructing 
moving images mentally. The evidence from sketches confirmed this (section 7.5.2). 
There is evidence that construction of images vary between instantiations (section 7.3). 
The choices of strategies relating to imagining appear to be different between Interactive 
and non-Interactive instantiations. 
It is tempting to conclude that learners tend to reflect more when they use imagining 
strategies and less when they do not. It seems that when the representation and 
instantiation reduce extraneous cognitive load (Bodemer and Faust 2006), they may also 
reduce the need for imagining strategies. This is consistent with Larkin and Simon's 
suggestion that external representations play an analogous role to mental images, because 
the external (graphical) representation with the Interactive instantiation appears to be 
taking the place of imagining. Imagining strategies result in re-representation, which Cox 
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(1996,1999) suggests promotes reflection. Hence reducing the need for imagining 
strategies may also reduce the opportunity for reflection. 
8.3.3 ATTENTION PAID TO EACH STANDARD EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION 
It was hypothesised that that attention paid to each standard external representation varies 
between instantiations. 
As shown in section 6.4, participants' attention to external representations varied between 
instantiations within each task. Scanpaths showed that the majority of attention was given 
to the graph. Further qualitative analysis (section 7.4) showed that varying 
representational instantiations could draw the learners' attention to different aspects of 
representations. In Static, participants' attention focused on representations that they 
perceived would change and to the corresponding areas where a perceived movement of 
that change is going to happen. In Dynamic, learners must use alphanumeric input, 
drawing their attention to either numeric or algebraic representations. The sequence of 
manipulation associated with instantiation seems to influence the attention learners pay to 
representations. It was noted that when participants are required to enter numeric entries 
(such as in Dynamic) the split-attention effect can be reduced. It may be that it is the 
sequence of entering the number and looking at the effect on the graph that is beneficial. 
This is in line with the suggestions of Scaife and Rogers (1996) about dyna-linking: a 
manipulation of one representation which shows a change in another form of 
representation seems to influence learners' attention to representations. 
In Interactive, the evidence also showed that when a graphical representation is being 
manipulated the participants tended to ignore other representations, such as numbers, 
presented with it. One of the possible reasons for this is their involvement in manipulating 
the graphical representations. This corroborates Van der Meij and de Jong's (2006) 
suggestion. In Dynamic, participants' attention tended to focus on entry and output; while 
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in Interactive, the focus of attention is on what is being manipulated (e. g. a point being 
dragged about). This seems to be in line with the split-attention effect (Sweller and 
Chandler, 1991). 
8.3.4 EXPRESSIONS OF INFERENCES 
It was hypothesised that expression of inferences varies depending on the instantiation. 
Participants made a variety of written inferences: algebraic, graphic, numeric, 
diagrammatic, textual, and combinations of those (section 7.3). In section 7.5, the 
evidence suggests that instantiation influences the way participants express their 
inferences. For example, in the simple task, if the instantiation is Static or Interactive, 
participants tend to make inferences that refer to graphs; however, in Dynamic, the 
inferences tend to be algebraic. In the other two tasks, if the instantiation is Dynamic or 
Interactive, participants tend to re-represent the `movement' that a graphical 
representation makes; however, in Static, the inferences tend to represent the final 
perceived picture. 
Consistent with the literature and as discussed in chapters 6 and 7, the ways participants 
expressed their inferences varied between representations. For example, participants 
typically made algebraic inferences from numeric and algebraic representations, and they 
typically made graphical inferences from graphical representations. 
Learners seem to re-represent representations offered to them when they are having 
difficulty processing them (c. f. Cox, 1996), and they may prefer to work with the 
representations they construct. It can be speculated that varying instantiations influence 
learners' construction of representations because of the working memory load and also 
because access to representations may not be easy for certain types of representations. 
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8.3.5 HOW DO REPRESENTATIONS INSTANTIATED IN DIFFERENT WAYS 
INFLUENCE LEARNERS' COGNITIVE PROCESSES? 
In answer to the research question, then, analysis of strategies with computer-based 
representations has shown that the type of instantiation affects learners' choice of 
representation, their propensity to construct mental images, their attention to different 
features of representations, and their expression of inferences. Understanding the 
relationship of performance or time to task completion on strategy remains a challenge for 
future research. 
The strength of the analytical approach adopted is shown by a number of new hypotheses 
generated about the effect of different instantiations. For instance, it would be interesting 
to test in future research whether an Interactive instantiation makes a gaze-drawing 
strategy less likely, and focuses attention on what is manipulable; while Dynamic makes a 
pictorial interpretation of graphs less likely, and increases the likelihood of algebraic 
strategies, but also reduces the likelihood of imagining strategies. 
The findings from examining the balance of strategies show that on a given task, learners 
use similar strategies to each other. Varying instantiations can influence learners' choice 
of strategies in relation to attention, expression of inferences, imagery and difficulty. This 
research found examples of participants using multiple strategies. There were situations 
when learners failed to link equations with corresponding graphs, and subsequently stuck 
to a single strategy based on one representation. When a strategy is tried and fails, or 
when participants experience difficulty in applying a strategy, then they change strategy. 
For example, if a participant using an algebraic strategy encountered difficulty in 
expressing inferences algebraically, the participant would dismiss that strategy and use a 
different one, such as a graph-related strategy. Instantiation can play a role here, for 
example, when participant P4 was in Dynamic, the alpha-numeric input, drew attention to 
values and prompted a change from a graph-wise strategy to a mixed graphic-numeric 
strategy. A further example is when making inferences about the movement of one 
element in a graphical representation, participants often begin with gaze or mouse 
strategies. Then, if they wanted to compare the movement of that element to the 
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movement of another, they might add gesture. Then, when they wanted to compare more 
changing representations, they would shift to pen and paper. 
With regard to interactivity and cognitive load, the relationship is probably not a simple 
one. Consider the following findings: 
1) As discussed above, interactivity might reduce the need to re-represent, if it makes 
information evident that is required for the task and so reduces cognitive load. 
2) On the other hand, in some cases interactivity appeared to increase the need to re- 
represent, because some of the information needed to solve the problem was not 
always visible. Section 8.1 discussed the difficulty learners experienced in 
capturing and storing changes in values, graphs, and equations. 
3) High interactivity may produce additional cognitive load, related to the interaction 
itself. 
One account might be that the impact of interactivity on cognitive load depends on the 
match between what information the interactivity makes evident and the particular 
informational requirements of the task. So, if the instantiation highlights key information 
in a way that directs attention appropriately, and the interaction requires the direct 
manipulation of key information (e. g. the input of values, dragging points on a graph), 
then cognitive load may be reduced. 
Another account might be that the task, the representation and the nature of the interaction 
may require different encoding systems (e. g. visual and gestural), and that coordinating 
information between multiple cognitive systems has an impact on cognitive load. Hence, 
although simultaneous processing by multiple systems may be efficient when they can 
work largely independently, the requirement to coordinate between systems (e. g. when 
information from one encoding is required to fill in gaps in information in a different 
encoding) may increase load. This interpretation is speculative and requires further 
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investigation. It does point the way to an investigation of strategies and representations 
from a neuroscience perspective. 
8.4 CAVEATS: SOME LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 
There were issues that could have influenced the findings of this research 
the constraints and potential bias associated with the study design 
the identification of strategies 
. the materials used in the study 
the homogeneity of participants; and, 
validation of coding. 
It is important to note the limits of the generalisability of the findings of this research in 
order to identify the aspects of the study that can be improved in future research. 
8.4.1 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE STUDY 
As is true of any laboratory study, a variety of factors could have introduced bias and 
influenced results. Therefore, caution must be applied in generalising the findings 
presented here, and further work is called for to rule out possible biases, for example 
through variations of setting, task and participants. Several of the more prominent 
challenges to generalisation are discussed here. 
The study set-up could have affected the participants' task performance, e. g. the presence 
of the many types of equipment, the laboratory setting, the small payment given. There 
was a maximum length of time set for task completion, and this might have affected some 
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participants' ability to complete the tasks fully. Participants' choices of strategies could 
be different were they given more time or less time to do the tasks. However, the analysis 
was not dependent on task performance, per se, and there was sufficient richness in 
participants' behaviour to sustain the analysis. Further work is required to assess the 
impact of the time limitation on strategy choice. 
As has been discussed in chapters 6 and 7, this research does not rule out the possibility 
that some strategies may not have been captured. For example, one imagining strategy 
(identified in chapter 5), the mental-drawing strategy, was inferred from utterances alone. 
There may be other strategies which are not clearly manifest in the data collected (gazes, 
mouse actions, gesture, notes, utterances). Further, a different set of tasks, or a different 
configuration of representations or instantiations, might reveal more or different 
strategies. There is also the possibility that other researchers might identify different 
strategies from the same set of data. Hence, further studies are required before the 
strategies can be taken as general strategies. The key point here is that strategies have 
been demonstrated to be an effective and informative unit of analysis, one that sheds light 
on the discourse about learners' difficulties in using representations. 
The age and mathematical background of participants were not homogenous. However, 
all participants did have mathematics A-levels, indicating that all had sufficient 
prerequisite knowledge to complete the tasks. Indeed, all were able to attempt the tasks, 
although not necessarily to complete them correctly. A rotational design was used to 
reduce the effect of prior knowledge. It remains a matter for further work to investigate 
the impact of prior knowledge on strategy and to consider other individual factors in the 
use of representations. 
Because the tasks needed to be unfamiliar to participants, the tasks used in this study are 
not conventional questions that participants encounter in the classroom. They are similar 
to classroom questions in that they involve mathematical functions and require the sort of 
inferences expected in the solution of classroom problems. The representations involved 
are widely used in many subject domains. 
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The validation of coding was limited, as discussed in chapter 5. The coding scheme was 
validated only by one person, and only a sample of the data was dual-coded. The main 
issue with the validation is the requirement for the `coder' to have sufficient knowledge 
of both mathematics and mathematics teaching, and sufficient familiarity with the data. 
Hence, full validation is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, although validation was 
attempted, it was limited because resources were not available to perform a full validation 
with an appropriately-experienced observer-rater. Nevertheless, the main limiting factor 
in this study was not the number of representations and instantiations being studied but 
the need to identify a broad range of strategies. Therefore, now that this study has 
succeeded in developing the data collection approach and analysis methodology, further 
studies in this area could focus on a small number of strategies across a number of 
representations and instantiations and obtain fuller validation. 
Whilst the most common and widely applicable mathematical representations were 
chosen for this research, as described in chapter 4, variation of computer-based 
mathematical MERs might provide different results. Firstly, there are a huge number of 
other computer-based mathematical representations that are in use, such as spreadsheets, 
flowcharts, dynamic geometry, Latex, LOGO, calculators, numerical solvers, algebraic 
simplifiers, Venn diagrams, matrix manipulators, and the like. Secondly, there are also 
non-mathematical MERs such as toolbars, menus, WebPages, word processor documents, 
chemical structures, databases, architects' diagrams, engineering schemas, maps, video 
controls, calendars, etc. These non-mathematical MERs are part of the design of 
computer-based environments. Thirdly, the sequence of operation required due to the 
design of the computer-based MERs (e. g. inputting equations first before inputting 
numbers or inputting numbers before equations) may also impact on the strategy that 
learners may apply. Lastly, even within the three representations chosen there were 
alternative ways of implementing them (e. g. showing equations in the form (1/2)*x^2 
rather than Y22; or graphs that require scales to be entered; or the use of scientific 
notation, and so on) and alternative ways of implementing the instantiations (e. g. 
draggable sliders in Dynamic, or the display of four Static pictures per screen, or different 
ways of dragging in the Interactive instantiation). 
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8.4.2 CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE DIGITAL APPROACH 
The innovative combination of techniques for analysing and capturing learners' 
interaction with computer-based MERs has addressed some of the challenges identified in 
chapter 3. However, there are still some issues that should be addressed in future research. 
A laboratory environment was needed primarily because of the eye-tracking equipment, a 
constraint which should be eliminated in the near future as the technology matures. Even 
then, the equipment had limitations with peripheral vision, spectacles, large movements 
of the head, rapid movements of the eyes, and unfocused gazes. On the other hand, unlike 
twenty years ago, the recording of screen, mouse, and keyboard activity can now easily be 
done in naturalistic settings without the need for controlled light and sound conditions. 
The recording of writing and sketching requires just. a Tablet PC, although it feels less 
natural than using pen and paper. The recording of talk and gesture, meanwhile, requires a 
little more control over the environment, although it seems reasonable to expect that as 
less intrusive equipment such as wireless webcams and small wireless lapel microphones 
become more widespread, field research can grow to be the norm. 
Capturing writing, utterances, actions, and gazes can produce an overwhelming amount of 
data. Knowing what to do with a large amount of data on complex interactions is a 
challenge. However, these data were collected in the same way as a researcher would 
conduct a think-aloud protocol analysis. The combination of techniques may also impinge 
on a given type of data collection. For example, combining think-aloud with eye-tracking 
may have an impact on timing, by introducing pauses for utterances. If one wants to use 
the eye-tracking data quantitatively, such as comparing the time participants take to look 
at a first target element, then pauses for utterances may bias results. It may be argued that 
participants might have dwelled more on what they are supposed to look at whilst 
describing what they are doing, than if they were just looking without describing. 
The interface of INTERACT provides good support for iterative analysis models along 
the lines of Jacobs et al. (1999) and Powell et al. (2003). Selecting, setting up and 
operating data capture equipment still demands specialist skills; however, user- 
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friendliness is steadily improving. Digital video cameras are now consumer items, and 
with the ubiquity of LCD monitors, screen flicker in video clips of participants is no 
longer problematic. Nevertheless, knowledge about video streams having different frame 
rates is needed because there can be a slight impact when synchronising the replay of 
multiple video streams. Moreover, there are choices to be made about codecs (programs 
for encoding and decoding video signals) that might not be available with some 
equipment combinations, and trade-offs between image quality and file size that can be 
tricky to judge. At this time, entry-level desktop computers are not yet adequate to 
manipulate video data effectively. Transporting, positioning, testing and looking after 
equipment still constitute a burden, although equipment is much less bulky than twenty 
years ago. Data storage media are smaller, more flexible, searchable, and less prone to 
degradation; however issues of labelling, backups and storage are still relevant. There are 
many costs, especially the eye-tracking equipment, the video analysis software and a 
computer with a high enough specification to handle video manipulation. 
A major change from twenty years ago is participants' awareness of the issues of 
informed consent and potential misuse of data. The ease with which digital video can be 
distributed via the internet has changed participants' perception of vulnerability. Further, 
the use of audio and video recording limits the researcher's ability to anonymise data. 
Anonymising participants' faces still remains a challenge. There is technology to distort 
voices and blur faces, but it can remove crucial information, because intonation and facial 
expression can hold important cues. 
A key improvement was in data coordination. Improved automation of time stamping for 
a variety of forms of data capture (e. g. software event logs, eye tracking logs, screen 
capture logs), and improvements in data handling software facilitated a combination of 
techniques. For example, the power to manipulate time stamps by entering an offset 
greatly reduced the time required to transcribe data and simplified synchronisation. Time 
spent coordinating and coding video recordings was much reduced with the help of 
analysis software tools that can simultaneously play all video streams from a specific 
moment. 
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Significant technical challenges remain. For example, time needs to be spent calibrating 
the eye-tracking equipment, and the equipment still has physical constraints. However, 
eye tracking equipment is improving steadily. Another example, is the challenge of 
identifying the start and end time of utterances. Automatic verbal transcription is not yet 
sufficiently robust, but it is reasonable to expect significant progress in this regard over 
the next few years. A Sound AnalysisTM plug-in recently released by INTERACT may 
help address this challenge. It would also be ideal to have an eye-tracker that could be 
used for other devices such as Tablet PC or on mobile devices. A `head-mounted' eye- 
tracker can be an alternative; however, this kind of device is perceived as intrusive and 
less accurate than an eye-tracker embedded on screen. 
8.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR LEARNING WITH COMPUTER-BASED 
MERS AND FOR ANALYSING COMPUTER INTERACTIONS 
On the basis of the findings of this research, possible implications are discussed for 
learning with computer-based representations, for teaching and learning with 
mathematical representations, for designing computer-based representations, and for 
analysing and capturing learners' interactions with computer-based representations. 
8.5.1 TEACHING AND LEARNING WITH COMPUTER-BASED MERS 
In relation to providing specific, well-founded guidelines for designing representations for 
specific learning tasks, this research extends understanding of the impact of 
representation and instantiation. It suggests that a suitable combination of representations 
can help learners to draw a variety of inferences, but only if they have reason to attend to 
each of the representations. Instantiation has a significant role, and it appears that 
interactivity bears a complex relation to cognitive load. The trade-off between the benefits 
of animating change and effect, and the costs of offering information that changes (and 
hence is not always visible) should be taken into account in making design decisions 
about instantiation. Further, the interaction itself carries its own overheads. Interactivity 
should be introduced when it relates to the task, and the nature of the interaction should 
be of a sort to reinforce and draw attention to key information. 
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Those who design or deploy MERs, such as teachers or educational software developers 
might find it helpful to be aware of these kinds of issues and trade-offs. They might also 
consider explicitly what kinds of strategies they are intending to foster, and what kinds of 
representations and instantiations might encourage or constrain these strategies. Rather 
than simply accepting that providing learners with multiple representations is per se a 
"good thing" (because being able to link multiple representations is perceived as a useful 
problem-solving skill and an indication of sophisticated thinking) or a "bad thing" 
(because they are known to confuse learners often), a more nuanced awareness of the role 
of computer-based MERs is desirable. Furthermore, bearing in mind the findings about 
cognitive load in this thesis, it might very well be appropriate for pen-and-paper to be 
available to students in many situations, even if the computer screen is intended to be the 
main focus of a particular task. 
Further, teachers might be offered diagnostics that help them identify when representation 
use is not serving learning, or when particular behaviours indicate that students are not 
exploiting the MERs effectively. Teachers should be informed of the specific known 
pitfalls in using computer-based MERs. For example, to offset difficulties learners' 
experience in using zoom scales, teachers should guide students in interpreting graphs of 
different scales. 
8.5.2 DIGITAL CAPTURE AND ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER INTERACTIONS 
The digital approach to analysing learners' computer interactions developed in this thesis 
is applicable to a wide range of disciplines, such as engineering design, physics problem 
solving, computer programming, and so on. Further, it can be applied to other contexts, 
such as design, writing composition, and process control. However, people intending to 
use this technique would need to be aware that, like most video-based observation studies, 
the resultant data are rich and massive, and that therefore analysis needs to be carefully 
focused. 
The digital approach offers great potential in sharing data, and in conducting meta- 
analysis across a number of studies. For example, automatic capture of screen, mouse and 
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keyboard activity is now relatively uncomplicated, and it is now possible to share video 
on the internet (e. g. YouTube) and to search text captions of videos using certain search 
engines. Data repositories should become an established component in the research 
arsenal. However, this requires careful consideration and design in order that data can be 
shared, compared, and amalgamated meaningfully. Standards are required for data 
formats, transcription notations, analysis methods, and so on. For example, a standard 
way of presenting captions and the transcript of video needs to be agreed upon, otherwise, 
it would be impractical for researchers and readers alike to understand each data set 
presented differently. Also, video codec formats would ideally be free and easily 
accessible through the internet to avoid problems of compatibility playing videos in 
different computers. 
Just as important as the technical challenges are the ethical ones concerning the sharing 
and distribution of learner data. There is a need to explicitly ask for participants' consent 
for using their video image or voice unaltered or altered. 
8.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This research required a substantial amount of time to be spent developing the data 
collection methodology and technical setup, designing the software, honing the analysis 
techniques, sifting the data, and identifying strategies. This research is suggestive rather 
than conclusive; each of the findings merits further study and validation. Systematic 
variation of tasks and participants would be appropriate in order to seek additional 
strategies, refine the findings, and tease out potentially confounding factors. The 
technology of data capture and analysis could be developed and improved further. The 
future of eye-tracking systems offers possibilities for designing systems for learning with 
computer-based representations. 
8.6.1 IMPROVEMENT OF THIS RESEARCH, 
The intention of the 3-by-3 design was a systematic comparison across representations 
and instantiations. However, the performance of the participants brought the 
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comparability of the tasks into question, and so it was not appropriate to make statistical 
comparisons across tasks. For example, it was observed that two of the tasks did not elicit 
any algebraic-related strategies whereas the other one did. Further, although the frequency 
with which participants used particular strategies was examined, the numbers were 
insufficient for statistical correlations between strategy and representation or instantiation 
to be established. One possible way to achieve this is to ideally come up with three 
similar tasks that have `the same' level of difficulty and for which each version of the 
instantiations exactly offers the same manipulability, animation, and software operation. 
This may allow a comparison across, between and within tasks; and across, between and 
within instantiations, in a counter-balanced design similar to that used in this research. 
The results would then be amenable to statistical analysis. The effect on performance 
could be correlated with the strategy that learners choose using different representations. 
When results with a homogeneous group of participants are clear enough, the research 
could examine the effects of different levels of knowledge and experience on strategy 
choice. It is also worth considering using these research techniques to compare novices 
and experts, which might not only provide insight into the differences but could help to 
calibrate the analysis approach. 
However, care should be taken in making generalisations based on quantitative eye- 
tracking data (e. g. comparing length and duration of fixations on specific elements). The 
sorts of metrics in the literature on eye-tracking studies may not apply to educational 
research. In particular, quantitative analysis of eye-tracking data collected during think- 
aloud is rather problematic, because (as discussed above) the introspection arguably alters 
the eye movement behaviour. 
The data collected based on gazes, utterances, actions and sketches were very rich. The 
data can be subjected to further, multi-perspective analyses. For example, extensive 
qualitative analysis of scan paths, such as patterns in looking at different external 
representations, might have an influence on the choice of strategies. Another example 
would be examining whether differences in fixation patterns such as from-graph-to- 
numbers and from-numbers-to-graphs exist; and whether the differences can be 
associated with a difference in strategy choices. Furthermore, there was evidence in this 
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research that the point-wise strategy disappeared in one of the tasks in Dynamic 
instantiation; it could be investigated whether there is a relationship between the time 
people spend looking at discrete points of a graph and the time people spend looking at 
numerical representations. This was not done in this research because there was no eye- 
tracking analysis software capable of achieving this. Recently, ClearView released a 
version capable of doing this. 
The data from retrospective reporting has not been analysed fully. However, initial 
analysis hints that there is a mismatch in strategies reported between introspection and 
retrospection (c. f. Ericsson and Simon, 1984). The strategies that some of the participants 
reported seemed to exclude extraneous strategies; but extraneous strategies were 
identified during introspection. It seems that participants have a tendency to be selective 
in reporting only the strategies that they used successfully or the strategies that constituted 
major dead-ends. There are also strategies identified using the eye-tracking data that the 
participants did not report at all. 
Some technical challenges remain, and new ones have arisen in capturing and analysing 
learners' computer interactions. For instance, there is a need to improve the data capture 
setup by automatically controlling the eye-tracker, digital video camcorder and the screen 
capture software to have a one-click synchronised recording. It would also be 
advantageous if infra-red cameras, used in eye-tracking devices, can accurately detect 
eye-movements in varying light conditions. Having this possibility, may allow for the 
data capture setup to be portable, rather than requiring participants to attend a laboratory 
study. It is also a challenge to use eye-tracking on small computing devices such as 
mobile phones, calculators and PDAs because of the small size of the screen. Eye-marks 
superimposed on representations on a small screen can conceal certain information (e. g. 
discrete points of a graph). Also, software tools for video analysis may be able to help in 
chunking data. The ability to share data easily on the internet and to do so in meaningful 
chunks may facilitate discussion among researchers in a way that helps to scrutinise, and 
potentially to validate, the coding scheme. In the long term, automated chunking, data 
sharing, and automated coding tools may enable an automated system for checking inter- 
rater reliability. 
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8.6.2 INTELLIGENT SYSTEM FOR CAPTURING LEARNING INTERACTION 
Research with eye-tracking systems is moving forward. For example, eye-tracking is 
being incorporated in computers to control a computer's interface (see e. g. 
http: //www. cogain. org/). The pedagogical benefit from eye-tracking systems is still in its 
infancy. Eye-tracking is now being explored with adaptive systems (e. g. Gtltl et al., 
2005), and eye-tracking is claimed to give indications of difficulty e. g. in reading text 
(Hansen, Hauland and Andersen, 2001). In the future, computing systems may include an 
intelligent interface that adapts to learners' needs by, for example, reducing the amount of 
external representations that are offered on the screen. This would be possible by utilising 
automatic analysis of AOI so that those elements that are being ignored, if important to 
the task, could give automatic feedback to learners; or if not important to the task, could 
be automatically hidden, to minimise the amount of information present on the screen. 
8.6.3 VISUALISATIONS OF PEDAGOGY 
Should an eye-tracking camera be embedded in personal computing, the educational 
world could benefit from the digital data it can offer. For example, it is illustrated in this 
research how eye-tracking systems can capture gaze data and user keyboard and mouse 
clicks logs. This data could be made available to tutors, teachers and lecturers in ways 
that provide indications of the kinds of interactions learners are having with 
representations. These visualisations can then be used to test the pedagogy of the design 
of computer-based representations. 
8.6.4 EMERGING RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND HYPOTHESES 
This research also raises some more focused questions. For example: 
Does a task that elicits a graphic-related strategy prompt more imagining and 
visual re-representing strategies than a task that elicits algebraic-related strategies? 
This seemed to be true of the three tasks in this study, but more tasks would need to 
be examined to investigate this more fully. 
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Do people have movement or gesture preferences that constrain their interactions 
with (and inferences from) a direct-manipulation interface? For example, participants 
appeared to prefer to drag objects horizontally or vertically; if true, does this have an 
impact on their ability to make inferences that rely on a diagonal movement? 
How exact are people's `invisible curves' and other gaze-drawing predictions? For 
example, in imagining a sequence of equally-spaced points, does their scan path show 
equally spaced fixations? In estimating distances, are their fixations proportional to 
the actual distances? 
0 Do people use a gesture strategy as a place holder in recalling the locations of a 
certain object that had been manipulated? Is this a form of spatial encoding? 
Is there a difference in learning outcomes for learners who use an imagining 
strategy from those who do not? 
" What kinds of association are there between working memory load and learners' 
use of imagining strategies? What is the likelihood that learners' use of pen and paper 
during a computer-based activity is an indication of working memory overload? 
To what extent is learners' initial strategy choice governed by preference? Chapter 
2 provides some evidence from the literature that learners have preferences for 
representations (e. g. Keller and Hirsch, 1998). Chapter 7 provided an example of a 
participant preferring an algebraic strategy but it is plausible that choices in general 
are influenced by the task, the given representation and the instantiations. 
8.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The study presented here examined the strategy choice and use of 18 participants during 
their solution of three mathematics problems using three different representations and 
three different instantiations. A detailed analysis showed that both representation and 
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instantiation have an impact on strategy choice. It identified differences in expression of 
inferences, construction of visual images, and attention to representations between 
different types of instantiation. One of the important findings of the research is that 
learners are less likely to use imagining strategies when representational instantiation is 
manipulable or moving. This research suggests that the impact of interactivity on 
cognitive load depends on the match between what information the interactivity makes 
evident with the particular information of the standard external representations. A 
possible way to decrease cognitive load is by introducing interactive features so that 
direct manipulation of key information (e. g. the input of values, dragging points on a 
graph) highlights key information of the external representation. The aim is to direct 
attention appropriate while the degree of interactivity gives learners control over the pace 
of a system to generate, for example, graphical representations. The results of this 
research may provide some explanation of how certain kinds of instantiations help or 
hinder learners' understanding of multiple representations. 
The application of a novel combination of data capture techniques (eye tracking, think- 
aloud, screen capture, real-time sketching and writing, video) allowed detailed analysis of 
what learners say, do, see, and write while solving problems with multiple 
representations. A framework of strategies was derived, and innovative, integrated 
analysis methods were applied to tease out how interaction influences strategy and how 
strategy choice changes over the course of mathematical problem solving. 
This research demonstrates how recent technologies can not only help to overcome some 
of the technical, practical and methodological challenges of using video to study learner- 
computer interactions, but also opens up new opportunities for capturing, coordinating 
and analysing video data relating to what learners say, do, see, and write when at a 
computer. Eye-tracking devices offer the chance to identify where learners are looking on 
the screen over time; while Tablet PCs offer the chance to capture writing and sketching 
in real-time. Software to coordinate multiple data streams can make analysis much more 
manageable and integrated. Transcripts can easily be augmented with gaze data, event 
data, gestures, extracts from participants' notes, and researchers' fieldnotes. Nevertheless, 
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many challenges remain, and new ones have arisen. More work is needed to make these 
new research opportunities accessible. 
This research provides some contributions into further developing the framework to 
examine strategies (Aczel, 1998) with multiple representations, particularly how 
strategies change and how learners improve their strategies when multiple external 
representations with varying instantiations are involved. It has begun to address the gap in 
the literature relating to the comparison of static, dynamic, and interactive 
representations. When learners are using multiple mathematical representations, their 
strategies are not mutually exclusive, as discussed in chapter 7. This is consistent with the 
literature, including Cox (1996), Borba and Confrey (1996), Villarreal (2000), Ainsworth 
(2006), and Goldin and Kaput (1996). Although there can be a strong association between 
a strategy and a given representation, the associations are neither unitary nor exclusive 
when representations are used in combination. Strategies may be carried from one 
representation to another as attention shifts. Strategies can be used in combination, and 
the combination of strategies may be prompted by the combination of representations and 
instantiations. But there is much more to understand, particularly the shifts of strategy that 
occur in diverse tasks with new and varied computer-based representations and 
instantiations. It remains a profound challenge to be able to design interfaces that adapt 
intelligently to learners' needs. 
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APPENDIX A DETAILED PROCEDURES 
PREPARATION: checklist of the equipments, materials, and procedures 
Q All files are ready 
Q See information sheet 
Q All the equipments are in the lab 
Q Tablet PC; Tablet PC stylus; Tablet PC cable charger 
Q USB memory pen 
Q USB keyboard; USB mouse; USB Adaptor 
Q DVD 
Q AAA batteries 
QA piece of rug 
Q All the materials are in the lab 
Q Consent form 
Q Index cards; field notes journal 
Q Pencil/pen 
Q Information sheet 
Q Claim form 
Q All equipments are working and setup is complete 
Q The video camera is recording properly 
Q Enough space to record the session 
Q The screen recording for tablet is working properly 
Q Full screen input format 
Q The eye-tracking camera is recording properly 
Q Camera is auto-detecting 
SETTING UP AND CALIBRATION 
Q Complete the information sheet 
Q Participants to play with the Tablet PC 
Q Show pen button; eraser button; save button; page tab 
Q Show the practice worksheet 
Q Tell the participants that the worksheet is similar to the one that they are 
about to use. 
Q Tell the participants the part of the worksheet 
Q Where to record the information extracted and inferences; conjectures 
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Q Ask the participant to practice writing on the worksheet using the: 
Q Pen button Q eraser button Q save button Q navigation 
Q Ask them how they would prefer to have the Tablet PC positioned 
Q Inclined OR Q flat on the table 
PREPARATION FOR THE TASK 
Q Turn recording on 
Q Inform the participants briefly about the experiment and the research 
Q READ: 
This project is being done with the support of The Institute of Educational 
Technology, The Open University. This aims to investigate the processes you 
do in completing a problem on multiple mathematical representations such as 
equations, numbers and graphs. 
The study is using an eye-tracking device which detects where you are looking 
at. It is using an infra-red camera. The study will also record your activity and 
your voice using a video camcorder. 
Thank you for participating in this project. You are ensured that that the 
information we will collect from you will only be used for this project. Your 
personal details will be treated with utmost confidentiality and your opinion 
will be anonymised. 
Q Ask the participant to sign the consent form 
Q Load the trial worksheet file 
Q Ask the participant to read the task 
Q Show the skin for the task 
Q Ask them which they think will help them answer the task 
Q Read the direction for the task 
Q Ask for questions/clarifications 
Q Calibrate the participant 
Q Right distance; right height; comfortable position 
Q Remind the participant to avoid moving further than 2 feet from the screen 
Q Ask again for questions/clarifications 
Q Ask if they are ready to begin with the task 
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THE TASK 
Q Turn recording of all devices on (in order) 
Q The video camera 
Q The Tablet PC recording the total screen 
Q The eye-tracking 
Q Turn recording of all devices on (in order) 
Q STOP all recording ET, TAB, VIDEO 
Q Save TAB worksheet and video, and ET 
THE RETROSPECTIVE INTERVIEW 
Q Post interview 
Q Show the video of the eye-tracking and the tablet 
Q Ask the participant to talk through the task that has been completed 
*AFTER EACH TASK 
Q Whilst the participant is having a five minute break 
Q Setup the next task 
Q Closing statement 
Q Asking for participants if they can be contacted if there is a need for a follow 
up interview experiment at the OU 
Q Reassure anonymity and confidentiality 
Q Thank the participants 
PRE-TASK INSTRUCTION 
Calibration. In front of you is a monitor with an eye-tracking device that records what 
you are looking at on the screen. I need to calibrate your eyes for the accuracy of 
detection. 16 shrinking dots will appear one by one. I want you to look at the dots 
by avoiding swift head movements. 
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Tablet practice. Beside you is a Tablet PC where you are free to record any information 
that you wish to. You are only expected to use the pen button function and the 
eraser button. I have allotted a number of pages that you can use. You can move 
from one page to another by clicking on the page tab located at the bottom of the 
electronic worksheet. 
The interface. Now I am going to show you the task and the corresponding interface for 
the task. 
Question: Do you understand the task? 
How are you going to answer the task without any software? 
With the software, what element/representation do you think you 
will look at to help you answer the problem? 
You have the freedom to use the Tablet PC to record whatever inference you have should 
you wish to. It is important that you say aloud what you are doing and what you are 
making sense of whilst doing the task. The task is followed by an interview where you 
will be asked to talk me through what you did. 
Trial task 
You are given a maximum of 3 minutes to complete that task. However, if you think 
you have answered the task, you can let me know, and we can move to the next part of 
the session. 
You are to do the task using a Static version. You can view as many pictures as you wish 
from the 5 pairs of slides named slide la and lb, 2a and 2b, and so on. 
It is important that you say aloud what you are doing and what you are making sense of 
whilst doing the task. 
Static Task instruction 
You are given a maximum of 20 minutes to complete that task. However, if you think 
you have answered the task, you can let me know, and we can move to the next part of 
the session. 
Tangential Region. You are to do the task using a Static version. You can view as many 
pictures as you wish from the 20 pairs of slides named slide la and lb, 2a and 2b, 
and so on. 
Root Variation: Same as above. 
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Chordal Midpoint: Same as above in tangential. 
Dynamic Task Instructions 
You are given a maximum of 20 minutes to complete that task. However, if you think 
you have answered the task, you can let me know, and we can move to the next part of 
the session. 
You are to do the task using a Dynamic version. Please do not tick the Interactive option. 
You can change the scale of the Cartesian plane should you wish to but PLEAS DO NOT 
LEAVE IT BLANK 
Tangential Region. Using the software, you will need to enter a cubic function and a 
coordinate of a point not on the cubic then you can click animate to see the 
tangent through the point you have entered. 
Root Variation. You will need to enter a cubic function, equation of vertical line, and the 
x-coordinate of chords endpoint. Then you can animate the chord and the vertical 
line. 
Chordal Midpoint. You will need to enter a cubic function and the x-coordinate of point 
(a, 0), then click animate to see the rotated function through point (a, 0). 
Interactive Task Instructions 
You are given a maximum of 20 minutes to complete that task. However, if you think 
you have answered the task, you can let me know, and we can move to the next part of 
the session. 
Tangential Region. You are to do the task using an Interactive version. Please do not 
untick the Interactive option. Using the software, there are points of the graphs 
that you can move using the mouse. 
Chordal Midpoint: Same as above in tangential. 
Root Variation: Same as above. For you to see the rotated function, you need to click on 
animate button. 
You can also change the scale of the Cartesian plane should you wish to but PLEAS 
DO NOT LEAVE IT BLANK. 
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Retrospective report 
I will show you the screen capture recording of what you did. This recording will also 
show what you were looking at during the task. Please talk me through what you did. 
Questions asked: What happened here? 
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APPENDIX B TIME TO TASK COMPLETION 
Time to task completion in Static 
Root Chord Tangent 
Pi 00: 11: 15: 03 Pi 00: 28: 20: 07 PI 00: 28: 15: 05 
P2 00: 14: 25: 19 P2 00: 28: 15: 12 P2 00: 20: 44: 10 
P7 00: 06: 58: 15 P11 00: 18: 20: 18 P8 00: 03: 59: 10 
P9 00: 04: 16: 15 P14 00: 19: 34: 18 P10 00: 12: 48: 17 
P12 00: 10: 49: 24 P17 00: 13: 47: 12 P13 00: 14: 01: 12 
P15 00: 08: 23: 07 P18 00: 15: 45: 13 P16 00: 28: 07: 04 
Minimum 00: 04: 16: 15 00: 13: 47: 12 00: 03: 59: 10 
Maximum 00: 14: 25: 19 00: 28: 20: 07 00: 28: 15: 05 
Average 00: 09: 22: 22 00: 20: 04: 18 00: 17: 10: 06 
Time to task completion in Dynamic 
Root Chord Tangent 
P3 00: 11: 12: 15 P3 00: 16: 23: 17 P3 00: 19: 22: 17 
P4 00: 11: 27: 16 P4 00: 21: 00: 10 P4 00: 14: 24: 09 
P8 00: 22: 25: 09 P7 00: 18: 01: 22 P11 00: 28: 02: 03 
P 10 00: 08: 45: 18 P9 00: 14: 25: 06 P12 00: 16: 01: 16 
P16 00: 27: 12: 23 P13 00: 09: 42: 12 P14 00: 24: 46: 11 
P17 00: 18: 35: 05 P15 00: 16: 44: 02 P18 00: 28: 25: 14 
Minimum 00: 08: 45: 18 00: 09: 42: 12 00: 14: 24: 09 
Maximum 00: 27: 12: 23 00: 21: 00: 10 00: 28: 25: 14 
Average 00: 16: 36: 14 00: 16: 03: 12 00: 21: 50: 12 
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Time to task completion in Interactive 
Root Chord Tangent 
P5 00: 06: 29: 15 P5 00: 16: 30: 17 P5 00: 19: 20: 11 
P6 00: 24: 26: 01 P6 00: 22: 15: 22 P6 00: 20: 28: 23 
P11 00: 06: 49: 02 P8 00: 06: 28: 17 P7 00: 07: 44: 22 
P13 00: 11: 36: 07 P10 00: 16: 50: 17 P9 00: 12: 31: 22 
P14 00: 11: 40: 11 P12 00: 20: 54: 09 P15 00: 08: 27: 03 
P18 00: 28: 15: 22 P16 00: 22: 32: 24 P17 00: 10: 36: 01 
Minimum 00: 06: 29: 15 00: 06: 28: 17 00: 07: 44: 22 
Maximum 00: 28: 15: 22 00: 22: 15: 22 00: 20: 28: 23 
Average 00: 14: 52: 22 00: 17: 35: 05 00: 13: 11: 14 
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APPENDIX C STRATEGIES CHOSEN BY TASK 
Strategy used of participants 
Representation-specific Imagining Re- 
re resentin 
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G. F- 
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Q 
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m 
U=U 
ý ca 
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bA b4 cC 
QQ (ý 
 
= 
cC 
, 
U 
`n cC y 
CC 
-=- 
i7y 
 
_ 
U O 
 
= 1= +'' 
P2 SR    
P7 SR      
P9 SR     
P12 SR     
P15 SR       
P3 DR       
P4 DR        
P8 DR        
PIODR       
P16DR         
P17DR      
P5IR   
P6 IR         
P11IR   ,/  
P18 IR         
P14IR      
P13 IR    
P1 SC         
P2 SC       
Pit SC         V14 SC     - - - - 
P17 SC       
P18 SC        
P3 DC     
P15 DC      
P7 DC    
P9 DC     
13 DC  
P4 DC        
PS IC     V/ P61C       
PBIC    
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PlOIC       
P12IC     
P16IC     
P1 ST       
P2 ST     
P8 ST      
PIOST       
PI6ST        
P13ST      
P3 DT       
P4 DT       
PH DT        
P18DT   
T14 DT      
P12DT       
P5 IT     
P6 IT      
P7 IT      
P9 IT       
P15IT     
P17IT      
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APPENDIX D ANALYSIS OF TIMELINES 
ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATION-SPECIFIC STRATEGIES BY TASK 
Single-instantiation participants by tasks 
There were six participants assigned to complete the three tasks with only one form of 
instantiation (PI and P2 did the tasks in Static, P3 and P4 in Dynamic. P5 and P6 in 
Interactive). The strategies used for each of the three tasks (i. e. Root task, Chord task and 
Tangent task) are presented in Timeline Visualisations shown in Figure below. 
ST , 
ST 
DT 
DT 
IT 
ftepresentatgn-sýc AlycbrarccMakrg 
Ropeswtatnn-specilicAlgebarc-gaph'c trial 
Representaran-apecific A gebare marpdahon 
Representation specrbc-Grag)hc-alge6arc trial 
Revesetalnn-specific-Graphhc- unenc trial 
" II 
Represertabw-q)ecfrc-Graph wax 
Regesenteian-s9edre-Nunenc-dgebrmc tnal 
Repese vmm-specirc-Numarc-mal 
R epresentebon-spenhc-PonFwrse 
Representation-specific strategies for the single instantiation by task 
. The Root task: top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure below 
o This data suggests that the Root task tended to encourage the use of more 
or less all of the representation-specific strategies. 
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o Only two representation-specific strategies did not appear among the 
strategies employed which were algebraic-graphic and algebraic- 
manipulation strategies. 
o Also, the strategies that appeared only once were numeric-algebraic 
strategy and point-wise strategy, of P3 and P4 respectively. 
" The Chord task: Middle Timeline Visualisation 
o Tended to encourage graphic related strategies 
o Three graphic-related representation-specific strategies apparent: point- 
wise strategy, graph-wise strategy and graphic-numeric strategy. 
o The strategies not found: algebraic-chunking, algebraic-graphic, algebraic- 
manipulation, graphic-algebraic, and numeric-algebraic. 
o Out of the six participants, the numeric-trial strategy was apparently used 
only one time in the Chord task 
" Tangent task: Bottom Timeline Visualisation 
o Tended to encourage graphic-related strategies 
o Two most apparent strategies were point-wise strategy and graph-wise 
strategy. 
o There were instances when graphic-numeric strategy was used by P3; and 
instances when P6 used algebraic-graphic strategy and graphic-algebraic 
strategy. 
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Varying-instantiation participants by tasks 
Next, the strategies for twelve (12) participants who completed the three tasks with 
varying instantiations are analysed. The representation-specific strategies used for each 
task are shown in Figure below. 
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Representation-specific strategies for the varying instantiation collapsed by task 
. Root task: Top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure above 
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o Tended to encourage the use of more or less all of the representation- 
specific strategies. 
o Only the point-wise strategy was not apparent. 
" Chord task: Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure above 
o Tended to be graphic related 
o Strategies mainly apparent were point-wise strategy, graph-wise strategy 
and graphic-algebraic strategy. 
o The strategies not found were algebraic-chunking, algebraic-graphic, 
algebraic-manipulation, graphic-algebraic, and numeric-algebraic. 
o The strategy that was apparently used only once was the numeric-trial 
strategy (P9); the graphic-numeric strategy (P 10). 
" Tangent task: Bottom Timeline Visualisation in Figure above 
o Tended to be graphic related. 
o There was one instance when algebraic-manipulation was used only by 
Plo. 
ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATION-SPECIFIC STRATEGIES BY 
INSTANTIATION 
Single-instantiation participants by instantiation 
The representation-specific strategies used by the single-instantiation participants 
collapsed by instantiation are first presented below in the Timeline Visualisation in Figure 
below. 
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Representation-specific strategies for the single-instantiation collapsed by 
instantiation 
. Static: Top-most Timeline Visualisation of Figure above 
o Vary from each other 
o The representation-specific strategies that did not appear were Algebraic- 
graphic, Algebraic-manipulation, and Numeric-algebraic. 
Dynamic: Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure above 
o Vary from each other 
o The strategies not found were algebraic-chunking, algebraic-graphic and 
algebraic-manipulation. 
. Interactive: Bottom Timeline Visualisation in Figure above 
o Vary from each other. 
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o The strategies that were not apparent were Algebraic-manipulation 
strategy and Numeric-algebraic strategy. 
Representation-specific strategies not used by single-instantiation participants in 
each instantiation 
Instantiation Representation-specific strategies not found 
Static Algebraic-graphic; Algebraic-manipulation; Numeric-algebraic 
Dynamic Algebraic-chunking; Algebraic-graphic; Algebraic-manipulation 
Interactive Algebraic-manipulation; Numeric-algebraic 
Varying-instantiation participants by instantiation 
The strategies of varying-instantiation participants shown in Figure below. 
" Static: Top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure below 
o Tended to encourage the use of more or less all of the representation- 
specific strategies 
o Algebraic-chunking strategy and algebraic-graphic strategy were not 
apparent. 
. Dynamic: Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure below 
o All of the representation-specific strategies were apparent. 
o Algebraic-graphic strategies were used by two participants (P 10 and P 16) 
and the algebraic-manipulation strategy by three participants (P8, P10 and 
P17). 
. Interactive: Bottom Timeline Visualisation 
o Only Algebraic-chunking strategy and algebraic- algebraic-manipulation 
were not apparent. 
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Representation-specific strategies for the varying instantiation by instantiation 
ANALYSIS OF IMAGINING STRATEGIES BY TASK 
Single-instantiation participants by tasks 
The imagining strategies used for each of the three tasks are presented in Timeline 
Visualisations shown in Figure below for single-instantiation participants. 
. 10 0 
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Imagining strategies for the single-instantiation collapsed by task 
Root task (Top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure above). 
o Did not elicit as many imagining strategies as the other two tasks. 
o No apparent pen-drawing strategy and mental-drawing strategy 
o Two participants used a gaze-drawing strategy (P I and P4). 
o Two participants used a mouse-drawing strategy (P1 and P6). 
o No gaze-drawing strategy found for P5 and P6. 
" Chord task (Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure above) 
o Elicited more imagining strategies than the other two tasks 
o Most of the participants used a pen-drawing strategy and a mouse-drawing 
strategy. 
o Two of the six participants did not use the pen-drawing strategy (P3 and 
P5) 
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o Only P2 did not use a mouse-drawing strategy. 
o Only one participant used a mental-drawing strategy (P2). 
o No gaze-drawing strategy found for P5 and P6. 
" Tangent task (Bottom Timeline Visualisation in Figure above) 
o Elicited less imagining strategies than the Chord task but more than the 
Root task. 
o Only one out of the six participants used a pen-drawing strategy (P2) and 
another one used a mental-drawing strategy (P l ). 
o No imagining strategy was apparent for P5 and P6. 
Varying-instantiation participants by tasks 
The imagining strategies used by varying-instantiation participants used for each task are 
shown in Figure below. 
" Root task 
o Elicited only a few imagining strategies. 
o The pen-drawing strategy and mental-drawing strategy were not apparent. 
Tangent and the Chord task 
o Elicited similar imagining strategies. 
o More imagining strategies were apparent in the two tasks than in the Root 
task. 
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o The strategies mostly used were pen-drawing strategy and a mouse- 
drawing strategy. 
o More pen-drawing strategies occurred in the Chord task than in the 
Tangent task. 
o More gaze drawing strategies were seen in the Tangent task than in the 
Chord task. 
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Imagining strategies for the varying-instantiation collapsed by task 
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Comparison of strategies between single-instantiation and varying-instantiation 
participants by tasks 
Number of participants using imagining strategies by task 
Frequency of participants who 
Task used the strategy below 
' ' ý 3 3 cn 
ö 3 
01 0 
-0 
aýi 
ýý 
ö 
;ý [ 4ý Root 5 5 0 7 0 
Chord 9 5 2 14 10 
Tangent 11 5 2 9 7 
The frequency of participants who used imagining strategies is presented in Table above. 
" Mouse-drawing strategy: Chord task (14 out of 18; 78%); Root task (7 out of 18; 
39%); Tangent task (9 out of 18; 50%). 
" No pen-drawing strategy and mental-drawing strategy was apparent in the Root 
task. 
" The number of participants who used a gesture-drawing strategy was the same 
across the three tasks. 
. Number of participants who used gaze-drawing imagining strategy was more or 
less the same for Chord (9 out of 18) and Tangent task (11 out of 18). 
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ANALYSIS OF IMAGINING STRATEGIES BY INSTANTIATION 
Single-instantiation participants by instantiations 
The imagining strategies used single-instantiation participants are presented in the 
Timeline Visualisation in Figure below. 
" Static instantiation (Top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
o Elicited a longer duration of imagining strategies than the other two 
instantiations. Particular to the pen-drawing and gaze-drawing strategies. 
o Gesture-drawing strategy was not apparent. 
o Only PI used a mouse-drawing strategy; one occurrence. 
" Dynamic instantiation (Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
o Dominant imagining strategies that appeared were gesture-drawing, 
mouse-drawing and gaze-drawing strategies. 
o Only one occurrence of pen-drawing strategy was apparent in the Dynamic 
instantiation. 
o No mental-drawing strategy was apparent. 
" Interactive instantiation (Bottom Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
o Appeared to be lesser than the other two instantiations, Dynamic and 
Static. 
o The pen-drawing strategy apparently occurred only twice. 
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Imagining strategies for the single-instantiation collapsed by instantiation 
Varying-instantiation participants by instantiation 
" Static instantiation (Top-most Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
o Used longer duration of imagining strategies than the other two 
instantiations. 
o All imagining strategies were apparent in Static. 
o Gaze drawing-strategies were apparent for most of the participants. 
Dynamic instantiation (Middle Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
o Elicited lesser imagining strategies than the Static. 
o Only mental-drawing strategy was not apparent 
o There were only two occurrences of gesture-drawing strategy found. 
" Interactive instantiation (Bottom Timeline Visualisation in Figure below) 
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o Imagining strategies appeared to be lesser than the other two instantiations 
o There were only two occurrences of gesture-drawing strategy found. 
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Imagining strategies for the single- instantiation collapsed by instantiation 
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Comparison of strategies between single-instantiation and varying-instantiation 
participants 
Table 9-1 Number of participants using imagining strategies by instantiation 
Frequency of participants who 
Task used the strate below 
on 
N 0 
Static 14 3 3 11 6 
Dynamic 10 7 0 10 5 
Interactive 1 5 1 9 6 
Table above shows the number of participants using imagining strategies collapsed by 
instantiation. 
No mental-drawing imagining strategy was found under Dynamic, although the 
difference is marginal when compared to the other two instantiation. 
" Gaze imagining strategy was decreasing from Static (14 out of 18), to Dynamic 
(10 out of 18), to Interactive (1 out of 18). 
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ANALYSIS OF RE-REPRESENTING STRATEGIES BY TASKS 
H e-+epresecKng 'D ý ococ 
Re-ie{xesentng- T eadual 
Reiepresentrg-Visual 
Re-representing strategies collapsed by task 
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Comparing single-instantiation and varying instantiation participants 
Figure above shows the re-representing strategies collapsed by task. 
" Re-representing strategies found for single-instantiation participants were also 
found for varying-instantiation participants. 
" The Root task elicited more symbolic and textual re-representing strategies that 
the other two tasks. 
" There was no symbolic re-representing strategy found under the Chord and 
Tangent tasks. The Tangent task elicited the more visual re-representing strategies 
than the other two tasks. 
Comparing single-instantiation and varying instantiation participants 
Figure below present the re-representing strategies collapsed by instantiation. 
" The Static instantiation did not elicit many re-representing strategies than the other 
two instantiations. 
" Minimal textual re-representing strategy used in Static. 
9 No symbolic re-representing strategy found in Static. Difference of symbolic 
strategy between instantiations is marginal 
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ANALYSIS OF RE-REPRESENTING STRATEGIES BY INSTANTIATION 
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Root 
Instantiation Representation-specific Imagining Re-representing 
Static Algebraic-graphic Gesture-drawing Symbolic 
Point-wise Mental-drawing Visual 
Pen-drawing 
Dynamic None Mental-drawing None 
Pen-drawing 
Interactive Algebraic-graphic Mental-drawing Visual 
Algebraic-manipulation Pen-drawing 
Point-wise 
Chord 
Instantiation Representation-specific Imagining Re-representing 
Static Algebraic-chunking None Symbolic 
Algebraic-graphic 
Algebraic-manipulation 
Numeric-algebraic 
Dynamic Algebraic-chunking Mental-drawing Symbolic 
Algebraic-graphic 
Algebraic-manipulation 
Graphic-algebraic 
Numeric-algebraic 
Point-wise 
Interactive Algebraic-chunking Gaze-drawing Symbolic 
Algebraic-graphic Mental-drawing 
Algebraic-manipulation 
Numeric-algebraic 
Numeric-trial 
Tangent 
Instantiation Re resentation-s eci is Imagining Re-representing 
Static Algebraic-chunking none Symbolic 
Algebraic-graphic Textual 
Numeric-trial 
Dynamic Algebraic-chunking Mental-drawing Symbolic 
Algebraic-graphic 
Algebraic-manipulation 
Numeric-algebraic 
Numeric-trial 
Interactive Algebraic-chunking Gaze-drawing Symbolic 
Algebraic-manipulation 
Numeric-algebraic 
Numeric-trial 
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APPENDIX E VARIATION IN INFERENCES 
Written inferences for the Root task in Static 
P I. con-ect: graphic 
a 4., c. "ýe; Výtý. % 
cýGYýir, wäc eE- ice, o .. ýC , we, . 
rz oY q 
f, 
tnM $o. w.. 
P': Collect: graphic 
P11 correct: 2rapluc 
a lcrn 
Co 
cur rat -tD _ nSý wt+dý 
ýýyY c3 ,FafJ 
IL ,.. cto )c. J! 
ýý S arm 
d. stý,. c. ý !1 in j (xj. 
P'_: correct: graphic 
P9: collect: graphic 
P1: correct. algebraic 
Z. - 'x 
L, 
Wý,,, ý ýc = roýZ aF 
f (F) 
C ID 0 %uH 
rotýtcd °``D°`! 
t 
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Written inferences for the Root task in Dynamic 
P3: collecT: algebraic numeric 
%'ß06 zi %u' W 
W-ýý 'm 
6s PýAz 
ý, 
t&, 
)k Vitýý! /1, 
- Z, -Zý 
1. ea,, 
46 63, of (4&. / /79 ý) air-, cf. f, W) 
P4: not that con-ect: graphic algebraic 
týý. oý. K 'ý. '- , max 
4 i"`+ r ý'ýl.. ý 
ke1 r$11ý 'a tw 
d 
PS: correct: algebraic 
Or 1 F" vý 9 /)o ,S rP9. r,, P . o% /J. o ., o ,ý ((X) 
cuN ýecTt4« . 
/ßu1- Ilk i(} 
+2 
(A 
- ravi a/ F(X 
t oºv Sfc ýu. tF. 3 (ýý. ý r6ý,,, ýFRLý,;, ý Kz (9e' )=' (Fýk))+2(A ' 
P16- correct: graphic algebraic 
3ý 
tý 
1 
_ -(A 
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P 10: crniect: algebraic 
º 
f2 _ Oý -t. ý_ 
ýZ i 
wrn. 7lc ,, Jr 
, 
tj ^Q6 
rbo r3 0;: f ýýt 
f 1. 
Pl : not that correct: numeric algebraic 
srt 
Gautx k 
1Fq4 
ýiýR7 4.4 jA, (' I 
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Written inferences for the Root task in Interactive 
P5.11111C11. `T1 1phll P conccl. ItI `Milli 
J (AL e) Mn e4 .% v. N1`u 
t, t. iý{c"Q Slam, ., '. Kc. 7 
4- Cod ýL-, 'ý4 6 
(Iý < 
.-F kk1 
4 
', Cq , &I, (ý, 
P11: collect: graphic 11lIllICl1c ; 1ý_cI l: tIL 
I -11ý --ß Z. q.,... _.. ýý 
2 C, 'a c). 4 
0 .1 
z Q)6 
- r,: w, -^- i O- -t (I- hIar 0) ,, JL, ý ,c,, Tl. i r -.. - ..., ; ...... y. -f 
I 
v ý+a T. R, ih f1 
P13: correct: graphic 
TýL 
,,, G+ýi lur "iýiv., wý vrr. r 
P14: Correct: graphic 
r t, r oo}S or +, C, ro-a4, -4 wiF+oN 
i;, ", ý 
i-l. 
1. pi 
t4wwtýr-ýý OýOLal 4 Lt. L1014I< 
TL 'S dýýec4Jt- IL. Ct i-ýý aý 
poi aý uh iý OVJo ý(o. JL 4a t 
O br, vK ct kS 
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Written inferences for the Chord task in Static 
ý. tR/N ýtlý 
P1: not connect: graphic 
/ 
P2: graphic W id not finish on time) 
P 11: not coiled: graphic 
O. -. ýiý.. ý. - iy/1S 
42 
--"CLfm; 1- 
TL& 
... ,d 0+ _T n -" 
'-i rý^ný' nl ILN, fl e.. L 
P 17 : not coii"ect: graphic 
v '*ý u A` 
Mý 
. ý- 
ý 
ý/ 
ýJ 
/ý1/ 
!. ý" nw 
o-k p, - 
1 
r 
Tom. 
IOLA 
P14: not collect. graphic 
ýL 
I l0 
L, 
ýNC 
P18: not correct: oraohic 
GAAý 
ýý ýý ýýý 
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Written inferences for the Chord task in Dynamic 
not cor ect: graphic 
'J \t ,t 
ýIý, rý µ16Y ýu rýth avý 
P7: not Collect* graphic 
iI ýjY 
P9: not correct: graphic 
P1 -',: not correct: graphic 
y S, pw.. ý 0. S 4t) Cý'. ý... A 
(ý. 
+. 
1 
6.. 
\'. / 
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P4: almost Correct. graphic 
err 
-1 
feg d ýa 
P 15: not collect'. graphic 
L\l 
FJKL j, 
0 
1' 
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Written inferences for Chord task in Interactive4 
P5: not connect: graphic 
'ice 
/1 
iJ' 
P8: not correct: graphic 
c. Jpý; ýti v k. f L". l 4. q 
j 
Mt c. J ýr; _i. .J: rlr... ( 
CON 3C< Tur i 
Tna ., ./.. .. 
, l- uc kýý, h. ý, s 0 .w if 
P1'_: not correct: graphic 
Jrýy, 
ýLD 
ýU ýý 
5 
P6: not correct: graphic 
iIIN /r1 . 1'1MII 
1 
caJ 
r -i il 
f 
Ä i/ 
Al/ LV/ /C ý'J 
/V 
%4'ýlfwº Iuýrr ý'wAý 
P 10: not conect: graphic 
, "'plerr( u. 'u AL-AY% 96 
ßt7 46 cL1! «G "r' IJ i-a - r. ua,..,,, 
wny 
I ý/ý rat Ar 5A Li w 
4r (A V 
" A_» 04 4r of TW,.; r 
P16: not connect: numeric algebraic 
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Written inferences for the Tangent task in Static 
La, 
IN MJ A+ SwK %-31113 
I -V, -4.. 
, G, l, w A 
fl*k Ujw c_ - 
Ins a. Jin naý+ w. or 
ý,, ý. y w Rr Pw . 
lV b 
c {ý.. LUati 44f. , 6-4 
P2: coiiect: graphic 
// 
\ 
s, - gL 
". v\ß.. o1 ti..., ý ß. 4. L 
Jl 
/mot, 
P8: not correct: graphic `/. 
P1 PLO: not correct: graphic ý: not coned: graphic 
P16: not connect: graphic 
i 
1 
t_ 
Y 
. 
fý 
W 
ýS 
5 
rý 
I+ +/ 
<S. t 3 
G1 , C. . 1W ( 4I 
ýt 
ý ýý 
Eýý 
ý\ 'ý 
.ý ýý 
ý. 
ý 
ý 
ýý 
_ 
cvý 
/ 
\ý r 
ý\ ýV 
_ 
Jc/lOr ! ;ýrEu 1aß- ý 
r'd1R. Pur 
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Written inferences for the Tangent task in Dynamic 
P3: not confect: graphic P4: correct: graphic 
3 
P 11: Correct: graphic 
_, ,... _ .. Ly) 
I 
1-r 
-" -I1 ^---s r -' 
rý s 
I, 
'Cý vroo 
ý\ 
I 
, ý`ý. 
. _4t li 
7rný. ,r.. . "ý. ý .ýý. I. 
(J I 
ýy 1i- ýNý" .I Ra a... aý. "C 
ý ýViýý ý 
ý. 
CA91 .. ý 
is 
. 
ýýa ý "-i 
w TE Z 
_oi-z ý, ax 
ýýr i. 1, k-4A _ 
N(ý1 JYJ y"v, ý gyp, a 
1L 
/\ 
ý'if /- 10"'1^ Lý 
`ri 
P12: not correct: graphic 
1f 
P14: con-ect: graphic 
fi ll 
. 
']. i 1 
`ý rJV )f rI 1> 11 
Z. t L ý) 1Vö 
/ 
11-11j, -4 
rGýy 
v'f 
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4- it L 
"'"^' er, en. i- 
f. 
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4, 
a. %u a, JS 
P18: not correct: graphic 
7 Lý. 
Cs -''J "f 
ic ý) 
ýý. 
,. 
(' 9IL ;1 
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Written inferences for the Tangent task in Interactive 
P5: correct: graphic 
., 
ýi 
ýi 
, /. f, `/ 
I\ -/ 
ý> 
P': con-ect: graphic 
P6: con-ect: graphic 
P I, correct: girapluc 
01 
Iýý 
% 
ýr1 
M 
/ 
tý4 r w. av. ý. 
U; - 
1, 
ß`1r 
I, i 
kpl 
p, 
4161 'ýý' k. 
\')j 
i 
P9: not correct. graphic 
`ý, 
l 
PI;: not con, ect. graphic 
ý, ý... -ai 
V. . to - ^'r .. r- f- / 
t_ ..,... i. , , wr v of .,... o. - 
ý,., "... 
t4S v4 4 ..,.. , 
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iP 
1 
ti /rw 
.. 'rW 
1 
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APPENDIX F IMAGINING STRATEGIES FOR THE 
CHORD AND TANGENT TASKS 
Timelines analysis of imagining strategies for two tasks 
P1 
P2 
Pil 
P14 U __ 
P17 
P18 
(Bord ta4 in Static 
P3 
P4 
P7 
P9 
P13 
P16 
t) l hold tk In 
P5 
P6 
P8 
P10 
P12 warm Z 
P16 
C, Chord task 111 Bitei activve 
P1 
_ 
P8 
_ 
plo   
P13 
P16 zu 
! 311=Z11r T1sK 111 N1; 111c 
P3 
P4  I! 
P11 
-; 
1t 
P12 r 
P18 
a) Tau2ellr m k- in Dvilaluic 
P6 
P7 
P9 
P15 
P17 
Tan. 2e it t, t,, k in Interactive 
i 
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APPENDIX G CHANGE IN STRATEGIES 
P2's chosen strategies in the Root task in Static 
(i) 
R: Ok You may start. Please keep on talking. 00: 00: 11: 06 
"Yeah, right. I will look around Right yeah... that's what I want" 
(00: 00: 16: 19 
Familiarisation " ' 
with the 
m just looking to see... right... that it shows me... in the first function... I 
software 
in the a shows me one function... and b shows me both which I wanted 
" to see 00: 00: 40: 00 
" I'll probably look at the b's now that I know that... function... just 
looking around the screen again... what's on there" 00: 00: 53: 17 
(ii) 
"The solutions... solutions... Just trying to remember stuff bout the cubic 
functions I was just wondering looking at the solutions of the cubic why 
there two words... two zeros... because it's the turning point" 
(00: 01: 29: 00) 
"Again just looking at the solutions... just looking at where they actually 
are on the a h... or both nctions" (00: 01: 39: 14) Graphic- "Ill note this down actually... Just note down the points of each... cubic 
numeric functions" 00: 02: 06: 12 
"So I can see already... that this is going to be... that I probably I will 
do this mathematically... not the graphical nonsense that I was doing in 
the last one " (00: 02: 29: 02) 
"The coordinates of the point is rotated around... " (00: 02: 33: 14) 
"Let us move to the next" 00: 02: 45: 09 
(iii) 
"Actually, I will just scan through.. because all of these points are all in 
the x axis... I will just have a quick flip through and see if that is the 
case or each one of these" (00: 03: 02: 14) 
"It looks like it is" 00: 03: 05: 10 
"Now, look at the question again on the pad... Oh yes it says a not" 
(00: 03: 24: 18) 
" So the same y value yeah... it crosses the x axis so the same y value 
yeah" 00: 03: 29: 17 
"It shows that I did not read the question well (laughs)... Hang on... I'm 
just reading the question " (00: 03: 43: 12) 
"I'm gonna look on the first one" 00: 03: 57: 08 
"What I'm going to do now is just look at... what I've written down 
which is the solutions of these two cubic functions and the coordinates of 
the point which is rotated around " (00: 04: 11: 21) 
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(iv) 
"I'm just gonna have a look mathematically at err... what relationship is 
between those too and the... what I can already see Probably what it is 
gonna be... I'm just doing it in my head" (00: 04: 35: 03) 
"So I will just probably look at the first one and check my solution 
against the others... Ok I will stop looking at the screen" (Laughed) 
(00: 04: 45: 22) 
Graph-wise «I'm just looking at what is on the screen again this first example... Err 
(00: 04: 58: 18) 
"Just looking at where those points are on the line" (00: 05: 03: 01) 
" Makin sense o what I'm gonna do mathematically 00: 05: 09: 06 
"I don't like to see things... (Laughed)... So alright... " 00: 05: 21: 08 
R: Any inference soar? 00: 05: 31: 14 
(v) 
"Yeah... not the actual cubic... but the actual points are mirrored... I 
think.. around the rotation points" 00: 05: 41: 24 
" I'm just gonna look through each of the points of the first function" 
00: 06: 08: 16 
(vi) 
Graphic- "I will just work out the symmetry" 00: 06: 13: 09 
numeric 7m trying to do it mathematically... " 00: 06: 23: 15 
"So... I'm just going to use one point... " 00: 06: 34: 19 
"The outermost point ... which is the last solution of f(x) and the first 
solution of (x " 00: 06. "44: 01 
" Ole.. compare them" 00: 06: 51: 12 
(wrote) PI (0,0,2.5) P2 (-5.5, -3, -3) a(-1.5,0)x1 = 2.5. x2=-5.5 
00: 07: 01: 20 
"I'm just looking at the err... these turning points so if it zero it is minus 
three" (00: 08: 30: 14) 
(vii) 
Graph-wise "I'm just looking back at the screen to look at the coordinates" 
(00: 09: 16: 00) 
"Err... I'm just looking at the... Err... Basically the solutions are 
reflected around the coordinates o a, 0" 00: 10: 04: 14 
(viii) 
Numeric-trial "So that... the solutions are the same distance on the right side of (a, 
0)" 00: 10: 16: 15 
(wrote) PI (0,0,2.5) P2 (-5.5, -3, -3) a(-1.5,0) xl = 2.5. x2=-5.5 
(00: 11: 43: 00) 
Numeric-trial "I'l1 robabl write it in algebraic w (00: 14: 08: 24) 
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(ix) 
Graphic- "No... I'm happy with what I have written there... " (00: 14: 25: 19) 
numeric 
P1 S's chosen strategies in the Root task in Static 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
Graphic- 00: 00: 09: 07 "You've got your 2 point not and 
numeric the one at 2 and a hay" 
Graph-wise 00: 00: 32: 17 "Ah ok! I see what the rotation 
means now... So you gonna get one there... 
one there... So your point not moved to three" 
Numeric- 00: 01: 16: 05 "When a is 2 I'm expecting then (a, 0) = (1.5,00) 
algebraic always we have... " goes to -3<BR>2.5 goes to-2a -5.5 
-2.7, -1,0.73; a=2 
3.3; 5.0; 6.7 
Graph-wise 00: 02: 14: 24 "1'm just thinking kind of.. how 
they move... and they are moving in relation to 
that point there... so it has something to do 
with the distance from... the point to a" "So 
kind of a way of thinking about that but it is 
not that ((erased -2a) " "It's the same, 
obviously" 
Numeric-trial 00: 03: 45: 11 "The distance from plus to here 
is 4.7" 
Numeric- 00: 03: 52: 03 "You kind of have the distance 
algebraic between x and a" 
Graphic- 00: 04: 09: 03 (wrote) distance from x to a 
al ebraic <13R>a x is same 
Numeric-trial 00: 04: 25: 20 "That one is presumably the (wrote) 2-0.73=1.27 
number of si ni scant i res it can show" 
Numeric-trial 00: 04: 52: 09 (wrote) 2+1.27=3.3 "OK" 
Numeric- 00: 05: 16: 21 (wrote) 2-x is a-x 
algebraic 
Algebraic- 00: 05: 40: 14 (wrote) a+(a-x) (wrote) y=2a-x 
manipulation wrote 
Algebraic- 00: 06: 05: 23 "Let's see if it works " Checks f ips back to previous page)) 
manipulation a+a -x is 2a - x(wrote) a= -2; x=0; 
=-4 
Algebraic- 00: 06: 21: 04 "Hmmm! Let's go to the next 00: 06: 20: 22 (wrote) a =6; x= 0; g 
mans Elation one" = 12<BR>x=5 =7 
00: 06: 57: 08 "7 and 12. WHOA!!! I can do 
maths! " ((Laughs)) 
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APPENDIX H OTHER APPENDICES 
ASSIGNMENT OF TASK AND INSTANTIATION 
Code REP Task Code REP Task 
Pl S R P2 S C 
S T S R 
S C S T 
P3 D C P4 D T 
D R D R 
D T D C 
P5 1 R P6 I T 
T I R 
C I C 
P11 S C P16 S T 
D T D R 
I R I C 
Pl0 S T P12 S R 
I C I C 
D R D T 
P13 D C P15 D C 
S T S R 
I R I T 
P8 D R P18 D T 
C I R 
S T S C 
P7 I C P14 I R 
S R S C 
D T D T 
P17 1 T P9 I T 
D R D C 
S C S R 
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INFORMATION SHEET 
The Open Th i it O U University 
e pen n vers y 
Walton Hall 
61 
Milton Keynes 
MK& 6AA 
Telephone (01908)274066 
Institute of Educational Technology 
Direct Line (01908) 65 
Fax(01908)654173 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Date : 
Name: 
Age: Sex: Participant Code: 
Filename codes: 
Instantiation type: S- Static; D- Dynamic; I- Interactive 
Task type: R- root variation; C- chordal midpoint; T- tangential region 
Participant type: Student; Expert; Pilot 
Type o stud Study name Stimuli name 
Trial Trial study Static fixed point 
Pilot Pilot study Static root 
Filenames: 
TASK EYE- 
tracking 
A VI 
Worksheet 
Tablet A VI 
Video 
A VI 
Worksheet 
Journal 
Trial 
Static root 
Tasks given (in order) 
TASK Type Date Time 
Started 
Time 
Ended 
Trial task 
Task 1 
Task 2 
Task 3 
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CONSENT FORMS AND RECEIPTS FOR COMPENSATION 
TheOpen 
University 
I Ii ( )pell Inil, i d\ 
Ualtonl Hall 
Millon Keene. 
lnrr' I me IU1 
Institute of Educational Technoloav °111 
90X 1 r., 
" `; 
I have examined the information describing the study in which you would like 
me to participate and herein express my consent to do so with the following 
provisions: 
1. I can withdraw from the study at anytime for any reason: 
2. That video and audio recordings will only be used for the 
project; and 
3. Any personal data will be kept confidential and other form of 
data will be anonymised. 
Participant's Name- 
Signature: 
Date: 
This is to acknowledge that I have received the amount of ¬xx. xx. after 
participating for xx hours. 
Participant's Name: 
Signature: - 
Date: 
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DETAILED TRANSCRIPTS 
P1 S's strategies for Static-Root task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
Graphic- 00: 00: 09: 07 "You've got your 2 point not She looked at the numerical solutions 
numeric and the one at 2 and a hal ' and looked at the graphical solution. 
Graph-wise 00: 00: 32: 17 "Ah ok! I see what the 
rotation means now... So you gonna get 
one there... one there... So your point not 
moved to three" 
Numeric- 00: 01: 16: 05 "When a is 2 I'm expecting (a, 0) = (1.5,00) 
algebraic then always we have... " goes to -3<BR>2.5 goes to-2a -5.5 
-2.7; -1,0.73; a=2 
3.3; S. 0; 6.7 
Graph-wise 00: 02: 14: 24 "I'm just thinking kind of.. 
how they move... and they are moving in 
relation to that point there... so it has 
something to do with the distance from... 
the point to a" "So kind of a way of 
thinking about that but it is not that 
((erased -2a " "It's the same, obviously " 
Numeric- 00: 03: 45: 11 "The distance from plus to 
trial here is 4.7" 
Numeric- 00: 03: 52: 03 "You kind of have the 
algebraic distance between x and a" 
Graphic- 00: 04: 09: 03 (wrote) distance from x to a <BR>a- 
algebraic x is same 
Numeric- 00: 04: 25: 20 "That one is presumably the (wrote) 2-0.73=1.27 
trial number of si i scant i res it can show" 
Numeric- 00: 04: 52: 09 (wrote) 2+1.27=3.3 "OK" 
trial 
Numeric- 00: 05: 16: 21 (wrote) 2-x is a-x 
algebraic 
Algebraic- 00: 05: 40: 14 (wrote) a+(ax) (wrote) y=2a-x 
manipulation wrote 
Algebraic- 00: 06: 05: 23 "Let's see if it works" Checks flips back to previous page)) 
manipulation a+a -x is 2a - x(wrote) a= -2; x=0; 
y=-4 
Algebraic- 00: 06: 21: 04 "Hmmm! Let's go to the next 00: 06: 20: 22 (wrote) a =6; x= 0; g= 
manipulation one" 12<BR>x=5 g=7 
00: 06: 57: 08 "7 and 12. WHOA!!! I can 
do maths! " ((Laughs)) 
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P4 Is strategies for Dynamic Root task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterance(s) Description of 
azes/sketches/actions 
Gesture- 00: 00: 55: 22 "It is going to go... If it P4 did a kind of circular movement 
drawing rotates a hundred eighty degrees it is with her hands. 
moving this way... moving this way... I 
think it is not going to change so much " 
Graph-wise; 00: 01: 15: 04 "It is going to be the same After describing the behaviour of the 
Visual thing. I'll write that... I guess that is graph she drew some graphs about 
something interesting to know... same her inference 
thing 
Graph-wise; 00: 01: 33: 12 "Let's say if I move this to She is describing the behaviour of the 
Gaze- one zero and I rotated 180 degrees it just graph using her eyes as shown by her 
drawing got shifted one point to my left. So I'm eye-movement. 
guessing iI go two zero... " 
Gaze- 00: 02: 05: 08 "It shall be shifted two She is predicting the new point on the 
drawing points... Yeah! " graph that is not there being reflected 
by the movement o her eyes. 
Visual 00: 02: 14: 21 "So If I go one zero, it gets She drew some graphs about her 
shi ted to... this went to four zero ok" inferences 
Graph-wise 00: 02: 44: 23 "that's right I guess the same She stated that the same effect on the 
thing will happen if I do the other way graph's behaviour as her previous 
around... Good" inference. 
Graph-wise 00: 03: 04: 13 "Ok So let's see if I had this P4 described that the graph is moved 
... it moves up... if it is zero zero... it upwards. doesn't st the same... that is because " 
Graphic- 00: 04: 00: 05 "X^3 +2 and if I rotate She related the equation with the 
algebraic around (0,0)... it goes down this way and graph's behaviour 
that becomes x^3 -2... That's 
" interesting... 
Gesture- 00: 05: 18: 09 "If I shifted two zero just like She changed the point of rotation to 
drawing the rest of them over there... yeah" (1,0). P4 pointed to the screen then 
she moved her hand as if drawing a 
cross using her hand 
Point-wise 00: 05: 25: 01 "It is still two zero but it got (She is relating the rotation in terms 
shifted two point that way" of the turning point which is a 
discreet point o fa cubic unction 
Graph-wise 00: 05: 57: 10 "That's something... if it is She described the behaviour of the 
minus one... It shifted to your left... let's graph 
see... " 
Graphic- 00: 07: 15: 04 "Ooh! I can't see what's She expanded (X+2) ^3 then she 
algebraic happening here" She changed the zoom entered x^3+ 6x^2 +8. 
scales... and looked at the graph I don't 
know what I'm doing" 
Gesture- 00: 08: 57: 12 "I reckon if you rotate it will Reread the problem. (moving his 
drawing be the same although I can't test that Err hand towards the left and making a 
i fl shift it two points that way I only have point) 
one point. " 
Textual 00: 09: 45: 13 "1 don't know what you call She generalised her conjecture 
that but I think it is in ection. " speaking out loud what she is writin . 
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Algebraic- 00: 01: 36: 02 "Err... Looking at the old He looked at the equations and 
chunking function and now looking at the actual compared the signs of each term. 
equation I mean the new function it's the 
same aside from the fact that the sign has 
chap ed om the actual value... " 
Numeric- 00: 02: 14: 12 "It's just... yeah it's just He looked at the numbers and 
trial reversed and the signs have changed... so described the numbers. 
it's flip and the signs have changed to its 
value to the opposite... " 
Graphic- 00: 02: 23: 22 "I'm gonna move the He looked at the number and related 
numeric rotation to something... I'll move it to it with the graph. 
minus two to keep it to integer... I can see 
what it has done... everything has shifted 
down to minus two... now ignoring the 
actual equation... " 
Graph-wise 00: 03: 07: 07 "OIL.. I'm gonna put it back He described the coordinates of the 
in zero... you've added two... so there graph 
everything has two added onto it... but 
obviously the coordinates of the is two.. 
but having said that... the difference 
between ... the first two points is two... 
eah the difference is two" 
Numeric- 00: 03: 45: 17 "Let's move it over to the He did some computation wit the 
trial outside... yeah.. now everything has been numbers. He read the question. 
shifted six... so six has been added to all 
of there... you are always adding a 
value... and that value is the same for 
each solution. " 
Graphic- 00: 04: 33: 12 "There I've added eight onto He was relating the graph with the 
numeric everything... so you're just adding a numbers. 
constant to all of those... let us go back to 
zero... so I added two onto everything... I 
can see why that is... because this point 
here is that point here and the difference 
o that is two... " 
Numeric- 00: 05: 37: 13 "I'll try with just a random... He worked out the numbers 
trial again I've added a constant to all of 
these... in this case I've added eight to 
" everything... 
Graphic- 00: 06: 07: 09 ""When it is zero... He was looking at the graphs 
numeric everything shifts two... when it is two behaviour and relating it to the 
eve ing shits six... " numbers. 
Numeric- 00: 06: 16: 07 ":.. shift equals two... He wrote on the Tablet PC in a 
trial; hmmm... interesting" tabular like form. 
textual 
Numeric- 00: 07: 02: 09 "So four... I've just done He evaluated the numbers he listed 
trial this... I wonder if.. I've done this on down. 
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purpose... so when I shifted it to position 
three everything shifted by eight... by five 
everything shifted by ten... I'm wondering 
whether by four it added on nine to 
everything... Oh no... it is twelve innit... " 
Graphic- 00: 07: 56: 19 "but the question is... what 
numeric; can you infer... so I'll get more 
textual information on that.... yeah ff I'm shifting 
about the middle point... then I'll end up 
with the same... so if I shift it plus one... 
the difference now between all those 
Roots is plus two... plus three and now 
it's plus six... " 
Graphic- 00: 09: 55: 19 "... I shifted it one it went of He was describing the graphs 
numeric two... three... six... by four to eight... behaviour without changing the zoom 
obviously plus two would have been but rather he was looking at the 
four... it means that all the Roots would numbers 
adjust... by.... by double that... so i (I 
adjust the point of rotation... one unit 
from the middle Root.... everything 
shifted by plus two... " 
Graphic- 00: 11: 43: 15 "Oh... alright... that should He kept on relating the graphs with 
numeric be plus twelve... actually that is only four the numerical computations he was 
so plus eight... if I put that... that's doing. 
better... it is a bit clearer now... from the 
middle Root... I moved the rotation point 
one unit down... that should mean that 
the Roots will be two less than that... 
than they are... minus five should be ten 
less here... eah... down our... " 
Graphic- 00: 13: 09: 18 "I've got that... but changing Relating the change in the numbers 
numeric the size of the graph maybe it has a big because of the shape of the graph 
effect... so now... I might be right... that 
should sh jft two onto everything... 
actually it shifts four... it shifts four 
because this shape of the graph is 
changed.. Non I'm confused... Err... " 
Graphic- 00: 14: 23: 08 "It's kind of confusing... I'm His eye movement still looking at the 
numeric; just gonna have a play around... the numbers and the graphs whilst 
gesture- Roots are two one... " whispering some computations... He 
drawin counted using his hands. 
Graph-wise; 00: 15: 34: 06 "I think I might got have He concentrated on describing the 
mouse- any lead now... It doesn't matter... the graph in terms of the Roots 
drawing shape of the graph.... I got minus three... movement. 
zero and one... as my inflection... err... as 
my Roots yeah... " 
Graphic- 00: 16: 36: 23 "I'll just make the graph He figured that the numbers are not 
numeric more manageable... just make it that... in order and related it 
back to the 
that's minus one that's one is the middles graph. 
value and that's zero... and I'll have that 
so what I've done is that I added our 
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onto that one... three onto that one and 
five... one two three... it is confusing me a 
bit... because the order of this is not the 
order o these... " 
Gesture- 00: 17.40: 22 "Err... it's not that... so it is His hands were moving working out 
drawing symmetrical about the rotation point... " the symmetry. 
Mouse- 00: 18: 12: 09 ':.. and I have just taken He used the mouse pointing at the 
drawing four off that first one... which is one two number and counting using the mouse 
three our... " pointer. 
Graphic- 00: 18: 25: 24 "and then taken five on that He is counting using the mouse. he 
numeric; one... it is the one... one two three four... related the graph to the numbers 
mouse- oh sorry... that's zero zero... one two 
drawing three... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 18: 49: 03 "one two three four... I am He kept on using the mouse to count 
mouse- getting a bit confused... that's minus one the numbers. He described the Roots 
drawing and that's three... that's zero and that is in terms of distance from the rotation 
four... it seems obvious... it is just point. 
rotating it... obviously everything just 
shit the same amount about that point... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 20: 30: 16 "Yeah you (made a sound... Whilst making the sound he moved his 
gesture- it is just that...,, hand as if rotating his hand 
drawing 
Graphic- 00: 20: 36: 06 "it's just... if that one there... He was using the mouse to point on 
numeric the rotation point two... it is just two and the numbers. Counting using the 
add the one... " mouse. He was relating the rotation 
with the numbers and doing some 
operations. 
Graphic- 00: 21: 08: 13 "It is three... no it's two Describing the graph and doing some 
numeric minus minus one... so just add that on... calculations. 
to get the five... so the graph is 
symmetrical... that flip over and add on 
our to seven... so it's that one... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 22: 11: 00 "a not plus... so these are He tried to record symbols but 
symbolic the Roots... the Roots are xyz... so it is decided to describe the graph. 
just the difference between a not and 
each of the Root... is the amount you add 
on or take away to get the new 
position... " 
P18's strategies for Static-Chord task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
Graph-wise 00: 00: 14: 12 "I'm just looking at the He described the graph using the 
lines... the boundaries... and I'm looking colours 
at that one there and seeing what. -" 
Mental- 00: 01: 35: 02 "I'm just looking at between It hard to tell from the gazes that 
drawing these two... I'm trying to visualise in my there are lines being drawn. 
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head where all the midpoints could be... " 
Gaze- 00: 01: 49: 03 "So... Definitely in this Lines are being drawn in the area 
drawing area... underneath the... surrounded by using eyes 
the yellow line and the cubic... definitely 
there is gonna be midpoints in there... " 
Pen-drawing 00: 02: 22: 04 "I'm just gonna draw on Lines were drawn on the Tablet PC. 
here... I just want to get an idea of where 
the midpoint would be... I'll just draw a 
bit bigger to see more detail... " 
Gaze- 00: 04: 24: 04 "I'll have a look at this next Lines being drawn with the gazes. 
drawing one... I can see on this one that again... 
from each of the midpoint to the 
maxima... the verti... the horizontal line I 
mean... come up there... Tangent 
underneath bounded by the cubic itself.. 
there is midpoint in there... but also... " 
Point-wise; 00: 05: 20: 01 'you can have midpoints He is relating it the maxima 
gaze- higher than than... because I think you describing where the midpoints lie. 
drawing can get a Chord from the top of the His gazes drawing some lines. 
maximum right up this line here... the 
cubic" 
Gaze- 00: 05: 38: 19 "obviously the same... down Lines are being drawn in the different 
drawing with the minimum... between the slides. 
minimum and the cubic as well... I'll have 
a quick flick around to have a look at the 
others... right... I'm just having a look at 
the functions and trying to work out in 
my head... where the area of the 
midpoints... " 
Gaze- 00: 07: 02: 04 "I reckon this one as well... Lines a re being drawn. 
drawing I'll have a look at the next set... " 
Gaze- 00: 07: 39: 11 Lines are being drawn. 
drawing 
Graphic- 00: 08: 08: 22 "I just go and look at this Lines are being drawn. He wants to 
algebraic; vertical... alright I get the general idea... relate he graph with the equation of 
gaze- where the midpoint look... like... where the cubic. 
drawing they can be... I'm just thinking if I can 
make an equation... you have the 
equations up there... " 
Pen- 00: 08: 49: 03 "I'm just gonna draw... one Draw a cubic shade some region and 
drawing; of the... just draw a cubic on here and then 
visual shade in an area where I think you can 
get mid points... probably draw some 
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lines with numbers on... just see if I 
can... " 
Graph-wise 00: 10: 16: 07 "two lines bound to this He described the graph 
shaded area... I think it would be 
parallel... if this is symmetrical function 
then it would be parallel... the lines... the 
minimum and the maximum would be 
stretch in that way... " 
Point-wise; 00: 12: 34: 24 "1 am drawing the He drew and related the boundary to 
visual quadratic... the cubic... I'm labelling the the maximum and minimum 
maximum and minimum p and q... just 
you can see where they are... I will draw 
a line from each one of hem... that goes 
of to he cubic ends... " 
P4's strategies for Dynamic-Chord task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterancels Description of 
azes/sketehes/actions 
Gaze- 00: 02: 37: 24 "I'm not certain what this The participant looked at the graph 
drawing means... " 
Mouse- 00: 03: 40: 17 "That's a Tangent line... ok... P4 pointed at minus zero then at 
drawing equation of the vertical line... " point six using the mouse. Then she 
kept moving the mouse pointer 
Graph-wise 00: 05: 04: 05 Yeah... I know that thing... She continued animating the graph 
but... the midpoint goes up... it goes up... " She concentrated looking at the 
graph 
Mouse- 00: 05: 19: 17 "Let me just try something She inputted different numbers. 
drawing easy... (Inaudible)... I can stop that... Zero Then, she animated the graph She 
zero that's the easies... It's the region that used the mouse and pointed at (0,0). 
moves with this" She moved the mouse pointer 
downwards and upwards 
Graphic- 00: 07: 50: 19 "If I increase the speed She animated the graph again. The 
numeric maybe I'll know... I don't know it looks... A graph moved downwards. She looked 
bit likes... asymptotic to it... (Inaudible) at the graph and the numbers back 
... whether it's gonna 
be asymptotic to it... and forth as she watched the 
it is not moving out... right... animation 
Visual 00: 08: 32: 20 Let us assume something... If Left part of the worksheet) A cubic 
I have line from here to here and moving graph with an arrow pointing 
this way it goes asymptotic... asymptotic... towards the left. Wrote "asymptotic" 
If I have it this way zero zero to here it 
goes this way it is also asymptotic... " (Right part) A cubic with an arrow 
drawn going to the right. Wrote 
"asymptotic " 
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Mouse- 00: 08: 55: 10 "let me try something... zero She looked back at the interface. She 
drawing zero and... it move just this way... let's pointed at (0,0) and moved the 
move down " mouse pointer downward 
Graph-wise; 00: 09: 10: 05 "So all it does... So all it She animated the graph and watched 
Textual does... comes down comes down... until it it. She looked at the Tablet PC. She 
becomes Tangent line zero and it changes wrote on the Tablet PC. Drew an 
direction... yeah... " arrow pointing left and wrote 
"Tangent " 
Graphic- 00: 09: 37: 00"Alright... Ole.. and then if I She animated the graph in different 
numeric used one to minus one... (Inaudible) (So it directions. She looked at the graph 
trial just moves along) Ah! Ok... using minus and numbers back and forth as she 
one to one... It goes down that way... So it watched the graph. She changed the 
crosses the line... But... it cuts one zero... zoom scale 
So that's down right... and it still keeps 
going... How long can this go to... I'm still 
trying to figure out what's going on... That 
keeps going... that just never... When does 
the midpoint end... " 
Graphic- 00: 13: 14: 00 "It gets to... who care... P4 gasped She animated the graph 
numeric minus six let's go back to that... This is in every direction. She changed the 
minus... Tangent is here... it goes up... so speed of animation. She looked at the 
obviously... it's doing that... I understand graph and numbers whilst watching 
that one... zero... it would draw a line the animation of the graph 
there... It is going to fast... It reaches the 
tangency... It goes down... it goes down... 
it reaches zero and then... let's stop 
there... The midpoint is minus zero point 
nine minus ten point five... " 
Mouse- 00: 14: 13: 22 "It will never ever comes She then stopped the animation then 
drawing cross... Something... it never comes pointed the mouse at the region 
across... " inside the curve and the graphical 
line. She moved the mouse pointer 
Mouse- 00: 15: 01: 03 "One point five and.. " She used the mouse and moved the 
drawing mouse pointer from 1.5 going left 
and right 
Gaze- 00: 15: 49: 00 "What will happen is that... it She looked back at the screen then 
drawing goes through.. " animated the graph. 
Graph-wise 00: 16: 03: 17 "It goes to zero zero... It then She continued animating and 
goes through... It becomes a Tangent to watching the graph. She looked at 
it... It shifted... it shifts... and then it the graph and occasionally looked at 
becomes asymptotic to something which I the numbers. 
can't figure... but it is... Is it the point it 
self one zero... It could be the point itself 
one zero... because it never ever comes 
across' 
Pen- 00: 16: 48: 05 (Right-most part of the Tablet PC) 
drawing Drawing line from (0,0) going 
upwards. 
(Bottom part of the Tablet PC) 
Drew an XY lane. Mouse pointer 
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making some lines. 
Gaze- 00: 17: 11: 01 P4 glanced back on the computer 
drawin screen. 
P12's strategies for Interactive-Chord task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
Mouse- 00: 00: 00: 00 "So probably... I'm trying to She moved the mouse pointers as if 
drawing visualise the area... I wonder if you can line was being drawn along the cubic 
get those points... probably you can get curve. 
all of them... Err" 
Visual 00: 01: 11: 12 ':.. So I've got this... and I She drew a cubic curve on the Tablet 
reckon you can get an area all the way... PC and shaded some regions. 
something like that... " 
Mouse- 00: 02: 40: 17 "the vertex of the graph P12 was moving the mouse like 
drawing and... I suppose it go on to infinity maybe shading some regions and drawing 
although would I even get up there... I some lines. 
suppose I'm imagining that you can get 
midpoints in here but if it goes up here 
would I actually... " 
Pen-drawing 00: 03: 03: 14 'you get one here... I She drew some dotted lines and 
suppose in this graph you wouldn't... Ok erased it afterwards. 
I'm gonna do a bit more drawing... so if 
I.. " 
Pen-drawing 00: 04: 50: 01 "Something very vaguely She drew some dotted lines of where 
like that... but if I fix that and go down the midpoints are traced from the 
here so they et... " rah... it 
Pen-drawing 00: 05: 50: 19 She added more dotted lines on her 
drawings. 
Visual 00: 05: 58: 03 "So this are like my She shaded some region of the graph 
boundaries for when I am moving she drew. 
different ends of the midpoint and I 
reckon I can get all of that area... Err... 
Argh... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 06: 27: 19 "a bit messed up... Ok... She erased some bits of the region she 
pen-drawing Hmm... " had shaded. 
Visual 00: 09: 14: 01 "They are a bit more...! She drew another curve and shaded 
wonder of you can get any midpoint in some regions. 
this bit... Hmmm... " 
Graph-wise 00: 11: 07: 15 "The top boundary is kind She concentrated on describing the 
of determined by... I wonder if I can get... behaviour of the graph 
Oh... it is probably more complicated... I 
bet you can get all of the points ... I 
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suppose it is difficult... " 
Pen- 00: 15: 00: 18 She read the problem out loud. Then 
drawing; he drew another curve. She was 
visual drawing what she could trace with the 
use of the Interactive software. 
Visual 00: 15: 53: 07 "So there is a boundary She continued sketching on the graph 
between the midpoints in the curve... so it tracing the midpoints movement. 
is between there and between there... " 
Visual 00: 16: 43: 02 "And then similarly... I She added more drawings on the 
suppose it is around here" curve. 
Pen- 00: 18: 01: 01 She drew another curve and again 
drawing; started shading some region where it 
visual is being traced by the midpoint using 
the interactivity. 
Visual 00: 19: 34: 07 
Pen- 00: 19: 44: 18 "Hmm... Ole.. Err... " She went on shading her drawings. 
drawing; The pen stylus pointer was moving 
visual makin some lines being drawn. 
Graph-wise 00: 20: 13: 117 think I'm kind of done... She described the behaviour of the 
graph by sketching. 
PI 's strategies for Static-Tangent task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
Mental- 00: 06: 20: 02 "Ah ok... so by moving that There were no lines being drawn. 
drawing point from there to where it is in b... the 
pink Tangent gets much steeper... there 
green one more... as soon as you cross 
this... line the green line would no longer 
exist... and same with the pink one... so 
that determine he intersection with the 
graph..  
Mental- 00: 07: 36: 05 "So when it is on that side 
drawing of the graph.. you get one... on that side 
you get three... as soon as you cross this 
line... the pink one no longer exist and 
the blue line still there... " 
Graph-wise 00: 11: 29: 06 "So that point moved only in She described the behaviour of the 
the x direction... " graph. The movement of the point. 
point-wise; 00: 11: 44: 15 "As you moved across this Lines being drawn. 
gaze- maxima... the pink one... turns... as soon 
drawing as you move to the right of it you get one 
going in the opposite direction... 
hmmm... that blue line... as you go across 
that one would disappear... " 
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Point-wise; 00: 12: 20: 12 "The blue one also sort of 
gaze- 
drawing 
the same... that just changes gradient... 
until you went across the top... that one 
would disappear... and the same... wit the 
green one I think.. it is gonna move 
further up there... so it becomes inflected 
so it no loner... becomes a Tangent... " 
Point-wise 00: 13: 28: 04 "I'm just trying to work The gaze constantly going to and from 
out... the turning point reflected the the minima 
regions... or something like that... " 
Point-wise; 00: 14: 12: 18 ""If we move from there... Gazes are being drawn from the 
gaze- the pink one cannot exist as soon as you minima 
drawing go through the actual lines of the graph... 
I'll look at a different one... just one 
moves along the x-axis as well... so" 
Gaze and relate it tot the minima... 
Gaze- 00: 16: 16: 04 "it moved to the right... that Lines being drawn... 
drawing one would exist until you go trough... 
that line... and then it will just become 
Tangent to that curve instead... within 
that part of the graph... you still have 
one... and then when it gets outside you 
get three again... " 
Graph-wise 00: 17: 02: 18 ':.. I'm just thinking about Described the behaviour of the graph. 
whether... whether the x coordinate of 
the point... is inside or outside of the line 
of the graph... when it's... obviously 
inside... in got one... outside it got 
three... it 
Visual 00: 18: 58: 06 She drew a cubic with lines from the 
maxima and minima. She redrew a 
bigger graph again lines from the 
maxima and minima 
Point-wise 00: 20: 20: 17 "I'm trying to draw... what I 
think might be a boundary... but I need to 
check if that is correct... so at the 
moment... if trying to... that it is bounded 
in the y direction y the maxima and 
minima.., and in the x direction by the 
outside Roots of the equation... hmmm it 
doesn't work.. (laughs)" 
Point-wise 00: 20: 57: 04 "No it doesn't work... yeah it 
does work for that... but it is not for the... 
Roots... I decided that it has something to 
do with the line of the graphs... and it has 
something to do with the turning 
points... " 
Gaze- 00: 21: 55: 19 ".. Hmmm... that doesn't Gaze drawing lines 
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drawing work.. sorry... (laughs)... " 
Mouse- 00: 23: 12: 07 ""outside there you will Moving the mouse counting the 
drawing have one... two three... " number of Tangents. 
Gaze- 00: 23: 22: 00 "so that... one... two... Lines being drawn. 
drawing three... on the graph.. err... " 
Graph-wise 00: 24: 14: 12 "It looks like... that outside Described where the boundary she 
the graph you have three... but I need thought. 
to... find some actual rule... " 
Gaze- 00: 24: 37: 22 Lines are being drawn. The 
drawing researcher reminded the participant 
to keep on talking. 
Gaze- 00: 25: 53: 24 ".. I'm trying to find... it Lines were being drawn. 
drawing looks like that point... I wonder if tends 
to infinity... no because it would move 
to... to the right... I can't think of ways of 
defining it... (laughs)" 
Visual 00: 27: 00: 04 "Inside that... where that Drew on the tablet. 
changes... that's as soon as you cross this 
line... the same up there... it will change 
because of the line... " 
P4 Is strategies for Dynamic-Tangent task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
azes/sketches/actions 
Gesture- 00: 00: 53: 19 "The point of inflection P4 pointed at the inflection and 
drawing itself.. which is... " moved his hand toward her. 
Graph-wise; 00: 01: 52: 08 "at minus one... it is the same She drew a graph with a Tangent She 
Visual thing except in the opposite direction" described where the position of the 
Tangent line. 
Mouse- 00: 02: 10: 13 "Ok if I choose a point let's She was moving the mouse point 
drawing say zero one... sorry... one zero" before making her decision of what 
to enter. 
Textual 00: 02: 45: 13 "Zero one zero we have to She wrote (1,0) and 2 points on the 
point of tan en " Tablet PC. 
Graph-wise 00: 02: 58: 17 "zero one... alright so I'm P4 entered zero one. She described 
guessing that for minus one it's the same the position of the Tangent. 
thing... so that is going down ... 
Err.. I'm 
going to try something down here" 
Graph-wise; 00: 03: 42: 24 "three minus five... Oh! Ok She -3 and -5. She drew a graph and 
Visual minus three minus five... which is here plotted a point and a Tangent line 
somewhere... which is somewhere near the and wrote 3 points and the signs of 
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inflection we have three points" the coordinates. 
Graph-wise 00: 04: 25: 16 "When I did it this way... we She described where the location of 
had an inflection over here... I can't the Tangents appeared 
remember. " 
Mouse- 00: 06: 00: 03 "Ok Let us try something She moved the mouse pointer 
drawing over here... three minus five... " projecting where the points are going 
to appear. 
Gaze- 00: 06: 12: 09 "Three minus five there is After animating, her eye movement is 
drawing; one Tangent... Hmmm! Ok! " drawing some lines being drawn 
Textual towards the cubic. 
Gesture- 00: 06: 40: 17 "So on that side... I'm She moved her hands as upwards and 
drawing guessing we gonna have three here... " downwards as if doing some lines. 
Gesture- 00: 07: 42: 24 "... I got two points... when I Her hands were moving left and right 
drawing did it over there at the end.. one on that up and down. 
side... so... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 08: 22: 10 "If it is in this region and this She drew a graph and shaded some 
Visual region we have three Tangents... if we regions. She described her drawing 
have it here we have two 
Tangents 
... 
hmm... " 
Gaze- 00: 09: 03: 18 7f I have... " P4 gazes where some straight lines 
drawing were being drawn exactly along the 
y-axis. 
Visual 00: 09: 12: 10 ":.. minus zero point one... She erased what she previously 
minus five... Ha! These are not two wrote. 
Tangents... that is one Tangent.. so" 
Textual 00: 10: 21: 12 "I don't know what you call She wrote on the Tablet PC speaking 
that... Err... it's... err... if the line passes aloud what she was writing 
" through... 
Gaze- 00: 11: 15: 16 "That's horizontal line Her gazes depicted some lines being 
drawing thingy... " drawn. 
Textual 00: 11: 18: 24 She continued writing on the Tablet 
PC. 
Gesture- 00: 12: 29: 23 "if the point... minus one lies Her hand moving making a line. 
drawing one the right... " 
Gaze- 00: 12: 37: 00 The movement of the eyes drawing 
drawing some lines. 
Gesture- 00: 12: 41: 17 "lies one the right... It doesn't Speaking aloud what she is writing 
drawing make sense... lies on the... " Her hands movement toward the 
right. 
Graph-wise; 00: 12: 58: 04 "right of the upper portion... 
Textual or on the left of the lower portion there 
are three Tangent" 
Textual 00: 13: 49: 18 She continued writing some text on 
the Tablet PC about her inferences. 
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PIS Is strategies for Interactive-Tangent task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
azes/sketches/actions 
Pen-drawing 00: 00: 31: 04 "So imagine we got a The stylus movement drawing a line. 
curve... so this... " 
Graphic- 00: 00: 38: 06 ""see where it goes back so She is relating the graph with the 
numeric trial point three three... there's a point in coordinates of P. 
there... " 
Visual 00: 01: 15: 14 "Somewhere up here we She drew a graph and... and a 
have three Tangents... " Tange t line 
Visual 00: 01: 34: 04 "We got one" She continued sketching on her 
drawing 
Visual 00: 01: 55: 09 "And that would be three" She added another Tangent line on 
her drawing. 
Mouse- 00: 03: 03: 13 "The area outside which is She moved her mouse pointer like 
drawing there... What's there though... what is the lines Tangent to the curve were being 
point" drawn. 
Graphic- 00: 03: 20: 10 7 can't work out what the She is trying to relate the graph with 
numeric trial Tangent is when it switches from three to the coordinate of P as shown in her 
one... " gazes. 
Mouse- 00: 04: 06: 00 "I don't know how this She moved the mouse pointer like 
drawing; works though... it is just this Tangent lines being drawn. She added more 
Visual there... there is a point... when you can't notes on her drawing. 
have any Tangent to this... and in here 
you have... no Tangent and in that middle 
bit you have Tangents to inner... up here" 
PIS Is strategies for Dynamic-Chord task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
00: 00: 10: 05 "I'm just trying to think of (typed) x^3 + 4x^2 + Sx + 4" 
really sim le... quadratic.. cubic" 
00: 00: 36: 10 "I'm thinking of points to put (Typed) 0.0; 4.0; -2.0; 2.0 
in... like 0, four" 
Gaze- 00: 00: 54: 01 "what can you do with the P15's eye movement were drawing 
drawing straight line" some lines. 
Gaze- 00: 01: 36: 19 P15's eye movement were drawing 
drawing some lines. 
Graph-wise; 00: 01: 41: 10 "I'm just thinking as that She moved the mouse pointer 
Mouse- lines stretches up there and as that line drawing some lines on the screen. 
drawing stretches down there your midpoint... " 
Gaze- 00: 02: 00: 00 "The midpoints are always Her eye movement made a line from 
drawing going to be within the two lines of the one point of the curve to the other. 
curve" 
Pen- 00: 02: 13: 13 "So when the shape is like She used the pen to draw a cubic. 
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evidence from gazes, actions, utterances and sketches 
Strateg(ies)y Utterances Description of 
gazes/sketches/actions 
drawing that... it is not going out there... so it is Then the stylus pointer was making 
going to be in the area... can you have... " some lines being drawn before she 
actually draw the line. 
Gaze- 00: 02: 47: 19 "Can you get midpoint right P15's gazes lines being drawing. 
drawing on there... yeah you probably can. " 
Gaze- 00: 03: 22: 07 "You can't get midpoints all Gazes drawing some lines outside the 
drawing the way down to... " shaded area she drew. 
Gaze- 00: 06: 29: 23 "so what happens if we Again lines were being drawn by her 
drawing take... " eye gazes. 
Pen- 00: 06: 34: 14 "So when it goes up there... Pen making some lines before exactly 
drawing you can have... when it comes down you making the actual drawing. 
eel this space... " 
Gaze- 00: 07: 06: 22 Some lines being drawing with her 
drawing eye gazes. 
Pen- 00: 07: 09: 15 'yeah ok... " Small sketch was made and was 
drawing erased immediately. 
Gaze- 00: 07: 26: 04 
drawing 
Gesture- 00: 07: 33: 15 "I think if you put in a Her hands moving as if drawing some 
drawing vertical line... that's gonna go say two... " lines. 
Gaze- 00: 08: 20: 00 "that one goes up there... Her eye movement was going toward 
drawing and your Chords gonna be getting closer the spaces where she is saying before 
to your curve... and the it will go outside the animation goes there. 
of the curve" 
Pen- 00: 08: 41: 14 "So it is not quite the area The stylus defining the region where 
drawing bounded by the curve because you can't Chord cannot appear before she 
get a Chord out here" shaded it. 
Gaze- 00: 08: 52: 23 "What am I Looking for... Still doing some lines. 
drawing I'm looking for the boundary... " 
Graph-wise; 00: 09: 55: 05 ':.. The cubic goes on Eye movement still drawing some 
Gaze- forever... but i'you kind of describe it like lines being drawn. 
drawing err... " 
Pen- 00: 10: 20: 22 "If you put it in a box and Pen drawing... 
drawing you have your cubic... then it will be 
everything... it is not just a rectangle it is 
a kind of.. " 
Gaze- 00: 11: 02: 17 'X cube" Line being drawn. 
drawing 
Pen- 00: 11: 05: 18 "I'm trying to describe Pen moving like drawing lines 
drawing that... " 
Gaze- 00: 15: 24: 22 "But it have a spare yellow Eye gaze drawing a line on the curve. 
drawin line" 
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P3's strategies for Dynamic-Chord task 
Strateg(ies)y Utterance-Is Description of 
azes/sketches/actions 
Graph-wise; 00: 02: 00: 10 "I was thinking that the He described where the midpoint is 
gesture- midpoint was... always on the vertical... going. His hand movements were 
drawing it looks... when it is going to the x-axis... showing where the midpoints would 
it seems to be that the midpoint is always go. 
at the vertical... that's not right... when it 
comes down it is kind of of.. that line is 
similar... but it doesn't seem to hold!.. " 
Gaze- 00: 03: 43: 20 "I think the bound... right Lines are being drawn between the y- 
drawing the boundary of that area is always axis and the curve. 
going to be between... between the... 
err... line" 
Mouse- 00: 03: 54: 08 ":.. line of the cubic function He moved the mouse pointer as if 
drawing and the y-axis... I think" drawing some lines. 
Mouse- 00: 05: 40: 21 "Oh... What I said before The mouse movement is determining 
drawing was wrong... because when it passed the area being described 
over the area here... the midpoint wasn't 
in the space where I was expecting it to 
be... but... " 
Gaze- 00: 05: 54: 06 "I think... " The gaze drawing lines being drawn. 
drawing 
Mouse- 00: 06: 03: 22 ""If I put a line... if I put a The mouse movement like lines being 
drawing line... " drawn from one point along the cubic 
to another point. 
Mouse- 00: 06: 14: 20 ':.. line at minus one... the The mouse drawing some lines 
drawing green line... yeah the green line... the 
midpoint is always going to be in this 
area bounded by that part of the red line 
and that part of the green line... and then 
up here is... is bounded by that part of 
the green line and that part of the red 
line... ok that makes... " 
Gesture- 00: 06: 48: 12 ".. that makes a bit more His hand movement defining the area 
drawing sense that it's... that it's within that 
area ... rather than where the axis actually is... " 
Gesture- 00: 06: 57:: 04 "I'm just looking at it... Movement of the hands defining 
drawing running it again and see what happens... where the area could be shading the 
I guess you can get a boundary at this area using his hand movement. 
point... as it 
Gaze- 00: 07: 21: 04 His eye movement drawing sonne lines 
drawing with the area defined reviousl . 
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evidence from gazes, actions, utterances and sketches 
Strateg(ies)y Utterance/s Description of 
gazes/sketch es/actions 
Textual 00: 07: 34: 21 He wrote on the Tablet PC about hi 
inference. 
Gesture- 00: 10: 50: 08 "I'm not... hmmm... I can't The hand determining whether the dot 
drawing quite tell from this if that dot is actually is on the location he is expecting it to 
on... the right hand side of the green be. 
line... or not... " 
Graph-wise 00: 11: 49: 07 "can I zoom it... hmmm... He is describing the behaviour of the 
that midpoint is somewhere... where I am midpoint. 
not expecting it to be... " 
Gaze- 00: 12: 47: 14 "So I have to think again... Lines are being drawn using his eyes. 
drawing I'm not sure where it is gonna... Does it 
go along a straight... no it doesn't go 
along a straight line at all... " 
Gaze- 00: 14: 26: 10 "I'm not sure... (laughs)... I Lines still drawing some lines. 
drawing really can't tell where... " 
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It often does more harm than good to force definitions 
on things we don't understand. Besides, only in logic 
and mathematics do definitions ever capture concepts 
perfectly. The things we deal with in practical life are 
usually too complicated to be represented by neat, 
compact expressions. Especially when it comes to 
understanding minds, we still know so little that we 
can't be sure our ideas about psychology are even 
aimed in the right directions. In any case, one must not 
mistake defining things for knowing what they are. " 
-- Marvin Minsky -- 
from The Society of Mind, 1985 
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